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Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North).! ask the Chief Secretary why there

is no control over the ratbags in the
community who drive high-powered
speed boats and other types of motor
boats on the waterways of Victoria
during the summer period, and whether it is considered that, in the
interests of the safety of the public
in general, there should be control
over these people by requiring them
to obtain driving licences, similar to
the provisions in a New South Wales
Act.
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).The question is in two parts. As to
the first part, I will not repeat the
emotive phrase used by the honorable member. However, there are
persons in the community who will
drive motor boats, particularly highpowered motor boats, at excessive
speeds. At present the Motor Boating
Act provides certain restrictions on
speed in certain areas, where motor
boats may or may not be driven, and
at what speeds they may be driven.
Mr. TREZISE.-! am referring not
so much to speed as to the danger.
Mr. ROSSITER.-The Bill before
the House seeks to tighten up both
the speed and danger aspects, and
relates to areas where boats may or
may not be driven in relation to other
moored craft or where craft may have
divers underneath them.
I could
go on and make a second-reading
speech on this aspect, but I shall
not do so.
As to the second part of the question on the licensing of motor boats,
over many years the Government has
decided that that will not be its policy,
and that is lhe position at present.
That aspect may or may not be
debated on the Bill.
Mr. WILKES-It may or may not
be?
Mr. ROSSITER.-It may or may
not be.
HOUSING SHORTAGE.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds).1 desire to ask a question of the
Minister of Health representing the
Session 1973.-79
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Minister of Immigration in another
place. Is the honorable gentleman
aware of the housing shortage in
Victoria; and why, at this stage, is
the Government embarking on a programme to boost immigration when
there is a housing shortage? If this
programme is successful, where will
these migrants be housed?
Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister of
Health) .-There is a far greater
shortage of workers in Victoria than
there is a shortage of houses. Consideration will be given to the question raised by the honorable member
for Moonee Ponds.
SPORTING AND RECREATIONAL
GRANTS.
Mr. BIRRELL (Geelong).-Can the
Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation inform me whether all
recreational and sporting grants are
conditional on Commonwealth grants,
or whether there are separate disbursements in Victoria?
Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-The answer
is, "No "; it is quite the reverse.
The Commonwealth Government has
agreed to adopt the priorities established by the Department of Youth,
Sport and Recreation for making
funds available on a matching $1 for
$1 basis. This is an excellent example
of co-operative federalism where the
Commonwealth
Government has
acknowledged that the Department
of Youth, Sport and Recreation is
the appropriate body to establish
priorities for the grants in Victoria.
It is also important to note that
the Department of Youth, Sport and
Recreation is fortunate in having further funds which it is able to put
into projects which will not depend
on Commonwealth moneys being
made available. I instance some of
these projects. The sum of $170,000
has been made available to the City
of Nunawading for a magnificent project estimated to cost $340,000 consisting of one major centre, two
minor centres and a mobile van. The
sum of $190,000 is involved in the
project at Westland servicing the
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people of Sunshine. A project has
been approved for Koo-Wee-Rup,
consisting of a swimming pool costing $120,000, of which the department is giving $71,000.

without Notice.

the discussions I was holding with
him, the Federal Minister for Health,
Dr. Everingham, announced a programme for community health
centres in Victoria .
The Victorian Government is ap. Only yesterday I approved of a proJect of the Try Boys Society in preciative of the money offered for
Geelong which will enable a basket.; the community health centres geneball stadium to be built at the cost rally, but a condition was attached
of $120,000. My department will to the establishment of three centres,
provide $60,000 for that. All of which the Victorian Government
these grants are made without Fede- strongly opposed. The centres are
at Eaglehawk in Bendigo, Kensington,
ral matching grants.
and Deer Park. The conditionimposed
by the Commonwealth
COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRES.
Governme·nt without discussion with
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the or reference to the State Minister of
Opposition) .-Was the Minister of Health-was that salaried doctors
Health correctly reported in the should be employed.
press when. he ~as quoted as saying
The Victorian Government has a
that the V1ctonan Government was principle
that our community health
opposed to the employment of sal- centres shall
provide a medical
aried doctors-service based on the principle of fee
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H. for service. Pensioners, the indigent,
Wheeler).-Order! The honorable and persons on a subsistence inmember cannot ask whether a report come may obtain medical attention
was correct. He should rephrase his completely free. The Government
believes that the wealthy and those
question.
who have insurance and other
Mr. HOLDING.-Did the Minister benefits available to them should pay
of Health say that the Government for medical attention.
was opposed to the employment of
Because there is no geographical
salat:ied members of the medical
profession in community health limit on the area from\which patients
centres because their employment may come to the centres to receive
would mean that people could come treatment, the wealthy, with their
from other areas for free treatment Rolls Royces and other cars, could,
at the centres? If so, given the role if they chose, travel 2 or 3 miles to
played by salaried members of the obtain free medical treatment in
medical profession in a range of competition with the pensioner and
medical institutions in this State the person on a subsistence income.
would the honorable gentleman agre~ A position could arise in which the
that his statement cast an unneces- have-nots were disadvantaged besary imputation and slur on salaried cause of service provided to the
members of the medical profession haves.
and their patients?
Further, under the fee for service
Mr.
SCANLAN (Minister of principle which the Government beHealth).-No slur whatsoever was lieves should apply in its community
cast on salaried doctors who give
fine and dedicated service within the health centres, doctors will receive
mental health service and hospitals payment for counselling services on
of this State. The first part of the a sessional basis, not a salary basis.
question asked by the Leader of the That would provide an extra emOpposition stated the position sub- olument to the doctors who counstantially correctly. Without con- sel the elderly and the handisultation and wHhout completion of capped without charge. The Govern-
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ment considers that the principle of to the Australian Industries Developfee for service in community health ·ment Corporation. It is one of a
centres should be continued.
number of 1Bills which are bring,ing
about
a massive programme of
A further point, which ·was not
finaliized and which is .important to Socialism to Austral:ia.
the community health programme, is
Mr. EDMUNDS-Not before time.
that it is the Government's intention,
·Mr. WILCOX.-1 should not ·mind
wherever possible, to attach community health centres to existing hos- if the people of Austra'lia had known
pitals. The Government's proposal is ·w'hat they voted for on 2nd Decemto attach the Kensington community ber last.
Honorable members interjecting.
heat} th centre to Royal 'Melbourne
Hospital, the Deer Park centre to
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Footscray Com·munity Hospital and
Wheeler).-Order!
I have made reEaglehawk community health .centre
to the Bendigo Base Hospital}. It is peated requests for questions and analso proposed to build a day hospital swers to be as brief as possible and
at Eaglehawk for the ·care ·of the that there be no interjections. Honorelderly and that will be atta·ched to able members must realize that they
the Bendigo Home and Hospital for are detracting from question time.
I am in favour of approximately
the Aged.
twenty questions being asked in this
The discussions were not finalized period, but so far only four quesbefore the Federal Minister for tions have been asked and answered
Hea·lth, !Or. Everingham, made his and almost half the period has
announcement, which is a matter for elapsed.
·regret. In conclusion, I thank ·the
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General).
Federal 'Minister .for Health for his -1 note what you say, Mr. Speaker,
contribution towards the extension but I have not answered a question
of our regional comrmunity health because I have not been asked one
centre programme which was sub- for about five weeks.
mitted to him.
Honorable members interjecting.

COMMONWEALTH LEGISLATION
Mr. RAMSAY ('Balwyn).-Has th·e
Attorney-General exa·mined Commonwea'lth legislation relating to the
Australian 'Industries !Development
Corporation which has been passed
by the Commonwealth House of Representatives and is currently being
considered by the Senate? Is he
aware that the legislation includes a
provision for the ~corporation to be
exempt from all State taxes, including stamp duty-a rmove whkh could
have considerable effect on the administration of the State? WiH the
Attorney General consider alerting
Victorian Senators so that they may
further consider the amendments
with a view to their rejection or
further amendment?
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General).1 am aware of the Bill before the
Con1monwealth Parliament in relation

Mr. WILCOX.-1 have not completed my answer.
Mr. HOLDING '(Leader o'f the Opposition.-! take a point of order.
When you rise, Mr. Spe'aker, and the
Minister resumes his seat and another
·member rises, I put it to you that
the ·Minister is taken to have ·completed his answer.
The SPEAKER.-The AttorneyGeneral had not ~completed his answ-er. When I rose to make an explanation, the 'Minister .correctly, in
respect to the Chair, ·resumed his
seat. Although he was a little slow
in rising again, the honorable gentleman is in order.
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General).
-1 propose to use question time in
this House properly and to answer
any question that is asked of me, but
I do not propose to attempt to answer
when I cannot be heard.
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To come back to where I started,
the Australian Industries Development Corporation Bill is part of a
massive programme of Socialization
which is being foisted on the Australian people against their wishes
because on 2nd December they did
not know that this was going to
happen.
Mr. GINIFER.-1 only wish that the
Minister were right; there is no
Socialism involved in that Bill.
Mr. WILCOX.-! have examined
the Bill that the honorable member
for Balwyn is rightly concerned about
and I am sure that the Treasurer
would be concerned about it. The
Australian Industries Development
Corporation is already purchasing
shares on the open market in various
companies, many of which carry on
business in Victoria and would be
liable for stamp duty, pay-roll tax
and other State taxes. If the corporation becomes a substantial shareholder in a company, which in my
view is simply Socialism through the
back door, it could be open to the
company, because of the corpo~a
tion's substantial interest, to claim
pursuant to the provision that the
honorable member 'for Balwyn has referred to an exemption from the payment of State taxes.
This is a matter of considerable
concern to the Victorian Government,
and I will most certainly draw the
matter to the attention of Victorian
senators. In fact, I understand that
the Bill has already been rejected by
the Senate.
PENSIONER MEDICAL SERVICE.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).Is the Minister of Health aware that
some medical practitioners are now
advising pensioner patients that they
must join a private medical insurance
scheme and that their failure to do so
could result in their not receiving
medical treatment? If the Minister is
aware of this, for the benefit of those
pensioners who are concerned,. worried and a little confused, will he
make a public announcement that the
Government deplores this action by
members of the medical profession

without Notice.

and fully supports the long-standing
policy of pensioners receiving free
medical service.
Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister of
Health) .-I am not aware of .the
particular cases that have been cited
by the honorable member for Broadmeadows. If he gives me the names
and the circumstances, I shall be
happy to examine them. I haye discussed this general matter w1th ~he
Federal Minister for Social Secunty,
Mr. Hayden.
A pensioner medical service ~as
existed for some years to provide
free medical treatment for pensioners.
There is also the subsidized health
benefit programme, which was introduced by the previous Government,
to provide free medical treatment for
those who are on subsistence
incomes. My discussion.s with ~he
Federal Minister for Social Secunty
were intended to make the subsidized health benefits programme
work more effectively than it does
at present and to extend the range
of services available under the pensioner medical service.
The difficulty with the latter
service with which I think every
honorable member will be familiar,
is that it is really not a good
service for the pensioner because it
contains one inequality that the State
Government would like to have
The inremoved in Victoria.
equality is that under pensioner
medical services, a pensioner can go
to a general practitioner for a consultation but when specialist treatment
is required he must go to a public
hospital. ' Under the subsidized
health benefits programme this does
not apply. A person can go. to a
specialist on referral. The pol~cy of
the Victorian Government w11l be
clearly instanced later in this s~s
sional period with a document which
will more fully explain the attitude of
the Government, but the Government
would prefer the Federal Minister
for Social Security to extend the
operation of subsidized health
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benefits, ensuring too that the pensioner medical service is consistent
with the programme of the subsidized health benefits scheme.
I also point out that the State Government is bearing almost the complete cost of pensioner hospitalization of $45 a day for each bed, with
a miserly $4 or $5 contribution from
that Commonwealth Government. I
remind the honorable member for
Broadmeadows that in the hospitals
of Victoria, pensioners and those
who are on subsistence incomes
receive free hospital treatment
through the generosity of the State
Government. The Federal Government should reimburse the State Government fully for its contribution towards pensioner well-being in the.
hospital system, because under the
Constitution social welfare is a
responsibility of the Federal Government, not of the State Government.
This is another point which I have
discussed with the Federal Minister
for Social Security.
Further, to make sure that the position is clearly known-and every
member of this House should be
proud of the way Victorian hospitals
deal with those who require medical
treatment-it should be borne in
mind that no person is denied admission to a public hospital in Victoria because of his incapacity to pay
the fees.
WHEAT STABILIZATION SCHEME.
(Mildura).Mr.
WHITING
Has the attention of the Minister of
Agriculture been directed to an article
which appeared in the Australian
Financial Review dated 14th November stating that the Federal Government would introduce a radical new
wheat stabilization scheme at the
next meeting of the Australian Agricultural Council on 7th December?
Has the Minister had discussions with
the Federal Minister for Primary
Industry, and if so, what are the results of these discussions?
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Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-Over the past 25 years
the history of the Australian Agricultural Council has been one of
negotiation. State Ministers have
made submissions along with the
Commonwealth Minister, and matters
have been resolved in a compromising
way. In the past twelve months State
Ministers have found themselves in a
situation where announcements have
been made, and their normal negotiations have not been possible. Two
examples are the removal of the dairy
bounty and the normal procedure of
the proposed grain infestation programme. When State Ministers have
gone to the council to try to negotiate
a more satisfactory deal for the farming community, industry generally
and consumers, it has been found that
these decisions have not been negotiable. This is a change in tactics and
it is detracting from the traditions of
the Australian Agricultural Council.
It has become a farce for State Min. isters to travel long distances at great
expense to the taxpayers only to find
that faits acCiompli are there to be
agreed upon with no room for negotiations.

What disturbs me is that this attitude should be adopted with what is
still the major source of overseas
income to the Australian people-!
refer to the rural industries. More
than half of Australia's income still
comes from primary producers, but
the situation is rapidly deteriorating
because the attitudes of a city dominated party have been pushed on to the
rural sector which, for once in the
past fifteen years, has enjoyed a
reasonable season. These people
desperately need these conditions to
rehabilitate themselves from the
more difficult seasonal conditions
that have occurred in the past.
Unless these factors are taken into
consideration and traditional support
is given by the Government to
primary producers, as is the case
when seasonal and price fluctuations
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have been a problem, Australia's
major exporting income will be in
jeopardy.
I have certainly seen the report in
the Australian Financial Review. One
of Australia's major exports, wheat,
is being tampered with at pres·ent by
the Federal Government with a view
to ensuring that no Federal money
shall be at risk, and that the grower
~hall bear the entire burden of any
fluctuation that might take place in
overseas markets.
Mr. CURNOW.-That is a lie.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I rule that the
phrase. used by the honorable member
for Kara Kara is unparliamentary and
I ask for its withdrawal.
Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara).I withdraw the statement, Mr.
Speaker.
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-Information is clearly
being leaked-and not only to the
press, as illustrated by the fact that
the honorable member fur Kara Kara
is so firm about the position he has
taken on my comments. If the honorable member is aware that the Commonwealth Government is to present
a fait accompli on wheat stabilization
at the Australian Agricultural Council
meeting on 7th Decembe..r, why are
the Ministers ·meeting? This is the
point I am objecting to. Traditionally
State Ministers have met to negotiate
various situations on different commodities that are. rurally produced,
and agreement has always been
reached, even though the political
flavour of different State Ministers
has varied. This is responsible action
which has been in the best interests
of farmers and the marketing of
Australia's primary products.
It is clear from articles in the
newspapers that many people have
knowledge of what the Commonwealth Government intends to propose.. Clearly it can be seen that a
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fait accompli will be presented, and
It appears that the factors on which
the Government will be asked to
agree will not put Commonwealth
Government money at risk. Apparently the terms will be a threeyear wheat stabilization agreement
which will in no way place Commonwealth Government money at risk.
If it were a five-year agreement, that
might be so, but the leaks that have
occurred make it appear that it will
be a three-year agreement. This is a
rapidly deteriorating situation and
one which I very much regret. If I
must go to Canberra to present the
Victorian point of view, it appears
that there is no hope of negotiating
on behalf of the wheat industry in
Victoria. This is a sad situation and
one which I completely reject.

PRIORITY ROAD SIGNS.
Mr. WILKES {Northcote).-Can
the Chief Se.cretary inform the House
how many municipalities have failed
to erect priority road signs, and
which municipalities that had erected
priority road signs have since seen
fit to remove them?
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-I shall be pleased to provide the
honorable member with that information if he places the question on the
No~ice Paper.
STATUTE LAW REVISION
COMMITTEE.
HEALTH ACT.

Mr. A. T. EVANS (Ballaarat North),
chairman, pres·ented a report from the
Statute Law Revision Committee on
section 291 of the Health Act 1958,
together with ext~acts from the proceedings of the committee and
minutes of evidence.
It was ordered that they be laid on
the table, and that the report and
extrac~s from the proceedings of the
committee be printed.
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PAPERS.
The following papers, pursuant to
the directions of several Acts of
Parliament, were laid upon the
Table by the Clerk:Land Conservation Act 1970-Recommendations by .the Land Conservation Council
to the Governor in Council with respect
to the balanced use of public lands in the
North East Study Area (District 1).
Public Services Act 1958-Public Service
(Public Service Board) Regulations-Regulations amended-Nos. 585 to 388 (four
papers).

SOCIAL WELFARE BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Council and, on the motion of Mr. I.
W. SMITH (Minister of Agriculture) , was read a first time.
HOUSING (SALE OF ·LAND) BI·LL.
Mr. MEAGHER (Minist·er of Transport) moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to amend section 103 of the
Housing Act 19-58 ·with respect to
the sale of vacant land to home
builders.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
WATER (FURTHER AMENDMENT)
BILL.
Mr. DUNSTAN '(Minister otf Public
Works) moved for leave to bring in
a Bill to amend the Water Act 1958.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
VETERINARY RESEARCH
INSTITUTE (CONSEQUENTIAL
AMENDMENT) BI·LL.
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to amend the Milk Pasteurization Act 1958, and the Stock ·Medicines Act 1958, consequential upon
transfer of control of the Veterinary
Research Institute from the University of Melbourne to the Department
of Agriculture.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
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GRIEVANCES.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! The question is-·
That grievances be noted.

Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-1 wish
to raise a matter which is
causing much concern not only
to the members of the Opposition but also to the public of
Victoria, the Police Department and
most organizations associated with
road traffic. I refer to the utter confusion which has been allowed to
continue for five and a half months
owing to the stupidity of the Chief
Secretary. The honorable gentleman
has allowed priority road signs to be
erected without a phasing-in period
and without having fully examined
the implications of those signs and
the new regulations concerning stop
signs and give-way signs.
The Chief Secretary has been so
confused over the issue that he has
made several contradictory pronouncements which have also added
to the confusion of most motorists.
It would be laughable, if it were not
so tragic. As there are about 6,000
accidents a year at controlled and
uncontrolled intersections in Victoria.
serious consideration ought to be
given to the implications of the new
law for which the Chief Secretary
claims some credit and which is
having
severe
adverse
effects
throughout the State.
In order to remind honorable
members of the way in which the
Chief Secretary changes his mind
on priority road signs, stop signs,
give-way signs, and flashing red
signals, I direct attention to page 384
of Hansard No. 4 which was issued
on 22nd September. The Chief Secretary was asked by the honorable
member for Brunswick WestIn view of the Chief Secretary's reply to
me last Tuesday othEl!t rocket signs will be
phased out, and in tile light of the press report in last Wednesday's Age newspaper
which quoted the Minister as saying that the
signs may oonrt:inue un:til,the 1990s, has the
honor·able gentleman any definite plan ·that
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he can present to the House as to when
motorists may see an end :to the rocket
sign? Further, will the Minister at some
stage pr-epare a detailed statement so that
motorists may know what is going to happen to them?

The honorable member for Brunswick
West realized the utter confusion
which existed in his electorate and so
did the Coburg City Council. The
Minister answeredThe Road Safety and Traffic Authority's
plan for priori,ty intersection signs will continue as has been laid down. If, over the
years, it appears to .the authori·ty :that the
pdority intersection signs 'should giv·e way
to the British system and the authority advises .the Government to that effect, the
matter will be considered. In the meantime,
the programme will continue as pl·anned.

The Minister said that without any
examination of the viability or practicability of the sign, the procedure
would continue unless the Road
Safety and Traffic Authority advised
him otherwise. The authority could
not advise him. If ever an authority
ought to be overhauled, it is this one.
It is behind with -its statistics and it is
behind with its observations of what
is required in Victorian road law
today. 'If the Minister is relying on
a body which is as :backward as the
Road Safety and Traffic Authority,
it is no wonder that there is confusion
in Vi,ctoria. The :Minister can see for
himself ·what is happening.
On 26th September the mood
changed again. Hansard, at page 572,
records that I asked the Chief SecretaryCan the Chief Secretary advise the House
of the legal position of flashing red lights, in
order .to clear up :the confusion in the minds
of motorists caused by flashing red lights,
stop signs, give-way signs and rocket signs?

You, Mr. Speaker, saidOrder! I doubt whether the Chief Secretary may be asked to give a legal opinion,
but the latter part of the question is in
order.

I altered the question, and asked! want the Chief Secretary to ·advise the
House on the first part of the question. Can
the honorable gentleman inform the House
whether in fact flashing J'led lights are pal'lt
of the road .traffic regulations or the traffic
code now? Flashing red lights are in various
locations and, as I have said, they are causing a great deal of confusion.
Mr. Wilkes.
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The Chief Secretary saidAt the moment, flashing red lights have
the same force in law as a stop sign.

Everyone knows that that is not so.
Traffic at stop and give-way signs
must give way to traffic on both the
left and the right. The flashing red
lights had no validity after the new
~egulations came into operation, but
the Road Safety and Traffic Authority
failed to advise either the Police Force
or the Minister of that fact. The
Chief Secr.etary did not know. He,
like hundreds of other motorists,
could have bee·n booked for breaking
the law when, in fact, there was no
breach. It was wasting the time of
the police when the road toll and the
accident rate is increasing. On lOth
October, as reported at page 814 of
Hansard,
I
asked
the
Chief
Secretarywhether the Road Safety and Traffic Authortty has abandoned :the principle of dedaring priority roads and, as its current advertisements in newspapers indicate, has reverted to declaring priority intersections instead.

The honorable gentleman answeredNo, that i·s not ·a ~act. The whole programme, as has been stated so of<ten, is that
the priortty intersection programme will lead
into the prior~ty road programme. The longterm vi·ew is that priority roads will be declared but, .in the meantime, there is a sys·tem of educating the public so that, as they
travel on the roads, they will understand
and recognize priority intersections.

The Chief Secretary was fooling himself. There has bee·n no education of
motorists. The priority road signs
were ordered to be erected, but in
their wisdom some municipalities
saw the dangers inherent in certain
areas in and around Melbourne.
Police statistics will show that there
has been an increase in the accident
rate at some intersections because
these signs have given motorists a
false impression. It is not a question
of education; the motorist has never
been educated to the use of rocket
signs.
There is no ·need for priority road
signs because stop and give-way
signs are quite unequivocal-the
motorist must give way at that intersection. It does not matter whether
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it is a " T " intersection, of which
there are 3,000 in the metropolitan
area, or other intersections, of which
there are 10,000. There is no need for
priority signs to add to the
confusion.
I can only conclude that the real
purpose of the priority signs is to
facilitate the flow of traffic on highways, and that there is really no
concern for intersections. I have suggested to the Chief Secretary and to
the Road Safety and Traffic Authority
that these signs are an inherent
danger because they give motorists
a false impression. The Chief Secretary should order that no further
rocket signs shall be erected, and
that those that have been erected
should be covered until the position
can be further examined. They now
have no value at intersections. The
stop sign is the only sign that has
any value in reducing the accident
rate. As reported at page 985 of Hansand of 16th October of this year, the
honorable member for Brunswick
West asked the Chief Secretary
whether he was awarethat the Coburg City Council has decided to
remove priority road signs in that city? Has
the Minister received a report from the
Road Safety and Traffic Authority on the
council's decision? If so, will the Minister
make his department's attitude public so
that the people of Coburg and those driving
through the area know where they stand?

The honorable gentleman replied! am aware of the si1tuation in Coburg. The

Chairman of the Road Safety and Traffic
Authority organized a conference ·there last
Friday between :the council and his officers
and himself. I point out to the House that it
is a s·tatutory obligation on the municipali..ty
to confer wLth the Road Saf.ety ~and Traffic
Authority before any action is taken. I have
not yet received a report from the chairman
of the authortty. When I do, I shall discuss
it with .the local members concerned and
the whole matter will be ·re-examined.

Presumably that means before any
rocket signs are erected. If it is a
statutory obligation for municipalities
to consult the Road Safety and Traffic
Authority before the signs are taken
down, there should be a statutory
obligation for consultation before
they are erected. As any municipal
councillor would know, if there is
binding
a statutory obligation
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municipal councils to consult some
authority, they would not go to the
Road Safety and Traffic Authority,
which takes too long to make a
decision. This authority should be
made more efficient and viable in its
attempts to reduce the road toll. If
any honorable member wanted
statistics on the road toll from Road
Safety and Traffic Authority he
would be lucky to get the figures
for 1970. That may be the responsibility of the Government, but if that
is so I am not aware of it.
Up-to-date figures can be obtained
from the Commonwealth Statistician,
the Victoria·n Government Statist
and the Police Force. Statistics can
be obtained from the Police Department for as late as 21st October of
this year. The statistics show how
many fatal accidents and casualty
accidents have occurred on any day
of the month of October in both the
suburban areas and country districts.
If the Chief Secretary were to
examine the reports of the Road
Safety and Traffic Authority, he
would realize that something must
be done to correct the road safety
and traffic schemozzle in Victoria.
The Chief Secretary has changed
his mind several times. On 1st
August the honorable gentleman was
reported in the daily newspapers as
saying that these signs had to be
erected. Mr. Westland, chairman of
the authority, said that they would be
erected by the end of July. Some
municipalities have refused to erect
them, because priority signs have
played no part in protecting life. The
Chief Secretary should go back to
square one and rely on the stop and
give-way signs. There is no need for
the present confusion. The system
operating in Great Britain is simple.
A sign is marked on the roadway
where motorists must stop and give
way-it is a simple line across the
road. Where no line appears,
motorists have no obligation to
stop.
The Chief Secretary wants to
confuse the situation further on the
advice of someone in his department
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that dotted lines, double lines and
single lines should be marked on the
roadway. One can imagine the added
confusion that would occur. If one
can believe what one reads in the
newspapers-! have no reason to
doubt the reports-municipalities
have been written to by Road Safety
and Traffic Authority asking whether
they are prepared to put these road
markings at intersections. If that is
so, they will be no better than priority
signs.
What is wrong with the British
system? The Chief Secretary has
already admitted in this House that
it is a good system. The Royal
Automobile Club of Victoria supports it and has drawn up certain
plans. I do not know whether
the Chief Secretary or any officer
fron1 his department has read
them. The Royal Automobile Club
of Victoria believes that, at an
ordinary intersection, one single line
is all that is needed so that the
motorist knows at a glance that he
must give way to traffic on the left
and the right, and the motorist
travelling in the other direction has
no obligation other than to be
cautious in his approach to the intersection.
Mr. ROSSITER.-That i~ not the
British system. ·
Mr. WILKES.-! appreciate that
the British system is a double line.
The difference between the British
system and that advocated by the
honorable gentleman is that he would
have lines on the four corners of the
intersection. That is unnecessary and
it would add to the confusion; it will
give motorists a false impression.
I can cite examples of where
traffic signs have been erected without the supervision or advice of the
Police Department and they create
hazards. In one instance a priority
road sign has been placed near the
crest of a hill, over which is a
pedestrian crossing. Because of the
road sign, a motorist would believe
that he bad priority, then· all of a
Mr. Wilkes.
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sudden he is confronted by a pedestrian crossing. If this situation is
not corrected, all the good work that
the newspapers are doing to arrest
the road toll will become undone. I
believe the honorable gentleman is
sincere in what he says about reducing the road toll.
Approximately 22,000 casualty
accidents a year occur 1n Victoria,
of which approximately 7,000 have
occurred at controlled intersections.
That should indicate to the Chief
Secretary and to the Road Safety and
Traffic Authority that something is
wrong with the priority intersection
system, as the Minister calls it.
I am asking the Chief Secretary to
remove priority road signs and to
rely on stop signs. Motorists can
be educated, and indeed were half
educated to the use of stop signs
because the give-way-to-the-right rule
operated previously. ·Whether that
system was operating satisfactorily
is another matter. If a motorist faces
a stop sign he realizes that he must
stop his vehicle before proceeding
and must give way to traffic both
ways. The estimated waste of time
-if it is a waste of time to save a
life-is about nineteen seconds at
high-density intersections. It is not
too much to expect a motorist to
wait for that period to protect lives.
A similar situation applies to giveway signs.
I appeal to the Chief Secretary, in
the interests of road safety and saving lives, not to introduce the road
marking system until priority road
signs are removed and to introduce
the road marking system in conjunction with either stop signs or giveway signs. If that is done the number of casualty accidents which occur
at controlled and uncontrolled intersections throughout the State will be
reduced. According to figures which
were kindly supplied to me by the
honorable member for Albert Park,
there were no accidents at intersections controlled by police. The latest
statistics available are for 1972.
Where intersections are controlled
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the number of accidents varies. For
the December, March, June and September quarters there were 274 accidents involving casualties at intersections controlled by lights, I
accident at intersections controlled
by police and Ill at intersections
with other traffic controls. Fatalities at intersections controlled by
lights totalled 4; there were none
at intersections controlled by police,
and 2 at intersections with other
traffic control devices. This is a
clear indication that the stop sign
and the give-way sign are working
well.
Motorists can be educated to take
care. However, they have been given
a false sense of security and have
become utterly confused through the
Government's direction to municipalities to install rocket signs.
The
result is that motorists consider that
they have the right of way for the
whole length of the roadway instead
of only in the immediate area where
the rocket sign is located. I compliment the municipalities which have
realized the difficulties and have
refused to erect rocket signs. The
Chief Secretary should reconsider the
position of rocket signs. At present
there is utter confusion. If the honorable gentleman does nothing else
he should order the removal of priority road signs until road markings
can take their place and the British
system can be put into operation.
Motorists will have sufficient time to
adapt themselves to the change. The
present system was rushed in with
the result that motorists, the police
and everyone else are confused. I appeal to the Minister in the interests
of road safety to take action
immediately.
Mr. McCLURE (Bendigo ).-Since I
have been travelling to Melbourne
regularly I have become increasingly
aggrieved at the condition of the
Calder Highway, which connects
Bendigo with Melbourne.
The
Calder Highway was developed
originally as a link to serve
the young goldfields at Bendigo.
Since then the route that it follows
has been changed very little, and in
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both the horizontal and vertical alignments the condition of the road is
extremely poor. It is significant that
the highway takes its name from the
first Chairman of the Country Roads
Board of Victoria, Mr. Calder. It is
unfortunate that the Country Roads
Board has not seen fit to upgrade the
road over the years that have elapsed
since its formation to a highway
deserving of the importance that it
has throughout the State.
The Country Roads Board contends
that the traffic on the highwayaveraging about 2,000 vehicles a day
-is insufficient to warrant a large
expenditure. It is further pointed out
that there are at least two other alter.native roads connecting Bendigo and
·Melbourne and that these also take
part of the traffic. I do not dispute
that point, but I do consider that it is
somewhat of a chicken and the egg
argument. The fact is that Calder
Highway is so poor that motorists go
out of their way to avoid using it.
This is a good means of keeping
the traffic volume down to a point
at which it is not desired to upgrade
the highway.
The people of Bendigo and myself
are most disappointed that this attitude has evolved. I suppose one
could draw the conclusion that the
Tullamarine Freeway should not have
been built because at the time it was
constructed there were virtually no
vehicles travelling to the Tullamarine
airport. Unless one looks at the
entire picture and at what is in fact
the case one does not necessarily
do what one should.
A suggestion has been made by
some members of the community at
large that the Calder Highway should
be retained as it is if for no other
reason than its excitement value.
There is probably no more exciting
stretch of highway in Victoria.
Mr. Ross-EowARos.-From what
aspect?
Mr. McCLURE.-! am about to
explain. Travelling along the Calder
Highway has all the thrills of the
big dipper at Luna Park. In many
areas one is travelling along and
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does not realize that 50 yards further
up the road is a dip which can completely conceal an oncoming motor
car. The oncoming vehicle may be
overtaking another and be in the lane
in which one is travelling. This has
happended to me on numerous occasions. It is not a pleasure to have
to leave the highway and risk the
trees, which are close to the bitumen
in many areas, to avoid an oncoming
vehicle.
Last Wednesday when I was
travelling back to Bendigo a serious
accident had occurred in the Black
Forest area betwee·n Gisbome and
Woodend. This is not anything out
of the ordinary. I dare say I see
one accident a month on the Calder
Highway and I am only on the highway for a small portion of the time
it is in use. A serious accident
occurred on the highway last night.
Most of the accidents that occur are
serious, but fortunately not all of
them result in death, although it is
a wonder that they do not.
The Calder Highway traverses
some of the most picturesque areas
of Victoria and there are many features along the road which :are of
interest to tourists. If the highway
were upgraded, more and more
people from the metropolitan area
would venture into the Bendigo area
and beyond.
I am not an engineer, but I believe
good engineering is 90 per cent common sense. If I may be so immodest
as to allow myself a reasonable
amount of commo·n sense, with very
little expenditure and effort and a
minimum of planning many of the. extremely poor sections of the Calder
Highway could be brought to a reasonable standard of safety. I do not
suggest that the highway must be a
speed highway, but some sections
where there are tight bends could be
removed simply and the vertical
alignment where there are bad dips in
the road could be improved by fairly
minor works.
If there is one good reason required for the upgrading of Calder
Highway. it is in the interest of the
Mr. McClure.
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balanced development of the State.
For many years I have been involved
in the decentralization plans of the
City of Bendigo. The greatest problem we have faced in bringing people
from Melbourne even to look at Bendigo is the deplorable condition of the
Calder Highway. Once one leaves
the precincts of the Tullamarine
Freeway and the small section which
is named the Calder Freeway, people
who have been brought from Melbourne to look at Bendigo wonder
where they are being taken. It is not
easy to convince them that the Calder Highway is going to be upgraded
quickly because it is not obvious
from the small amount of work that
has been done on it in recent years.
The condition of the highway deserves the utmost consideration by
the Country Roads Board at present.
My constituents and I look forward
to the highway being rapidly improved in the near future.
Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara).The first matter I raise concerns an
answer supplied to me by the Chief
Secretary in reply to a question which
I asked him on 13th November. I
asked the Chief SecretaryWhether the Barkly Rural Fire Brigade
will be allotted a Country Fire Authority
truck in this financial year; if not, why?

The honorable gentleman repliedNo. The allocation of vehicles to brigades
is based on a system of priorities, firstly
within the fire control region concerned,
secondly on a zone basis, and thirdly on a
State-wide basis, bearing in mind the varying degrees of risk in particular areas and
the availability of equipment from adjacent
brigades.
The low priority of the Barkly area precludes an allocation of limited ·funds towards the provision of a Country Fire
Authority vehicle to the brigade during this
financial year.

If that is the opinion of the Chief
Secretary and the Country Fire Authority, I must conclude that they
have never been to Barkly and have
not consulted the regional officer
about the need for a Country Fire
Authority truck to be provided.
Barkly is situated in the middle of the
Pyrenees Ranges, which run 30 miles
north and south of Avoca and 40
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miles west. This area is completely of this intersection when two persons,
forested; it contains no agricultural one of whom I knew, were killed in an
activity. In fact, some of the best accident. I suggested that many
hardwood forests in Victoria are improvements were needed at the
located in the area and many saw- crossing. At that stage, after two
mills are operating. I find it difficult people were killed, some banks were
to understand why the Minister con- graded and some dry grass was
siders that Barkly should have a low cleared, but nothing else was done.
priority. Protection of the State from
Mr. RossiTER.-Is this not a matter
fire should be the first priority, and for the Country Roads Board?
in the Barkly area at present protecMr. CURNOW.-The Chief Section facilities are limited.
retary is responsible for road safety.
The town of Barkly, which consists If the Minister wishes, the matter can
of a school, a hall and about twenty be referred to the Country Roads
houses, is surrounded by thou- Board. I want some action in this
sands of square miles of forests. It is matter. People were killed on the
wrong that it should have a low crossing in 1971, and people were
priority. The fire danger in this area killed there this week. It is one
will be acute this year. In fact, al- of the worst crossings in Victoria.
ready 30 men at Barkly are registered I travel through it weekly, and I know
members of the Country Fire Auth- it as well as anyone. For the benefit
ority. They have been waiting for of the Chief Secretary and the House
many years to obtain the truck which I repeat that regardless of what the
has been promised to them. The Country Roads Board or anyone has
Chief Secretary should immediately said in the past, the crossing is still
ask the Country Fire Authority to dangerous and the small improvereview this priority because earlier ments that were made were of little
this year I was given to understand benefit.
In 1971 I said that a flashing light
that Barkly was second on the list in
the region to obtain a new truck. was needed at the crossing similar to
Surely this region will be supplied the ones that were installed some
with some vehicles this year; it al- years ago at Goornong, Murchison,
ways has been in the past. Why has Heathcote and Rochester roads interSince that time there
section.
Barkly lost its priority?
has been a marked lessening in
The provision of a truck is the number of accidents which
urgent and necessary for the proper previously occurred at the crossings
protection of the Barkly area. It is in question.
Only one person
recognized by the regional officer that has been killed at the crossings
Barkly should have first priority be- since the installation of the flashcause in the past he has allotted the ing lights.
That is the simple
brigade one of the emergency trucks answer to the danger associated with
for the whole of the fire season. I the Lockwood crossing and I will not
appeal to the Chief Secretary to allow accept any other solution. A flashing
common sense to prevail so that a light is needed. It does not matter
vehicle will be made available to the how much dry grass is cut down or
Barkly Rural Fire Brigade.
how many signs are erected; a
The other matter I wish to men- flashing light is the only way of pretion also concerns the Chief Secretary venting accidents at Lockwood crosand was raised by the honorable sing. I hope the Chief Secretary
member for Bendigo earlier this clearly understands that, because
week when a person was killed I speak as a user of the road every
at the intersection of the Mar- week, and as a careful driver who has
ong-Ravenswood road and
the experience in this matter.
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West).Bendigo-Lockwood road. On 18th
November, 1971, in a Grievance My electorate has more grievances
Day debate, I pointed out the danger than time allows me to present today,
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but I shal'l go through at least some
of them. The first grievance about
which I propose to speak affects the
portfolio of the Chief Secretary who
is now at the table. The headquarters
of the Mobile Traffic Section of the
Police Department and the general
mobile units that look after the safety
of people throughout the north and
west of the Melbourne metropolitan
area are situated in Dawson Street,
Brunswick. Squads Nos. I and 2
contain over 150 police vehicles. This
matter also directly affects other
Ministers and departments. When
police receive an urgent call to attend
the scenes of crimes in the north and
west of Melbourne, they leave the
police building and enter Dawson
Street. If they are going into the
city of Melbourne or to the northwestern suburbs, they must travel
along Dawson Street in an easterly
direction. Right next to the entrance
to this important building there is a
railway crossing which is controlled
by manually-operated gates. Seven
or eight minutes can elapse between
the time when the railway attendant
closes the gates and when they are
eventually reopened. In that time,
any police car which is unfortunate
enough to be trapped at the crossing
faces grave difficulty in getting out.
It is a matter of urgent public
safety and protection that the Police
Department should make representations to the other State instrumentalities concerned to remedy this
defect. The local ·councils have considered the matter and are prepared
to make contributions towards this
work, as they are bound to do. The
crossing constitutes a public safety
hazard and should receive special
consideration from the Government,
particularly as the Brunswick City
Council has control of a number of such crossings on which
boom gates should 'be placed. Speedy
action should be taken to allow the
Police Department to carry out its
work efficiently in the northern and
western suburbs of Melbourne.
Mr. Roper.
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Mr. ROSSITER.-What is the honorable member's request?
Mr. ROPER.-My request is that
boom gates be installed at the crossing. The Police Department should
be strongly agitating for their installation there because the effectiveness
of the department in the area is being
seriously diminished. There is a
whole line of manned gates, and not
a boom gate until Bell Street in
Coburg. If a driver takes a gamble
on which way the train is running,
half the time he will be right and the
other half he will be wrong. I live
in the area and often have to take
this gamble. Sometimes time is
saved, but at other Hmes there is a
considerable wait until the train goes
through the crossing.
The other matters I wish to mention
come under the control of the Minister
of Education, who is not in the
Chamber at present. I shall refer
to two schools, the first of which
is Brunswick South-west Primary
School. This school has some excellent facilities but suffers from several
serious defects. Some months ago
the principal of that school reported
these difficulties to the Education
Department in a fairly lengthy letter.
He listed many deficiencies, including, in the main building, uneven
floors, numerous splinters, inconvenient platforms, lack of storage space.
and facilities for projection, inadequate lighting and insufficient wiring
for power. Defects of this type are
common in old buildings. There is
no library at the school and the toilet
facilities are inadequate. The principal listed a whole range of reaons why urgent work needed to be
done at the school. The principal
and the school com·mittee pointed out
that enrolments at the. school are
increasing rapidly. The numbers of
portable class-rooms required will
increase considerably in the next few
years because that section of Brunswick is developing quickly and many
young families live in the area.
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Mr. Folvig, the officer in charge of
the Buildings Branch of the Education Department wrote to the secretary of the committee of the Brunswick South-west Primary School on
4th May, 1973. I shall read parts of
the letter, which states, inter aliaDear Sir,
I refer to your letter dated 13th March,
1973, concerning the accommodation situation at the Brunswick South-west Primary
School.
This school has been listed to receive its
fifth portable class-room. This will be sited
as soon as possible.

The parents whose children attend
the school and use the portable classrooms jumped for joy at that statement. The letter continuedAfter consideration of the situation, it has
been decided to extend this school by a total
of six class-rooms. This block will include
toilets and canteen facilities. This project
is on the 1973-74 building programme.
No indication can be given at this stage
as to when work will commence.

The. last paragraph of that letter is
the only one which is absolutely
correct. Later I wrote to the Minister askirig when work would commence. The honorable gentleman's
reply was thatBecause of commitments already made
against available funds, I regret that neither
of these projects

the Minister also referred to Brunswick North Primary Schoolwill proceed this financial year. As both
projects have relatively high priority on the
department's building programme it is
hoped they will be completed during the
next financial year. In the meantime, a
close watch will be kept on the situation
with a view to providing additional temporary accommodation.

The Minister recognizes that this
school is in urgent need of additional
accommodation, but it has been
deleted from the 1973-1974 building
programme as promised in the letter
on 4th May, 1973, and I can only hope
the work will be undertaken in the
1974-75 financial year. The fact
that the work did not proceed represents a grave lapse by the. Education
Department. If a priority is allocated
to a specific building project in
1973-74 and funds are available-and
substantial funds were available for
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building programmes this yearthere is no reason why the building
should not be. commenced during the
year in question, particularly as it
was promised. Unfortunately, no
undertaking has been given that
building work will start in the next
financial year.
I could refer to a whole range of
schools in places like Coburg and
Brunswick, because the school buildings and facilities in these suburbs,
by and large, are a shambles.
I wish to refer to Brunswick
Technical School, but I will not
traverse the whole range of problems
concerning that school. Even the
Minister has admitted that it is one
of the worst ten schools in the State.
I shall outline some matters contained in a petition prese·nted to this
House yesterday. The Education
Department intends to take over a
large block of land adjoining the
Brunswick Technical School. It has
been suggested to me and the local
council that this should not occur
because people should not be displaced from their houses. There are
other ways of improving the school's
facilities.
It will be many years before
the proposed acquisitions of land
are effected and by this time the
situation in the Brunswick area may
well be totally different. It may be
twenty years before the land is acquired. In the meantime, the living
conditions of the people on these
blocks of land will become worse.
The properties will begin to resemble
houses in London after the Battle of
Britain. Houses will be knocked
down, property values will decline
and the general amenity of the area
will decrease appreciably.
There is another problem at
the Brunswick Technical School
which I shall mention now that
the Minister of Education is in
the Chamber. I refer to the caretaker's residence. In September I
spoke about this matter during the
motion for the adjournment of a
sitting. I said that the caretaker's
residence w~s slowly mouldering into
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the ground, as it has been for the past
fifteen years. It is fifteen years
since the Education Department has
made any effort to improve conditions
at the school. When I spoke about
this matter in September, the Minister
agreed that it was fairly urgent and
that the department would look for a
suitable property for the caretaker.
He is still living in the same residence.
If any State Government employee had to live under these conditions he would be sorely tempted to
leave the service of the State. The
caretaker at the Brunswick Technical
School is also sorely tempted to leave
the service of the State, because he
is expected to live in disgraceful
conditions. Properties in the area
that have become available for sale
and would have been suitable as a
caretaker's residence have not been
purchased by the Education Department, although a commitment has
been made to me, to the caretaker,
and to the school that action would be
taken. I hope the Education Department will take speedy action on this
matter.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds).1 take the opportunity during the
grievance debate to direct the attention of the Government to a number
of items. In 1967 the Government
supported the Port Phillip Authority
in its attempt to get rid of bathing
boxes around Port Phillip Bay. At
that time the authority said-with the
support of the Minister of Landsthat in five years' time there would be
no bathing boxes on the foreshores
of Port Phillip Bay. That is not the
case, because one needs only to drive
a short distance from this House to
see them.
Mr. DouBE.-There are bathing
boxes at Brighton.

Mr. EDMUNDS.-That is so. Many
of the bathing boxes were built
without the use of a spirit level, and
certainly most of them do not conform to the standards laid down in
the Uniform Building Regulations.
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All sorts of nefarious activities are
being carried on-beach parties and
the like-night after night; and in
many instances farther down the bay,
people have almost alienated the
beach in front of their bathing boxes
by anchoring boats there.
These
boxes should be abolished. The era
has passed when bathing boxes
were necessary for the enjoyment
of a beach. Owners of the boxes
have been well rewarded for the use
of them. I know of no reason for bathing boxes to remain along Port Phillip
Bay beaches or on other beaches.
The Port Phillip Authority stated
that the privilege of owning a
bathing box should be restricted,
that no further permission should
be given to individuals and that
the boxes ought to be gradually
phased out. No action has been
taken by the Government to
support that contention; and I hope
the appropriate Minister will look
into this matter. The Herald of 18th
November, 1967, reports the authority as having said that these bathing
boxes, rather than being used for
the purpose for which they were
originally designed-as a place for
people to change their clothes-were
now being equipped by the affluent
with expensive boats, cocktail bars,
refrigerators and electric winches.
I understand that it is illegal to
sleep in a bathing box, but people do
sleep in them. I do not know whether the matter has ever been policed
or anybody has been fined for this
offence. It is an anachronism to have
bathing boxes on beaches where, because of erosion, the sand has gone
and they are almost on the water
line.
In places beyond Frankston this
has occurred and often it prevents
access of the public to the beach.
It is high time that the Government
stood up to the municipalities, which
are naturally reluctant to lose the
revenue that these boxes provide. The
Government should support the Port
Phillip Authority, which five years
ago wanted to have the boxes
abolished.
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The other point I wish to raise
concerns the Maribyrnong River and
other areas of the State where the
Commonwealth owns land. At present the Commonwealth Government is conducting an inquiry into
what is termed the " national estate."
This inquiry is now sitting in Melbourne and is taking evidence from
interested people. The Victorian Government ought to present a case to
the national estate inquiry on behalf
of the people of this State. For the
use of the people the Commonwealth
should return to the State of Victoria
the Point Nepean area. At the turn
of the century about 1,300 acres of
this area were lost to the Commonwealth. Part of the area has been
used as a quarantine station but the
land is now used as an Army officers'
training camp. I have always advocated that this unique area would
be ideal for a marine park.
On several occasions the Army has
informed me that the sand dunes
are littered with unexploded shells,
that the area is a hazard and that
the Army is reluctant to part with
it because it is used for the training
of officers, and members of Army
units from overseas countries, such
as Singapore and Thailand, are being
trained as officers and cadets. In
those circumstances and because of
climate, the Army is reluctant to
return this land to the State. I believe the Victorian Government
should submit a case regarding the
area to the national estate inquiry.
Since my election to Parliament
I have ~aised this matter frequently
with various Ministers of Lands and
with the former Premier, Sir Henry
Bolte, and I have been informed
repeatedly that my submissions have
been put to Federal Governmentsthe Holt Government, the Gorton
Government and the McMahon Government-to no avail. I suggest to
this Government that it should appeal
to the national estates committee,
citing as an example the 532 acres
of land returned by the defence
forces to New South Wales in
1970 for the purpose of a national
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park surrounding Port Jackson
and Sydney Harbour. If the Commonwealth Government were prepared to do that in 1970 for
New South Wales, I know of no
reason why that Government would
not be sympathetic to my suggestion.
There must be a ton of references
to this matter on the files in Canberra.
The Government should also take
action concerning the Maribyrnong
Valley. In that area there is now
more public land and open space
than there is on the banks of the
Yarra River, but in a couple of areas
the Commonwealth Ordnance Factory holds large tracts of land, and
the
public
is
denied
access
to the beauty of the river. One of
the areas is Chifley Drive on the
Sunshine side of the river, opposite
the City of Essendon. One can drive
a motor vehicle through an attractive
area of country until one arrives at
the Commonwealth Ordnance Factory which prevents one from continuing.
The
Commonwealth Ordnance
Factory is no longer manufacturing
munition as it did in the past,
and because of changing circumstances the necessity for its operation
has been greatly reduced. I believe
the Commonwealth is greedily holding this land and has done so for
many years, thus preventing ordinary people from using that area for
recreational purposes. The Government should present the cases which
I have proposed to the national
estate inquiry because the people in
the area which I represent are very
conscious of the Maribyrnong Valley
and what has already been done to
beautify the area by the cities of
Footscray, Essendon, Sunshine and
Keilor, and they are aware that it is
an area of great potential.
As long as I have been a member
of Parliament successive Victorian
Governments have attempted to
induce the Federal Government to
reappraise its attitude to the handling
back to the States of areas such as
Point Nepean and the Commonwealth
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area in the City of Sunshine, for the
provision of public open space and
recreational facilities.
Mr. TREWIN {Benalla).-1 raise
a matter concerning the Education
Department. The north-east of Victoria will develop rapidly in the next
few years, and as the Country Roads
Board is realigning and in the not toodistant future will develop the Hume
Highway into a 4-lane thoroughfare,
certain other works should be carried out. I refer particularly to the
educational facilities in Euroa. Six
or seven months ago a deputation
from the Euroa Primary School
indicated to the Minister of Education and his assistant, who is now
the Minister of Health, that the
primary school in Euroa would be
adversely affected by the development of the Hume Highway through
the town. We have not yet had an
answer to our deputation, and this
morning I received a request to lead
another deputation.
I remind the Minister of the circumstances which exist in Euroa.
The Country Roads Board has indicated that the Hume Highway must
be widened, and two rooms of the
Euroa Primary School will have to be
demolished. Part of the brick area
will then be so close to the road that
it is considered to be inadvisable for
children to receive their education
there. The increase in traffic on the
Hume Highway has been dramatic
and with the development of the
Wodonga-Albury area, and further
development in the north-east, this
increase will escalate. It is necessary
that the school should be resited.
Local people have requested that
an area of land adjoining the high
school should be purchased for the
erection of a new primary school. if
the primary school is located next
to the high school, with only a
seldom used road separating the
two areas, facilities will be so
conveniently positioned that both
the primary and secondary schools
as well as the community will
be able to utilize them. Already the
1
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Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation has indicated his interest in a
project that could be developed between the two schools. Therefore, a
decision by the Education Department to purchase the land is urgent.
The present owner of the land has
given the school committee every
indication that he will talk business
at any moment, so that an opportunity is available for the department
to obtain this land at a realistic price.
In recent years the Education
Department has often been placed in
the invidious position of having to
purchase at an exorbitant price land
in an area which has been subdivided. I am alarmed that too
much money has been spent on sites
for schools. Some type of acquisition
should be applied, but realistic valuations should be. made, rather than
valuations being arrived at on the
basis that homes are to be built in a
particular area. Too often, the department has not received value for
the price it has paid for land. That
will happen again at Eur0a if the
department does not act expeditiously to obtain land there.
Farther up the Hume Highway,
Benalla has a similar problem. A
decision has been made to relocate
the primary school. The sooner
land is purchased for this purpose,
the better it will be. Some 10 years
ago, a decision was made that the
Benalla High School should remain
on its present site. This was against
the wishes of the local people who
realized that the school would have
to be extended, and also that some of
its buildings were extremely old.
They knew that an opportunity was
available to obtain a new site, but
the Minister at the time and the
department decided otherwise.
The school has a new wing and
c~rtain
improvements have been
made, for which those concerned are
thankful, but today, as it will be in
the future, the area of land on which
it is located is too small. The area
should not be compared with that of
metropolitan schools .. In the country
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there is a completely different environment. Schools and pupils in
the country suffer many disadvantages and when it is possible to
offset some of them by, for instance,
purchasing extra land, that opportunity should be taken.
I ask the Minister of Education to
provide an answer on the matter to
which I am about to refer as quickly
as possible. I understand that either
the department or the Government
has set high priorities for the purchase of land for metropolitan
schools, with the next priority being
given to the purchase of land in
urban areas, and only a low priority
being given to the purchase of land
for rural schools. I have ·Obtained my
information at first hand, and I ask
the Minister to state whether it is
Governmental or departmental policy
to discriminate against country
schools in this way.
It is important that action be taken
quickly on the matters I have men.tioned. If it is not, circumstances
· will act to the detriment of children
at Euroa and Benalla.
Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park).-I am
concerned about the future of 2,000
acres of virtually untouched land
known as Greens Bush in the vicinity of Arthurs Seat on the Mornington Peninsula. I have previously
directed this matter to the attention
of the Minister for Conservation.
The land is in the same condition as
it was when Collins settled on the
Mornington Peninsula for a short
time in 1803. The Government has
a unique opportunity to purchase
virgin land. Mr. Green, who owned
the land, kept it in its original condition and cared for its indiginous
flora and fauna. However, the trustees of Mr. Green's estate have
applied for permission to divide the
area into 50-acre farms. The Government should consider purchasing
this land. If the opportunity to
acquire is not taken now it will be
lost forever.
Subsidies should be paid to municipalities, particularly those on the
Mornington Peninsula, to enable
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them to construct camp sites away
from the foreshore. Foreshores are
too vulnerable to be used for camping for six months of the year as
they are now. The adoption of this
suggestion would help prevent the
destruction of our beaches.
I am concerned at the building
of a road along the foreshore from
Marlo to Mallacoota. I do not
know how far the project has gone,
although I understand the road has
been constructed for seventeen miles
from Marlo. If it is continued,
beautiful areas at the Bemm River,
Sydenham Inlet and Wingan Inlet will
be destroyed. The Environment Protection Authority should examine
the project carefully. I trust that
this matter will be. directed to the
attention of the appropriate Minister
as any action must be taken quickly.
Once the road is constructed, nothing
can be done.
Mr. MciNNES (Gippsland South).
-I refer to a question of procedure
which seems to be followed by Government departments. On Monday
of this week, an announcement was
made that municipalities will be
granted funds, jointly provided by
the Federal and State Governments,
through the Department of Youth,
Sport and Recreation. The report
in the pap·er was the first I knew of
this. I was not perturbed but municipal councils and their staffs were
concerned that, perhaps, the Minister
was unable to give me, as a member
of Parliament, information which I
could pass on to them. The announcement came as a bolt out of
the blue. The municipalities are
happy to receive the funds but they
would like a little more. notice of
such announcements.
The same situation occurred with
the Education Department. Some
time ago I spent weeks attempting to
ascertain whether funds would be
made available to the Sale High
School for a particular purpose. After
running most of the leads I had to
earth, I reported to the principal, Mr.
Atchison, that he would have to re.ly
on his grants fund as he could not
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expect any other funds for site
improvem·ents.
Mr. Atchison received my letter in the morning and
was p·essimistic about the situation.
However, on the same afternoon, he
received a letter signed by an officer
of the Buildings Branch of the Education Department which stated that
the sum of $12,500 would be allocated for the. purpose. This indicates
either that members of Parliament are
not given information when they
make inquiries, ·Or that some officials
are tardy or careless in this respect.
When this occurs members of Parliament are put in an unfavourable light,
and they are not given credence. I
suggest to the Government that all
departments should have regard to
proper priorities in these situations
so that things are done in a correct
manner.
Mr. TREZISE {Geelong North).I direct to the attention of the Minister of Transport the situation at
Telegraph Bridge, Geelong West.
The bridge has been opened for two
years, but it has no lighting. The
Geelong West City Council wanted
lights erected on the bridge and
its approaches, but the Country
Roads Board told the council that it
has a long-term scheme to light the
road for half a mile on each side of
the bridge.
But the bridge is
adjacent to the highway, not on it.
Hazardous conditions apply when
motorists come. on and off the bridge,
and if something is not done soon a
seri-ous accident might occur. I ask
the Minister to take this up with
the department. Perhaps he could
speak to the Country Roads Board, or
to the Geelong West City Council,
which intends to seek a deputation on
the rna tter with a view to obtaining
at least temporary lighting on and
adjacent to the bridge, where there is
a great increase in traffic, and where
the situation may be.come critical
during the holiday season. I hope
some action will be taken which
might not have been taken if the
Minister had no personal knowledge
of the situation.
The question was agreed to.
The sitting was suspended at 1 p.m.
until 2.4 p.m.

and Services Bill.

WATER SUPPLY WORKS AND
SERVICES BILL.

The debate (adjourned from the
previous day) on the motion of Mr.
Dunstan (Minister of Public Works)
for the second reading of this Bill
was resumed.
Mr. HANN {Rodney).-1 rise to
take part in this debate with a great
sense of disappointment at the small
sums of money which have been
allocated for water supply purposes
in recent years. The position was
highlighted by the honorable member
for Kara Kara yesterday when he
pointed out that since the year
1951-52 there has been no significant
increase in the allocation for water
supply works and services. In 1'952
the sum of $21·399 million was
allocated for this purpose and of that
sum $16·166 million or 76 per cent
was allocated for capital works on
water conservation projects. Under
this Bill the sum allotted amounts
to only $19 · 24 million of which the
allocation for capital works is about
16 per cent or 18 per cent.
In a period of approximately
twenty years the finance allocated to
the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission has remained almost
static, yet during that period there
has been an enormous increase in
inflation, virtually every other Government department has received
increased allocations and there has
been a change in emphasis from
irrigation and drainage works to town
water supply and sewerage works.
I do not criticize that trend, and in
fact am pleased that finance is being
made available for water supply and
sewerage works, but I criticize the
Government for not increasing the
total allocation for water supply
works and services. This is a disappointment not only to members of
the Labor Party, as has been stated
by the honorable member for Kara
Kara, but it is equally disappointing
to the Country Party, and to myself
in particular because I represent an
electorate which is largely dependent
on irrigation and drainage works.
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The Goulburn-Murray. Irrigation earlier this year ·I received from the
District is Australia's largest irriga- Minister the following letter, dated
tion area with a total of approxi- 29th August, 1973: mately 2 million acres under irriAs you know, these works are dependent
gation. It raises a significant propor- on lo-an .funds and, because of unavoidable
tion of the primary production of commitments to other expanding essential
Victoria. Admittedly, a te·n-year plan services throughout the Statehas been produced, but it still that is the Government's policythe
same basis it has become increasingly difficult for the
operates
on
of providing virtually only for Government to find sufficient funds to
rapid progress with water supply and
maintenance of water supply works ensure
drainage works. Over the 'last 10 years,
with no new major plans for funds available to the commission for works
drainage and water conservation and services have remained substantially
apart from one significant pro- constant but the demands for domestic
water supply and sewerage to country towns
ject which is under way at present have
increased.
at Dartmouth.
The commission aims to ensure that ·the
limited funds available are allocated to
The commissioners of the State works
which will give the most benefit.
Rivers and Water Supply Commission
The
Country
Party agrees with that
share our disappointment, as do the
officers in the various irrigation statement.
It is also concentrating expenditure on
distrkts. When one makes numerous
already commenced as this results
approaches to these officers for schemes
in more efficient employment of funds. In
assistance in the carrying out of the tentative programme of drainage works
drainage works and for increased planned for the 1973-74 financial year.
allocations of water to extend the The Minister then details what will
irrigation district one meets with the be spent in a particular area.
continual reply that insufficient money
I suggested to the Minister of
is available for the commission to
proceed with the works which it Water Supply and also to the
Premier that representations should
would like to undertake.
be made to the Federal Government
The result is that problems arise for assistance to undertake drainage
when excessive quantities of rain fall, works which are now urgently reparticularly throughout the northern quired on a large scale throughout
districts of Victoria in the major the State. In reply to my request,
irrigation areas. This has highlighted the Minister went on to saythe great need for drainage works in
I have discussed with the commission
many areas where unfortunately for the suggestion that an approach be made
various reasons drainage was not to the Federal Government fo·r a special
to assist with drainage schemes of
mat,ched with the irrigation system grant
this type but, before such an approach could
when it was first established in 1911. be made, it would be necessary to prepare
Large numbers of farmers, municipal a detailed proposal setting out the benefits
councils and townspeople are crying of the works in relation to the cost. Unfortunately the commission has, up till now,
out for drainage works to be under- had
no staff available to undertake the
taken but, as has been pointed out, necessary studies and I am unable to give
the amount allocated for this purpose a firm date as to when any such proposal
this year would provide only a total could be put forward.
of about 30 miles of extensions to This is an unhappy state of affairs
the system. In fact, probably only because the Water Commission,
between 20 and 25 ·miles of drainage which is a Government department,
works could be carried out, and that has insufficient funds even to draw
would not satisfy even one demand up a full-scale detailed programme
of the type of works that need to
for extension to drainage areas.
be carried out most urgently.
When I put a case to the State
One tends to wonder how any final
Rivers and Water Supply Commission result can be achieved so long as
and the Minister of Water Supply this situation exists. It appears to
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me to be virtually impossible of
achievement until the Government
recognizes the benefit that has been
derived by Victoria from the irrigation works which have been undertaken, the enormous return to the
State from primary production and
the advantages which decentralization has gained through irrigation
works. The irrigation areas of Victoria are the most effective means of
decentralization which this Government or any other Government could
implement because they have attracted vast numbers of people into
country areas and keep the people
there, which is in marked contrast
to the situation in other parts of the
State which suffer from severe
drought from time to time and where
there are significant movements of
people from the land. This does not
occur in the irrigation districts where
there is a stable income from year
to year.
One wonders when the Government intends to have a serious look
at the problem of water supply and
drainage works and to lift the portfolio of the Minister of Water Supply
from the bottom of the Ministry to
a higher position. Because Australia is
a dry continent, the supply of water
is of the utmost importance to this
State. The Minister of Water Supply
should have a higher rank in the
Cabinet and be given more responsibility in the administration. He should
consequently receive a larger alloca~
tion of money from the Consolidated
Fund and the Loan Fund to carry out
urgent works.
The ten-year programme provides
$1m a year for drainage works. This
amount of money is needed now.
The total amount which will be spent
in ten years must be spent within two
or three years on urgent drainage
works. If much of this land is not
drained within three to five. years,
the land will be virtually useless and
much productivity will be lost. There
has been a large increas·e in the percentage of salt in groundwater because of flooding. This year in areas
to the east of Shepparton and around
Mr. Hann.

and Services Bill.

Kyabram, fruitgrowers were put out
of business because their peach trees
were flooded from the high flood
tabling.
·
In the next few weeks the Government will be called on to assist these
people to find an alternative to their
fruit-growing livelihood and to provide assistance to compensate them
f.or the lack of drainage; the drainage
works were not carried out when the
orchards were first planted. The
honorable member for Kara Kara
mentioned the Eppalock reservoir
and the number of years taken to
complete it. This year thousands of
acre-feet of water have flooded down
the
Campaspe
River
from
Lake Eppalock and heightened the
flooding problem around Echuca and
Kerang. The State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission should seriously
consider ways of increasing the
storage capacity of the Eppalock
reservoir and the. possibility of building another weir to the north of
Eppalock or downstream from it.
This could increase storage capacity
by 50,000 acre-feet of water and
would provide a guaranteed income
and water supply to people. in the
area that has been opened up.
This year the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission carried
out the necessary works to complete
the Campaspe irrigation scheme.
The money was obtained through the
Rural Finance and Settlement Commission. Once again I urge the Government to give serious consideration
to allocating funds to those farms
which have been laid out for irrigation. Another 29 families of young
people could move on to the dairy
farms to the west of Rochester and
extend the important and valuable
decentralization plan for the benefit
of people in country areas. At present
more than 2,000 acres of permanent
pasture is idle, but numerous young
people would like the opportunity of
taking up those farms.
Mr. DuNsTAN.-That does not de.pend on a decision by the · State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission.
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Mr. HANN.-It is a decision to be
made by the Government. The commission has spent large sums of
money on this project, and the whole
thing is set to go. This is the time
for the Government to allocate funds.
Mr. DUNSTAN .-Not under this
Bill.
Mr. HANN.-Under this Bill
money is being provided for a particular scheme. Why should money
be spent on the scheme if the farms
are not to be allocated? The land
is lying idle.
Mr. DUNSTAN.-It may not be idle
for long.
Mr. HANN.-I am pleased to hear
the Minister say that it may not be
idle for long. I hope the Minister's
comment means that the Government
will see fit to allocate these farms in
the near future.
The State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission does not have the staff
to draw up the full-scale programmes
that are necessary for the expa·nsion
of the irrigation system. Over the
past twenty years suggestions have
been made that the Waranga western
channel should be widened. The
easements are already there, and the
widening of the channel would increase the supply capacity to the
existing irrigation areas and provide
scope for expansion. A deputation
to the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission argued for a further
allocation of water for an area within
the irrigation district. The commissio·n said that there were various
factors other than the actual cost of
the extension which made the possibility of supply unlikely in the area
north of Rochester. The factors
stated by the commission were set
out in a letter to me dated 24th
August, 1973, in the following
terms:The capacity of the Waranga western
main cllannel is overtaxed in meeting present demands and it is not kn.own when or
if enlargement on a major scale could be
undertaken.

This is another example of a major
works programme whiCh has been
suggested in the past but which has
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been omitted from the ten-year programme extending into 1983. One
wonders whether this plan has been
completely shelved, and if any further
allocation of water-which we hope
will come from the Dartmouth system
-is to be made, how the commission
intends to get the water through to
the irrigators who require increased
water rights.
When will the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission make a
decision on the duplication of the
Waranga western channel and an increase in its size? The longer a start
to the programme is delayed, the
greater will be the cost because of
inflation. This work should. have
been done ten or fifteen years ago.
Mr. CuRNow.-lt is also holding
up production.
Mr. HANN.-That is right, it is
having a serious effect on production,
particularly in the dry areas. This
year the farmers have only just begun
to use their water rights, but in the
past two or three years the limited
water supply, particularly in the western end of the channel in my electorate and extending into the electorate of Kara Kara, has caused enormous problems. I have discussed
with officers of the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission the future
allocation of water supply from the
Dartmouth dam. Their only comments at that stage were that it would
not be possible to include the Dartmouth dam in this system. That much
is known at present. Hopefully, by
easing the pressure on the River
Murray system, there will be increased water beyond Lake Eildon.
This also raises the question of the
Mount Hope channel which has
been under consideration by the commission. Like the proposed extension
of the Waranga western channel, this
project has been left on the drawing
board indefinitely as a hope for the
future. No positive plan has been
made on when the scheme will be
implemented. If the Government is
serious in planning for future water
supply in these areas, these projects
should be given higher priority. A
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plan must be drafted and presented
to the Federal Government with a
request for assistance for necessary
works.
Emphasis has been placed on the
protection of the environment and the
drainage which presently flows into
the River Murray from these irrigation districts. A long-term plan was
drawn up but it has not gone any
further than to drain the water into
one of the lakes. This is a multimillion dollar operation which needs
careful planning and substantial resources and, once again, assistance
from the Federal Government. The
sooner this is brought into effect, the
sooner the existing drainage problems will be eliminated. An over-all
plan should be made to drain the
water away, particularly from the
irrigation areas, because at present
salinity in the River Murray is increasing.
The water should be
drained off at a point where no pollution will be caused to major rivers
and streams.
Under this Bill the ten-year programme is virtually only a maintenance programme to keep everybody
happy. Engineers in the irrigation
districts have openly stated that their
job was one of public relations, to
keep the farmers happy by saying
that something would be done eventually, but not necessarily tomorrow.
The majority of irrigation farmers,
particularly those in areas which are
not served by drainage channels, are
not happy at present.
One of the interesting things to
come out of that Water Supply Works
and Services Bill is groundwater
meter installation for which $30,000
has been allocated. Sub-item 12 of
item 2 under " Other State Works "
providesThis is a new sub-item under which
authority is sought for expenditures on the
metering of groundwater supplies extracted
under licences issued by the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission in accordance with the provisions of the GroundWalter Act 1969.
The metering of supplies is necessary to
obtain details of quantities extracted, control
of usage in the event of a restriction being
imposed and for the assessment of groundwater resources and water use requirements.
Mr. Hann.

One
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wonders

with

apprehension

~hether this is just a means of levy-

mg a scale of fees on people using
groundwater. They have had to
establish their bores at considerable
expense to then;tselves. Is this just
a method of settmg up a meter which
will be ultimately used to measure
water and place a charge on the
persons using it?
The honorable member for Kara
Kara spoke about further extensions
of t~e irri~ation supply. This is of
particular Importance in the irrigation district that I represent. At present there is significant lobbying to
try to make changes in the allocation
of water. I refer particularly
to subdivided lands. In 1964 an Act
was passed by Parliament specifying
a date after which lands would receive no more increases in water
rights. That did not refer to land that
had been subdivided later than 1959.
Considerable argument is being put
forward by people who own land
which was subdivided between 1959
and 1963, because during that period
the same situation applied to land
sub-divisions, between 1955 and
1959. However, in 1963, when the
new legislation was introduced on
the recommendation of the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission, and 1959 was set as the date
on which this should operate,
farmers who had subdivided before
July, 1959, were fortunate to receive
the full allocation of water, but
those who had done so between
1959 and 1963 were unfortunate in
that they did not. As a result, a
number of landholders have water
rights which are too small to make
their units viable. At the time they
believed that when a future allocation of water was made available the
date would be moved forward to a
period some time later than 1964 but
owing to a change in the metho'd of
allocation of water these landholders are now at a distinct disadvantage. I hope serious consideration will be given to their rights. I
believe they have been unfairly disadvantaged because of the way in which
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this Act and the preceding Acts have
worked and that they should be entitled to their full allocation of water
up to that period of 1963-64.
The question is also raised of the
extension of irrigation areas. In some
areas within the heart of irrigation
districts because one or two landholders back in the 1920s were opposed to irrigation and the commission drew a line around the
relevant area, the land has been
alienated from the irrigation districts
from that time.
There are many areas in which the
water could be allocated, if sufficient
water were available, always keeping
in mind the need to protect the interests of the irrigators who are already
established and particularly those
who are on limited water rights at
present. Many irrigators particularly
in dry areas, are working on limited
It is
allocations of water rights.
interesting to note that the present
Water Act passed by this Parliament
provides that in the future on a pro
rata basis about 8 per cent of the
irrigators in the State will obtain 38
per cent of the water. They are
already the largest irrigators; and
have the largest quantity of water.
It would appear that the present Act
is very unsatisfactory and that the
method of allocating future water
supplies is unfair.
In conclusion, I wish to stress that
the Country Party, along with the
Minister and officers of the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission, is disappointed that the Government has not decided to increase the
commission's financial allocation; in
fact, one finds that there has been a
significant decrease if one considers
inflation and the amount of money
that has been spent on other Government departments over the past
twenty years. It is disappointing that
this situation should exist, especially
in a continent as dry as Australia, a
land in which every gallon of water
has been regarded as liquid gold, and
which has enormous potential for
primary production, particularly in
the northern part of Victoria. I hope
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the Government will change its attitude and present a positive policy for
the future benefit of irrigators.
Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park).During the debate on this Bill yesterday the honorable member for Murray
Valley commented on the unsatisfactory situation that was developing
with country sewerage authorities. If
honorable members examine the
explanatory memorandum which
accompanies the Bill, they will note
that at page 9, under the heading
" Sewerage Authorities", it statesSeven new sewerage schemes, those of
Anglesea, Apollo Bay, Barwon Heads,
Beaufort,
Nathalia,
Numurkah
and
Wonthaggi were brought into operation
over the past twelve months.

It will be recognized that two of the

schemes are within the Murray
Valley electorate. Because of that,
perhaps the honorable member has
made a generalization concerning the
whole State on the basis of two
authorities which are reasonably
close to his home town.
Within Victoria, and outside the
area for which the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works has responsibility for water and sewerage,
there are 85 towns which have sewerage schemes in operation. All of the
schemes, with the exception of the
Eildon system, which is administered
by the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission, are operated by local
authorities. Within those areas there
are 227,000 buildings, including
homes, schools, hospitals, and so on,
which have the sewerage facility.
However, there are 29,000 which are
not connected to a sewerage system.
Of those, 15,000 properties are not
connected because the local authorities do not have sufficient funds to
ensure that the people connect to the
system which has been provided.
Owing to a lack of finance, for the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, or because of the priorities
of this Government, there are now
sixteen towns where there are works
in hand or will be put in hand to
service 16,000 buildings and there are
proposals from a further 40 towns
for sewerage facilities to be made
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available. However, on the basis of
the present level of funds, it is
reasonable to say that only four or
five schemes will be approved or
commenced each year. This means
that any authority or any local community which wishes to be established as a sewerage trust cannot
expect to have the facilities made
available to them within the next ten
years. This is a matter which must
be emphasized when one debates the
Water Supply Works and Services
Bill.
Although there may be some areas
within the State which have been
serviced or granted services in
recent times, there are many more
communities which are entitled to
have at least the same standard of
living which is regarded as commonplace, I suppose, by some people who
live in the greater metropolitan area.
In this regard, I have in mind not
only a standard of civilized living,
but sanitation and waste disposal
facilities.
Greater emphasis should be placed
upon the provision of sewerage for
the areas to which I refer. Similar
emphasis should be placed on the
disposal of waste. It is all right to
suggest that we should have large
urban communities or towns for
greater regional development, but it
is necessary to provide water for
them and to be able to dispose of
the waste waters and sewage from
these large inland areas which are
being planned and which are spoken
of by the Minister of State Development and Decentralization. There
is nothing in this planning to
indciate that sufficient finance will
be made available for the treatment of waste, although that would
be part and parcel of the development of large urban areas in the
State. I therefore believe that the
Government's priorities should be
examined. In view of the additional
towns and communities which wish
to be serviced by sewerage authorities, an allocation of $2 · 5 million per
annum in addition to the present
allocation would be required if the
backlog is to be overcome within the
Mr. Ginifer.
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next seven or eight years. If the
Government is to provide a service to
all of the communities which wish to
have it and are entitled to it, an increased financial allocation should be
made available.
What has been done by this Government to obtain a greater allocation of funds for country water and
sewerage authorities? Have representations been made to the Commonwealth, and, if so, what has been
the response from the Commonwealth? Has the Government sought
the co-operation and assistance of the
Federal Government to implement
one of its programmes and promises
made at the Federal electionsnamely to make funds available to
the States for this purpose? I hope
the apparent antagonism towards our
Federal Government which is sometimes referred to by State Ministers
is not such that they want to bite off
their noses to spite their faces, but,
rather, to seek this money. We hope
people living in rural areas will be
able to enjoy the facilities which have
come to be expected in larger urban
areas. I ask the Minister whether a
request has been made and, if so,
what was the result of it? If he cannot answer that question now, I hope
by the time the Bill is being considered in Committee he will have
been able to obtain information from
the Minister of Water Supply.
Mr. STEPHEN (Ballaarat South).Honorable members will be pleased
to know that in speaking to the Water
Supply Works and Services Bill, I
will deal with matters that concern
my electorate and will not be concerned with other electorates. It is
pleasing that an amount of $850,000
has been allocated for stage 2 of the
Lake Merrimu project, but it is
anticipated that only $130,000 of that
amount will be required for works
in this financial year. Stage 1 of
Lake Merrimu was constructed on the
Coimadai Creek, with a 1-mile tunnel
from Goodman Creek providing
water as extra catchment into the
lake. The reservoir was planned and
provided with the idea of supplementing the irrigation services at
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both Bacchus Marsh and W erribee.
Stage 2 will entail the building of a
tunnel 2! miles long from the
Lerderderg River to connect with
Goodman Creek and thence via the
original already-constructed tunnel to
Lake Merrimu. This will, of course,
improve the catchment area and
further enhance the irrigation areas.
A stage 3, to which the honorable
member for Kara Kara referred, was
planned for the distant future to safeguard supply to the rapidly growing
Melton township. As honorable members are aware, that area is developing faster than any other community
in Australia. It is envisaged that
stage 3 of the Lake Merrimu project
will be brought forward so that the
raising of the :bank by an extra 40 feet
will be carried out quickly with a view
to providing water for the expanding
Melton area and at the same time
to continue to supplement the
Bacchus Marsh and Werribee irrigation areas which draw on Pykes'
Creek reservoir.
An allocation of $100,000 has also
been made for the Bannockburn water
supply, covering the towns of ~Mere
dith, Lethbridge, Gheringhap, Sutherland's Creek and Teesdale. I am
surprised that my representations
have not been strong enough to
obtain a slightly greater allocation
so that this large scheme could be
completed a little sooner; nevertheless, one must be fair and reasonable, having regard to the shortage of
finance available to the State Government. U is reasona!bly satisfactory
to continue to supplement the
Bacchus Marsh and Werribee irrigation areas which draw on Pyke's
Creek reservoir.
I am also a little concerned that an
amount of only $200,000 has been
allowed for loan raising under this
Bill for the Ballarat Water Commissioners and the Ballarat Sewerage
Authority.
Recently the Bungal
reservoir was completed at a cost of
$4 · 8 million to service the cities of
Ballarat and Geelong. Until the
Ballarat Water Commissioners and
the Ballarat Sewerage Authority are
connected to the Bungal reservoir it
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will be of no value to the City of
Ballarat.
Mr. TREZISE.-Nor to Geelong?
Mr. STEPHEN.-Geelong is in a
favourable position because it is on a
downhill run and is in a position to
draw water from this rapidly-filling
reservoir. Ballarat is anxious to be
serviced from this supply as soon as
possible. Certain guarantees have
been given to the Ballarat Water
Commissioners that money will be
made available in the near future and
that their borrowing powers will be
increased so that, as originally
planned, they can take water from
this reservoir within the next couple
of years. But with the success of the
State Government's decentralization
programme and the rapid development which is taking place in the
City of Ballarat, the need for water
will become more urgent.
Provision is also made in the Bill
for funds to be allocated to small
waterworks trusts to ena'ble supplies
to be made to small 'Country areas.
I am pleased that the sum of
$150,000 was allocated to the Rakewood trust which is based in the
neighbouring electorate of Hampden
and which ~also services part of my
electorate. The sooner water is made
available to these areas, the greater
will be their development. Honorable members realize that water is
the foundation on which all development takes place. I appeal to the
Minister of Public Works to relay my
concern to the Minister of Water
Supply in an endeavour to find a
slightly more generous formula for
bringing small town and country
water supplies into being., A number
of these areas fail to meet the
requirements of the formula by only a
small amount of income a year. I
should like the Government to adopt
a more generous formula whereby
more areas will qualify for the grants
which are so vital for people in
country areas.
Mr.
MACLELLAN
(Gippsland
West) .-I thank the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission for the
activities which they undertake in the
electorate of Gippsland West. The
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towns of Archie's Creek, Corinella, delayed merely because of a wet
and Dalyston, are small communities winter. The period of the year is
which have received supp~Iies. I ex- now being reached when earthworks
press the gratitude of the residents of can be successfully undertaken; and
Archie's Creek and Dalyston for the there is a need to speed up the works
extra $100,000 made available to the to recover the time lost during the
State Rivers and Water Supply Com- winter rather than delaying them.
mission by the Treasurer to enable an I am delighted at the approval of the
expansion to take place and to pro- grant, but I should be happier if an
vide an urban water supply for the extra grant were made to the trust
butter factory, which is a large for works in this year.
employer of labour in the district
The honorable member for Rodney
and which is vital to its economy.
mentioned approval for funds in the
The Minister of Public Works and Bill for groundwater meters. I do not
myself share the work of the know of the situation in his area but
Westernport
Waterworks
Trust he indicated that he was worried that
which will receive an additional this was a prelude to a taxing
$100,000 to enable that successful measure. In Koo-Wee-Rup, where
trust to continue its extension. This groundwater pumping restrictions
trust has a long history of extensions, were introduced to protect both the
all of which have been successfully stock and domestic and other irrigacompleted and which bring more tion supplies, on the basis of 12 hours
and more water to the people of on and 12 hours off, there was the
Phillip Island and the Gippsland West disgraceful situation of officers of the
area.
State Rivers and Water Supply ComThe Wonthaggi community has a mission pursuing people in motor cars
large pensioner population, and that who were fleeing at 90 miles an hour.
town has almost completed its sewer- They were trying to detect people who
age scheme. The negotiations with were breaking the restrictions and
the former Minister of Water Supply, thereby causing the water levels to
now the Minister for Conservation, drop on neighbouring properties
have enabled that community to so that many people found that their
ensure that the town could under- stock and domestic supplies were
take a large sewerage scheme which dropping below the level at which the
will be of immense benefit to it. This bores could pump the water out of
year, Pakenham proposes to com- the ground. That is the reason behind
mence a sewerage scheme. This large the provision of meters.
The meters will allow controls to
and important area, not far from Melbourne, has a large growth factor be introduced which will not have to
which could lead to the deterioration be policed by vigilante groups purof water quality in the Bunyip River suing law-breakers but will allow a
from which stock and domestic sup- more regulated control of underplies are drawn for other towns and ground water and, hopefully, bring
farms.
about a balance. If that should lead
New town supplies have received to a taxing measure, one would hope
further grants, and I hope that the that any taxes so raised would be put
Minister of Public Works will join to work in introducing new water
with me in using his best endeavours into the aquifers so that supply is
to persuade the Minister of Water augmented.
I now turn to the Tarago-WesternSupply to allow the Poowong, Loch
and Nyora Waterworks Trust to use port pipeline. which is to serve the
most of the allocation of $200,000 Westernport population. The Minister
because the recent winter has delayed of Public Works and I have a beneprogress and that trust has not been ficial interest in the Tarago-Westernable to expand as rapidly as port pipeline. I note that provision is
was
originally
scheduled.
It made for approval of $5 million to
would be a pity if that scheme were take water from the electorate of the
1

Mr. Maclellan.
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Minister for Fuel and Power, from been on price.s if over the past eighwhere it is gathered, across my elec- teen years the Liberal Party Governtorate and into the electorate of the ment had spent far more money on
Minister of Public Works. I hope water conservation and the developthat I will be able to share some of · ment of irrigation. The record clearly
the benefits of the existence of the shows that the priority given to
pipeline and that a stock and domestic water conservation and irrigation by
supply scheme from the water of the this Government has been of the
Tarago River and Bunyip River from lowest order. During the life of the
the Koo-Wee-Rup region will be facili- Liberal Party Administration the
tated. Much is heard about the move- allocation of finance for water supply
ment of water from one area to ser- works and services has been virtually
vice another. I am not one of those static. The erosion of the value of
people who believe that pre-emptive money through inflation over the
rights should allow a desert else- years has meant that less work has
where. Water is there to be shared been undertaken on irrigation and
by the community on the best pos- water supply projects. If one examsible basis. I hope that when we ines the programme put forward by
undertake major public works to con- the commission for the next ten
serve and transport water, the people years, commencing from this finanin the locality may share in the bene- cial year, simply to maintain what the
fits as well as the people in the areas commission considers is necessary to
to which it is transported. The sum cater for the expected increased deof $5 million is a substantial approval mand, the figure allocated under this
and I hope the benefits that will Bill should be in the vicinity of $25
accrue to the Koo-Wee-Rup and million instead of $19 million. The
Westernport areas will justify the ex- allocation should be at least $24 milpenditure.
lion to maintain the existing level of
works and, taking into account a 5
Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East). per cent increase in inflation, it
-This is one of the most vital should be increased to a figure in
measures introduced into Parliament excess of $25 million. Everyone is
and I fully concur in the remarks of aware that an increase in inflation
my colleague, the honorable member of 5 per cent is a conservative estifor Rodney, that the conservation of mate having in mind how inflation is
water is one of the most effective and galloping at present.
useful devices for decentralization of
Because I represent the electorate
the population of Victoria.
of Gippsland East I am not able to
I have previously drawn the atten- indulge in the luxury enjoyed by the
tion of this House to the fact that, honorable member for Ballaarat
almost without exception, the towns South who was solely concerned
outside of the metropolitan area about his own electorate. It is inevitwhich are growing most rapidly have able that water storage proposals
irrigation and storage works within within a considerable portion of the
fairly close proximity, and their electorate of Gippsland East will be
economy is much influenced by the tied up intimately with the supply of
irrigation works within the districts. water to the metropolitan area. At
Until the Government wakes up to the national population inquiry, which
that fact of life, any half measures is one of the numerous committees
that have been taken in other direc- of inquiry established by the Comtions will remain nothing more than monwealth Government, the Water
Commission made certain comments.
half measures.
At page 27 of this document it
In view of the current consterna- statedIt seems that round about the year 2000
tion in the community about increasthere will begin an era of increasing utili~
ing food prices, one cannot help but zation
of the substantial unused water rewonder what the effect would have sources in the easterly coastal streams. If
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urban development continues to be centred
round Melbourne and its eastern suburbs
this will mean progressively more massive
transfers of more distant water from east
to west, involving the construction of many
miles of costly tunnels. If it is accepted
that the supply of water is one of the major
cost-factors determining the optimum siting
of new urban development, then there are
good grounds for encouraging an easterly
trend in that development towards future
sources of supply. Indeed, there might be
other factors that would indicate the same
conclusion, favouring urban development
close to power sources in the Latrobe Valley
and extending further east into the attractive environment of the Gippsland Lakes
area.

That is a sound and logical comment
and is a point of view which we in
Gippsland East have been endeavouring to put forward for many years.
I do not think it can be successfully
argued that the greatest uncommitted
water reserves, certainly in the State
of Victoria and possibly in a good
deal of the Commonwealth, do not
remain in the electorate of Gippsland
East. It is completely illogical for
the Government to ignore the claims
of Gippsland East for the expansion
of population in the years to come.
However, it has been evident from
committees of inquiry established by
this Government in recent years that
the claims of Gippsland East have
been ignored.
As a result of recent trends and
recent arguments advanced about the
effect on the Gippsland lakes, the
residents of Gippsland East may be
the sufferers because of the demands
by the city of Melbourne for water
supplies to be diverted from streams
which flow into the Gippsland lakes
area. I refer to the diversion of
water from the Thomson River to the
metropolitan area, work on which is
well advanced. The trend of the
argument at present is that, because
the metropolitan area will be taking
approximately 80 per cent or 90 per
cent of the available water in the
Thomson River catchment, no water
storages will be required in other
catchments further to the east for the
development of those areas. In other
words, cases put forward by people
within Gippsland East for the development of further storages will
most likely be prejudiced.
Mr. B. J. Evans.
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Reference has been made recently,
by means of letters published in the
daily press, about the storage on the
Mitchell River and its effect on the
Gippsland lakes. It is ridiculous to
suggest that the storage of 20,000
acre-feet on the Mitchell River would
have any material effect on the
water quality of the Gippsland lakes
because that quantity of water represents only one-fortieth of the estimated annual flow of that stream.
However, if 80 per cent of the flow
of the Thomson River, which represents about 700,000 or 800,000 acrefeet of water, is taken away this
could have a material effect on the
quality of water in the Gippsland
lakes. So it is with deep concern
that the people of Gipp,sland East
read in the daily press reports of
proposals of the Board of Works to
take a greater proportion of the
water from the Thomson River.
The development of a water storage for use within the catchment
area of the river which it serves is a
vastly different proposition from one
by which water is stored and diverted
completely out of that river catchment. This is the difference between
the two schemes. The Thomson
River scheme will divert water entirely out of the catchment of the
Gippsland lakes whereas a storage on
the Mitchell River-if ever the Government gets round to :building itcould be used within that catchment
and would enhance the flow of water
into the lakes during the summer
period when the problems of pollution are at their peak. On that score
I consider that it would have a
beneficial effect on the quality of
water in the Gippsland lakes.
The people in the Bairnsdale district in particular are beginning to
despair whether they will ever see
the construction of the dam on the
Mitchell River which has been
promised for so long. As long ago
as 1967 the Govem·ment proposed to
build a storage on the Mitchell
River. It was one of a number of
S'chemes put to the Commonwealth
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Government under its water re- December further approaches were
sources programme. The Common- made to the Commonwealth, but the
wealth was rather tardy in reaching proposal has become bogged down by
a decision to allocate any funds to the self-styled conservationists who,
Victoria for water conservation, but until three years after the scheme
finally the State Government made a was initially submitted to the Comfirm promise that if the Common- monwealth, did not realize that a
wealth Government provided money portion of a gorge on the Mitchell
for either the King River or the River would be inundated.
Mitchell River storage the State
I refer to the unique experience of
Government would build the other. one individual who was favoured by
In the event, the Commonwealth having his letter published as the
Government allocated finance for the main letter of the day in the Age
construction of the King River stor- newspaper and who pointed out that
age, which has long since been com- there were alternatives to the
pleted and is in operation. But still we Mitchell River site. He said that he
wait in vain .for the State Govern- had given evidence before the Public
ment to honour its undertaking, Works Committee which was inquirwhich was further reinforced when ing into this scheme. An examinathe Commonwealth Government de- tion of the evidence reveals that he
cided to allocate finance for the King was a fifth form schoolboy from a
River storage.
Melbourne technica'l school, that he
The ·Minister at the time stated had the courage of his convictions
that the State Government would and gave evidence on the aesthetic
build the Mitchell River storage. considerations of the scheme, but
However, this project has been that under cross-examination he had
bogged down by two factors, the first to admit that he had never been to
of which is the frustrating and time- the site. From information I have rewasting business of Commonwealth- ceived in recent weeks, it is apparent
State disagreement. I have always that he still has not done so.
maintained that the conservation of
Nevertheless, he was prepared to
water is a State responsibility, and I write a letter to the press and a
hope it will remain so. I was op- daily newspaper was prepared to give
posed to the action of the previous his letter prominence. That same
Commonwealth Government which newspaper refused to publish a letter
allocated finance for water conserva- which I wrote and personally detion projects. Persons who advocate livered in reply to the claims made
approaches to the Commonwealth by this person. It also refused to
Government for this purpose are not publish letters written by other people
doing any great service towards the in the Bairnsdale area who surely
actual carrying out of works for must be given credit for a knowledge
water conservation because it will in- of the district and for having seen
evitably be found that the proposals what is involved instead of being conwill be bogged down in inter- vinced by something that they have
Government argument and discus- read in a book or a newspaper.
sion. If the experience of the per- Country people have been fighting
sons interested in water conservation this sort of proposition for years.
on the Mitchell River is any guide, it They have to battle self-styled conwill lead to utter frustration.
servationists who in the main are preThe previous Commonwealth Gov- pared to commit themselves to someernment insisted-! believe correctly thing they have never seen. Unfor-that the State Government had tunately, the Government is sheltergiven a firm undertaking to provide ing behind them because it is a handy
finance for the construction of the excuse for not doing anything.
storage on the Mitchell River.
Mr. CuRNow.-Most conservaFollowing the election of the Commonwealth Labor Government last tionists are no-hopers.
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Mr. B. J. EVANS.-1 thoroughly
agree, and in my view they are doing
a grave disservice to the. State.
They are idealists who are completely impractical and have no
basic idea of the principles involved. The Mitchell River scheme
was thoroughly investigated by the
Public Works Committe.e and any
person who was prepared to give
evidence was entitled to do so. Many
who were interested in national parks,
field naturalists and various bodies of
opinion gave evidence to the committee. The committee weighed the
evidence fairly and honestly and concluded that a storage on the Mitchell
River at Billy Goat Bend as a first
stage development was the right
recommendation. I agree with the
committee.
However, under the ten-year programme submitted by the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission to the
Government, works will not commence on the storage until 1977-78.
If account is taken of the effect of
Government policies on the commission and inflation factors, it is apparent that the commission will not
receive sufficient funds to enable the
work to commence before 1977-78.
According to my assessment of the
programme, a commencement even
in 1978-79 is contingent upon the increase in funds to which I referred
earlier. With inflation, even in the
first year of the programme, the commission is approximately $6 million
short of the amount that it requested.
I trust that the State will not have to
wait another two and a half years before the people of Victoria will have
the opportunity of electing a Government which is prepared to provide
sufficient finance for these projects.
I hope country people will keep the
Government's record on water conservation in mind at future elections.
As I said at the outset, water conservation is vital to the development
of country areas. I do not want it to
be considered that I am only being
critical of the Government's policy,
because I want to give a word of
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praise for its action in recent times
to correct two serious problems at
Lakes Entrance.
Most honorable members will
remember the water shortage that
occurred during last summer as a
result of the drought which affected
the whole of East Gippsland. It was
necessary to ration water to 15 gallons per head per day which in a
holiday resort town such as 'Lakes
Entrance, was virtually impossible to
control because of the many tourists
in the area. Undoubtedly, the number of tourists was seriously
diminished . by the water shortage.
It was tragic to see people queueing
up at an underground water bore on
the outskirts of Lakes Entrance and
farmers obtaining their daily supply
of water to keep their households
going. I trust that this state of affairs
will never be repeated.
It is pleasing that the Government
has seen fit to allocate funds to allow
the Lakes Entrance Waterworks Trust
to commence work on the headworks
of the Nicholson River to ensure that
in future there will not be a complete
breakdown in the water supply. I am
confident that the Government will
ensure that sufficient funds are made
available to complete the project.
I am also pleased that the Government has indicated to the Lakes
Entrance Sewerage Authority that it
may proceed with the preparation of
plans for sewering the town.
Sewerage for Lakes Entrance has an
interesting but short history. A
couple of years ago a poll of ratepayers was taken on the formation of
a sewerage authority and the proposal
was soundly defeated. Despite the
result of the poll, the Minister-and I
thoroughly agree with his decisionwent ahead to set up the authority but
gave an assurance that no works
would be undertaken until a poll of
ratepayers agreed that the works
should be. set in motion.
I believe there had been a marked
change of opinion among the people
of Lakes Entrance. When the Minister
visited the area earlier this year, I
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endeavoured to persuade him to proceed with the work of the sewerage
authority without the formality of
conducting the poll because I was
confident that the residents were
firmly convinced of the necessity for
a sewerage system in the town. However, the Minister decided to persist
with the poll of ratepayers, and the
result was a resounding ten to one
vote in favour of a sewerage
authority. Since then the Minister
has indicated that funds will be made
available to the authority to enable
work to commence as soon as plans
and specifications have been drawn
up and approved by the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission.
This is an important step because
concern has been expressed about
pollution in the Gippsland lakes, particularly in the area close to Lakes
Entrance. The matter has received
some publicity in recent days. Pollution occurs close to Lakes Entrance
because the lakes in this area are
virtually dead-end arms with no
great movement of water and therefore the effluent from septic tanks in
Lakes Entrance cannot be flushed
out. As there is a sandy spit between
two arms undoubtedly a great deal of
pollution occurs from that source.
The provision of a sewerage system
is vital to prevent pollution of the
lakes. Similar works must be carried
out at other towns such as Metung
and Paynesville in the near future. I
support the view that the Gippsland
lakes must be preserved. I do not
agree that the lakes are on the verge
of becoming completely broken down.
Admittedly, pollution exists but it is
only of minor significance and certainly not past the point of no return.
It can and will be cured by the installation of essential services.
There are some matters on the
credit side in the Bill but I adhere to
the basic principle that there is far
too inadequate a provision for water
conservation projects in country
areas. This is a vital consideration
for country people and I hope that
before the Government's term of office
runs out it will wake up to the reality
of the situation.
Session 1973.-80
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Mr. AUSTIN (Hampden).-! compliment the present Minister of
Water Supply, former Ministers and
the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission for a job well done in
past years. Unlike the honorable
member for Gippsland East, I can
mention several projects in the
Hampden electorate which will benefit a large number of people. The
water supply from Camperdown has
been extended to Lismore and Derrinallum to provide water for those
towns. The previous water supply
at Lismore was extremely limited and
of poor quality. The extension of the
supply to Derrinallum will benefit the
town and also the farmers who are
fortunate enough to have properties
along the pipelines. The farms which
had either small dams or bores with
insufficient quantity or poor quality
water will now have a first-class
water supply which must not only
benefit the farmers but also greatly
increase the value of the properties.
In the north-east of the. electorate,
a water main has been extended from
the Ballarat water supply, as mentioned by the honorable member for
Ballaarat South, servicing Little Hard
HiUs and Napoleons and extending to
Dereel, Corindhap and Rokewood,
which are towns in the Hampden
electorate.
The
recently-formed
Rokewood Waterworks Trust will
now be empowered to provide a firstclass water supply to an area which
has been recognized as a dry one in
the western district.
In the north-west corner of the ·electorate, the foothills of the Grampians
contain a unique water supply in that
it consists of a bore 120 feet deep
where the water levei is at 80 feet.
Even during the. severe drought of
1967-68 the level of the water
remained constant at 80 fe.et. Surveys have indicated that the water
is of such quality and quantity
that it could supply approximately one-fortieth of Victoria's requirements. Most importantly the
water is of extremely high quality.
A new pipeline has been installed
from this headworks to service the
town of Moyston. It also reticu-
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lates water to Willaura and the sea but to develop a sewerage
Lake Bolac, and has the capacity to farm. This was an admirable project
supply water to a large area of and was carried out with some
western Victoria. It is to be regretted success.
that the extent of this supply was
Nevertheless, since the closing of
not known earlier because this supply the Lurgi plant at Morwell the
would have been capable of providing discharge has become considerably
water at a much cheaper rate to the more obnoxious. The stench created
City of Ararat.
by. the open channel covers an area,
I make a plea to the Minister to fanning out from its source, of apensure that care is taken to proximately 10 to 20 miles wide and
ensure that water supply manage- 50 to 60 miles long. Therefore, I ,000
ment to protect the ecology and to 1,500 square miles of country is
environment of Victoria's water permeated; it is saturated by an unsupplies.
I refer particularly to usual smell that seems to cling to
the bore at the foot of the one's clothing and go through a buildGrampians. At present the area ing. It is a most obnoxious and unsurrounding the bore is practically desirable odour. The material that
uninhibited by man. The Government is carried also tends to offend the
has a great responsibility to ensure sight. It is a black sludgy material
that at a reasonable cost the area is which pours through Gippsland and
protected at this time instead of eventually discharges into Lake Coleleaving it to future generations when man, which is immediately adjacent
to Lake Wellington. Lake Wellingthe cost will be much increased.
Mr. MciNNES (Gippsland South). ton is the first and probably one of
-Many aspects of the Bill have been the largest of the Gippsland lakes.
covered by my colleagues. However,
Despite the contention of the LaI refer to a major aspect that con- trobe Valley Water and Sewerage
cerns the industrial outfall sewer from Board that there is no inflow from
the Latrobe Valley to Dutson Lake Coleman, which in effect is a
Downs on the east. The sewer large swamp, local residents, most
runs via Rosedale and Sale and is conservation bodies, and so on,
fed by sewerage effluent from some generally accept that there is an unof the towns en route as well as the fortunate overflow or seepage. There
Latrobe Valley, and primarily by in- is certainly an overflow, because in
dustrial wastes from Australian Paper times of flood Lake Coleman and Lake
Manufacturers Ltd. This industrial Wellington are joined as one. For
sewerage is perhaps of no great in- the greater part of any year they
terest to people in other parts of the are only a chain or two apart. The
State, but it is of tremendous interest board's contention is based on the fact
not only to residents east of the that the levels of the two lakes are
Latrobe Valley but also to people who slightly different. However, in times
visit the area for recreational pur- of flood they are joined as one and
.poses. The undoubted attractions of the water level is the same. At other
the Gippsland lakes are leading to an times seepage and discolouration can
be seen from time to time on Lake
increase in the number of visitors.
The sewerage service has been Wellington, which tends to prove the
available for approximately fifteen to point.
twenty years, distributing waste from
Recently the Public Works Comindustry in the valley, and it was mittee, which was conducting an inoriginally planned that it should go quiry into Victoria's water resources,
out to sea. I am not sure what one visited the discharge farm with me
can infer about the morality of a com- and saw where the discharge entered
munity that plans such a move, but Lake Coleman. A drain, which is
I suppose what one does not see one probably 8 to I 0 feet wide and 2 to
does not worry about. However, it 3 feet deep, discharges an immense
was decided not to pour waste into quantity of black material at a rapid
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rate. This material looks like tar and
is worse than oil. It offends the sight.
The contention is that it is a type
of dye and even if it gets into the
water it has no effect biologically.
That is the point of view of the experts and perhaps we should not challenge it. However, again and again
experts are found to be wrong. Most
of the residents in the area believe
this material definitely has an effect
on Lake Wellington. Recently the
attractiveness of the lakes for recreation has been referred to in the newspapers and by honorable members.
Most people accept this, and there is
no need for me to labour the point.
Methods of combating the problem
have been investigated. The open
sewer can be piped and at least contain the obnoxious smell underground,
so that hopefully it does not offend
residents in the area, or the effluent
can be treated and the odour removed
from it. A great deal of research will
be required on the subject. I am
astounded that the Bill provides for
only $100,000 for research of all
forms, not only research into making
the material more acceptable.
I have a copy of a letter from the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission dated 21st June, 1973,
in which the cost of piping was
quoted at approximately $2 million.
Later when the Minister and his
officers visited the area and saw some
of the problems, the cost was increased to $3 million. That is a lot of
money and there was speculation
where it would come from. The
total commitment in the Bill· for the
Latrobe Valley Water and Sewerage
Board is $400,000, of which $100,000
appears to be devoted to research.
Obviously there is no intention of
doing anything to overcome this obnoxious problem in the period covered by the Bill.
On 20th March this year a spokesman from Australian Paper Manufacturers Ltd. addressed a seminar of
the National Council of Women at
Traralgon at which the subject of the
sewer was raised. He mentioned that
his company intended to spend up
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to $10 or $11 million on water treatment generally, which in a few years'
time would have the effect of greatly
reducing the problem at its source.
That is the first time I have heard
that anyone proposes to put his
money where his mouth is and do
something about the problem. I hope
Australian Paper Manufacturers Ltd.
is sincere and that the money will
be applied in that direction. If a
private company can find $10 million
or $11 million for water and effluent
treatment, surely the Government can
find $2 million or $3 million.
The Country Party has sought the
completion of this job stage by stage
over a period of years. The cost of
piping would probably be $500,000
or $600,000 a year over a period of
four or five years. The areas that are
creating the most trouble are be~
tween Rosedale and Longford. Rosedale shire has plans to develop this
as a residential area. It is also the
venue of the Sale Golf Club. Because of its proximity to an industrial
sewer and the fact that it is 6 or 7
miles from the natural gas plant at
Longford, the area has quite a future
in industrial development and associated residential development. However, people will not be prepared to live with the smell.
It will not be possible to attract residents to the area unless
something can be done about this
continuing problem. It does not matter whether the waste is piped or
treated so long as something is done.
Politicians are expert at calling for
reports, but action is needed now. I
regret that apparently no provision
has been made in this Bill to tackle
this problem.
Being a novice member of Parliament I find difficulty in understanding a few points. I refer to the Fish
Creek Waterworks Trust. It was
hoped that an allocation of $20,500,
a modest amount, would be alfowed
for increasing its storage. Despite
the location of Fish Creek near Wilson's Promontory in South Gippsland,
it suffered severely from water restrictions during the recent drought
and was one of the hardest hit
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areas for water for stock, domestic
water and town water supply.
The trust made a modest application, and I received from the
Minister a letter dated 31st October
which seems to indicate that consideration will be given to the works
being included in the 197+-75 loan
works programme. That information appears to be at odds with the
amount of $50,000 appearing in the
schedule for the Fish Creek Waterworks Trust. I may be wrong but
perhaps this point could be explained
for my benefit by the Minister of
Public Works. It still appears that
waterworks trusts in general are
to receive less money. For instance,
river improvement trusts will receive
$59,000 less this year; sewerage
authorities will receive $79,000 less
and local government is to receive
$81,677 less than last year. Without
making allowance for an increase of
5 per cent for inflation, which figure
appears to be used in many longterm forecasts although the actual
inflation figure is considerably in excess of that-what it is nobody
knows-it appears that local government, river improvement trusts and
sewerage authorities will not receive
an increased sHce of the cake but
apparently have to accept a diminishing amount. I hope this trend is reversed.
The City of Sale is seeking an
amount of a couple of hundred
thousand dollars for the construction
of a reservoir and storage. At the
moment, sewerage is being discharged into a canal that leads into
the Gippsland waterways. This is
unfortunate and must be stopped.
Local councils should not be forced
to do this. Although the requirements
of the Environment Protection Authority are coming into effect, there
does not appear to be sufficient
financial provision for works of this
nature, especially as they concern the
City of Sale.
Again I make a plea for action to
be taken on the outfall sewer. It is
not just a local problem; obviously
it will affect the finest recreational area in the State, an area from
Mr. Mcinnes.
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which most honorable members will
have received some pleasure and, no
doubt, they and their families will
enjoy in the future.
The area
is coming under increasing notice
and it is not right for odious
waste matters to be discharged
into the lakes or into areas
unin
proximity
to
where
doubtedly they will find their way
into the lake system.
I hope the Government tackles this
problem from two angles. Firstly,
it should instigate research into finer
methods of removing the offensive
odours and, secondly, it should find
some other method of discharge from
the outfall sewer rather than into
waters adjacent to this area, where
we bathe, swim and live.
Mr. AUREL SMITH (Bellarine).In supporting the Bill, I note with
interest that during the past four
years previous measures have provided for the expenditure of a sum
of $30 million whereas the present
B~ll authorizes the expenditure of
$31·5 million, an increase of $1·5
million. With the present rate of
galloping inflation the provision for
this year is really not worth as much
as the allocation in 1969. The same
applies to the actual expenditure.
The amount allocated for expenditure
in this financial year is approximately
$1 · 25 million more than the actual
amount
expended
during
the
financial year 1972-73. Again, the
inflation to which the community is
being subjected more than accounts
for that increase. With the increasing demand for water supply
throughout Victoria, it seems that the
Government should make realistic increases, not only in the provision of
finance, but in the actual allocation
of finance to the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission.
Of course, the amount provided
will not be fully expended this
financial year, but it is necessary to
provide an amount in excess of that
allocated
for
expenditure
this
financial year so that projects which
are under way or works in progress
can continue after the end of the
financial year until the enactment of
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the next Water Supply Works and
Services Bil'L This procedure has
been adopted for many years.
I am pleased to note that during
the past twelve months in the
Bellarine electorate two sewerage
schemes have been brought into
operation, the Anglesea sewerage
scheme and the Barwon Heads
sewerage scheme. I pay a tribute
to the members of the respective sewerage authorities who have
given of their time and energy to
make the schemes possible. I also
compliment the engineering staff of
the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission for the co-operation and
advice which they provide for sewerage authorities at aU times.
At present there is a proposal for
a sewerage scheme for the entire
Leopold district. This is being investigated by the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission with a
view to having the scheme undertaken by the Geelong Waterworks
and Sewerage Trust. I am assured
that arrangements will be satisfactorily concluded to enable the trust
to install a sewerage system in the
growing district of Leopold.
I also note w~ith satisfaction that
the commission has taken steps to
constitute the ·Moriac Waterworks
Trust along the lines requested by the
Barrabool Shire Council. I understand that the trust will be constituted
in time for its needs to be taken
into account when funds are being
allocated next financial year.
An amount of $480,000 is provided
in the Bill for the Bellarine Peninsula
water supply system. This concerns me because last year the
provision was $600,000. During the
recent drought it was necessary, for
a month at the beginning of the year,
to impose minor water restrictions on
the whole of the Bellarine Peninsula.
The restrictions were imposed notwithstanding that the whole of
the Geelong district had as much
water as it needed. The restrictions
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were necessary because of an unprecedented demand on the reticulation
system supplying the Bellarine supply
basins.
Some years ago 12 miles of a
24-in. duplicate supply main was
built from the Bellarine supply basin
back towards Geelong. Sufficient
funds were not available for an additional 6 miles to be completed to
enable the 24-in. main to be supplied directly from the Pettavel supply
basin. When this duplicate main was
installed the planners considered it
would be adequate to meet the
needs of the Bellarine Peninsula
until the year 1979. However, because of the growth that has taken
place in the seaside resorts around
the peninsula this programme was
brought forward to 1977. Although
the funds a'llocated for this year
amount only to $480,000, in view of
the need to impose restrictions earlier
this year, I am assured that at the
first available opportunity the task of
duplicating. the main will be carried
out. This will involve the expenditure of approximately $500,000.
The situation at present is that the
Pettavel supply basin has a 30-in.
main outlet. This reduces over a distance of 3 miles to an 18-in. main.
The 18-in. main extends for a
further 3 miles and then there is
the 24-in. main and an old existing
14-in. main. This means that the
whole of the reticulated water system
on the Bellarine Peninsula is restricted by the 18-in. main. I have made
rep res en ta tions to the Minister
of Public Works and to his successor,
as Minister of Water Supply, to have
6 miles of duplication main completed with a 24-in. main so that the
Bellarine Peninsula can tap directly
into the Pettavel supply basin.
MR. Ross-EnwARDs.-Why can't
you get success?
Mr. AUREL SMITH.-1 have been
assured, because of the need to
impose minor water restrictions at
the beginning of this year, that the
necessary work will be carried out
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as soon as finance is available. I
have been further assured that it will
not be necessary to impose restrictions this year. Restrictions were
necessary earlier this year because of
an unprecedented demand caused by
a record influx of holiday makers
fro~ all over Victoria to the popular
seaside resorts on the peninsula.
The farming community was also
short of water for stock purposes.
Most farmers on the Bellarin.e
Peninsula have their own darn
water supply but because the darns
had run dry the farmers were forced
to depend on the reticulated supply for stock watering facilities.
The density of farming activity
has increased remarkably on the
Bellarine
Peninsula
in
recent
years and the carrying capacity
of the properties has increased because of modern farming techniques.
This has led to a demand for
water for stock purposes, quite apart
from the demand for domestic purposes.
However, owing to good
seasonal rains the difficulty which
was encountered earlier this year will
not be repeated this year, but
it is clear that it will be necessary in
the near future for duplication work
to be carried out to provide an adequate ~ater supply for. the growing
populatiOn on the Bellarme Peninsula.
The fact that the Bill once again provides the Geelong Waterworks and
Sewerage Trust with $20,000 for the
purpose of continuing with providing
a reticulated water supply for the
rapidly growing centre of Lara gives
me some satisfaction. The same
amount was allocated last year.
The explanatory notes accompanying the Bill state that the
amount represents provision for advances to be made to the Geelong
Waterworks and Sewerage Trust towards the cost of works to supply
and reticulate the township of Lara.
Amounts so advanced shall be
charged to the Capital Expenditure
Borne by the State Account in each
year and shall not be debited to the
trust.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. Aurel Smith.
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The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clauses 1 to 3 were agreed to.
Clause 4 (State works).
Mr. WILTON CBroadmeadows).At page 2 of the explanatory notes attached to the Bill the proposed expenditure on the Rosslynne reservoir
project is stated to be $850,000 but
the provision proposed by the Bill is
$500,000. This Bill will cancel any allocation under the previous Bill. But
what I have pointed out indicates
that more money will be spent than
will be provided. I ask the Minister
whether my interpretation of the position is correct.
Mr. DUNSTAN '(Minister of .Public
Works) .-The honorable member
for Broadrneadows has made a valid
point. At the moment I cannot say
whether his interpretation is correct.
I will check the point and let him
know the result.
Mr. WILTON {Broadrneadows).If my interpretation is correct
and Parliament does not provide sufficient money to meet the
announced expenditure for the current financial year, what will happen
to the Rosslynne reservoir project?
This project has been keenly
sought for a long time. The reservoir has been completed and is storing water and the whole project
should be finished as soon as possible. There should be no delays
simply because, as a result of a
minor error, Parliament does not allocate enough money to allow the
State Rivers and Water Supply Cornmission to do what it intended.
Mr. DUNSTAN '(Minlister of Public
Works ) .-I can only refer to the
explanatory notes which state that
the project will be substantially completed this financial year. I appreciate
the honorable member's point and I
will take it up with the Minister of
Water Supply.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 5 to 8.
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Clause 9 (New town supplies).
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).The clause authorizes the Government to make advances to the water
authorities listed in the table. It
states that the proposed provision for
the Sunbury Waterworks Trust is
$100,000. The trust is also mentioned
in the table in clause 6, where the
proposed provision is also stated to
be $100,000. I am anxious to know
whether two separate amounts of
$100,000 will be provided to the
Sunbury Waterworks Trust, which is
anxious to undertake new work to
provide reticulated water to Bulla,
Diggers Rest and Oaklands Junction.
I inquired at the ·commission and was
informed that, although this authority was sought from Parlia·
ment, no funds have been provided
in this financial year for advances to
the Sunbury trust for new work.
I know that the provision
made by Bills virtually runs
from calendar month to cal endar month and not in accordance
with the financial year. I re.alize that
there will be a period from 1st
July, 1974, to about this time next
year during which new loan funds
will be made available to the Government. I assume that a decision
will be made on their allocations
at the time. The State Rivers and
Water· Supply Commission may
then be in a position to advance
money to the Sunbury Waterworks
Trust. But I have not been able to
find out whether that will happen.
I ask for a clear indication on when
advances will be made ,to the Sunbury Waterworks Trust so that it
can proceed with these new works.
As was pointed out during the
second-reading debate, the reticulation of water to these new areas has
been agreed to by the commission.
Last night I was critical of the Minister and of the honorable member
for Gisborne because an announcement was made on the reticulation of water, through the Sunbury
Waterworks Trust, in May of this
year. The announcement led me and
many other people to believe that
money was available and would be
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forthcoming almost immediatelythat it was only a matter of the
trust applying for the funds. But
that is not the situation.
In his contribution to the secondreading debate, the honorable member for Gisborne was ·critical of me,
as he was is entitled to be in the
cut and thrust of debate, but I
thought he was a little unkind to
many people in the area who have
worked hard over a long period for
a water supply. The honorable member spoke about Diggers Rest. I assure the Committee that, to my
knowledge, at no time did any
councillor or commissioner in that
area state that water would be
available to the Diggers Rest area,
Bulla, or Oaklands Junction in a
matter of weeks or months. It was
always pointed out that the first
step would have to be the construction of the Rosslynne reservoir
so that water could be conserved
and so that the Sunbury Waterworks Trust could extend its operations into these areas.
That was made clear to everybody, back to the time when Mr.
Tom Darcy was Minister of Water
Supply. I introduced to Mr. Darcy
a deputation from the Jacksons
Creek Water Users League and the
urgency of building the reservoir as
a first step to embracing these new
areas in the Sunbury Waterworks
Trust district was pointed out then.
Work had been done along those
lines as far back as 1968 and before.
My predecessor who represented the
area as part of the Broadmeadows
electorate made representations on
behalf of the trust and I fallowed
suit when I succeeded him in this
House.
The honorable member for Gisborne stated that, next financial
year, money will be forthcoming to
enable a reticulated water supply to
be provided in the Diggers Rest area
through the Sunbury Waterworks
Trust. I ask the Minister whether
the Government will exclude the
areas of Bulla and Oaklands Junction. The honorable ·member for
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Gisborne seemed to be uncertain
about the boundaries of his electorate, but I asure him, and the
Government, that Oaklands Junction
is within it.
If a water supply .for Bulla and
Oaklands Junction is not provided
at the same time as a water supply
for Diggers Rest, serious problems
will arise. All along, reports prepared by consulting engineers retained by the Sunbury Waterworks
Trust have dealt with the three
areas in one total project. Geographically, they are miles apart
but, for financial reasons, the provision of a reticulated water supply
to the three areas at the same time
has always been considered as one
project.
Because of the formula used by
the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission, and because waterworks bodies receive subsidies for
the payment of interest in excess of
3 per cent, the commission must
examine proposals for reticulation of
water to new areas and they must
stand up financially. There must be
a sufficient number of consumers of
water to make a project financially
viable. Over many years, all the
representations
and
deputations
were on the basis that Diggers Rest,
Bulla and Oaklands Junction would
be dealt with as a group.
For many years a water main has
run from Sunbury to Rockbank,
past Diggers Rest, to sup~ly
water to the Commonwealth signals
installation
at
Rockbank.
Over t:he years representations were
made to the tMinister of Transport
seeking his assistance to obtain a
tap fron1 that source for the use of
the railway houses at Diggers Rest.
This ·was before private development
bega·n in the area. Even then, the
commissioners of the Sunbury
Waterworks Trust pointed out that
H was not a question of ibeing able
to provide money to reticulate the
areas, but a question of the unaya!'lability of water. That was the limiting factor. This difficulty has now
been overc:ome.
Mr. Wilton.
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When I was a member of the PubHe Works Committee, the committee
investigated that project. £.vidence
was given by people from Jackson's
Creek who are users of the water
from the creek, the commissioners
of the trust and from various interested groups; all of who·m suggested
that the reservoir should be made to
provide not only .for the Sunbury
Waterworks Trust but also for market gardeners down as far as Keilor.
There has been a shortage of water
in this area .for ·many years. In 1968
the township of Bulla was without
water. Special meetings were held in
the town and I made representations
to the Com·monwealth authorities,
which kindly allowed water to be
tapped from their ma'in source and
carted into the town. The people
of this area have endured rmany
problems and have lived for the day
when the reservoir would be completed and water would be held in
storage. They hoped the Government
would make available the necessary
funds to enable the trust to carry out
this reticulatrion.
I ask the 'Minister to honour the
undertaking that he and his ·colleague, the honorable member for
Gisborne, gave in Sunbury to the
people of Bulla, Oaklands Junction
and Diggers Rest .in May of this year.
That is not too much to ask. As I
Sa'id last night, I :have no doubt that
·when the honorable member for Gisbome ~made that announcement, he
honestly believed the Government
would provide the funds for a water
supply for ·Diggers Rest. Ho:wever,
the Minister cannot be e~cused because he is an experienced member
of the Cabinet. The honorable gentleman knows that loan funds are allo·cated through the Treasury. Each
Minister receives his " sHce of the
cake " for his department, and the
department sets the priorities. The
money is finally provided by a Bill
passed in rParHament.
Mr. DUNSTAN.-The priorities. have
to 'be approved by the Treasury.
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·Mr. WILTON.-In that case the
Minister should at least have been
fair enough to have added a proviso,
when the announcement was made ;in
May, that he did not kno.w at that
stage whether loan money would be
provided .for a water supply for
Diggers Rest. He could even have
said that he .was hoping that it ~would
be provided.
But the way the
announcement was :worded led
people to believe that the money
would be forthcoming. Hopes were
ibuilt up after years of struggling and
hard work, and some people had incurred ~considerable out-of-pocket
expenses by travelling as members of
deputations to ·Melbourne. The trust
incurred expense ·in employing consulting engineers to prepare its ·case
for improving the volume of .water
which will be •made available. Detailed examinations were made of the
development plan for the future, and
all those estimates have proved to be
correct.
To the uninitiated, this BiB appears
to provide ~$100,000 'in this ·financial
year for these works, but that is not
so. The Min'ister should tell the
people in the areas and the Commissioners of the Sunbury Waterworks
Trust that the Government will
honour its promise, which it made
in May, and will ma'ke the money
available so ·that work can be carried
out this year. If ·this is not done,
the 'Min'ister will have perpetrated a
cruel hoax on people who have
endured droughts, have carted water
and made emergency arrangements
when their private water resources
have dried up. The Minister should
give a clear undertaking today that
this will be undertaken. If he is
unable to produce the money in this
financial year, he should support the
statement ·made last night by the
honorable ·member 'for Gisborne that
the money will he ava'i l·able next
year for a water supply for Diggers
Rest. Does the statement made by
the honorable gentleman last night
mean that Oaklands Junction and
Bulla will be forgotten, or wHl the
Government honour its undertaking
and provide a w·ater supply to those
1
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places? If the Government will not
do so, the Minister is guilty of playing a ·cruel joke on these people of
Bulla and Oaklands Junction. I submit .that the honorable gentleman
did so for political purposes. He
built up the hopes of these people
and then dealt them a grievious blow.
Mr. DUNSTAN (M-inister of Public
Works).-The honorable member 'for
Broadmeadows this afternoon has
given a 15-minute repetition of my
second-reading speech last night. It
was hard to detect and memorize
four or five matters which may have
been queries or imputations. Firstly,
I shall try to answer the first question ra·ised by the honorable member
by directing his attention to subclause {3) of clause 9 of the BiH.
The matter is very clearly set out
and that should answer the question
asked by the honorable member for
Broadmeadows.
Secondly, the works programme
which is drawn up for the financial
year 1973-74 is usually reviewed in
·March. Loan moneys that have not
been taken up by various loca'l government authorities and waterworks
trusts are available for re-allocation
to those ·waterworks trusts which
have work in hand but not sufficient
loan money to carry out the work.
Loan money that has not been taken
up is re-allocated, and it is quite
possible for authorities, such as
sewerage authorities, to be provided
with additional money in the last
three months of the finandal year.
This was done last year with the
Frankston Sewerage Authority, the
Dromana-Rosebud Sewerage Authority, and, I think, the Werribee
Sewerage Authority.
In reply to the honorable member's question whether I would give
a ·certain assurance, I shaH only
repeat briefly-because I do not want
to weary the House-that last night
the honorable member, as he was
entitled to do, made certain imputations. They were adequately replied
to, in my view, by the honorable
member for Gisborne, who set out
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the situation quite clearly. I have
nothing further to add to ·what has
been a lengthy debate.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).1 want to put the record clear. I do
not accept the Minister's explanation
or the attempt last night by the
honorable member for Gisborne to
wriggle out of the situation that he
and the Minister got into by going
to Sunbury in May of this year and
publicly telling the people that the
money would be forthcoming to
bring water to the three areas. The
Minister is dishonouring that undertaking, and his action is a gross
misuse of his position.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 10.
Clause 11 (Loans to country
sewerage authorities) .
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).1 raise with the Minister a problem
which has been referred to me by
the Powlett River Branch of the
Australian Coal and Shale Employees
Federation, an organization which
covered the Wonthaggi coal miners.
The problem concerns the Wonthaggi
Sewerage Authority. Information has
been supplied to me by the secretary
of that federation to the effect that
some years ago discussions took
place with the Victorian Railways
and the miners' union, concerning the
final closure of the W onthaggi mine.
At that time it was conceded that
because of the closure Wonthaggi
would have a large number of
retired persons. It was suggested
that financial provision should be
made to enable the trust to connect
the homes of retired miners to the
sewerage system without financial
loss to the trust. It was accepted
by the Government of the day that
this cost could be burdensome to the
former miners.
On 9th February of this year the
secretary of the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission, Mr.
Lewis, wrote to me. The discussions
had involved the Victorian Railway
Commissioners, the union and the
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State Rivers and Water Supply Commission. The Mines Department may
also have been involved at one stage.
The letter stated that when the
Wonthaggi Sewerage Authority commenced construction of its sewerage
works the estimated capital cost of
the project was $875,000. At that
stage, the Government grant under
the capital assistance formula . ~as
estimated at $75,000. The remaining
$800,000 would normally ~ave been
raised by the authonty from
privately raised loan funds. Inf?rf!lation supplied to the commission
indicated that approximately 460 of
the 1 360 dwellings in the sewerage
distri~t were owned or occupied by
pensioners. This was because of the
closure of the mine and the large
number of miners who had elected
to accept the pension scheme that
was offered at the time.
According to the letter from the
secretary of the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission it was
appreciated by the commissi~n t~at
Wonthaggi could face economic difficulties for some time following the
closure of the mine. As a result the
Government agreed to increase the
grant under the capital assistance
formula to a firm figure of $300,000,
on condition that the authority would
levy a sewerage rate sufficient to
meet its normal commitments and to
produce additional revenue .amounting to 5 per cent of the. difference
between $300 000 and the amount of
formula grant as finally determined.
The idea was to provide a fund from
which the connections could be made
to the pensioners' residences ~ithout
financial hardship to the pensiOners.
The miners' union is still concerned
about the matter, which has not been
satisfactorily resolved.
In the latest letter from Mr.
Bryden, the secretary of the Retired
Miners Association, he informs me
that the members are still concerned
about the problem. The work has
progressed satisfactorily ; the. house
connections are on the point of
being made if they have not already
been made.
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I ask the Minister to raise this concerning Her 'Majesty's Prison
matter with his colleague, the Pen:tridge, and the maintenance of
Minister of Water Supply. I under- discipline in prisons ;
stand that the Retired Miners
(b) recom·mendations made by the
Association, as it is now known,
Adult
'Parole Board for the reconwants to take a deputation to the
stitution
of the board and associated
Minister. The miners wanted to
·rna
tters
;
and
involve the railways and the Mines
Department because they are still of
(c) a number of miscellaneous
the opinion that, according to the provisions including changes in the
early negotiations, an amount was legislation relating to the enforcesupposed to have been provided. ment of maintenance orders obtained
They are of the firm opinion that in respect of :wards of rthe Social
the amount which was to assist the Welfare nepartment and ·chi·ldren in
sewerage trust to meet this expense respect of whom family assistance
was of the order of $30,000. It is a payments are made; the reconstituquestion of the trust's being unable tion of the Youth Paro le Board ; and
to meet the expense from its own the clarification ·of the duties of
resources. I ask the Minister to police and priso·n officers when preexamine the problem with a view to venting the escape of prisoners from
reaching financial agreement so that legal ·custody.
the connections can be made without
These changes must be seen to
becoming a financial burden on the
form only part of the Government's
pensioners.
over-all intention to change the
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public bases of ·correctional philosophy and
Works).-1 am happy to give the administration in th'i:s State.
honorable
member
for
BroadThe amendments in clause 2 enmeadows an assurance that I will
raise this matter with the Minister able a ··mother who has a maintenance order against the father of a
of Water Supply.
:ward of the depart·ment or of a
The clause was agreed to, as were child in respect of whom family
the remaining clauses.
assistance payments are being made
The Bill was reported to the House by the department to assign to the
without amendment, and passed Director-General her rights to enforce
through its remaining stages.
the order. ~his will enable the maintenance order to be enforced by offi.cers of the department, and also
COUNTRY FIRE AUTHORITY
assure that the assisted mother re(AMENDMENT) BILL.
ceives regular payments from the
This Bill was received from the department.
The other amendments
Council with a message relating to
enable the department to enforce a
amendments.
·maintenance order against a person
It was ordered that the message
to taken into consideration next day. residing outside the State. They a'lso
provide for the recovery of arrears
aecruing due between -the making of
SOCIAL WELFARE BILL.
the complaint and the hearing of the
Mr. RAFFERTY '(Minister of complaint by the court, and for the
Labour and 'Industry) .---.I movecancellation of a maintenance order
That this Bill be now read a second time. 'where the parent is unable to pay.
The principal objects of the Bill are
Clause 5 broadens the definition
to incorporate in the principal Act- of " youth ·welfare service " to ·enable
(a) recom·mendations ~made by the additional eategories of ·children and
recent board of inquiry ('Mr. K. J. young persons to be referred there
Jenkinson, Q.C.) into several matters for treatment.
1
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Clause 7 enables the Minister to
determine .the payments :to be made
by the department in respect of nonward children and young persons
under the department's supervision
-that ~is, probationers residing in
youth hostels-in addition to determining the payments to be made in
respect of wards. The board of inquiry expressed the opinion that if
persons of suitable knowledge, attitude and experience were available,
visitation of prisons by those persons
·in addition to ·stipendary magistrates
would be conducive to the maintenance o.f good discip'l:ine in prisons
as well as serv,ing other purposes for
the public benefit.
Clause 8 provides for a Prisons
Advisory Council of not more than
nine members to be constituted by
the Minister to(a) advise him .concerning the
policy to 'be adopted and the programmes to be undertaken from time
to time in relation to the ·custody,
care, education, discipline, training
and treatment of prisoners imprisoned or detained in prisons ; and
(b) to report upon any matters
referred to it by the 1Ministe·r.
It is ·considered that the ·council
will provide a pool of expert opinion
and assistance 1in various ·areas of
development, ~correction and practice,
a ·meaningful relationship with prisoners and the :community, and
liaison with interests ·which relate to
the work of the Prisons Division.
Provision for visiting stipendiary
magistrates is stiH retained in se·ction 120 of the pr.incipa11 Act, as
amended :by clause 10. This clause
recognizes the pra,ctice that has existed in recent years of official visiting being performed 'by stipendiary
magistrates only and not by justices
of the peace. The proposed appointment of the Prisons Advisory Council
also renders the appointment of visiting justices unnecessary.
Clause 11 introduces legislation to
cover the converse situation of subsection (2) of section 123 of the Act
by providing that where a person is
·serving a term of imprisonment in
Mr. Rafferty.
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default of payment of a fine or sum
of money and subsequently ~receives
a further sentence of imprisonment
for an offence, or a term of :imprisonment in default of payment of a sum
of money, the former term of imprisonment shall be cumulative with
the latter term.
In line w~ith the recommendation
of the board of inquiry, clause 13
deletes the existing provisions in section 131 ena:bHng the governor of a
prison to punish prisoners by awarding solitary confinement, dose .confinement or dietary deprivation. Further, as recommended by the board
of inquiry, it also enables senior
officers of the department, in addition
to governors of prisons, to be
appointed to hear charges against
prisoners for minor breaches of the
regulations.
The :provisions in clause 14 ensures
that a prisoner on remand as well as
a prisoner under sentence may be
charged wi·th escaping or attempting
to escape. 'Proposed new sub-section
(2) of section 132 prov,ides that a
prisoner who, without permission,
leaves a place of .custody ·must sur·render hi·mself to a member of the
Police Force, a prison officer or other
person. There have, in t!he past, been
some cases where a prisoner at large
has claimed that he has been .in a
state of automatism, and this has
been accepted as a defence. The proposed new sub-section (3) enables
an escapee to be apprehended without warrant.
Clause 15 extends the ·existing provisions to ~cover cases of harbouring
escapees on remand and provides for
imprisonment in default of payment
of a monetary pena'lty. This was
another of the re·com~mendations of
the board of inquiry.
As recom·mended by the board, it
is proposed by dauses 16 to 19 to
delete the references to soHtary ·Confinement in sections 137 and 138 of
the principal Act, and to provide
that the summary criminal jurisdiction conferred 'by these sections be
exercised only by a stipendiary
magistrate. The offences of idleness,
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insolence, refusal to work, and disobedience of orders have been
deleted. It is ~considered that these
offences :should be dealt ~with, at
least initially, under section 131 as
·minor breaches of the regulations,
and not heard by the visiting magistrate.
Under ·clause 20, the ".conviction
book" provided for in ·section 141
is to ibe renamed " Register ". This is
because charges entered in the book
do not necessarily result in ·conV1ictions. Clause 22 is important and
again substantially follows the
reco-mmendations of the board of inquiry. It provides that the summary
criminal jurisdi·ction ·conferred on the
visiting magistrate shall be exercised
in accordance with the provisions of
section 91 of the Justices Act and
section 46 of the Magistrates' Courts
Act with such modifications as are
necessary. It also enables a prisoner
to be represented by counsel or
soHcitor and provides for the outside
publication of notice of hearings
within prisons.
As far as is practicable, hearings
will be in open court, but the existing lack of suitable accommodation
wiN ~mean that the number of members of the public admitted to the
hearings will be l1i•mited initiallyprobably to one or two members of
the media and a relative or friend
nominated by the prisoner in addition to counsel who ·may be representing him.
The amendment in clause 23 provides that any person, who is serving
a sentence of imprisonment by ·way
of p·e]}iodk detention and is directed
by the superintendent of the period'i'c
detention .centre to be employed in
work outside the centre, shall not ibe
engaged in any employment :which
may become available because of the
absence of any employee who is
usually engaged in that employment
and who is absent ibe.cause of an
industrial dispute. It ensures that
prisoners on work-release will not be
used for what is commonly called
" stflike-breaking ".
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Clause 24 enables a deputy of the
directors of Family Welfare, Youth
Welfare or Prisons to act as a member of the Social Welfare Training
Council. Because ·Of the small number of ·cases dealt :with by the Female
Youth Pa~ole Board-in fact, no
female youth trainee .was released on
parole in 1972-73-there is no longer
a need for a separate Female Youth
Parole Board. Clause 25 deletes the
previous specific reference to the
constitution of a separate Female
Board. ilf any .female trainee become
eligible for parole in the future, the
·main Youth Parole Board will exercise jurisdiction.
Clause 25 also enables the ·Minister
to appoint another departmental officer as an alternative to the Dire.ctorGenera·l as the depart•menta1 representative on the Youth Parole Board.
Under clause 27, the provisions of
the Crimes Act relating to the •constitution of :the Adult Parole Board,
its jurisdictions, powers and functions, and so on, have been transferred to the Social Welfare Act
which is considered to be the more
approriate place. In line with the
Parole Board's own recommendation,
it has bee·n reconstituted and a number of small but important alterations
made in the legislation. The title of
the Board has been changed to
" Adult Parole Board " to distinguish
it from the Youth Parole Board, which
is already constituted under the
Social Welfare Act.
The existing " female " Parole
Board, ·which deals only with a small
number of prisoners, is to be abolished, but provision is made in section
178 for at least one of the me·mbers
of the reconstituted Adult Parole
Board to be a woman.
The Government proposes to ·enlarge the board from ·five to six
members rto enable the appointment
of a full-time m'ember, but for constitutional reasons this has been
done by means of a separate Bill,
namely, the Social Welfare '('Financial) Hill, which was introduced in
to this House yesterday.
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The appointm'ent of a full-time
member will enable the board to
operate much more smoothly by providing better communication between
the board, prisoners and prison staff.
It is expected that the appointment
will substantially reduce unrest
among prisoners, some of which is
due to a 'l~ack of understanding of
the parole system. The full-time
member will be expected to make
frequent visits to all prisons.
By proposed section 182, as contained 'in clause 27, the secretary of
the Parole Board is to be empowered
to sign orders and other documents
which formerly were signed by the
chairman and two members of the
board. This change will simplify the
administration of the board.
Section 536 of the Crimes Act,
relating to the remission of sentences,
has been deleted. This WiH enable
provision to be made in the regulations for the same scale of remission
of sentences to be applied irrespecttive of whether the prisoner is
undergoing a definite sentence or a
sentence in respect of which a minimum term has been fixed. This will
assist in the administration of prisons
and remove a major cause. of prisoner
unrest.
In lieu of the existing provision
that parole shall be cancelled automatically when a parolee is sentenced
to another term of imprisonment irrespeotive of the length of that term,
the board ~is to be given a discretion
whether or not parole. is to be
cancelled when the additional term
of imprisonment is three months or
less. On some occasions, when a
short sentence of imprisonment is
imposed for a minor offence committed whilst a prisoner is on parole,
cancellation of parole is unnecessary.
A warning may be suffi:oient.
By sub-section (3) o'f proposed section 197, where a prisoner on parole
from the Adult Parole Board is convicted of a further offence, any sentence of detention in a youth training
centre that may be imposed shall
Mr. Rafferty.
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,be deemed to be a sentence of imprisonment. Under the existing provisions, a person can be under the
jurisdiotion of both the adult and the
youth parole boards. This makes the
parole system difficult to adm inister
and creates confusion in the mind of
the prisoner.
In clause 29, sub-section (4A) of
section 179 of the principal Act has
been introduced to provide that any
person who is granted a permit by
the director-genera~! to temporarHy
leave a place of custody for any
purpose, and who faHs to return,
shall not be deemed to have escaped
or to be guilty of an off~ence if he
proves that his failure to return was
due to 'Circumstances beyond his
control.
The clause also provides for subsections {6), (7) ~and {8) to be added
to section 179 of the principal Act
to define by statute the duties and
responsibiliti~es of prison officers and
members of the Police Force when
maintaining discipline among prisoners in their custody and in preventing
escapes.
·
Clause 30 enables regulations to be
made by the Governor in Council in
respect of matters arising from the
amendments introduced by the earlier
clauses. These matters 'indude proceedings 'for hearing charges against
·prisoners, prisoner applications for
legal assistance, prisoners' private
consultation with legal advisers, and
remission of sentences. Regulations
may also be made for remissions of
sentences of detention ~in youth training centres.
Clauses 31 and 32 deal with consequential amendments to the principal Act and provide for a new
Schedule Four ·containing a form of
register. Clause 33 contains consequential amendments to the Crimes
Act 1958. I strongly commend the
Bill to the HOUS'e.
On the motion of Mr. EDMUNDS
(Moonee Ponds), the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned unti'l Thursday, November
1
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ATTORNEY-GENERAL AND
CHIEF SECRETARY
(ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS) BILL.
The debate {adjourned from November 1) on the moti'on of Mr.
Hamer (Premier and Treasurer) for
the second reading of this BiU ·was
resumed.

Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-I have
been advised by the Minister of
Labour and Industry that this is a
very simple piece of legislation. On
this occasion I agree with the Minister. The Bill proposes to transfer
the administration of the Auction
Sales ·Act rand the Estate Agents Act
from the Treasurer to the Chi·ef Secretary. This will diversify some of
the administrative functions of the
Treasurer and no doubt is a good
move because it will allow the Treasurer to concentr-a~te on more
mundane ·matters ·concerning finance
and ·fiscal policy. At the same time
it w-ill al'low the Treasurer to maintain control over the funds associated with the Auction Sa les Act
and the Estate Agents Act. So,
whilst the Treasurer has control over
the funds, the Chief Secretary will
have control over the administration
of these two Acts. This is a streamlining Bill and the Opposition offers
no objection to it.
1

The m·otion was agree.d to.
The Bill was read a second time,
and passed through its remaining
stages.
REVOCATION AND EXCISION OF
CROWN RESERVATIONS BILL.
The debate {adjourned from November 1) on the motion of Mr.
Borthwick (Minister of Lands) for
the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.

Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park).-Every
year Parliament receives a Bill of
this type from the Lands Departm·ents. It covers the. transfer of
land between statutory bodies and
the transfers are to codified in
the legislation. It is fair also to
comm·ent on the practice being

closely followed today by the controlling authority of awaiting .Parliamentary approval before commencing work ·entailed in the transfers.
In the past this form of Bill
was presented to the House as a
fait accompli. Much of the work had
been performed before the legislation
had been passed by the Parliament.
Although it may be expedient and
highly desirable to have these works
commenced as soon as possible, honorable members should bear in mind
that there have been occasions in the
past when statutory authorities, such
as the Board of Works, have commenced construction of freeway projects without Parliamentary approval.
This could be a lesson to some
authorities to hasten slowly and wait
until Parliament has made its deter·
mination.
I took the opportunity of sending
a copy of the Minister's secondreading speech to each of the authorit-ies concerned and it appears that
the negotiations that have taken
place were satisfactory. In this
regard, I received a letter dated 14th
November, 1973, from the Town Clerk
of the City of Frankston in which he
statedDear Mr. Ginifer,
Thank you very much for your courtesy
in giving us the opportunity to comment on
the legislation before Parliament to revoke
certain reservations including additional
land required for Frankston Community
Hospital.
Actually the proposed me·asure does not
completely satisfy council's conditions, but
we have asked the responsible Minister for
an undertaking that these will be handled
before the land is re-reserved.
Under the circumstances council does not
wish you to oppose the Bill on its behalf but
again thanks you for your interest.

Mr. WHITING (Mildura).-Members
of the Country Party also support
the Bill and agree that revocations
and excisions are necessary from time
to time largely because of the increase
in the volume of road traffic in various
parts of the State which necessitates
roads being widened to provide better
access. I have inspected the plans
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provided in the Library by the
Minister and I have had no intimation
that they are unsatisfactory.
The motion was agreed to.
The BiU was read a second time,
and passed through its remaining
stages.
ADJOURNMENT.
ESSENDON HIGH SCHOOL--UNSTAMPED
FuRNITURE
SUPREME COURT
WRITS
MATHEW
FLINDERS
HOTEL, CHADSTONE CRIME IN
BRAYBOOK.
.

Mr. THOMPSON {Minister of Edu-

cation).-! ·moveThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. EDMUNDS '(Moonee Ponds).1 again raise the subject of priority
for a Commonwealth-financed library
at Essendon High School. I raised
this matter wHh the Minister of
Education on 24th October and the
honorable gentleman said that he
would examine the position and
announce as soon as possible the
priority list of Hbraries 'to be built
with Commonwealth finance. Originally, on 29th ·May, 1973, the department advised the school that the
matter was being examined. I again
ask the ·Min is.ter to ·expedite the
drawing up and publishing of the
priority list because it is of great
concern to the Essendon High School
council and the residents in the area.
1

Mr.

SIMMONDS

{Reservoir).-..~!

again direct the attention of the
Minister of Consumer Affairs to
the incidence of the sale o'f unbranded furniture. This matter was
taken up with the Consumer Protection Bureau but no satisfaction was
obtained. I shal'l read his letter so
that the Minister may investigate the
matter. It is dated 12th November,
1973, and statesDear Sir,
I wish to confirm in writing the information you were given hy my wife concerning
our dispute over the lounge suite supplied
by Carey's Pty. Ltd., Whitehorse Road
Deepdene. The following is an account of
the events which culminated in our recent
receipt of a summons for non-payment from
Carey's Solicitors.

Adjournment.

Several months ago my wife commissioned
Mr. Ian Long of Carey'·s to arr-ange manufacture by a Mr. Lawson of a custom built
dralon covered lounge suite comprising two
(2) ~lub chairs and a couch (3 seater). Approxima11ely two wee~s later the suite arrived at our home in a dreadful condition,
being scored wi.th rope marks, pitted with
nail holes, and dirty marks featuring prominently on ·several fabric panels. Also the
valences on the suite hung unevenly. As
we had paid $100 advance deposit of the
total price of $710, we were upset at the
condition of :the suite when delivered.
Mr. Long was called, and inspected the
suite, and agreed that all the above complaints were justified. Howev·er, when the
suite was returned after repair, cleaning etc.,
by the manufacturer, there were still dirty
panels which had been aggravated by staining caused by attempts to wash the marks
off. Also, nothing had been done to ·remedy
the valence problem. The other faults had
been remedied.
Naturally w.e again complained to Mr.
Long, who took the suite back to the manufacturer and several panels which had been
dir.ty and ·stained were veplaced. However
nothing was done to repair the valences.
When the suite was .again returned, my
wife and I naturally examined it very closely
and found other faults-uneven width in
couch arms, underfiUing of cushions, a tear
in the fabric on a couch arm and crooked
cording all over the ~suite and the cushions.
Mr. Long was informed of these complaints
and the outstanding, continuing problem of
the valences, but daimed that he had done
all that was reasonable to expect him to do.
At this stage arbitration was suggested
and agreed to by both parties. However, the
Furnishing Trades Society of Jolimont, which
was agreed as the arbitrator, was not able
to comment on anything but construction in
accordance with the Australian Standards
Association regulations. It was then suggested that Mr. Long might like to nominate his
own exper.t to arbitrate on the matter. After
several weeks he volunteered the conclusion
tha1t he was not able .to find such a person
and at this stage my wife and he had further discussions, and he agreed to meet my
wife at our home on 8th November, 1973, to
discus·s the situation. The same day, however, Mr. Long rang me at the office and
after discussing the situation at length and
Mr. Long ·repeatedly making statements of
the type " I don't think Mrs. Dickenson is
prepared to ever accept the lounge suite no
matter what is done to rectify it". he said
that matters would therefore " have to take
their course ".
Accordingly, a summons was delivered by
hand the same night by Mr. Long's solicitor
who only indentified himself when asked
atiter he had discussed 1the summons and the
situation for about fifteen minutes.
The suite is not stamped with either a
manufacturer's or vendor's label.

Adjournment.
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We hope that you will be able to assist
us in ~ectification of .this situation. We
would hke ,to return the sui,te and obtain a
full refund of our deposit. Thank you for
your kindness in visi1ting our home :to inspect the suite and discussing the situation
with my wife.

visited this person's home, inspected the suite and discussed the
problem with the woman concerned.
She ~ad taken a.ll reasonable steps to
obtam redress, Including telephoning
the Consumer Protection Bureau. I
ask the Minister of Consumer Affairs
to endeavour to police the legislation
and to obtain justice for the woman
concerned.
~r. WILTON (Broadmeadows).I direct a matter to the attention
of the Attorney-General. I understand that when action is taken
through the Supreme Court for the
repossession of property a writ is
issued by the court for personal
service on the defendant. However,
because of the legal jargon used in
the writ, many defendants do not
understand what is involved. The
writ states that a defendant must
appear_ at the court within a certain
period, and I understand the
appearance can be in the form of
the lodging of documents. This is
not explained to defendants by
process servers.
Because they do not understand
the situation many defendants allow
time to elapse, and the legal representatives of the plaintiffs lodge certain documents with the court and
judgment is given-the matter does
not even go before a judge. It is
almost an administrative procedure.
When an order is made the sheriff
sends a notice to the defendant
telling him that he must give up
the property by a certain date.
I ask the Attorney-General to
examine this situation with a view
to making it mandatory on process
servers to inform defendants verbally
that they must, within a certain
period, make an appearance at the
court if they want. to defend the
action. As the writ must be served
I
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the adoption of my sugshould not impose any hardship on process servers.

ge~tlOn
~r.·

McLAREN (Bennettswood).-

I direct to the attention of the Chief

Secretary a noise nuisance which
arises from the · operations of the
Matthew Flinders Hotel in Warrigal
Road, Chadstone. I raised this
matter last year just prior to the
making of an application to the
Liquor Control Commission. As a
result of that action, the commission
told the hotel management to install
sound proofing, which it did at a
cost of $8,000. The hotel was also
required to reduce the amplified
sound to 40 decibels below the
maximum.
I have recently received a request
from the residents of the area in
which they state that, three nights
each week-Thursday, Friday and
Saturday-the hotel band plays
extremely loudly until 11.30 p.m.
They ~tate that, in addition, they
have discovered to their horror that
the hotel band is now playing late
at night every Sunday. That would
be until 10 p.m. They also state
that, after closing time, there is
additional noise apparently created
by drunken patrons leaving the hotel.
A. number of residents are affected.
I suggest to the Attorney-General
that he should arrange for officers
of the Liquor Control Commission to
make unannounced checks when the
band plays at night. They will have
to be unannounced. The Liquor Control Commission should consider this
wherever noise emanates from hotels.
I also suggest that a police station
should be established in this area on
a residential site reserved for this
purpose in Collins Street, which
is at the rear of the Matthew
Flinders Hotel. If the police were
established there, they would ensure
that the noise was reduced to a
minimum so that their families
would be able to get some sleepand so would the 48 residents who
have complained.
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Mr.
FOGARTY
(Sunshine).-A
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General).short time ago I raised . a matter The honorable member for Broadwith the Chief Secretary and I meadows raised a matter which conbelieve there has been a genuine cerns the ordinary process of law.
oversight. It was alleged that a ·He referred to writs of possession
senior detective· made statements issued out of the Supreme Court. It
which reflected on the youth of the does not matter which court it is,
Sunshine electorate. They were to where there is a proceeding of this
the effect that it was unusual for a nature the summons or writ clearly
lad to reach the age of seventeen indicates, where appropriate, that
years in Braybrook and not have a the defendant has a certain time in
criminal record. I ask the Chief which to make up his mind whether
Secretary to state the result of his he will defend the action. If he
wishes to do so, he must give notice
investigation.
to the court and to the plaintiff. This
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Edu- system has worked satisfactorily in
cation).-In reply to the honorable all the time I have been associated
member for Moonee Ponds I say, with the law.
" Yes ". I will be pleased to ask the
I do not believe it necessary that
task force investigating priorities for
Commonwealth-financed secondary process servers should be directed
school libraries to . expedite its to bring the provision to the attention
reports. I particularly note the of defendants. It is only a matter of
honorable member's interest in being able to read, as the requirements are clearly stated. However, I
Essendon High School.
shall examine the wording of the
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H. writs to see whether its terms can be
Wheeler).-Before I call on the ·Min- readily understood by persons receivister of Labour and Industry I point ing them.
out that the honorable member for
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).Reservoir referred to a lengthy letter. Last
night in the Federal Parliament
I suggest to honorable members that, an al legation was made that the
when letters such as that are re- decibel level in the House was in
ferred to during the debate on the direct proportion to the amount of
motion for the adjournment of a entertainment that members had ensitting, a copy should be given to the joyed during the dinner break. The
appropriate Minister so that he may honorable member for Bennettswood
better understand what is put to him. referred to the noise e-manaNng from
the Matthew Flinders HoteoJ. The
Mr. RAFFERTY .(Minister of increase of decibels in conversation
Consumer Affairs) .-Until a few induced by alcohol is constant and
minutes ago I thought the honorable without doubt means that from the
member for Reservoir was not well Matthew Flinders Hotel, which has
because he had not raised the either the second or third greatest
question of furniture within the past output of alcohol in the metropolitan
two days. I am glad to know that area, a great deal of noise emanates
he is not ill. The honorable member during the course of an evening.
well knows that at present the
Noise pollution is one of the probpower of the department to deal with lems that the Government is conthe problem is limited, but there is sidering dosely. As Chief Secretary
a Bill in another place which wiiJ and the Minister responsible for the
give it greater power. The honorable Liquor Control Commission, it occamember has indicated by interjection sions me as much concern as the
that he will provide me with a copy honorable member for Bennettswood
of the letter to which he referred. that 48 citizens are inconvenienced
by the noise level arising from these
For that, I thank him. ·
1
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licensed premises. I ·Will ·undertake
to direct the attentioQ of the Liquor
Control Commission to the problem,
remembering that Parliament gave
the commission the responsfbility in
these matters.
As I indicated and assured the
honorable member for Sunshine
yesterday-and I reassure him now
-the matter to which he referred
will receive direct attention.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 5.19 p.m.
until Tuesday, November 20.
QUESTION ON NOTICE.
The following answer to a question
on notice was circulated:-·

URBAN RENEWAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE.
(Question No. 514)

Mr. BORNSTEIN (Brunswick East)
asked the Minister of Transport, for
the Minister of Housing1. On how many occasions since its inception the Urban Renewal Advisory Committee has met, specifying the dates of such
meetings?

2. Whether the committee has made any
reports to the Housing Commission; if so(a) when; (b) on what specific matters; and
(c)whether it is intended that such reports
will be tabled in the Parliament?
3. What fees and allowances have been
paid to individual members of the committee?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-The answer supplied by the
Minister of Housing is1. Eight occasions17.th February, 1972 ; 23rd March, 1972 ;
24th August, 1972 ; 19th July, 1973 ; 26th
July, 1973 ; 23rd August, 1973 ; 27th September, 1973 ; 25th October, 1973.
2. No reports have been produced.
$
3. Mr. J. P. Gaskin
Mr. L. Perrott

..

Mr. P. Staughton ..
Mr. E. Callaghan
Mrs. E. ·McCallum ..

..
..
..
..

1,864.64
1,807.00
1,807.00
1,807.00
1,807.00
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The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett) took the chair at 4.29 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
WATER SUPPLY WORKS AND
SERVICES BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. F. J. GRANTER (M'inister of
Water Supply), was read a first time.'
ATTORNEY-GENERAL AND CHIEF
SECRETARY (ADDITIONAL
FUNCTIONS) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. V. 0. Dickie (Minister of Housing) , for the Hon. A. J. HUNT
(Minister for Local Government),
was read a first time.
REVOCATION AND EXCISION OF
CROWN RESERVATIONS BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. F. J. GRANTER (M!inister of
Water Supply), was read a first time.
FLEMINGTON LAND BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-! have examined this Bill,
and in my opinion it is a private Bill.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-In another place,
this Bill was also ruled to be a private
Bill, but was treated as a public Bill.
I propose that the same procedure
should be adopted in this House.
Therefore, I moveThat this Bill be dealt with as a public
Bill.

The motion was agreed to.
On the motion of the Hon. F. J.
GRANTER
(Minister of Water
Supply) , the Bill was read a first
time~
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This Bill was received . from the
Assembly and, on the motion of. t}].e
Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Minister for
State Development and Decentralization), was read a first time..
PAPERS.
The following papers, pursuant to
the directions of several Acts of Parliament, were laid upon the table by
the ClerkApprenticeship Act 1958-Apprenticeship
(Modular Courses No. 9) (Amendment)
Regulations 1973 (S.R. No. 322).
Consumer Affairs Council-Report for the
the year 1972-73.
Grain Elevators Board-Report for the year
ended 31st October, 1972.
Metric Conversion Act 1973-Metric Conversion (Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works Act) Regulations 1973 (S.R. No.
323).

Money Lenders Act 1958-Money Lenders
(Prescribed Interest) Regulations 1973
( S.R. No. 324).
Public Service Act 1958-Public Service
(Public Service Board) RegulationsRegulations amended (Nos. 589 to 596)
(eight papers).
Railways Act 1958-By Law (Increased
Charges) Amendments (S.R. No. 321).

PROBATE DUTY (AMENDMENT)
BILL.
The House went into Committee
for the further consideration of this
Bill. Discussion was resumed of
clause 6, providing, inter aliaFor paragraphs (a}, (b), (c) and (d) of
clause 1 of the First Schedule to the Principal Act there shall be substituted the
following paragraphs:" (a) Where the final balance passes to
the widow, widower, children who have not
attained the age of 21 years, wholly dependent adult children or wholly dependent
widowed mother of the deceased.

Where the final balance-

Does not exceed $24,000 . .
..
..
Exceeds $24,000 but does not exceed $48,000
Exceeds $48,000 but does not exceed $60,000 ..
Exceeds $60,000 but does not exceed $70,000 ..
Exceeds $70,000 but does not exceed $90,000 ..
Exceeds $90,000 but does not exceed $100,000
Exceeds $100,000 but does not exceed $110,000
Exceeds $110,000 but does not exceed $120,000
Exceeds $120,000 but does not exceed $130,000
Exceeds $130,000 but does not exceed $150,000
Exceeds $150,000 but does not exceed $180,000
Exceeds $180,000 but does not exceed $200,696

and where the final balance exceeds $200,696
the duty shall be Twenty-six per centum
of the final balance.
Where part only of the final balance so
passes the duty shall be that proportion
of the duty that would have been payable
had the whole of the final balance so passed
which the part that so passes bears to the
final balance.

and of Mr. Tripovich's suggested
amendmentThat it be a suggestion to the Assembly
that they make the following amendment

. (Amendment) Bill.

The duty shall be-

Nil

30 cents for each $2 by which the final balance
exceeds $24,000
$3,600 plus 25 cents for each $2 by which the final
balance exceeds $48,000
$5,100 plus 35 cents for each $2 by which the final
balance exceeds $60,000
$6,850 plus 40 cents for each $2 by which the final
balance exceeds $70,000
$10,850 plus 45 cents for each $2 by which the final
balance exceeds $90,000
$13,100 plus 50 cents for each $2 by which the final
balance exceeds $100,000
$15,600 plus 55 cents for each $2 by which the final
balance exceeds $110,000
$18,350 plus 60 cents for each $2 by which the final
balance exceeds $120,000
$21,350 plus 75 cents for each $2 by which the final
balance exceeds $130,000
$28,850 plus 90 cents for each $2 by which the final
balance exceeds $150,000
$42,350 plus 95 cents for each $2 by which the final
balance exceeds $180,000
in the clause:-In paragraph (a) after
" widowed mother " insert " or widowed
father".

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-When Mr. Tripovich moved this suggested amendment, I indicated that as this was a
Treasury Bill, I would be prepared to
discuss it and other matters with the
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Treasury and should appreciate an
opportunity of replying to the suggested amendment.
The suggestion, which was not
made in another place, is quite novel,
with a good deal of justification and
merit. Issues such · as an extension
of the exemptions to include funeral
expenses, long service leave and so
on are being considered by the Government and the Commissioner of
Probate Duties. A new Bill will be
brought down in the autumn sessional
period to cover these matters. The
main purpose of this Bill is to carry
out the budgetary undertakings of
the Government. My party does not
oppose the amendment, but would
like it to be considered with another
Bill which will be brought before
the House in the autumn sessional
period. I understand Mr. Tripovich
concurs with that proposal.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) .-When the
Minister for State Development and
Decentralization raised this matter
with me I explained that the number
of dependent fathers involved was
not known. However, as the number
would be small, I hoped the Minister
might be prepared to accept the
amendment. Of course, the Government has the numbers to pass the
measure as drafted. I understand that
this matter was discussed during the
second-reading debate in another
place, but no amendment was moved.
Although I regret that the Minister
has not accepted the amendment, I
have little alternative but to accept
his explanation. I sincerely hope the
amendment will be incorporated in
another Bill at a later date.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) .-The Country
Party supports Mr. Tripovich's proposed amendment in principle. The
suggestion is logical, and the concessions embodied in clause 6 should
be extended to include dependent
widowed fathers as well as widowed
mother.s.

1973.]
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The Minister for State: Development and Decentralization was mainlv
concerned about the cost of the proposals which I put forward last week
and about where the money would
come from. I agree with Mr. Tripovich that the cost involved in this
proposal would be infinitesimal. For
that reason the Country Party supports Mr. Tripovich's suggested
amendment and looks forward to seeing it included in another Bill as
foreshadowed by the Minister.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) .-1 thank
members of the Country Party for
their support. However, I have been
advised that it would be wise procedure for me to withdraw my suggested amendment, and I seek leave
to do so.
By leave, the suggested amendment was withdrawn.
The clause was agreed to.
Postponed clause 5( 1) In section 31 of the Principal Act( a) for the expression " a fee of $10 "
there shall be substituted the
words "the prescribed fee";
(b) for the expression "of $10 (where
second occurring) " shall
be
repealed.
(2) In sections 32 and 33 of the Principal
Act for the expression " a fee of $4 "
(wherever occurring) there shall be substituted the words "the prescribed fee".

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-Mr.
Swinburne
opposed the Bill for reasons which
have been voiced in this Chamber
on other occasions. Unfortunately,
on the last day of sitting the Government was unable to have drafted
an amendment which would embrace
the matters raised by Mr. Swinburne
and various other details. A suggested
amendment which will overcome the
problem has been circulated.
The taxing provisions of the Bill
are contained in the schedule and
part of clause 6. The provisions
relating to fees cover only the stamping of documents associated with the
issue of letters of administration and
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probate. However, in view of the
principle. that has been adopted in
this Chamber and supported by the
Government, I moveThat it be a suggestion to the Assembly
that they make the following amendments in
the cLause:In paragraph (a) of sub-clause ( 1), omit
' " the prescribed fee " ' and insert ' " such
fee not exceeding $25 as is prescribed " '.
In paragraph (b) of sub-clause (1), omit
"for".
In sub-clause (2), omit '"the prescribed
fee not exceeding $25 as is prescribed " '.
$10 as is prescribed"'.

I thank Mr. Swinburne and other
honorable members for their cooperation and assistance in this
matter.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) .___;Members of
the Country Party are pleased that
the Minister has proposed the suggested amendments to clause 5.
During the second-reading debate
I indicated my party's opposition to
the concept which would be implemented by clause 5. My Leader,
Mr. Swinburne, enlarged upon the
party's attitude. In his reply in
Com·mittee, the Minister mentioned
that I had not indicated that the
Country Party intended to oppose
clause 5. I accept his reproof, but
I did not think it was necessary to
indicate that the Country Party would
oppose clause 5 because a similar
principle was debated in two previous
Bills, namely, the Mines (Fees) Bill
and the Motor Car (Fees) Bill.
Government supporters were incensed
at the suggestion that the Country
Party was responsible for the amendment, because they wanted to take all
the credit for the amendments. It
was surprising to honorable members that the same principle was
embodied in clause 5, but Government
supporters were not prepared to raise
the issue, although Mr. Nicol mentioned it privately to Mr. Swinburne
and myself. Government supporters
should have been consistent in their
detailed perusal of this measure. One
would have expected some enthusiasm from them for the Bi'll, but
unfortunately it has been noticeably
albsent.

(Amendment) Bill.

The suggested amendments were
agreed to, and the clause was postponed.
Progress was reported, a.nd the suggested amendments were reported to
the House and adopted.
It was ordered that the Bill be
returned to the Assembly with a
message intimating the decision of
the House.
EDUCATIONAL LANDS BILL.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this short Bill is to
make clear what is not clear in the
acquisition of land provisions in
section 41A of the Melbourne University Act 1958, section 36 of the
La Trobe University Act 1964 and
section 36 of the Victoria Institute
of Colleges Act 1965. The present
provisions do not set out the procedural steps to be followed and this
creates some uncertainty on what
should be done and which Minister of the Crown is responsible.
The Bill is being introduced on the
advice of the Crown Solicitor and
parallel provisions to those proposed
in the Bill have already been incorporated in the State College of
Victoria Act 1972.
The measure does not make any
changes; it merely clarifies the
present legal position. I commend
the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. I. B.
TRAYLING (Melbourne Province),
the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until the next day of
meeting.
ATTORNEY-GENERAL AND CHIEF
SECRETARY (ADDITIONAL
FUNCTIONS) BILL.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-On behalf of the Minister for Local Government, I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this small Bill is to
enable the administration of the
Auction Sales Act and the Estate
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Agents Act to be transferred from
the Treasurer to the Chief Secretary, and for the administration of
the Money Lenders Act to be transferred from the Treasurer to the
Attorney-General.
As honorable members will see,
the clauses of the Bill are selfexplanatory. Clauses 2 and 3 delete
in the Auction Sales and Estate
Agents Act reference to
the
" Treasurer " and substitute the
word " Minister ". In clause 4
references in the Money Lenders Act
to the words " Treasury " and
" Treasurer " are deleted and the
words " Law Department " and
"Attorney-General" are substituted.
Sections 43 to 47 of the Estate
Agents Act provide for the establishment in the Treasury of the Estate
Agents Guarantee Fund. The fund
was established for the purpose of
reimbursing people who have suffered
financial losses in transactions with
estate agents; such losses resulting
from the failure of the agent to
comply with Part V. of the Estate
Agents Act.
The liquidity of the fund is underwritten by the Government and it is
appropriate that it should remain in
the Treasury and be under the control
of the Treasurer. The Bill has no provisions other than those necessary
to give effect to the proposed administrative changes, and I commend it to
the House.
On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
Walton, for the Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province),
the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until the next day of
meeting.
WATER SUPPLY WORKS AND
SERVICES BILL.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Authority is sought in the 1973
Water Supply Works and Services
Bill for expenditure of $31 · 5 million

1973.] and Services ·'Bill. ·. ' :
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on works of water supply, irrigation,
drainage, sewerage; flood protection
and river improvement throughout
the rural areas of the State of Victoria. The Bill provides authority for
expenditure during the period of
approximately twelve months until
the next Water Supply Works and
Services Bill has been approved by
Parliament.
Honorable
members
should note that works and services
Acts authorize expenditure during
calendar years and that actual cash
allocations, which are made by the
Treasurer in accordance with priorities determined by the Government,
relate to financial years.
The amount allocated for expenditure on works during the 1973-74
financial year is $19 · 24 million. The
expenditure. of this sum is authorized
partly by the provisions of the Water
Supply Works and Services Bill
presently before the House and partly
by the preceding Water Supply
Works and Services Act. Although
portion of the amount included in
the Bill is a reauthorization of expenditune included in the. 'previous
Act, this does not mean that there
was any shortfall of expenditure in
1972-73; in fact; the cash allocation
of $17,990,430 was fully expended.
Parliamentary authority is sought
in the Bill for $31·5 million so that
works may be continued beyond the
end of the present financial year
until another works and services Bill
is passed at the end of 1974. The
explanatory statement and memorandum which accompany the Bill
provide details of works proposed to
be undertaken and amounts to be
expended during the current financial
year. Approval of the Bill will enable the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission and other authorities operating under the various
Acts to continue, within the limits
of funds made available,. essential
works planned for the most efficient
use · of the water resources of the
State. I commend the Bill to the
House.

2164 Revocation and Excision of [COUNCIL.) Crown Reservations Bill.
On the motion of the Hon. D. E.
KENT (Gippsland Province), the
debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, November 27.
REVOCATION AND EXCISION OF
CROWN RESERVATIONS BILL.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister

of Water Supply) .-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

It provides for the revocation of the
permanent reservation of one area
of Crown land and or excisions to be
made from five other permanently
reserved areas. The land described
in Schedule One of the Bill is no
longer required for the purpose for
which it was reserved. The lands
to be excised from the reserves listed
in Part I. of Schedule Two are required for public purposes other than
those for which they have been respectively reserved.

Clause 1 of the Bill cites the short
title. Clause 2 revokes the Crown
grantings of the lands described in
Schedule One and in Part VI. of
Schedule Two. Clause 3 revokes
the permanent reservations 'of the
lands described in Schedule One and
in Parts II. to VI. of Schedule Two.
Clause 4 provides that the lands of
which the Crown grants and permanent reservations are revoked
shall be unalienated lands of the
Crown freed from all trusts and the
like. Clause 5 is the usual provision
that no liability shall attach to the
Crown.
Schedule One lists the land of
which the permanent reservation
and Crown grant are to be revoked.
Schedule Two lists in Part I. the
permanent ·reservations and Crown
grant which are to be revoked only
so far as the lands respectively described in Parts II. to VI. thereof are
concerned.
I shall now give the details of the
proposed revocation and excisions.
Schedule One relates to the site for

a shire hall and offices in the township of Lilydale. This land containing 567 square metres is located at
Castella Street, Lilydale, and was
permanently reserved in 1897. By a
Crown grant dated 23rd July, 1897,
the land has been vested in the corporation of the Shire of Lilydale on
trust for the purpose of the reservation. The land was used for shire
offices until 1960 when the municipality transferred its activities to new
shire offices it had constructed in
Anderson Street, Lilydale. These new
offices were gutted by fire in July,
1968, and the old offices in Castella
Street were again used for staff
accommodation until reinstatement
of the new offices was completed in
December, 1970.
Since 1960 the old shire offices
have been used for meetings for
local charitable groups, as a storage
area for the Lilydale Citizens Welfare Service and uses of a similar
community nature. The Lilydale
Shire Council has now resolved that
the old shire offices should be
developed as an historical museum.
On revocation of the existing reservation it is proposed ·to re-reserve the
land for the desired purpose and
appoint the municipality as the committee of management.
I shall now deal with Schedule
Two, which contains five items as
follows:ITEM 1:
Parish of Moorabool
West-Site for race.course and other
recreation purposes.-This reserve
comprising 82 ·15 hectares is known
as the BaHan Racecourse and Recreation Reserve. It has been placed
under the control of a committee of
management consisting of five members of the local community. The
Racecourse Licences Board de.licensed
the Balian racecourse in 1969.
The portion to be excised contains
3 · 17 hectares as described in Part II.
of the schedule. The excision is
sought by the Country Roads Board
in connection with the deviation of
the Western Highway north of
Balian. This deviation is part of the
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progressive upgrading freeway standard of the road between Melbourne
and Ballarat.
Portion of the land to be excised
will also be required to provide an
access road from Racecourse Road
to a property on the west side of the
east branch of the Moorabool River.
Racecourse Road will underpass the
proposed freeway and will be in a
cutting. It is necessary, therefore,
to locate this access road to be clear
of the cutting. The proposed new
freeway route has been selected
by the Country Roads Board so as to
cause the least possible disturbance
to the community generally. The
land to be excised has not been
developed for the purpose of the
reservation. The committee of
management of the reserve has no
objection to the excision for road
purposes.
ITEM 2: Parish of Wannaeue-Site
for public park and recreation.This site of 63 · 94 hectares is known
as the Rosebud Park and Recreation
Reserve. The portion of the reserve
from which the proposed excision is
to be made is used by the Education
Department for school plantation
purposes. The land to be excised
comprises the small area of 259
square metres as described in Part
III. of the schedule.
The excision is sought by the
Flinders Shire Council for the formation of Elizabeth Drive on a proper
alignment. The pres·ent road reserve.
is slightly offset and it is necessary to
provide an alignment which a'l'lows for
the safe flow of traffic. The new
alignment is the minimum requirement for the volume of traffic which
will use the road and which will
approach the curves from a long section of straight road in both directions.
Prior to the construction of the
Mornington Peninsula Freeway the
main access to the locality was via
Eastbourne Road but this is now terminated and traffic will and should
use Elizabeth Drive as a major route.
The excision will have no adverse
effect on the use of the reserve.

ITEM 3: Parish of NunawadingSite for public recreation.-The
reserve referred to in this item is the
Box Hill city oval. It contains 4·847
hectares and has been placed under
the control of the municipality of the
City of Box Hill as a committee of
management. The land to be excised
comprises I ,293 square metres as
described in Part IV. of the schedule.
The excision is sought by the Country
Roads Board in connection with proposals for the improvement of the
intersection of Maroondah Highway
and Middleborough Road. This intersection, which is a dog-leg intersection offset from the alignment of
the highway, is in need of urgent
improvements to facilitate a more
satisfactory traffic flow and ease the
congestion.
The land to be excised is mainly
low lying mown grass outside the
security fence of the football ground
and a narrow strip of rough slope inside the security fence between the
fence and the top of an embankment.
The Box Hill City Council has agreed
to the excision subject to the erection
by the board of a suitable retaining
wall on the new reserve boundary.
ITEM 4: Township of FrankstonSite for public recreation.-This
reserve, which originally contained
15·25 hectares, is known as the municipal golf links reserve. The reserve
has been placed under the control of
the municipality of the City of Frankston as a committee of management.
In 1969 an area of 2 · 739 hectares was
excised from the reserve for addition
to the adjoining Frankston Community Hospital reserve.
The excision now proposed comprises 2 · 729 hectares as described in
Part V. of the schedule. The excision
is sought by the Hospitals and
Charities Commission having regard
to the ultimate hospital development
required to serve the rapid population
growth of Frankston and the Mornington Peninsula.
Confronted with the need to plan
health and hospital services to meet
the demand, the commission has recommended the development of a
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The Hospitals and Charities· Commission has agreed to the council's
conditions. Excision of the land
from the public recreation r.eserve
at this juncture will allow the commission to initiate its planning for
the ultimate. development .complex.
ITEM 5: Parishes of Dean, Bungaree and Warrenheip-Site for the
purposes of water supply to the
Ballarat · water supply districtThis is one of several large areas of
Crown land reserved for water
supply purposes and vested -in the
Ballarat Water Commissioners for
the ·purpose of the reservation. The
portion to be excised from this parThis planning requires. a large site ticular reserve comprises the small
area for the horizon tal expansion of area of 1,814 ·square metres as des·departments or the provision of new cribed in Part VI. of the schedule.
departments. The commission con- The excision· is sought by the Bunsiders that a minimum area of 8 garee Shire Council to provide a
hectares is required for this purpose. deviation at a sharp bend on Black
The present hospital constitutes a big Swamp Road.
investment; it is strategically placed
The safe speed for vehicles train the community and thus any pro- versing this bend is at present only
posal to relocate a new hospital else- 25 miles an hour. However, the
where is just not· practicable.
Country Roads Board has provided
The Frankston City Council has· funds to ·construct the road to a
agreed to the excision in order that bituminous pavement and the minisafe travel speed required by
the land may be rese~ed for hospital mum
the board for such roads is 50 miles
purposes, subject to~
an hour. The Ballarat Wa.ter Com(1) the closure of the municipal missioners have agreed to the exgolf links, which is scheduled for cision. A set of plans showing the
1974. In this regard an area of lands the subject of the Bill has
about 68 · hectares and being part of been prepared for the benefit of
the former Frankston pine plantation honorable members.
has been rese~ve9 for public recreaI commend the Bill to the House.
tion, ·and coritruction of a golf
On the motion · of the Hon. H. A.
course thereon has reached an adTHOMAS
(Melbourne West Provanced stage;
vince), the debate was adjourned.
2. the land remaining available for
It was ordered that the debate be
public open space until the plans of
the hospital development are pre- adjourned until Tuesday, November
pared and the use of land for actual 27.
hospital construction is imminent;
and
COUNTRY ROADS
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
3. an area fronting Yuille Street
This Bill was re·ceived from the
being excised from the present
hospital reserve and re-reserved for Assembly and; on the motion of the
public recreation to provide a con- Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Minister for
tiguous area for extending existing State Development and Decentralization)., was. read a first time.
·
tennis courts. ·

major.: hospital at Frankston, which
will be capable of providing all forms ·
of diagnosis, treatment and c(;lre. The
existing hospital· has. been added to
so that, ·with works . under way. or
authorized, .it has -reached the limits
of what can be achieved. in present.
buildings and services. It will be
necessary. in the near future to
embark qn a major project as a first
stage of the envisaged new hospital
complex. The project must be so
planned that it can be expanded to
meet the growing needs of the .com-:
munity, changing patterns of medical
technology, and health policies generally.

The Hon. F. J. Granter.

Flemington
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FLEMINGTON LAND BILL.·
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Its main purpose is to put the occupation by the Flemington and Kensington Bowling Club of portion of the
public park at Racecourse and Smithfield roads, Flemington, on a proper
footing. At the same time the
opportunity has been taken of
correcting an irregularity which has
been discovered in respect of · this
public park reserve.
The Crown land ·comprising 2 · 38
hectares and known as Flemington
and Kensington Park was permanently reserved as a site for
public recreation in 1866. The land
was then vested in the Board of Land
and Works and the Borough of
Flemington . and · Kensington as
trustees. At the request of the municipal council the land was surrendered to the Crown by the trustees
in 1889. This action was taken in
order that the land might be reserved
as a site for a public park so that
grants would be available to the
municipality from the public parks
and gardens vote.
The land was subsequently permanently reserved as a site for a
public park and vested in the same
trustees on trust for the purpose of
the reservation.
No action was, however, taken to
revoke the permanent reservation of
the land as a site for public recreation. In 1915 the land was placed
under the control of the council of
the City of Melbourne as a committee
of management. The Minister of
Lands and the City of Melbourne are
today the successors in law to the
Board of Land and Works and
the Borough of Flemington and
Kensington respectively.
From the records of the Lands
Department it appears that the bowling club has occupied portion of the
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reserve since 1892 by agreement of
the municipal council acting as cotrustee and later as committee of
management.
The Melbourne City Council and
the club are now desirous that the
occupation be placed on· a firm
tenancy basis by empowering the
municipality to grant leases ·to the
club of its present site. The council
is also desirous of making a loan to
the club to modernize its club-house
and facilities.
Clause 1 of the Bill cites the short
title. Clause 2 revok~s the permanent .reservation of· Flemington
and Kensington Park as a site for
public recreation and confirms the
permanent reservation of· the land as
a site for a public park..
·
The Crown grant .vesting the land
in trustees on trust for a public park
is confirmed by clause 3. Clause 4
appoints the corporation of the City
of Melbourne as the committee of
management of the reserve. This
action of appointing the corporation
itself, rather than the municipal
council, is in line with the existing
provisions of the Land Act.
Clause 5 provides that the municipality, as committee of management, may lease the land shown on
the plan in the schedule for the
purposes of a bowling green and
amenities connected therewith. It
also sets out the standard conditions
of leasing for measures of this nature.
The schedule contains a plan of
the land presently occupied by the
club and comprising 3, 700 square
metres which may be leased by the
municipality.
I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. I. B.
TRAYLING (Melbourne Province),
the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until the next day of
meeting.

Country ·Roads
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COUNTRY ·ROADS (AMENDMENT)

:

·

··

BILL.
·
· The . Holt~ W. .·v~ HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social ·Welfare) .-1
moveThat. this Bill be now read a second time.
Th~

purpose of this Bill is to provide
assistance to municipal· ceuncils in
me:ting the costs of street lighting on
main roads and to imp~ove lighting
on tbese , roac1~.· · At present the
municipal coupcils . are responsible
for meeting the charges for street
lighting on roads declared as main
roads under· the Country Roads Act.
Following· a rec·ommendation of the
report· ·of the· Board of Inquiry into
Local Government Finance that:niunicipaJiti~s

'b_e relieved, in part, of their
present obhgabon to meet the costs of
street lighting on main roads-

the Government undertook at the
time of the last election to· adopt this
recommendation to assist councils. I
u~derstand that approximately 450
miles of declared main roads in urban
areas are not ·lit to the standards
adopted by the Street Lighting Committee for· State highways.
.
The Country Roads ·Board estimates that the total cost of lighting
these urban .sections· of main roads to
these s!andards _would require capital
expenditure of some $1·44 million.
The tariff charges for street lighting
of declared main roads lit to these
standards is estimated to be $787,000
per annum.
. Under existing legislation the
Country ·Roads. Board may provide
funds for the lighting of freeways and
State highways but not for the light.ing_ of other roads declared or proclaimed under the provisions of the
Country Roads Act.
This Bill extends to ma:in roads the
provisions of the Country Roads Act
relating to the lighting of State highways. It. extends the provisions of the
existing legislation in a number of
ways to provide that, when approveo
by the Street Lighting Committee, the
cost of operation and maintenance of
existing lighting installations on main
roads and the installation, operation
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and maintenance of new or improved
installations shall.be shared one-third
by the Country Roads Board, oneth!rd_ by the State Electricity Commission and one-third by the municipal council concerned.
Honorable members win· be aware
that in some cases the municipal council takes the place of the State ·Electricity Commission as the· local supplier of electricity. Iri these cases the
costs of the street lighting . of
main roads will be shared one-third
by the Country Roads Board and
two-thirds by the municipal council
concerned. In other words, the costs
will be shared by the Country Roads
Board, the municipality and the
electricity supplier, and where the
municipality is also the supplier ·it
will take responsibility for both areas.
The acc.eptance of responsibility
for a portiOn of the costs of street
lighting on main roads by the Country
Roads Board and the State Electricity
Com~ission
will provide greater
financial resources for the improvement of street lighting and will
relieve municipal councils of a substantial part of these costs.
. Good lighting is a significant .factor
In road safety, .particularly in the red~ction of accidents between pedestnans and motor vehicles and the
additional financial resour~es to be
made available for street lighting as
a result of this legislation will make
a material contribution to road safety.
I commend the Bill to the House.
The Hon. J ..M. WALTON (Melbourne North Province) .-This small
measure deserves the support of the
House. The Minister has said that it
was promised by the Government at
the time of the last elections. It
prop?~es ~~ give financial support to
municipalities for street lighting. All
honorabl~ I?ell?~ers will acknowledge
that mumcipahttes need financial assistance, particularly now, because
many are in severe financial difficulties. As has become customary
each year, rates will rise significantly.
· With the passage of this Bill onethird of the cost of street lighti~g on
main roads will be borne by the
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State Electricity Commission, onethird by the Country Roads Board,
and one-third by the municipality. If
the municipality is its own supplier
of electricity, it will bear two-thirds
of the cost."
Some time ago the Road Safety
Committee stated that improved
street lighting. was one of the most
significant innovations for reducing
the road toll, which can still be introduced.
Evidence given to the
committee showed that where street
lighting was · good, road accidents
were at a minimum. A reduction in
the road toll wili be one of the side
benefits of the legislation. I hope· that, one of these days, all
street lighting will be of the standard
recommended by the Street Lighting
Committee. When municipalities had
to bear the cost, that was no inducement. to them to conform to the standards. I hope the measure will mean
better street lighting in the future.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) .-Other members
of the Country Party and I would like
an opportunity of examining this Bill.
Therefore, I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and it was
ordered that· the debate be adjourned
until the next day of meeting.
HOUSING (COMMONWEALTHSTATE AGREEMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from November 13) on the motion .of the
Hon. V. 0. Dickie (Minister of Housing) for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province)'.-This is a
most important measure. Undoubtedly, it has brought about a lot of
controversy and many hot words,
some of which, apparently, were
meant, and some of which, appar·ently, were not meant. Possibly the
politics of the moment ·may have
caused many confused statements to
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be made .because it suited people to
say some things rather than to believe
in them. The Labor Party supports
the Bill and is pleased that .it has been
presented to the House.
I hope my approach to the Bill
will be on a little better basis than
that of the Minister of Housing. The
honorable gentleman· did not really
introduce the Bill. There was nothing
on which debate could be adjourned
except a confused statement about
certain .interviews which may or
may not have taken place · between t}le Victorian Minister of Housing and the Federal Minister for
Housing.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-May not?
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-1
asked the Minister a question about
this on 14th March. There was great
controversy at that time and the
Minister saw fit to make a Ministerial
statement. I asked whether the Minister had agreed to supply to the
Federal Minister for Housing a copy
of the minutes of the proceedings of
.a meeting on 23rd February, 1973.
I also asked when, if he had, the copy
had been sent to the Federal Minister.
The Minister stated inter alia(b) No agreement was made whereby I
would exchange my notes with Mr. Johnson
or that Mr. Johnson would exchange his
notes with me. The only official document
in my possession is the Commonwealth
Government's submission to me concerning
their proposals which was the reason for
our discussions on that day.

That was denied by the Federal Minister. Afterwards, the Victorian Minister said that he would release these
documents if the Federal Minister
agreed. The Federal Minister, Mr.
Johnson, was asked about that and he
issued a statement in which he said
that Mr. Dickie had then informed
him that he Tegarded it as desirable
that the summary should remain confidential and that he intended. on the
.following Tuesday, in the Victorian
Legislative Council, to retract his
statement to the Council of 7th
March. The Federal Minister also said
that, despite his declared willingness
to table the summaries as requested,
he believed that the negotiations
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might. possibly be breached by such
action. So, I say, "may or may not
have."
The Hon. V. 0~ DICKIE.-1 wanted
to make a statement on that
agreement .consistent with that
made . by Mr. Johnson in the
House of. Representatives. Because
your party prevented me from doing
that. I had no alternative but to table
the documents which, when .. they
were read, completely. blew the.. lid off
what Mr. Johnson had to say.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-I do
not see that. ·I -have a statement on
the discussions which took place on
Friday, 23rd February. Let me clarify
this n;tatter; tpen I will get down to
the Bill.
·
I P<>int out that it was only in 1971
that the present Leader of the House
took ~trong exception to the fact that
a re.written housing agreement had
been sent by the Commonwealth to
the State without apy prior consultation. The States had not been asked
to go to Canberra. The Commonwealth simply told them that, in
future, any money for housing would
come from loans and that the Act
would be ~mended along those lines.
In another place, the then Minister of
Housing was critical of the lack of
communication. In this case the
Federal Minister for Housing has
been co-operative, and has said that
he wanted to talk to the State Min·
isters.
The Hon. H. R. WARD.-When did
he say he wanted to do that before
or after 16th January?
'
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.Arrangements were definitely made
for these meetings. Those at the
Fe.bruary meeting included Mr. Les.
Johnson, Federal Minister for Housing; Mr. Vance Dickie, Victorian
Minister of Housing; Mr. J. F. Nimmo,
permanent head of the Commonwealth Department of Housing; Mr.
A. J. Selleck, of the Commonwealth Department of Housing; Mr.
D. H. Hunter of the Commonwealth
Treasury; Mr. J. Enders, private
secretary to Mr. Johnson; and Mr.
R. Halpin, press secretary. Depart-
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mental repre~entatives of Victoria;
were-Mr. J. P. Gaskin, Director
of Housing; Mr. A. ·A. Ashman, Deputy Director .of Housing; Mr. R. Burkitt, Commissioner; Mr. A. L. Bohn,
s.ecretary of the Housing CommisSion; Mr. L. F. V. Symes, Chief
Finance Officer; and Mr. J. W. Jungwirth, Registrar of Co-operative
Housing Societies. I point out to Mr.
Ward that these people did not meet
by accident. Obviously, someone conveyed something to someone because
th~se people collected together,. on
Fnday, 23rd February, in the conference room of the Minister of Housing.
The Victorian · Minister of Housing
said many things. There can be some
arg~ent a~out who. owns the money.
Certamly, It comes .from Victorian
taxpayers and from New . South
Wales and other taxpayers. But this
is an Australian community. The
money ·is collected by the Australian
Government and is spent in the
interests of the Australian people.
Some may disagree with how that is
done.
·
. The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-Which
Government collects it?
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.The Australian Government.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-Do
you mean the Victorian Government?
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.No, the Victorian Government does
not run Australia.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-Constitutionally, there is no " Australian "
Government.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.The Government that runs Australia
should be known as the Australian
Government, as I understand it now
is. I hear one honorable member refer
to the Socialist Government. I might
just as well refer to the Hamer Tory
Government.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON
(Higinbotham Province) .-I take a
point of order. Constitutionally, the
Government to which Mr. Tripovich
is referring is the Commonwealth
G'Jvernment, not the Australian
Government.
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The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).....;...! do not regard that as a
point of order. The Government has
been known as. the Federal· Government for many years. At present ·
that Government has chosen to call
itself the Australian Government.
Many members do not agree with it,
but it is not a matter for discussion
in the Chamber at present.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) .-Thank
you,· Mr. President; All the huffing
and puffing ·by the Minister was ·
because of the election, ·which really
blew him up. He is an old Tory from
way back, but despite .all this, on
page .5. of the minutes of the confer·
ence it is stated-
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continue to do so, irrespective of their
political colour. The present Victorian Government has always used
tied grants, particularly in the
field· of education. The Common.:
wealth
Government will make
grants on a· $1 for $1 basis provided that ·the Victorian Government meets the conditions imposed.
I offer no criticism· of that system; I
suppose·· every Government would
desire finance to be spent as it wished,
and the Federal Government is no
exception.
The position which confronts
Australia is that there are 93,000
applicants for State housing homes
or for public housing from a
population of· about 13 million
Many of these applicants
Mr. Dickie said that he was pleased that people.
the Commonwealth recognized what was the represent families of four persons or
situation here in Victoria.
He said he
more. The people who. apply for
would like to believe that Victoria could
be a pattern for other States in what State housing are not only married
we do, and that the Commonwealth but also have families and cannot
could use Victoria as an example of what
satisfy their housing requirements
is able to be done in the housing field.
from the :p.ormal lending or rental
I thought that was a generous tone facilities available. An approximate
in view of what the honorable gentle- caJculation indicates that 400,000
man had said previo:usly. In his persons out of .a total population of
reply, Mr. Johnson was equally 13 million are seeking accommodacourteous and expressed the spirit in tion. This is a situation which the
which the discussions should begin Australian Government must take
and continue. The report states- into consideration in deciding ·its
policy of providing housing for the
Mr. Johnson wanted it •to be known before
proceeding with the discussions that he
needy.
wished all the States had the same means
A lengthy discussion could be held
test approach as Victoria as it could make
his problems a little easier, and perhaps
on the question of how much sub-'
there were areas where Victoria could be standard housing contributes to poor·
used as a model for other States.
education, poor health, poor emoThe Victorian Minister of Housing tional development of children and
considers that the whole world starts poor marital relationships. Those four
and finishes in Victoria. He does not problems have been the basis of many
see the problems in other States or discussions by sociologists who have
realize the task that confronted Mr. · all decided that some action must be
Johnson. He ·was not prepared to taken to relieve the housing shortage.,
co-operate in any way because Mr. Marriages break :up when young:
Johnson represents a political view- couples are forced to live with
point which the Victorian Minister parents or in circumstances under
does not share.
which ordinary people should not be
I point out that grants made under expected .to live. ·
.
section 96 of the Commonwealth
When it was elected to office,
Constitution can be tied grants, the immediate problems facing the
irrespective of what the Victorian Australian Government was to
Minister of Housing. may believe. determine how much finance should
Previous · Australian Governments be made · available to · overtake
have made tied grants, and they will the shortage· of housing so that
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the requirements of needy people
could be met.
Therefore, one
of its first decisions was that an
emergency grant of $6 million should
be made to the States. I do not wish
to berate the Victorian Minister of
Housing, but his reaction to .that
offer left me aghast. As the man
who is supposed to be responsible
for the housing of people in Victoria,
his whole attitude left me wondering. The Minister's solution to the
problem was to spend Victoria's
share of the $6 million on the construction of 150 homes somewhere
in the country areas.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-Mr.
Johnson said that I would be able to
build 1,200 homes for that amount;
he did not know the cost of a house!
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-The
Minister should have decided to
spend Victoria's share----$1·5 million
-advantageously for the needy
pe.ople. I have previously expressed
in this House my satisfaction and
admiration for the conduct of the
Victorian Housing Commission and
the assistance it has given to me on
behalf of persons whom it has been
able to provide with accommodation
and to remove from the dreadful
conditions in which they were living.
The sum of $1·5 million would have
been of great assistance. I did not
think the main argument would be
the basis on which the finance was to
be received. I imagined that it would
be. expended in the quickest time possible to afford some relief for the
needy.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-That was
the quickest way possible.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-That
may be so, but the Minister carried
on with a lot of nonsense about
accepting the offer of finance.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-It was not
nonsense; it was merely putting Mr.
Johnson right. He had no idea of the
housing situation in Victoria and of
what could be done with $1·5 million.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.One would not expect Mr. Johnson
to know. With great respect to the
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Victorian Minister of Housing, when
he was asked for a plan he did not
have one; he did not know what he
could do.
The Federal Minister
asked, "If I gave you $1·5 million
what could you do with it?" The Victorian Minister of Housing did not
know; he had to find out. The Federal
Minister is not the dictator of housing. The Cabinet and the party of the
Australian Government decide what
will be done.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-That is so;
Mr. Johnson had to refer everything
to them; he was not in a position to
make a decision as a Minister.
The. Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-Mr.
Johnson was not in Victoria to make
a decision; he was here to find out
what was needed.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-That is
not so.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-It is.
Mr. Johnson came to Victoria to find
out the position. The aim of the
Australian Government is an essentially balanced housing programme.
with home ownership for the majority
who can afford it, at fair interest
rates and on terms as advantageous
as they can be made, as well as providing good houses for persons who
cannot afford to obtain their own
homes. The Housing Commission is
providing only one home for every
sixteen houses built by other means,
so it is not providing the bulk of the
homes for the people.
The Housing Commissio·n offers
certain advantages for persons who
cannot afford to be bound to one particular spot. Years ago, if one.
worked in Footscray, it was possible
to rent a home in that suburb. Many
persons pay rent all their liveswhether by choice or not. If a person leaves his employment in Footscray and obtains a job at Dandenong,
the ideal solution to his housing
problem is to rent a home at Dandenong. However, since before the
war years, no homes for rental have
been built in Victoria other than
!-bedroom or 2-bedroom flats which
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are a tremendous investment incentive but are not family homes. These
homes could not be considered as
providing accommodation for the
needy. The real shortage at present
is homes for rental by needy people.
The means test causes problems by
debarring some families who could
be classified as in need.
I commend to honorable members
the chairmen of the Housing Commission. Their conduct and that of their
colleagues was always in the interests
of the job they were appointed to do
-to house the needy. Originally, the
Housing Commission was established
to undertake. slum reclamation work,
but early in its career-even prior to
the war years when commission
homes were built at Preston-it was
found necessary to build new houses
for rental because. of the acute
shortage. The Housing Commission
has conducted itself in a most commendable manner and I have nothing
but praise for what it has done.
When the Federal Minister for
Housing came to Victoria to talk to
the Victorian Minister, the Federal
Government desired that a uniform
means test should be applied by each
State to determine persons who qualified for housing accommodation. That
policy has always been adopted in
Victoria. The Victorian Minister did
not have to convince Mr. Johnson of
this; the Housing Commission did it
long before the Minister was elected
to this Parliament.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-Mr.
Johnson did not even know there was
a means test in Victoria.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-The
Minister could have inform·ed him in
a helpful manner instead of attempting to jam it down his throat. At
times the Victorian Minister of Housing finds it difficult to talk nicely to
anybody who does not agree with
him politically. A uniform means
test does not apply in all the other
States. The Victorian Minister was
prompt in pointing out to Mr. Johnson that New South Wales had 43,000
of the Australia total of 93,000 applications, because that State does
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not apply a means test. When the
Australian Government was considering a plan which was to
apply throughout the Commonwealth
it had to consider the question of a
means test. This did not affect
Victoria because the means test
applied in Victoria before the Minister
was in Parliament.
The Bon. V. 0. DICKIE.-The figure
of 93,000 throughout Australia was
bolstered by the inclusion of 43,000
in New South Wales which did not
have a means test.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.1 remind the 'Minister that his figure
of 14,000 for Victoria is underestimated because of the means test
in this State. A person really must
need a home to comply with the
means test in Victoria.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-Mr. Johnson accepted the Victorian figure as
a cut-off point.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.Mr. Johnson came to Victoria to obtain information. The Government has
not said, nor did it intend, that families should have to vacate their homes
because their incomes improved. The
State Minister tried to convey
that impression. Mr. Johnson frankly
pointed out to the Minister that these
people would lose their rental rebates
and there was never an objection to
this. If the incomes of these people
improved, they would lose their
rebates. That has always applied in
Victoria. It was not the State Minister's Government that introduced the
rebate system.
The Hon. V. 0. DJCKIE.-No one
has queried that point.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.1 want to know who authorized the
pamphlet which was put in letter
boxes in the Dandenong electorate
during the last State eJection campaign; it was published under the
name of R. J. Hamer. Under the new
agreement that Mr. Johnson ca~e
here to discuss with the Ministerand
the
Minister
had
to
b~
ultimately
convinced-it is
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intended that in the majority of cases
homes will be allocated to families in
the order of applications, with the
proviso that applications submitted
because of emergencies; such as fire
and eviction, will be given priority.
Families that are confronted with
chronic emergencies · and the unfortunate "no-hoper" in need of sociaJ
rehabilitation will also be high on the
priority list. Unmarried mothers ·and
those about to become mothers,
will be regarded as having priority.
Quite a number of Housing Comm.is- .
sion homes are occupied in the Ascot
Vale area by deserted wives and their
families owing to the good graces of
Jack Gaskin. I do not have any criticism concerning families that break
up but I have sympathy for three,
four or five children, whose mothers
are trying to rear them without a
husband. Therefore, families in this
category were given some priority
before the Minister of Housing saw
the inside of the Housing Commission. 'Mr. Johnson had the privilege
of discovering that this situation
applied only in· Victoria; it does not
apply in all other States. ·
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in Victoria.......;Mt. Jungwirth pointed it
out to him and ·Mr. Johnson was
happy with the information.
The·
Australian
Government
favoured the terminating societies in
preference to the permanent building
societies. Of course, the permanent
building societies are only. in their in-.
fancy here when compared with New
South Wales. The permanent building
societies ~hich are currently competing with the banks and all
borrowers of short-term money are
prepared to increase their interest
rate. to 8. per cent so that they can
obtain this money and lend it at 9 · 25
p~r cent.
The rate may even go
higher. . The terminating societies
provide for the battler.

The means test for co-operative
housing
was
introduced,
not
by the· Government, ·but by the
Director of Co-operative Housing, Mr.
Ted Ebbels, on 22nd October 1967
as an administrative action, 'not a~
an edict or. direction from the Government. The Government was not
interested in the persons who got
money from the housing co-operatives
1
I refer now to the. co-operative or in their incomes, but Mr. Ebbels
housing societies. There was contro- was concerned in this · respect. He
versy when the Federal Government said ·that this was welfare money
took away one-third of the money which should be used only for those
allocated for welfare housing which who were entitled to welfare housing.
was previously available to the Hous- It was because of the -determination
ing Commission to give to the co- shown by Mr. Ebbels and the adminioperative societies. I support the strative act that he took that a means
co-operative societies as. much as any test was imposed for the housing
member of the House but I. condemn co-operatives in this State.
this move. In some of the
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-It was
other States no means tests apply Government policy.
to the money which is made available
The Hon. J. ·M: TRIPOVICH ..:_It
for the purchase of homes through
was
not, and it still is not Governthe co-operative housing movement
for welfare housing. Mr. John- ment policy. The means test applies
son must draw up an agree- only because of an administrative act;
ment which will cover the whole of it has not yet been written into the
the States. Mr. Johnson was not statutes. Mr. Johnson said that aJl
trying to protect only the spending of States would have a means test. Vicpublic money in this State. In other toria will, in future, have ·a means
States public money for . welfare test written into the Act. There is
housing was distributed through nothing wrong with that. Those
co-operative housing societies to were the matters on which Mr. John:.:
people who could afford to purchase son had some instruction, so to speak.
their homes with other finance. Mr. Contrary to the practice· ·of the GovJohnson learned that while he was ernment party, the Labor Party is
The Hon. J. M. Tripovich.
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run properly; it has meetings and deThe Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-Yes,
termines policy by majority support I commend to the Minister certain
and that means something in relation paragraphs in the book. At page 146.
to what a Minister shall do .. At Mr. Jones states·
policy level the· Labor Party has a
In the most important area, the supply
philosophy on housing.
of the public housing subsidy to those on the
lowest incomes, there are many schemes
The Hon. V. T. HAUSER.-I'll say which
·
do not rate highly.
they have!
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-The Mr. Jones emphasizes thatphilosophy of the· Labor Party on
The Tasmanian Housing Commission and
housing has as many ethics as the the West Australian Housing Commission
brokers' association; . The Australian are two commissions which supply home
dwellings to applicants not alLabor Party believes the security of ownership
commission tenants without. reducjng
the family should be a primary con- ready
the supply of housing to the lowest income
cern of the Government. Security is group. This is because, in both States,
best attained by freedom from unem- home ownership applicants are subject to
ployment, home ownership, and the the same .means tests as rental applicants
recognition of the rights of parents in and the deposits and repayments in both
the training and education of their commissions are very favourable, more· so
children. Broadly, that is the philo- in the Tasmanian Housing Commission. ·.
sophy relating to community develop- The Minister of Housing complained
ment. Members of the Labor Party about that being written into the
believe in the integration of housing agreement as it affects Tasmania. The
policies with urban and social welfare polices in a way which wHI reason is that following discussions
ensure that a family can secure with the Tasmanian Housing Minisaccommodation of its own choosing ter, Mr. Johnson wanted to ensure
that what has· applied. in Tasmania
appropriate to its own needs.
will
continue.
The
policy
of
the
Labor
Party on housing as enunciated durThe Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-It is only
ing the 1973 election campaign was for two years, and then they will
that there should be a Ministry of come back to the field.
housing, that there should be public
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-That
housing, and that the houses built
by the Housing Commission should is right, but the idea is to spread
be offered for rent or sale. We be- the wealth. The Minister has said that
lieve the provisions in Schedule Six he will house all those on Victoria's
C of the Bill will achieve these ob- waiting list in the next two years. I
jectives and establish the principle in share the Minister's hope that these
other States where it does not apply people will not be on the waiting list
at present. No words of the State
Minister of Housing persuaded Mr. after two years, but I also have some
Johnson in this matter; he knew all doubts because I think there will stili
be a waiting list.
this before he came to Victoria.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-There will'
The Hon. V. T. HAUSER.-The honorable member should be supporting always be a waiting list. The Government hopes to reduce the waiting
the Minister of Housing.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-I time to six months.
commend to the Minister of Housing
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-f
a book which is available in the would do anything to help the GovLibrary entitled, Housing and Poverty ernment to achieve its objective~ but:
in Australia by M.A. Jones.
the Minister's reaction to the formula-·
The PRFSIDF.NT (Sir Raymond tion of this document has been ab-·
Garrett).-Was Mr. Jones the author surd and not in keeping with a Minisof the book?
ter who is inspired to seek that
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·Objective. Mr. Jones m~de ~n
servation in relation to V1ctor~a,
this aspect ha's been .argued 1n
place many times. He .stated-

oban_d
th1s
·

· Although the Victorian Housing. Commission attaches favourable cond_itions. to its
public housing units, the depo~1ts bemg low
and the interest rate and pen?d of repayment attractive, the emphasis on s!um
reclamation in the Melbourne metropolitan
area means that flats not open to. purcha~e
are the .·main form of public housmg available.

Mr. Jones is referring to the fact that
public money is being used for slum
redamation and to accommodate
thousands of .families in high-rise
30-story flats. That has been done
with the assistance of the Melbourne
City Council wh_ich has been m?st
co-operative w1th the Housing
Commission.
It simply brings the underprivileged
families into high~rise developments
part
of
Melbourne's
as
a
urban
renewal.
This
occurs
because they cannot solve their
own housing . positions by access
to the normal avenues of money. I
know what this is like because in 1949
I experienced difficulty in securing
housing accommodation. I was a lowincome earner in receipt of less than
nine pounds a week, which was within the means test, and when I ·eventually walked into a Housin_g Commission home in Ashbu_rton, It seemed like a palace. I also remind the
Minister of Housing that I signed the
agreement during the regime ·of a
Labor Party Government; I did not
have to ·wait until a Liberal Party
Government -came into office before
I could purchase a home.
A unit in a 30-story block of flats
undoubtedly will look good to a person who has three or four children
and who is probably living in degrading circumstances, but they create
problems. In a high-rise development containing 182 3-bedroom
units-there are such high-rise
housing blocks in my provinceif there are three children residing in
each unit, it means a tota'l of 546
children in one building. Within three
The Hon. J. M. Tripovich.
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months of. the completion of one of
these high-rise developments, a new
school was required but it was ·not
provided. This was not the fault of the
Housing Commission; .it arose. from
the stupidity of the Government
which will not plan these developments-it has never planned them.
The money being made available by
the Commonwealth Government is
for welfare housing. However, by its
policies the State Government is
bringing people · back into the inner
industrial areas to build up the central business district of Melbourne
without giVing thought to the welfare of the residents. When the occupants obtain a tenancy in one of
these areas, they remain there and
no opportunity is provided to purchase the unit.
·
This measure will provide $38 · 25
million from loan .money for welfare
housing to be constructed by the
Victorian Housing Commission. The
interest rate will be 4 per cent. This
is really a loan through a special
grants provision under section 96 of
the Constitution. It should be remembered that the interest rate is
not at the bond rate as it was under
the 1972 agreement with a subsidy .to
cut the bond. rate by ·1 per cent.
The State will be · $9 million
better off than last year, which is
equivalent to an increase of 33! per
cent. This ·will more than cover the
rate of inflation and should provide
a better deal than .was provided last
year.
The amount allocated to cooperative housing societies has ·been
increased from $11 million to ·$16
million at an interest rate of 4·5 per
cent, with a grant of $400,000 to
reduce the interest rate by about 1
per cent to roughly 5 per cent.
I can see nothing wrong with the
proposition. The agreement should
have been negotiated without this
by-play and political propaganda
in which the Minister of Housing has
indulged. If anybody puts on a turn, it
is now loosely referred to as " doing
a Dickie ", so the Minister of Housing
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has his name in 'history ·as one who
is associated with bad temper and
loose statements.
The s·itting was suspended at 6.20
p.m. until 8. 3 p.m.
The Han. ·J. M. TRIPOVICH.Before the. suspension ·of the sitting
for dinner, I had mentioned· the
remarks of the Leader of the House
who, as Minister of Public Works,
introduced the Housing (Am~nd
·ment) Bill into-this Chamber on 24th
November, 1971, in which, as reported
.at page 3020 of volume 305 of
Hansard, he said, inter alia-

The Han. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-I
cannot quote it, but I refer the
Minister of Housing to page 1714 of
Hansard of 31st .October, in which
my colleague in another .place- said
that the Minister of Housing wrote
the speech and his statement was
corrected; the Minister of Transport
in another place said, " I wrote every
word of it ".

I regret to advise the House that, instead
of negotiating a new agreement, the Commonwealth Government without consulting
the States laid down new conditions, which
.it advised the States were to be nonnegotiable.
New arrangements are ·the subject of an
enabling Bill currently before Federal
Parliament and unfortunately my Government is in a position where, because of the
financial stranglehold imposed by the Commonwealth, it can do nothing but implement
complementary legislation.

The PRESIDENT (the Hon. R. W.
Garrett).-Order!. The
honorable
member is not in order; I uphold the
point of order. At all events, this is
not a matter which can be proven.
It can be touched on only in passing.
An issue should not be made of it.

On· this .'occasion, the Federal
Minister for Housing consulted with
the Victorian Minister, and the
honorable gentleman did his best to
find out what he could do in relation
to Victoria's requirements. I thought
that the Federal Minister was entitled
to better courtesy than he received.
He was a New South Welshman and,
if he knew nothing about Victoria's
proposals, he was entitled to .be told
privately and not through the press
:and not by a bumptious statement
which was full of political propag.anda and showed no concern for the
people whom the Federal Minister for
Housing was trying to help. I was
surprised to note that in introducing
this Bill the Minister of Housing
did not prepare the statement but
that it was prepared by the Minister
of Transport in another place.
The Han. W. M. CAMPBELL-Who
said so?
The Han. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-The
Minister of Transport.
The Han. V. 0. DICKIE.-That is
not correct; I wrote every word of
that speech.

The Hon. G. J. NICOL (Monash
Province) .-I rise to a point of order.
Is Mr. Tripovich in order in referring
to a debate which took place in
another place?

The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta
Galla
Province) .-The
Minister of Transport in another
place said that he wrote the speech.
The Han. V. 0. DICKIE.-The
speech made in another place was
entirely different.
The Han. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-According to the · distributed secondreading notes it is the same speech.
The Minister of Housing cannot have
it both ways.
The Han. V. 0. DICKIE.-What the
Minister of Transport did in another
place is entirely his business. The
two speeches do not agree at any
point so far as language is concerned.
The Han. J. M. TRIPOVICH.When the Minister was making his
second-reading speech, my Leader
and I accused the honorable gentleman of reading it; he would not
answer interjections and we finally
forced him from the second-reading
notes. I have a copy of the secondreading notes and they use the honorable gentleman's name in the third
person. Whilst he was reading the
notes, the Minister converted it to
the first person.
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The Hon. V. 0. ·DICKIE.-1 wrote
the speech.
The Hon.· J. M. TRIPOVICH.-1
cannot deny that but it is denied by
another per·son. .
·
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-I am telling the truth. I .mentioned what Mr.
Tripovich referred to as "Dickieisms ".
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-The
policies of the Government and the
Opposition are little different in
relation to welfare housing. The
Premier has said that Victoria has
the highest proportion of homeownership in the world.. He is wrong
today; it has the second . highest
proportion and it is falling. It has
dropped back to about 76 per cent.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-While the
Federal Labor Government remains
in office in Canberra, the figure will
continue to fall.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-That
is debatable. If the figures for the
people who own their own homes
are examined, it will be seen that the
percentage is a little higher today
than it was twenty years ago, but if
those people who are purchasing
their own homes under hire-purchase
arrangements or credit arrangements
are added to the figure, the total
wiU rise to about 80 per cent. There
is a valid reason for that. There is
an advantage in owning one's own
home. Conditions for buying one's
own home are a lot better today than
they were twenty years ago. If one
does not buy a home today, one has
little hope of getting a home because
nothing is built for rental. Therefore,
people are compulsory home owners.
The Premier saidWe will do everything possible to help
them to buy their own homes. When the
present Liberal Government came into office
we found that only 52 Housing Commission
homes had been sold by the previous
Government in seventeen years.

When the. Government came into
offic·e
the
Commonwealth-State
Housing Agreement had been in
operation for only ten years, so the
seventeen years was put in for good
measure. I mentioned earlier that I
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had signed an agreement to purchase
a
Housing
Commission
home
when the Cain Labor Government was in office, so the opportunities must have been there before.
the Bolte Liberal Party Government
came into office. The Minister of
Housing or his party could not be
honest enough to say why. Only 52
homes had been· sold under the 1945
Commonw·ealth-State Housing Agreement, because if the homes were sold
the States had to repay the totaJ
amount in cash to the Commonwealth
immediately. There was no· carryover.
.. The Hon. G. J. NICOL.-Who wa.s
the Prime .Minister then?
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-The
Right Honorable Ben Chifley. · The
1945 Commonwealth-Housing Agreement was made on the basis that there
were no private people interested in
building homes for rental and therefore there was a need for welfare
housing, The basis of that agreement
was that the homes would be built
for rental. Victoria has always held
the view-this Government has the
same. view as the Labor Party-that
a person who rents a home ought to
have the right to purchase it, and that
principle was canvassed at Canberra
by the late John Cain during 1953-55.
It may also have been canvassed by
our Country Party friends when that
party was in office.
But that objective. was not achieved
until after 1955. In 1956 the agreement was amended so that, when
houses were sold, it was not necessary to reimburse the Commonwealth
on the basis of the. full value of the
hom·e. The Minister of Housing may
not know that, because he was not a
member of the House at that time.
I was not then a member either but
I was associated with the principle..
There were also difficulties with
the clearance of titles that held
up the sale of the homes to the
pe.ople. It would be nice if the
Govemm·ent cleared up the distortion
and said that there was a valid reason
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for what happened. The rest of this
Government's policy is similar to that
of the Labor Party; as a matter of
fact, Labor wrote it and Hamer
wants to make it happen. The strength
of politics in Victoria is to say that
as fast as the Labor Party writes its
policy in relation to housing and
social welfare, it is purloined .by the
Liberal Party or, to use a better word,
it is included· in Liberal Party policy.
I had hoped that the. Minister of
Housing would say a little about the
Bill but he did not do so. Therefore,
I wish to say a few words about it
and to find out the basis for all this
abuse. I .could call it political abuse
or political propaganda which was
engel)dered by the Minister of Housing in all of his public statements.
He did not do anything privately, it
was all in public through press handoo~.

.

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-Mr. Johnson started it off with a public statement to the press without advising
any Premier or State Minister of
Housing what he intended to do. Victoria fought tooth and nail for six
months over the statement of 16th
January.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-The
Government had nothing to fight. We
have only the Minister's word on
this matter and his word has not
proved too reliable on the facts that
I have enunciated.
Having announced the· objective,
the Federal Minister then ·Said that
he would consult with the State Ministers to see what could be achieved.
However, there was a State election
in the offing and, as one honorable
member interjected not so long ago,
the Government's stand won it a lot
of votes. That is the only reason
why the Minister of Hous.ing took
the stand, but it was not an honest
one.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-It was as
honest as any statement that has been
made by Mr. Tripovich.
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The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-It
was not honest because the ·comments were not based nn the agree-·
ment but were made merely to suft
the Liberal Party.
·
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-Order! ·When the Minister
made his speech last week, I indicated that l would permit a fairly
broad debate, but I asked honorable
members to steer clear of personalities. ·The standard of debate will be
much higher if all honorable members
follow that course as far as possible.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-In
accusing the Minister of dishonesty,
I was referring to political dishonesty
in that he used this subject to gain a
political end. The Minister was successful and I pay tribute to the honorable gentleman for that. My remarks
are not meant to imply anything
against his personal character and .J
would not want the Minister ever to
accept that at any time I have attacked an honorable member's personal integrity. On the othe:r hand,
I am entitled to make a political
comparison.
Finally, the agreement which
allegedly was not agreed to was
arrived at.
Whether the Minister
wrote the speech or the Minister
in another place wrote it, it is said
that · the Government reluctantly
agreed because it could do nothing
else. Perhaps the head of the department wrote the speech, I do not·
~now.

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-I wrote
the speech so Mr. Tripovich need
have no doubts about that.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-If
what the Minister of Housing said
in his speech is true, then what the
Minister of Transport said in another
place must be untrue. Having established that fact, I now turn to the
agreement.
It provides for money to be allocated to the Housing Commission and
to co-operative housing societies
and arrangements are made for adequate book-keeping of the moneys
so received. Clause 4 of the Bill
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provides for the ratification of the
agreement, and clause 5 provides
for the establishment and operation
of the Commonwealth and State
Housing Trust Account No. 3 and
the Home Builders' Account No. 3.
Clause 6 is the vital clause in that it
sets out the agreement. I do not
think there is any disagreement between the Commonwealth and the
States on the provision of housing
for persons who are in need of Government assistance in this direction.
I do not think there is any disagreement because this has been the basis
of every agreement since 1945.
It is provided in paragraph (b) of
the introduction to the agreement
that money shall be provided under
section 96 of the Commonwealth
Constitution and not as part of the
loan fund. This is a wise provision
because it ensures that the Minister
of Housing and the Victorian Government will utilize the money for
the benefit of those whom the Federal
Government wants to assist. Accordingly, it has decided to make
money available under section 96.
Previous Liberal Governments have
made tied grants and future Labor
Governments will continue to do so.
Part I. of the agreement provides
for the commencement of the agreement and its operation in respect
of the States. It is rather pertinent
that clause 2 of the agreement
states-

The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-That
is right, and under the agreement the
Victorian Government Will get the
money at 4 per cent and 4! per cent.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-At 4 per
cent with Commonwealth control and
8! per cent with State control.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-And
why not? If the Minister wants to
go it alone it is his choice.

of which it comes into force as fully and
effectually as if the State or States in respect
of which it comes into force were the only
State or States named as parties.

Subject to sub-clause (3) of this clause,
the amount of the Home Builders' Account
advances to be made to a State in respect
of a financial year shall be not less than 20
per centum nor more than 30 per centum
of the total amount of the advances to be
made by the Commonwealth to the State
under this Agreement in respect of the
financial year.

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-I am glad
that Mr. Tripovich has said that.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-The
Labor Party is having some difficully
with a Tory Minister. Part II. is the
interpretation portion of the agreement and sets out all the things that
should be set out in the agreement.
Clause 6 of the agree·ment provides
for what is in fact an aged person,
what is a dwelling and what is a
family dwelling. The interpretation
of "family dwelling" is pertinent because it meansA dwelling constructed or purchased by a
State Housing Authority as being suitable
for allocation to a family unit consisting of
a couple, with or without children, or of a
parent or guardian with one or more
children;

This allows greater scope for the
Housing Commission to take over an
area and build houses or erect highrise flats, and also enables the commission to take over houses, restore
them and make them available for
occupation by persons entitled to reNotwithstanding that in this Agree- ceive assistance under what is a welment all the States of New South Wales, fare housing Act.
Victoria, Queensland, South Australia,
The financial provisions are set out
Western Australia and Tasmania are named
as parties, this Agreement shall operate in Part III. Sub-clause (2) of clause
as an agreement between the Common- 9 of the agreement provideswealth and the State or States in respect

This overcomes the Minister's difficulty concerning the Constitution in
that if the Minister does not want to
be in it, he can say so.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-At 8t
per cent, which means an additional
$400 million in interest payments
over 53 years!
The Hon. J. M. Tripovich.

I ask the Minister what is wrong
with that because it applies under the
present agreement. There is nothing
wrong with that principle and all
these things were negotiable; if any
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difficulties were encountered, they
could have been negotiated without
rushing to the press.
The Hon. 0. G. JENKINS.-Who
went to the press first?
The Hon J. M. TRIPOVICH.-That
has to be proved; it is impossible to
keep the State Minister of Housing
out of the press. Sub-clause (3) of
clause 9 of the agreement providesWhere a State has in each of the two
financial years immediately preceding the
first day of July, 1973 allocated to its Home
Builders' Account from the amount set aside
for housing within the meaning of subsection (2) of section 3 of the States Grants
(Housing) Act 1971 in excess of 30 per
centum of that amount, the State may, if at
the request of the State Minister the Minister so approves, allocate as Home Builders'
Account advances in respect of a financial
year of this Agreement more than 30 per
centum of the total amount of the advances
under this Agreement in respect of that
financial year.

Accordingly, the agreement contains
a provision to extend Home Builders'
Account advances beyond 30 per
cent, but that would not suit the
Minister because he would not have
something to grizzle about. Naturally, the agreement is not written just
to satisfy Victoria which I think has
the best type of housing in Australia.
However, the present Minister did not
start that programme. Quite a deal
of it was inherited by Sir Henry Bolte
when he took office in 1955. Previous
Governments had initiated the programme and I pay tribute to Mr.
Swinburne for his activity as Minister
of Housing.
On the question of finance, provision is made in clause 10 for
planning for which, naturally, it is
necessary to have some continuity.
The allocation of finance for this purpose cannot be on a year-to-year
basis because a Government must
have some idea of where it is going
in the ultimate-although that is
something that this Government has
never done. In Part II., provision is
also made for instalments of advances
and interest rates.
In respect of housing authority advances, the interest rate is 4 per cent
and in respect of the Home Builders'
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Account, the rate is 4! per cent. The
whole idea of welfare housing is
to provide money at a cheap rate
of interest in order to assist those
who are in need. To take up shortterm interest rates on long-term
propositions is foolish and money
should be provided to enable the
Government to ·construct houses for
sale at rates which people can afford
to pay, particularly those who require
welfare assistance.
The Government must find some
way of achieving that end. Unfortunately, the Victorian Government
is not prepared to take any action
on land costs or do anything that
will assist needy families in the
metropolitan area. It is prepared to
allow land prices to go sky high and
eJrpects families who need help to
move out to Bacchus Marsh or to
some other near country area. The
only way to assist these people is to
lower interest rates because the cost
of housing is so high that even a 1
per cent reduction adds up to a considerable amount of money.
The
financial provisions also cover the repayment of the advances. There is
no provision for the repayment of the
full capital value of a house to the
Commonwealth if it is sold.
On the question of housing authority advances, under paragraph (c) of
clause 14 the advances can be used
by the housing authorityto. meet the cost. of purchase and upgradmg ~d _renovation of dwellings, and of
subst~tlal Improvements to its existing
dwelhngs, but not so as to include the cost
of maintenance of any dwelHng.

This will allow the commiSSIOn
to utilize the funds to upgrade private
homes that it buys and to upgrade its
own homes. The provision is written
into the agreement for the first time
because the Australian Government
wants it to apply throughout Australia. The fact that this has been
done in Victoria is good but other
State Governments have to be forced
to do these things and surely the
M'inister of :Housing can be politically
honest enough to acknowledge that.
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I now refer to the allocation of
dwellings. Sub-clause ( 1) of clause
15 of the agreement provides-

Dwellings for the provision of which
Housing Authority advances have been used
and which become available for allocation
during the period of five years commencing
on the first day of January, 1974 shall be
allocated by the Housing Authority of the
State for rental or for purchase by applicants for housing assistance in accordance
with this clause and the other provisions of
this Part.

Sub-clause (2) provides(2) The dwellings shall be allocated so
that-·
(a) not less than 85 per centum of the
family dwellings that are allocated
for the first time;
(b) all of the dwellings built for couples,
without dependants, of which the
main breadwinner is an aged
person or an invalid; and
(c) all of the dwellings built for single
aged persons and for invalidsare allocated to families and other persons
who r.espectively satisfy the needs tests set
out in clause 16.

The Housing Commission sold 50
per cent and rented 50 per cent of the
dwellings which were released. The
proposal that a family with five or
more children would receive preference from the Government fell by the
wayside. The Minister has had to
change his tune and has now said 50
per cent cannot be sold. Some of the
houses must be utilized to satisfy the
claims of people with five or more
children. The Minister said that the
needs of the 350 large families
concerned would be satisfied in
six or twelve months. Possibly this
idea was forced on the honorable
gentleman by Mr. Johnson, the
Federal Minister for Housing. I give
the Victorian Minister of Housing
credit that he might have forced some
ideas on Mr. Johnson, but the reverse
also applies.
Clause 16 of the agreement refers
to the needs test. Victorian Ministers
of Housing prior to the Bolte regime
always administered means tests
to ensure that welfare housing served
its purpose of helping needy people.
There was never any quarrel about
this. Mr. Ebbels introduced it in
f967 for housing co-operatives not
The Hon. J. M. Tripovich.
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at the direction of the Government, but to ensure that what was
done in other States would not be
done in Victoria. At 22nd October,
1967, the Government had been in
office for twelve years and· had
.decided to do what was being done
in other States and let the money
provided for welfare housing go to
co-operative housing societies for the
use of people who could possibly buy
their homes through other finance
organizations. That was not the idea,
because Mr. Ebbels could see what
was happening. He said he would not
do this and obtained Ministerial approval for his decision. That was the
only Government policy involved.
The basis of the needs test has been
written into the Housing (Commonwealth-State Agre.ement) for the first
time. Clause 16 provides, inter aliaThe needs tests referred to in sub-clause
(2) of clause 15 for the purpose of the
allocation of dwellings are(a) for a family, which shall consist of
not less than a couple, with or without
children, or of a parent or guardian with
one or more children-that the average
gross weekly income of the main breadwinner (exclusive of any overtime and child
endowment payments) during the six months
immediately prior to the allocation of the
dwelling does not exceed(i) where the family does not include
more than two children-85 per
centum of average weekly earnings;
(ii) where the family includes more than
two children-85 per centum of
average weekly earnings, plus two
dollars for each child beyond the
second;

This writes into the agreement what
has been applied all along by the
administrator
of
the
Housing
Commission.
There
is
nothing
new
about that.
One would
have thought that something detrimental had been written into
the agreement that provided an
opportunity of kicking the Australian
Government, and the Victorian Minister of Housing could not put his big
boots on quickly enough to have a
go at the Federal Minister. Under the
Act, the Government can determine
what is done, but apparently the
State Minister makes the decision
alone. This can vary and the amount
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determined is the average income as
at 31st December, 1972. At present
that amount is $105.50; this makes
the needs test approximately $90,
which has been utilized by the commission in the past as the basis of
the current means test.
The Minister did not refer to clause
17, regarding the variation in the
needs tests, because it did not suit
his argument. Sub-clause (1) of
clause 17 of the agreement providesAt the initiative of the Minister and with
the concurrence of the State Minister or
Ministers concerned or at the request of the
State Minister or Ministers concerned, the
Minister may at any time vary all or any
of the needs tests provided for by clause
16 either generally in respect of a State or
States or specifically in relation to specified
categories of persons or to localities or
locations.

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-The
Government has not criticized that
provision.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-The
Government did not praise it. This
Act has been drawn up not only for
Victoria, but for every State in the
Commonwealth. Because it applies
here, it apparently must be forced on
to other States, or other States have
to be brought into line.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-All States
opposed the provisions regarding the
sale of houses.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-The
honorable gentleman is entitled to put
his viewpoint. Tasmania had a better
argument than Victoria.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-The Commonwealth walked roughshod over
the States.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.The agreement refers to the total
allocation for family dwellings, and
the same principle relating to limitations and restraints on dwellings
which I mentioned is written into it.
The Minister described this as a
restrictive clause. Sub-clause (1) of
clause 19 of the agreement providesSubject to sub-clause (2) of this clause,
the Housing Authority of a State shall
not sell more than 30 per centum of
the family dwellings for the provision of
which Housing Authority advances have
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been used and which are completed or purchased during the period of five years commencing on the first day of January, 1974.

On 13th March the Minister provided
answers which showed that 30 per
cent would cover Victoria's Housing
Commission sales. On page 3887 of
Hansard in answer to a question by
Mr. Dunn, the Minister stated that in
the year ended 30th June, 1963, the
total number of tenant purchasers
was 435. A total number of 1,746
houses and flats were built, of which
1,114 were houses. In June, 1964,
there were 436 tenant purchasers
compared with 1,563 houses built.
The 30 per cent mentioned by the
Minister would be amply covered.
Where -is
the
50
per
cent of which honorable members
have heard so much? In the year
ended June, 1965, there were 642
tenant purchasers compared with
1,898 houses built, and in the year
ended JU:ne, 1966, there were 713
tenant purchasers compared with
1, 793 houses built. I refer only to the
homes that were built, most of which
were in the country.
In the year ended June. 1967, 535
tenants purchased homes and 2,260
houses were built; in June, 1968,
there were 643 tenant purchasers
compared with 1,187 houses built; in
June, 1969, the number of tenant
purchasers totalled 482 and 1,289
houses were built; in June, 1970,
there were 362 tenant purchasers
compared with 1,459 houses built; in
June, 1971, there were 521 tenant
purchasers compared with 1,967
houses built; in the year ended June,
1972, there were 408 tenant purchasers compared with 1,505 houses
built; and from 1st July, 1972, to 31st
December, 1972, there were 250
tenant purchasers compared with 526
houses built. For the Minister to
refer to that clause as restrictive is
sheer propaganda and poppycock. It
is no wonder the Minister would not
speak on his own Bill, because he
could not do so without giving some
credence to the clauses written into
it.
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Clause 20 of the. agreement provides-
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What is wrong with that? The
interest rates on sales are pegged.
(1)· Dwellings
built
with
Housing Rents are adjusted annually. This
Authority advances and completed after the has been one of the commisthirty-first day of December, 1973 shall not sion's bugbears. It was one of the
be sold for a price that is less than one half
of the sum of the cost to the Housing· worst political decisions any GovernAuthority of the dwelling and the land on ment has been compelled to make.
which it is built and the fair market value The Minister will agree with me on
of the dwelling and the land on which it is this.
built at the date of sale.
Values change and wages and
(2) The interest charge, which shall
include an element for the costs of costs rise, and, of course, the comadministration by the Housing Authority of mission is entitled to adjust rentals.
the contract of sale, to purchasers of This is politically difficult. The Mindwellings shall be not less than 5 per ister knew what had to be done, prior
centum per annum nor more than 5i per
to the elections, but because of politicentum per annum.
cal unpopularity took no action until
What is wrong with that? The the elections had been held. This is
Housing Commission has been draw- a good provision.
ing up agreements of this type for
I thought the Minister would have
many years. I bought my house
under such an agreement. In 1949 had something good to say about
the commission paid 85 pounds for clause 22 of the agreement, which
the block of land and erected a house statesTo the maximum extent reasonably pracon it at a cost of 1,810 pounds. I
bought the house in 1956 for 3,280 ticable(a) dwellings built with Housing Authopounds and sold it in 1964 for 4, 750
rity advances shall be intermingled with
pounds. Last week a similar house in dwellings
privately constructed; and
was
sold
the
same
street,
(b)
a
State
Housing Authority will acMany
for more than $20,000.
quire some blocks in areas developed or to
people believe nobody wants to iive be
developed privately and will construct
in Housing Commission homes made and let dwellings on those blocks.
of concrete. For many years I live.d
in such a home, and apart from being It is wrong to have welfare housing
two degrees hotter in summer and for rental all in one area without intertwo degrees colder in winter, the mingling it with private housing. The
house was as good as one built of more it can be intermingled with
brick-veneer. I was happy to live privately - owned or constructed
houses, the better it will be for
there for many years.
tenants and the better will be the
Naturally the commission must condition in which the rental houses
protect its sales. When it sel•ls a are maintained. I think this provision
house which is bui'lt from public is excellent.
Borrowers under the
money at a welfare rate of interest, Home Builders Account have always
it must prevent other people from · been subject to a means test which
making a profit out of the commis- is written into the Act.
sion.
Some time ago a person
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-The
obtained cash and bought a Housing
figure
is now inclusive of overtime.
Commission hom·e, which he will
The
Government
is catering for a
vacate in three weeks' or three
months' time and make a profit of 25 lower income group than has preper cent or 35 per cent on the original viously been catered for by the Houspurchase price. The commission, the ing Commission.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-I do
State Government and the: AustraHan
Government do not want this to not know whether that is right or
happen, and it is written into the not. Overtime is not permanent, and
agreement that it cannot apply under the Housing Commission is working
on 95 per cent of average weekly
this Act.
The Hon. J. M. Tripovich.
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wages fixed by the Government at
$105.50. That is not a bad income,
with or without overtime.
The· Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-In order
to purchase a Housing Commission
home a person can earn a basic rate
of $100 and overtime is not taken
into consideration. A member of a
co-operative housing society in the
future must earn $80 or $85, because
the test is inclusive of overtime. Most
of the workers whom I know earn
$10 to $15 a week overtime.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-\Vhat
has the Minister done about subclause (3) of clause 24 of the agreement? It statesAt the initiative of the Minister and with
the concurrence of the State Minister or
Ministers concerned or at the request of the
State Minister or Ministers concerned, the
Minister may at any time vary the needs
test provided for by sub-clause ( 1) of this
clause either generally in respect of a State
or States or specifically in relation to specified categories of persons or to localities or
locations.

Has the Minister done anything about
negotiating an amended agreement?
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-Why
should I? There has always been
a means test. The Government is
not as restrictive as that.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVJCH.There is a responsible Minister who
has power vested in him under the
Act but he does nothing about it and
answers my question by saying,
" Why should I?" I do not deny
the argument put by the Minister. I
believe it is right. I believe the
Federal Minister would concede the
Minister's adjustment in the same
way as he conceded additional adjustments for Tasmania; but he would
have to adopt an Act for the whole
of Australia. When it suits him the
State Minister is yolatile. However,
he is never volatile when it comes to
helping the people in need of welfare
houses.
Sub-clause (5) of clause 24 of the
agreement is a continuing provision,
and as a carry over from clause 25
provides for minimum equity. Minimum equity has always been essential
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with home ownership, and I
think the 3 per cent equity required
in the agreement is fair. Clause 26
fixes the interest rates; clause 27 relates to homes for purchase; and then
there are the miscellaneous provisions, then we find that the agreement was not signed by the
Minister. I am rather intrigued by
that. The Minister said that he would
not sign the agreement. The agreement was signed by the Premier.
All the grizzles have been expressed
by the Minister and not by the
Premier.
The Premier signed the
agreement, so apparently the arrangement is that the Minister has shouted
the loudest about alleged inconsistencies in this agreement which are
now not there-they have vanished
while the Premier collects the money.
I have discussed the Bill and the
agreement clause by clause.
The
Minister had no intention of doing
that.
I do not think any State will be
100 per cent satisfied with all of the
clauses in any of these agreements
but I fee·l that generally the agreement is the best we have had
for years. I pay tribute to the
Housing Commission and to the
co-operative housing societies under Mr. Jungwirth and previously Mr. Ebbels. They have been
of great assistance to this Government. I also pay tribute to the Director of the Housing Commission for the
humanity he has shown to every
member of this House in representations which have been made on behalf
of people who have been in dire need.
I have never yet taken an inquiry to
the chairman of the commissionto Mr. Gaskin or one of his predecessors-and not received absolute
consideration. The only thing Mr.
Gaskin has done is put the ball back
into my court by saying, "You have
42 on the waiting list. Where do you
want this one to be interspersed?"
I have never criticized the Housing
Commission, but I have loudly
criticized this Government and intend
to ~ontinue to do so. The Minister
was not politically honest· on the
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negotiation of this agreement. My
party wholeheartedly endorses the
Bill.
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wealth and it is signed by the
Prime Minister and the Premier
However, while
of the State.
the Premier was signing the agreeThe Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE ment, the Minister was running
(North-Eastern Province). The around criticizing it. I do not think
House is considering the Common- that was either right or proper. There
wealth-State Housing Agreement, are many things in this agreement
which is an agreement between the which are changed but if one studies
Commonwealth Government of Aust- the six previous agreements one
ralia and the States of Australia. The finds there have been other changes
first agreement was signed on 19th from time to time. The policy of each
November, 1945, and, in spite of what political party that has been in power
Mr. Tripovich stated a few moments has probably been reflected in the
ago, it was signed on behalf of the type
of
agreement that
has
Federal Government by the Honorable been reached. It would be very
J. B. Chifley and on behalf of the. easy for two Governments of a
Victorian Government by the Honor- similar
philosophy to make. an agreeable Ian McFarlane, who was the then ment, and it is sometimes just as
Premier of Victoria. The agreement easy for two Governments having
has been continued, and if my ac- different philosophies to do so. This
counting is correct this is the agreement was reached at a very
seventh
agreement
that
has opportune time, just before the State
been made during that time. The election, and it was us·ed as a very
Honorable Ian McFarlane was good political football in this State.
Premier of this State for only a short I say that with due respect to the
period in a stop-gap Government Minister because he and I followed
between the defeat .of the Country each other around the State during
Party Government in 1945 and . the the election campaign and he was
election of the Labor Government led probably kicking the fo?tb.all i~ o~e
by Mr. Cain. The agreement was direction as I was kickmg It m
part and parcel of the policy of the another.
Country Party. During the period in
'Dte Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-Who won?
which I was Minister of Housing the
agreement did not come up for
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-We
renewal. But there was an annual did not win because the people of
conference of Ministers which I Victoria probably believed tha~ the
attended and at which we discussed other side was the better. If that IS so,
the ramifications of the agreement. we accept the verdict. This agreeIf there were any suggestions that it ment continues most of those proshould be amended the matter was posals which I have advanced in this
discussed then.
House for twenty years. .Every
member who has been in this House
Victoria has signed the agreement. during and after that period will
As usual, it h~s been signed by the remember that every time there has
Premier of this State, just as the been a housing Bill I have risen to
agreements in relation to other States speak on several major principles. I
have been signed by the respective wish to make it clear that at times
Premiers, and any suggestions that some of the members of my own
the Minister did not sign it and that party have not altogether agreed with
the Premier signed it-me but at least they have stuck with
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-The me and to the principles that I
have. enunciated. In 1956, after the
Minister said he would not sign it.
State elections the Liberal GovernThe Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-He ment was elected, and 30 per cent of
would never have the opportunity of the finance available for people who
signing it beca~se it is an agreement were in dire straits was given away
between the State and the Common- for co-operative housing.
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I objected to a lot of that money camp families were living in one room.
being used not only in New South An Army hut was divided into two
Wales but also in this State for with one family in one side and
people who I believed should have. another family in the other side ..
obtained . finance from other lending
I went to Watsonia Army camp
institutions instead of from the
money which was made available with the officer -in charge of emergunder
.the
Commonwealth-State ency housing. Nobody knew I was
Housing Agreement. I have always going because I do not believe in
believed that there should be more doing anything with a flare of
houses available for rental because publicity. I was ashamed at the
if we are going to develop this State, conditions under which the poor
and if the Minister for State Develop- people were living. I asked the
ment and Decentralization is ever officer in charge to show me the best
to get his project off the ground, we house and the worst. He told me
must have surplus houses which can that that was no trouble at all
be used to house employees of because the best house was one part
industries. I know it will be argued of an Army hut and the worst was
that in the past I have been wrong, the other part. I had a look at the
but this agreement has raised the be~t. on.e first. It belonged to a young
very point. In looking at this agree- Ph1hpp1no couple who were living in
ment one will find that some of the Australia at the time. One could have
points which have been raised by Mr. ~a~ a meal off the floor; everything
Tripovich are based on the principles In It was perfect. When I suggested
which I have always said ought to I shoul~ look at the worst place, the
officer m charge pointed to the door
be given more consideration.
~ut nobody was prepared to go near
Of course, the Minister said that 1-t because of the conditions that
when the Liberal Party took office in existed.
1955 only 52 Housing Commission
There were all sorts of people in
houses had been sold whereas the
these
camps and if the Minister says
number sold now is 34,667. If the present Minister of Housing had been a that only 52 houses were sold at that
member of the House in the years stage it is obvious that he knows
up to 1955 and had the experience nothing about the ·conditions prevailof being a Minister of Housing during ing then. There were many problems
that time he would know very well and responsibilities with housing. In
that there was never a thought given fact housing was the main problem of
to selling Housing Commission homes the Government. If the .Government
to anybody. If a Minister had done had sold a house under the housing
that he would have been crucified. Up agreement the purchase price would
until 1952 when I was displaced as the go back to the Commonwealth
Minister of Housing and the late Tom Government, so there was no .reason
Hayes took over from me, I had just for the Government to sell the houses.
finished getting rid of the emergency So many people were on the waiting
accommodation that was scattered list that we did not know what to do
all around Melbourne. There are few with them. However, the problem
members in Parliament today who was overcome. When I left office
know the problems we had to face at there were about 13,000 people on
that stage. Practically the whole area the metropolitan Housing Commisof Camp Pell at Royal Park, and areas
of other parks were covered with tem- sion waiting list and the number on
porary accommodation. I remember the list today is about the same.
going to Lorimer Street, Port Mel- Many thousands of people were
bourne, when the Honorable Archie accommodated in these emergency
Todd was the mayor. He showed me houses and that was a tragedy. Howsome terrible buildings in Port Mel- ever, that problem had been overbourne. At the old Watsonia Army come when I went out of office.
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When I was Minister I did not
even think of selling a house. All
I was trying to do was to get people
who could not find houses in to some
sort of accommodation where they
would be able to live in some
reasonable sort of comfort.
Whether or not Housing Commission houses should be sold has always
been a debatable point. The policy
of the present Govem·ment and of all
former Ministers of Housing was to
sell houses wholesale. I do not blame
the present Minister for this because
there has been a procession of ·Ministers of Housing.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE.-Four in
seventeen years.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.That is a fair sort of a procession.
All the Ministers tried to sell houses
as fast as they were built. The only
houses that are not sold in most
country areas and in the metropolis
are those built prior to the time when
this Government came into office.
Of course, that is excluding high-rise
flats. The houses built by former
Governments are still available for
rental. The turnover of tenants in
Housing Commission homes in the
country is small and houses rarely
become available for rental. As new
houses are built they are sold to
people under good terms. If I was
a young fellow starting off in life
I would buy a Housing Com·mission
home to get a start. The terms and
conditions of purchase are incentives
to everybody.
I have had a longer association
with the Housing Commission than
any other member of Parliament.
My association started back in 1950
and the only member of the commission who is still there is Mr. Burkitt,
the Chief Engineer. At that time
Mr. Gaskin was the Director of the
Building Directorate and after cleaning up that job and while I was associated with him he went back to the
Treasury and later became a member
of the Housing Commission. Over
that long period I have had a close
association with the staff of the commission. I know some of the staff
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members who have gone to the new
Ministry. Every case that I have
presented to the staff of the commission has been treated justly, courteously and humanely. When I first
became Minister of Housing there
were many complaints about the way
in which people were treated by the
Housing Commission. One morning
I got my driver to drive me down to
Queen Street and to drop me off away
from the Housing Commission.
I
walked back to the commission's
offices with my coat on and my hat
pulled down and walked into the
reception room where people were
making applications for accommodation.
I sat down in the corner for two
hours and watched the way in which
the people were treated. I learned
a lot that morning. I learned iust
how the people were treated when
they came into the commission, how
they were dealt with by commission
officers and so forth. That is the
place to start; at the grass roots.
From that day on I have always had
a great admiration for the work of
the commission. A member does not
win every case that he puts up to the
departments and with some departments he is lucky if he wins any at
all. However, if the member gets
courtesy and service, that is all he
should expect.
The biggest difference of opinion
between members of the Country
Party and the Minister of Housing
is where the houses are built. At
the last State election the policy of
the Country Party was clear and concise. It believed State development
and housing should be under the one
Minister. I became aware of this
when I was in a similar position in
1950 to 1952. I was not the Minister
of State Development but I was the
Minister in charge of development
of industry throughout Victoria. When
we decided that an industry should
be established in a country town we
decided to build a certain number of
houses there immediately. The programme went ahead. That meant
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that development and housing were
linked, but there is no similar tie
today.
Perhaps it will be said that the two
Ministers are {riends and get on well
together, but the evidence prevailing
at the moment shows that if the Minister for State Development and Decentralization wants 150 houses built
in a certain town by a certain time,
he will have no hope of getting
them. The p,resent system has been
operating for far too long.
If a person wants a Housing Commission house he must put in an application and wait in the queue. Victoria will not be developed in that
way. If the Government wants a
certain percentage of the people to
live in the country it must provide
houses for them, particularly houses
for rental. A man may take a job at
a country industry to ascertain whether he likes the place. He may stay
there for three months and he would
be interested in renting a house, not
buying one. His boss might want
to put him on three months' trial.
Therefore, there must be a store of
houses available for rental in each
country town so that they will be
available for the people who go to
work in the industries established
in that town. That is the only way
an even distribution of population
will be obtained in Victoria. That
is my main disagreement with Government · policy on housing. Too
many of the houses have been built
close to Melbourne. They have been
built by the hundreds in Melbourne
but only by the tens in country areas.
If the policy were reversed there
would be a better response to getting industry into country towns.
I refer now to the agreement contained in the schedule to the Bill.
There has been a great deal of argument between the Minister of Housing and the Federal Minister. Mr.
Tripovich also made reference to it
tonight. If a State Minister wants
to argue with a Federal Minister,
that is his business and I am not
concerned with who is right in what
he said and who is not, because
Session 1973.--82
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that is not an issue in the debate in
the House tonight. I was intrigued
this morning to read an article in the
Age headed " Mass Built Houses
Backed". That article saidFederal Cabinet is expected to approve
a scheme for mass produced cheap housing.
The Prime Minister (Mr. Whitlam) and
the Minister for Housing and Works (Mr.
Johnson) yesterday foreshadowed Government backing for the scheme.
Mr. Whitlam said: "We must expect
a more mechanized area in building-less
on-site work and more factory work-in
which greater uniformity and rationalization
of procedures will help reduce costs."
Mr. Johnson said: "There must be doubt
whether we can meet the demands forecast
for the next 25 years with our present
methods of building construction and land
utilization. We must economize, we must
find better methods of production, we must
find and utilize new technology."

Mr. Whitlam set out how this should
be done. He was backed by the
Chairman of Directors of A. V.
Jennings Ltd., Mr. Vic. Jennings,
who said that the plans would save
home builders up to $150 million a
year. Mr. Jennings also said that
there were three key areas where
savings could be made; those of land,
land development, and building
administration.
It is amazing how someone is
always coming up with what appears
to be a new thought. This made me
think of the Housing Commission
factory at Holmesglen which has been
producing houses since 1944 or 1945.
Many existing Melbourne houses
came from that factory and the components of practically all the commission flats built in Melbourne were
made there. When I became Minister
of Housing, one of the first things
said to me was that I should close
down the factory. It is still going
strong.
Later, in February, 1969, a fine
brochure was put out by the then
Minister of Housing, Mr. Meagher, in
which expression was given to a new
concept in villa housing. A consortium of Melbourne builderswhose names appear in the bookletdecided to get together to build component parts for houses to be
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erected throughout · Victoria. This
attracted much opposition and
everything seemed to fall on the
Housing Commission. The sawmillers, the country builders and
country brick manufacturers all
complained. The labour organizations concerned said that many
people would be out of work. So the
project was killed. Some towns
refused to have the houses erected
because, they said, they were not
the right type of houses for the
country.
I did not object to the type of
house. I told the Chairman of the
Housing Commission that the houses
could be built in my home townas many as he liked. In fact, they
are still some of the best houses in
the town. Many have been sold and
those who went into them as tenants
and who later bought them have
nothing but praise for them.
.With this suggestion put forward
by the Commonwealth Labor Government, to do what Victoria was trying
to do then, exactly the same
criticisms will be forthcoming.
Various towns, sawmillers, brick
merchants, and everybody else will
be against the new concept. Labor
Party branches will complain about
unemployment.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-And
the Liberal Party will criticize it too!
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.That is so. This will happen right
throughout the State. But this is the
third time this sort of thing has happened-there is nothing new in the
Labor Government's
suggestion.
What has been suggested should be
done whether the houses are to be
built in the metropolitan area, as
was the case with the villa housing,
or in country towns.
One of the problems with on-site
building is the length of time it takes.
It is difficult to let contracts because
contractors are so busy. In addition,
not enough men or materials are
available to complete houses quickly.
I shall not go through the agreement and criticize its terms.
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Irrespective of whether the Minister is
happy about it, the agreement has
been signed by two Governments. The
agreement differs from previous
housing agreements and the Minister
takes exception to changes from the
principles of the past. But, if
country areas of Australia are to be
developed, there must be more
houses for rental, and such houses
are one of the main aspects dealt with
by the Bill.
Despite the fact that the Minister
made ownership of houses one of his
policies during the recent elections,
I am sure that many country people
would not agree with him. They
must move from town to town
because they do not have a permanent position in one locality.
There is no way of overcoming their
problems unless more houses are
provided. It is said that if ten houses
are built in a town, only five will be
sold. But that means that five will
be sold straight away. The other five
would be sold later because, if anyone
has the opportunity to buy one of
these houses, he would be foolish
not to do so.
In earlier days, the Housing Commission provided houses for public
servants. Fortunately, today, most
public servants earn more than the
maximum income which would make
them eligible to obtain a commission
house. That was so in earlier days
but. to persuade school teachers,
policemen and other public servants
to go t:o the country, they had to be
provided with houses. Many public
servants still live in the houses they
obtained at that time, although they
may now earn three times as much
as they did then.
As Mr. Tripovich pointed out, the
agreement states that during the
financial years of the agreement the
Commonwealth will provide financial
assistance to the States for welfare
housing purposes by way of advances
made upon and subject to its terms.
The funds will be made available
under section 96 of the Constitution.
The Commonwealth decided that
and there is little the States can do.
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But this has been done for many
years. The Victorian Government
has complained about this to previous
Com·monwealth Governments for the
past ten years. The.Honorable Lindsay
Thompson, when he was M1inister
of Housing, complained about the
arrangement in this House. Other
Ministers who must obtain tagged
Commonwealth funds also complained about the principle.
At the recent Constitutional Convention, Victorian delegates put the
point that .funds ·of this nature
should not be tied to conditions, and
the Commonwealth put its view
that they should be. It was evident
that there would have to be a major
upheaval in the political world before
the Commonwealth stopped providing
funds under section 96 of the Constitution. The States did not take a
trick in relation to that.
The rest of the Bill sets out what
houses should be built and on what
terms they should be let, and ·who
will be entitled to them under the
various means tests. I point out that
means tes.ts have always existed.
I believe these things should be uniform in relation to rental houses,
Housing Commission homes, and
co-operative housing. But, apparently,
the Commonwealth thinks otherwise. I direct attention to clause 17
in Schedule Six C which indicates
that there can still be discussions
between the Ministers.
I do not know whether the Minister
of Housing has thrown in the towel,
or does not think 'he can measure up
to Mr. Johnson on this. That remains
to be seen. But there may be a
different Commonwealth Minister for
Housing and a different State Minister
of Housing from time to time. The
agreement runs for five years. During
that period, it is possible that some
amendments may be made if two
Ministers can sit down and discuss
them without too many arguments.
I am not concerned with the terms
of an agreement which provides that
Ministers can sit around the table
and discuss them. If all State Ministers of Housing came to a conclusion
1
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that the agreement should be altered,
a spokes•man could put their case and
possibly gain a point. I am not one
who thinks that, because there has
been no agreement once, there never
will be. The same provisions apply to
the Home Builders Account.
There was argument in this House
when the Minister of Housing tried to
make a Ministerial statement. There
was criticism of the way he went
about that. I wonder whether the l\1inister regarded it as a victory or a surrender. I do not really think the
Minister believes he had a victory.
If he claimed a victory, that would
mean the story he put to people
around Victoria was false. The Minister claimed that .the only reason he
accepted the agreement was that subclause (6) of clause 1'9 of Schedule
Six C provided that nothing in
the clause would preclude the sale
or other disposal by the housing
authority of the State, subject to
the approval of the Minister, of land
on which a dwelling was erected,
where the land was required for
public purposes not of. a residential
character, or in circumstances which
the State established to the satisfaction of the Minister justified the sale
or disposal. The Minister claimed that
this provision would give him the
right to sell houses. I doubt whether
that suggestion would stand up in a
court of law.
The Country Party is prepared to
accept the agreement, the provisions
of which can be varied from time to
time. It complies with the policy
which I have enunciated on behalf
of the Country Party over the years.
I should like to see son1e of
its clauses varied, but that could be
discussed between the Ministers.
However, in broad principle, if the
States are ever to make a contribution
towards a better distribution of
population and the development of
parts of Australia other than the
cities of Melbourne, Sydney and
Brisbane, something must be done.
The greatest instrument with which
to achieve this objective is housing.
I realize that neither the Liberal Party
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nor the Labor Party agrees with the
Country Party on this principle and
that the Government will continue to
build houses in the metropolitan area
because that will ensure that candidates of one of those parties will win
those seats in Parliament.
The Hon. H. R. WARD.-Will that
not weaken the Country Party's
position?
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-No;
the Country Party has never been
concerned about weakening its position by constructing houses in
country areas. Mr. Ward knows the
north-eastern area of the State as
well as I do.
When I first became Minister of
Housing, I decided to construct 250
houses at Wangaratta, another 200
at Shepparton and other houses at
Benalla, Hamilton, Warmambool, and
Mildura and throughout the State.
That policy did not lose the Country
Party any votes; in fact, it gained
it support. The idea of taking any
action merely to win votes is wrong.
If the Government wishes to develop
the country areas it should provide
housing. The Country Party's policy
is to develop the outer areas of Victoria and to ensure that residents
of those areas obtain their fair share
of the wealth of the State and the
financial allocations that are made
available. The Country Party considers that a greater share of housing
should be provided in country centres
for one purpose, if for no other, and
that is to bring about a better distribution of population throughout
Victoria.
At times, when I was Minister of
Housing, my proposals were laughed
at. In fact, the chairman of the
commission at the time, the late Mr.
O'Connor, said to me, "You just
cannot build houses unless you have
applications". I replied that I was
interested not in applications but
in a policy. Over a period of two and a
half years the Housing Commission built between 8,000 and
10,000 houses and only four were not
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occupied on the day they were completed. That situation was brought
about by the recession of 1951 when
the
Commonwealth Government
chopped housing finance. Four houses
built at Morwell were not occupied
on the day they were completed, but
every other house was. The commission did not have any applications
for them when it started construction, which proves that, if it is desired
to establish an industry in a country
town and develop it, housing must
be provided for the work force so
that the industry may commence to
operate. With due respect to the
Government the sooner it gets around
to that line of thinking the sooner a
true decentralization of the population will lbe achieved.
The idea contained in clause 22 of
the agreement contained in Schedule
Six C is that dwellings built with
housing authority advances shall be
inter-mingled with dwellings privately
constructed. The Minister of Housing
has already indicated that he intends
to buy areas of land within a radius
of 50 miles from Melbourne on which
to construct satellite towns. If he
examines the history of the Housing
Commission he will find that at one
stage this principle was followed at
Broadmeadows but was not entirely
successful. It is possible that the
proposal to erect satellite towns will
not be successful because the job
must be carefully planned. If the
Minister· intends to intermingle Housing Commission dwellings with houses
privately constructed he may have
some success on a small scale, but
if he proposes to operate on a large
scale not many homes will be constructed outside a radius of 50 miles
from Melbourne, which is contrary
to the principles supported by the
Country Party.
Members of the Country Party support the agreement which is contained in the Bill, but we desire the
commission, the Minister and the
Government, if they wish to get their
decentralization policy off the ground,
to co-ordinate that policy with the
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operations of the Housing Commission and to use the commission's activities as a means by which a work
force can be made available in particular areas so that industries may
be established throughout the State.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Amendment of No.
6275).
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-It is 44 weeks today
since the first shot was fired in this
controversial issue of the Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement. If
I could think of anything new to
say tonight I would give serious consideration to the question whether
I would say it because I would possibly open up the debate for several
more hours. I appreciate all the
comments that have been made by
honorable members who have expressed varying views on this issue.
I do not say that I have not put the
Government's point of view forcibly
over the past 44 weeks, but this
agreement is now a fait accompli. All
I can say is that the debate at the
second-reading stage and the contributions by Mr. Tripovich and Mr.
Swinburne were considered and
reasonable in the circumstances. I
thank members of all parties for their
participation in the debate.
I hope the results which I believe
may flow from this agreement, which
I have opposed, may not eventuate.
However, as I said it is a fait accompli
for the next five years. I accept
that provision is made for Ministers
to talk over the agreement, and, if
any change is considered necessary,
I hope it will be made. As I say, I
do not want to open up the debate.
Everything that can be said on this
agreement has been said, and I thank
honorable members for their contributions.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
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The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
YOUTH, SPORT AND RECREATION
(STATE SCHOOL PREMISES) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister of
Housing) , was read a first time.
MONASH UNIVERSITY
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Minister for
State Development and Decentralization) , was read a first time.
VICTORIA INSTITUTE OF
COLLEGES (AMENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Minister
for State Development and Decentralization), was read a first time.
PROBATE DUTY (AMENDMENT)
BILL.
The message from the Assembly
relating to amendments suggested by
the Council on the consideration af
this Bill in Committee was taken into
consideration.
The House went into Committee
for the further consideration of the
Bill.
Postponed clause 5, including the
amendments
suggested by the
Council as made by the Assembly,
was agreed to.
The Bill, including the amendments
suggested by the Council as made
by the Assembly, was reported to the
House without amendment, and
passed through its remaining stages.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(SUBDIVISION OF LAND) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October 31) on the motion of the Hon.
A. J. Hunt (Minister for Local
Government) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
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·,The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne North Province) .-I indicate
at the · outset that the Labor Party
does not intend to oppose the Bill.
This could stem from the fact that
most of the provisions contained in
the Bill result from a report of the
State Development Committee on the
provision of water and sewerage services to new subdivisions. The recommendations of the committee and the
provisions contained in the Bill are
virtually the same. During his secondreading speech, the Minister for Local
Government went to great lengths to
say just this. Soon after the State
Development Committee had laid its
report before Parliament, the Minister
more or less congratulated the committee on its findings and said that
in the near future he would introduce
legislation to Parliament covering
the recommendations of the committee.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-I went
further and said that the Government
endor~ed the findings of the committee.
The Hon. · J. M. WALTON.-I
meant to convey what the Minister
said and I am sorry if I expressed
it in another way. I am trying to tell
Parliament that the Minister supported the findings of the State Development Committee and that I also
support those findings.
. It is worthy of note that although
the State Development Committee
made these important recommendations, there were differences of
Opinion between members of the
committee. Two members, including
a member of this House, Mr. Knight,
had a dissenting opinion.
The l:fon. A. J. HUNT.--Only on one
aspect.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-The
Minister is correct; it was only on
one aspect which has nothing to do
with the Bill. However, the attention
of the House should be drawn to the
suggestions of the dissenting members, which were based on the findings of a task force set up by a board
of management of the Australian
Institute of Urban Studies.
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The honorable members suggested
that if the Government, a public authority or various public authorities,
purchased land before it was rezoned
by municipalities, and paid adequate compensation, plus cost of
removal and so on, when the land
was rezoned it could be sold at a price
that would return some benefit to the
community. At the same time it
would allow people to buy the land
at a reasonable price. This would take
the land out of the arena of speculation that has been so rife over the
past six months. Prices have risen
beyond all reason. At this stage I
believe that trend has virtually come
to a standstill. I hope land prices will
not increase further, because if they
do it will be impossible for some
people to purchase land.
The Bill leaves with municipal
councils the right to decide whether
a plan of subdivision shall be sealed.
It is important that municipal councils
should have this responsibility. In the
past councils have done reasonably
well within their limitations, but
under the proposed legislation before
they approve of a plan of subdivision
outside the metropolitan area they
will be required to refer the plan to
the appropriate sewerage authority or
water authority-in some cases to
both bodies-and to the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission. The
purpose of this is to ensure that the
services will be supplied in the subdivisions. Rightly or wrongly, I
believe there is no cheaper time to
provide these services than at the
time of subdivision.
No matter what might be said about
the immediate cost of the land to the
purchaser, if he has to provide water
for sewerage facilities at a later
date he will pay more. It will be
cheaper for land purchasers to pay
for services en masse with each one
paying a proportionate share of the
total cost than it would for each one
to provide the services individually. I
agree with the Minister that this
would not apply if a purchaser was
required to provide a substitute service until the normal service was
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available-as in the case of a septic
tank service, which is virtually wasted
and from which he receives no benefit.
From that aspect I am 100 per cent
in favour of the Bill.
Development companies which are
subdividing land will still make their
application to the municipal council,
which will be required to refer the
relevant plans to the various water
supply and sewerage authorities and
the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission. In the past the councils
may· not have done this, but they
will now be required to have regard
to what the authorities say. If the
authorities say that they require the
land to be provided with the relevant
services, the council will not be permitted to seal the plans unless this
undertaking is given and some type
of agreement is drawn up and signed
by the subdividing company. This
is a good provision because in the
past there have been some unfortunate experiences when councils
have had advice from the local authority and for one reason or another
have ignored it. The authorities which
are most capable of considering these
questions are the local storage and
water supply authorities. Why should
they not know more about it than
the local council?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Of course
they do!
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-The
Labor Party supports the Bill.
The Hon. G. J. NICOL.-Are the
authorities required to reply within
a reasonable time?
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-There
is always the fear that this could be
a delaying process but the subdivision
of land is not something that happens
overnight; it takes a long time. However, when a council refers the matter
to the authority, according to the
proposed legislation, the authority
within 60 days must give its decision.
I think Mr. Nicol knew that already.
The Hon. G. J. NICOL.-1 thought
it might have been amended.
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The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-If the
authority does not give its answer
within 60 days it is deemed to have
agreed to the proposal. That is
reasonable. If a subdivision has ceen
refused, the subdivider can appeal
to the Governor in Council. If
he considers that some of the provisions that are required of him are
too onerous, he can appeal to the
arbitrator. I take it that an appeal
would be made to the arbitrator under
the Sale of Land Act.
If a subdivider appeals to the
arbitrator, and the arbitrator makes a
decision in his favour, the council
cannot vary the plan. except with
the consent of the owner. When
there is an appeal, both the council
and the authority in the area must
be notified. That is understandable
because if a sewerage authority im·~
poses certain requirements on the
subdivider before the sealing of the
plan, naturally that authority should
be notified if there is to be an appeal.
I have yet to discover in the Bill
whether this includes the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission, which
is the overriding water and sewerage
authority outside the metropolitan
a;rea, and has a vital interest in the
matter.
As I understand the Bill, only the
local council and the local sewerage
authority must be notified if there is
an appeal. I do not know whether
the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission feels strongly enough
about it, but perhaps it has indicated
that it will be satisfied to rely on the
relevant authority to be its representative at an appeal. I suppose
the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission will have someone at an
appeal to put its point of view. I do
not think it would matter much if
those two bodies were included in the
relevant clause of the Bill.
Apparently there has been confusion in the past on whether a town
planning permit issued by the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works constituted consent to a
subdivision. The Bill covers that
situation. There is not much more
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that can be said on the Bill except
in relation to the protection of our
environment. The Minister for
Local Government did make some
play on this aspect. In the main
the Bill endeavours to ensure that
in future the environment will be
protected. The best way of doing
this is to make sure that properties
are properly sewered and adequately
drained. To enable those requirements to be fulfilled there must be
an adequate water supply system.
The Bill covers those three aspects.
Whilst subdividers may be unhappy
about what they are being asked to
do, I must confess I have received
no representations on their behalf to
oppose this measure. When a similar
Bill was introduced into the House
earlier this year, some objections
were received.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Not objections; rather constructive criticism.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-Whatever they may have been, apparently
they have been ironed out in this
Bill. Although it would have been
known that I was handling the Bill
on behalf of the Labor Party, I have
received no complaints concerning it.
The only comment I have heard is
to the effect that the Bill possibly
tends to favour the big subdivider
as against the small subdivider.
However, I could not envisage a
situation where a big subdivider
would be in a better position than a
small subdivider.
After all, it is
cheaper to subdivide 50 blocks of
land than to subdivide two blocks of
land, so I cannot see that as a valid
argument. During the Committee
stage, I shall deal with certain
provisions of the Bill. With those
comments, I indicate that the Labor
Party will not oppose the Bill.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) .-A similar Bill
was introduced last April during the
autumn sessional period of the last
Parliament. However, as various
authorities were still asking questions
on the Bill and wished to make

further submissions, the Government did not proceed with the Bill,
but it has now brought down this
amended measure. When the Bill
was introduced three weeks ago, the
resumption of the debate on the
second reading was scheduled for last
week but because many of the authorities to which I had written had not
had time to reply, the Minister for
Local Government graciously permitted the resumption of the debate
to be further postponed until this
week, thereby honouring a promise
he made at the conclusion of his
second-reading speech.
Like Mr. Walton, I am surprised
that more interest was not shown in
this measure. I expected a number of
the authorities I contacted to
have something to say about the
Bill. It could well be that the Bill
adequately covers the situation and
that many of its provisions have been
included as a result of requests from
the municipalities and other authorities.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Both the
municipalities and the developers
considered the Bill essential and they
support its general concepts.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT.-I agree
entirely. The Bill gives effect to the
report of the State Development
Committee on the provision of water
and sewerage services to new subdivisions. The report described these
services as essential and, at page 23,
it vividly expresses the point. It
statesOf some 2,400,000 persons supplied with
water by 'the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works as at 28th September, 1970,
approximately 365,000 persons residing in
90,000 tenements who were then resident
in the board's sewerage area, were not
provided with sewerage services. This is
indeed a serious position and underlines
the failure of the Board of Works to fulfil
its role as a sewerage authority.

The State Development Committee
recommended, in the first instance,
that the provision of water supply
and sewerage at the cost of the subdivider should be compulsory.
Page 15 of the report refers to
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Commission of Victoria and the gas,
lighting and heating suppliers~ It will
be se.en that a number of organizations and authorities come within the
It was argued by the board that, by
ambit of the Bill. The Country
making the installation of sewerage facilities a compulsory condition in all cases for
Party believes the various authorities
new subdivisions within or adjacent to the
can
be trusted with the responsiMelbourne metropolitan area, all landbilities conferred on them by the proowners would be treated in the same
manner and would know exactly the visions of the Bill.
requirements for subdivision. Under such
an arrangement there ·could not be claims
I particularly mention the State
of preferential treatment, or that the board Rivers and Water Supply Commission
discriminates against certain types of development, for example, large subdividers because this is a body which country
or subdivisions in certain areas. Such a people frequently come across in their
compulsory condition would probably lead day-to-day work. The Country Party
to a more orderly pattern of development, believes the commission, from the
with emphasis on areas close to existing Minister down, is doing a magnificent
services, or large-scale subdivision.
job. The staff displays efficiency and
Before sealing a plan, municipalities dedication in all their activities.
are obliged to obtain reports from the From a question I asked in the House
appropriate service authorities. The recently, there appears to be a
municipality can refuse to seal a plan decline in the real value of finance
if a servicing authority does not give being made available to the State
its consent. As Mr. Walton said, Rivers and Water Supply Comthere is a right of appeal.
mission, but I trust that this will be
remedied in future years by an inIt is also important to note that the
creased
requirements of the Town and Coun- Budget. proportion of the State
try Planning Act must be satisfied.
The authorities to which reference of
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING.-Because
a plan of subdivision must be made it is used for decentralization.
by the municipality are referred to in
clause 2 of the Bill, which amends
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT.-Yes it
section 569B of the principal Act. is a factor in decentralization. I
Those authorities include the State refer to the ability of the First
Rivers and Water Supply Commis- Mildura Irrigation Trust and the
sion, responsible for 148 water Mildura Urban Water Trust to
supply bodies outside the metropoli- efficiently carry out their responsibitan area; an authority within the lities. In 1887 the Chaffey brothers
meaning of the Water Act, of which came to Mildura. They were resthere are 201; the Mildura Urban
Water Trust; the First Mildura Irriga- ponsible, equally, for water supply
tion Trust; the Latrobe Valley Water to town allotments as well as the
and Sewerage Board; the West Moo- irrigation of fruit-growing properties.
rabool Water Board; 106 country The Chaffey's paid 17 shillings
urban authorities which have been an acre for the land and sold
constituted; the Geelong Waterworks it for 20 pounds an acre, with
and Sewerage Trust, any responsible water available. They charged 6
town planning authority, and the shillings per annum per acre for water
Postmaster- General's Department. rights. At one stage, in the late
The authorities which are mentioned 1890s, there were near riots because.
in the principal Act-and the the purchasers of land, after paying
relevant provision is not amended 20 pounds an acre considered that
by this Bill-include the Melbourne they had purchased water in perpeand Metropolitan Board of Works; the tuity. The figures reveal that the
Dandenong Valley Authority; the present rate of $20 an acre is only
Country Fire Authority; the Country half the original purchase price of the
Roads Board; the State Electricity land.

evidence given by the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works
and states-
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The Mildura Irrigation Company
Ltd. was formed and it was res-

ponsible for supplying water to those
blocks and also for the town water
supply. The Chaffey brothers, although great organizers and experienced in engineering and town planning, as well as being agriculture experts, unfortunately were not skilled
in financial rna tters. They came to
Mildura with little capital of their
own and expended 300,000 pounds
from land sales, and so on, on improvements in the area. Unfortunately, 'lacking personal capital, and with
the crop fai'lures, poor prices
and little revenue, they finally
went bankrupt.
In 1896 the
First Mildura Irrigation Trust was
established by an Act of this Parliament. The trust assumed the assets
and liabilities of the Chaffey brothers.
In 1921 the Mildura Urban Water
Trust was formed and it was completely divorced from the activities
of the First Mildura Irrigation Trust,
being responsible for town water.
It is with some pride that one can
say that it is the most up-to-date
authority of its kind in the State. In
fact, it is able to provide filtered
water at 18 cents per 1,000 gallons
while some other authorities in the
State are supplying unfiltered water
at a price of more than 30 cents per
1,000 gallons.
Under the Mildura Irrigation and
Water Trust Act 1958, the First
Mildura 'Irrigation Trust is the agent
of the Mildura Urban Water Trust.
Under section 35E it deals with subdivisions which are outside the
Mildura Urban Water Trust district.
For many years a tapping fee has
been charged to cover the cost of
pipelines, part of the cost of headworks and part of the depreciation
costs. This is now $300 for each
allotment. The reason for this is
that the 'Mildura Urban Water Trust
could not pay the capital cost of these
undertakings and recover it from
revenue because it is not permitted
to .borrow for works outside its own
area.
The Hon. K. I. Wright.

The ·Mildura Urban Water Trust has
advised me that it is pleased with the
proposed new section 78A of the
Mildura Irrigation and Water Trust
Act because this will now enable it
to recoup expenses from new
works inside its existing area.
This means that if an industrial
block or a large caravan park is
subdivided because of development
around the area, the trust will for
the first time be able to recover the
cost of the reticulation and a proportion of the cost of the headworks
and depreciation. Much strip development has taken place in the Shire
of Mildura but there is now an
interim development order for this
area which provides that areas of land
under 10 acres cannot be zoned as
residential allotments. This, in effect,
has put a brake on subdivisions and
the resulting requirement of a water
supply from the ~Mildura Urban Water
Trust outside its area.
The words " may pay " appear in
the Act a number of times. Subdividers operating in the area administered by the 'First Mildura Irrigation
Trust have found out that " may pay "
always ·means " will pay ". I am
wondering whether there is any
reason for using the words " may
pay " when it may be better
if the words " will pay " were
inserted.
Paragraph (f) of clause 2 is a wise
provision. It will exclude the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission
and the First Mildura Irrigation Trust
from sub-section (7B) of section 569B
of the principal Act. If no consent
or refusal is received within 60 days,
it is deemed to be consent. The First
Mildura Irrigation Trust commissioners, who meet only once a
month, feel it is unreasonable for
them to come within the 60 days
provision.
I refer the Minister to paragraph (g) of sub-clause (1) of
clause 2, and particularly to proposed
paragraph (kb) of sub-section (8) of
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section 569B. It seems that the proposed· paragraph ·will replace paragraph (j) of the sub-section although,
the latter paragraph is not being
repealed. Sub-section (15) of proposed section 693A gives the owner
of other lands three months in which
to advise the principal authority that
he wishes to enter into an agreement.
In the circumstances, 60 days would
be long enough for the purpose.
Sub-section (4) of proposed section 83A of the Mildura Irrigation and
Water Trusts Act, as contained in
clause 17, provides that the Crown
shall be liable for a share of the cost
except where the land is unoccupied
or used for public purposes. I take it
that this provision will include the
Housing Commission. In other words,
the taxpayers as a whole will pay
rather than the ratepayer.
The problem is that the Housing
Commission may use this provision
as a lever and adopt the attitude that
the Bill says that the owner " may be
required". This could cause competition between two municipalities
because if a municipality were not
prepared to insist on this and it provided the facilities at the cost of the
municipality, that municipality may
receive preferential treatment by
the commission as against the municipality which did levy these particular costs for pipelines, headworks
and a percentage of depreciation.
The Mildura Sewerage Authority
has provided mains and headworks for the Housing Commission
so long as it can obtain a 6 per cent
return from rates. The new "city"
gate subdivision has taken place in a
Housing Commission estate in Mildura involving 83 lots. The Mildura
Sewerage Authority is · borrowing
$35,000 on the pipelines on the basis
that the Government subsidizes interest payments of more than 3 · per
cent.' and therefore ~he cost of the
borrowing is eased. I have received
information that .there is. the danger
of that assistance .for authorities outs~de' th~ . metropolitan area b,eing

discontinued. I' should like the Minis..
ter to comment oil this aspect in the
light of the need to decide . future
policy.
The Mildura Urban Water Trust
will charge a tapping fee of. $300 a lot,
which means that almost $25,000
would be· chargeable to the Housing
Commission. · Because the commission has not yet been prepared · to
agree to the subdivision owing to this
particular requirement, it has caused
tenders for 55 houses not to be catled
at this stage.
Under section 569B, provision. is
made "for security to its .satisfaction " before a council seals a plan of
subdivision. I should .like the Min:ister to examine this provision be~
cause in a recent case .a municipal
council would not accept the
guarantee to pay by a permanent
building society because, in the view
of the municipal officer, the society
was not recognized as a security
under the Local Government Act. Indeed, the society was rejected as
a guarantor and the developer encountered a lot of trouble in finding
· ·
another.
In support of my argument that
building societies should be recognized as a security, I point out tha.t
in 1971-72, loans by permanent building societi.es amounted 'to $687 million and banks outstripped the societies by only $1 million, with a total of
$688 mi'llion. · For the 'nine months,
to 31st March, 1973, permanent
building societies have loaned $958
million. These loans are insured, so
no risk is involved.
The Country Party agrees with the
soundness and the reasonableness '{jf
the Bill and I ask the Minister · to
examine the points that I have raised.
.

.

The Hon .. C. A. M: HIDER (Monash
Province) . - The. measure 'is commendable and represents a significe~t
step towards the ·provision of services
to new subdivisions and is a logical
follow on from t~e· ·development that
required subdividers · to · construct
roads,· ·drainage··~ and ·so on. The
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measure will ensure that all services
are provided at the cheapest time,
namely, the time of subdivision.
The Bill emphasizes co-operation
not merely betwen the various
authorities but also between adjoining
landowners regardless of whether
they are prepared to develop their
land now or in the future. For these
reasons, it is a .step in the right direction. Certainly the Government is
to be congratulated on putting into
legislation what has really been a
matter of practice for some time.
Undou!btedly, it will assist in the
opening up of certain areas of
Melbourne which are to some extent
deprived of services because some
landowners wish to develop them and
others do not and it is not economic
for the minority to proceed without
the co-operation of the majority.
With the current shortage of land
in Melbourne, it is an unreasonable
cost to the community if land that is
suitable and proper for development
is held back. The Bill will assist to
achieve the purpose of the Government in obtaining the release of land.
I envisage one problem and no doubt
the Minister will express his views
on the matter in due course and
use his best endeavours to ensure
that it is not a problem. To my mind,
the Bill .imposes a further strain on
the facilities of the. Board of Works
in the metropolitan area in that it
requires the board to design and construct more facilities. The board's
excellent services are already used to
capacity and it does appear that this
new measure will possibly cause
delay in the placing on the market of
subdivided land for perhaps a further
six to twelve months.
I trust that this sort of delay can be
obviated. I am always concerned
when many authorities are required
to consent to a particular action.
Whenever so many authorities are
required to consent, there are
the inevitable delays as a result of
merely communicating between one
authority and another. The Bill
The Hon. C. A. M. Hider.

requires all authorities to consent and
therefore introduces the problem of
delay.
The real worry will be if the. Board
of Works is not able to keep up with
the demands of subdividers to design
services, to construct them and so on.
I ask the Minister for Local Government to give some consideration to
how these delays can be obviated and
the very desirable measures in the
Bill actually implemented.
As a result of the anticipated
enactment
of
the
provisions
of this Bill, 500 or 600 blocks
of land that I know of which
would have come onto the. market in
the next twelve months will now be
put back by eighteen months
because the owners cannot see the
necessary design and construction
work done in time.
Nevertheless, in the long term the Bill will
undoubtedly assist in the release of
land and I hope it will assist in
reducing the ultimate cost of land by
spreading the cost of services not
merely to those. who are subdividing
now, but also to future subdividers.
I commend the measure and
believe that it will be worth while
and of tremendous assistance in
releasing land.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) .-Mr. Wright
has outlined the attitude of the
Country Party to the Bill and I
support his contention that it is based
largely on the recommendations of
the State Development Committee.
The Country Party acce.pts those
recommendations and is pleased that
the Government has seen fit to put
them into legislative form.
I refer to two specific aspects of
the Bill on which the Minister for
Local Government might care to
comment at a later stage. Mr. Hider
just now, and earlier Mr. Walton,
have both made the point that the
enactment of this Bill should bring
about the release of land and to some
extent reduce its present high price.
That may be so in the metropolitan
area and in the provincial centres, but
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I bring to the attention of the Minister a particular situation where the
conditions that could be imposed by
the State. Rivers and Water Supply
Commission could be unnecessarily
restrictive or severe and would certainly not have the effect of enabling
subdivisions outside of established
water and se.werage areas to take
place.
I have in mind a particular case
near Echuca where a subdivider
wishes to subdivide an estate into
2-acre lots. At this stage, it appears
that the commission will require the
provision of a re.ticulated water
supply and the installation of a
sewerage system. In the past, the
commission has allowed septi.c tanks
on 1-acre lots. Whether the policy
of the com·mission relates to 4 acres,
5 acres or 10 acres, or whate.ver the
size of a lot requiring a reticulated
scheme, I ask the Minister to comment whether the decision by the
commission will be subject to any
direction from either the Minister of
Water Supply or the Minister for
Local Government. Admittedly provision is made for reference of this
sort of decision to arbitration but it
would be more commendable and
desirable if arbitration could be
avoided provided that the decisions
by the commission were soundly
based and logical.
The second point I wish to make
concerns the Minister's detailed notes
on clause 7, which contain a definition of " tributary " and " watercourse ". The Minister refers to the
problems faced because of the
present lack of statutory definition.
I have examined the Water Act and
the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works Act, and at the
moment neither of them contains a
definition of " tributary " or " watercourse". Apparently the Drainage
Committee thoroughly investigated
this problem and could not arrive at
a satisfactory definition. I understand tliat legislation is currently being drafted in an attempt to overcome
this problem. It may be simple to
define a tributary or a watercourse in

this manner to overcome the present
statutory difficulty but it is difficult
to reconcile that with the fact that a
Parliamentary committee could not
adequately define a watercourse. Is
the Minister certain that the definition
of a watercourse in clause 7 will
overcome the lack of statutory definition, and will it stand up if tested in
court?
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province) .-I rise to
support Mr. McDonald on the final
matter about which he spoke. I was
a member of the Drainage Committee,
together with the present Minister of
Water Supply and Forests, and the
committee heard evidence from the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works and many country
municipalities, water trusts, sewerage authorities landowners and
almost anybody in Victoria who
could give a reasonable interpretation of a watercourse.
The
present interpretation in the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works Act and the Water Act refers
to what is termed the bed and banks.
It may be possible in the Melbourne
and metropolitan area to deal with
this as the Minister has done in the
measure, but I hope it will never be
included in the Water Act for country
areas of Victoria. If this provision
applied, for those areas a farcical
position could arise. I point out that
heavy rains have fallen in the northern part of Victoria in the past six
months.
Several interpretations similar to
the one contained in the Bill were presented to the Drainage Committee. It
would be impossible to apply such
interpretations to areas in the northem plains. The committee recommended that an amendment to the
Act be drafted to ·ensure that watercourses would be declared areas. The
definition contained in clause 7 is.. W:atercourse " means any river creek or
any other land having a depressed surface
whether natural or artificial upon which
surface water or stormwater usually or
occasionally flows whether in a defined
channel or otherwise.
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This means that in a heavy storm,
water which flowed from the high
land do:wn to a flat piece of land on
the downhill side of a property could
be classified as a watercourse. The
committee spent six years investigating this matter. Members travelled through Victoria, interstate and to
New Zealand and examined the
various legislation in an endeavour
to define a formula.
The committee produced a report
saying that it should be defined by a
declaration of the area which would
be termed to be the watercourse. No
u:p.animity of opinion could be obtained amongst the Board of Works,
any muniCipality or any persons in
Victoria that land on the lower side
of a property . could be termed a
watercourse. This is what the measure provides. It also provides that
every street-constructed drain is a
watercour~e.
This interpretation
would become farcical in its application. At present, the owner of land
at the top end of a valley whose subdivision was installed first must use
his own pipe drains or open drains
to control the amount of water running off his property. If the definition
were included in the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works Act,
there would be no need for this, because the flat paddock would take the
water and would be known as a
watercourse.
I ask the Minister to examine this
matter, because if the definition is included in the Water Act it will be a
farce throughout Victoria. The Drainage Committee carried out a great
deal of work on this matter and the
Premier is endeavouring to have legislation approved. Parliamentary Couns~l are having difficulty drafting ~he
definition. People in municipalities in
northern Victoria would be horrified
if this interpretation of a watercourse were written into the Act.
I raised this ·point in support of Mr .
.McDonald, because such a wide and
impracticable definition should not be
The Hon. I. A. Swinburne.

included in the Act; it would cause
trouble instead of solving the problem.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2, relating to amendments
to the principal Act.
The Hon. A. J .. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-The title of this
Bill indicates that it amends seven
Acts, six of which deal with water
or sewerage authorities. That is one
of the reasons for the inordinate
length of the Bill and the degree of
repetition in it. Suffice it to say,
however, that I am grateful for the
way honorable members have accepted the principles contained in the
Bill.
In dealing with this clause I propose to refer only to principles and
to retain comments on matters of
detail for the appropriate clauses. It
has been rightly said that today
people demand roads and drains as
essential adjuncts to living areas.
People are beginning to demandand this Bill recognizes that they
ought to demand-sewerage, drainage
and water supplies as equally essential adjuncts to modern living. In
using that phrase I use the very
words which the all-party State
Development
Committee
unanimously adopted. The whole recommendation was an all-party one
and there has been general support for the broad principles of
this Bill. These principles have
already been implemented for some
time in respect of land zoned as
reserved living under the metropolitan
planning scheme and other planning
schemes. It is surprising that they
have not been implemented in
respect of other lands pursuant to
the amendments to item 7 of the
Third Schedule of the Town and
Country Planning Act which was
.passed by this Parliament last year,
because certain powers were given
there. This Bill supports those
powers.
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I have been asked whether this
measure will create increased strains
on the facilities and services of the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works. The answer is twofold.
Certainly, it will increase the
demands upon the board, but at the
same time will increase the finance
available to it. Subdividers will be
called upon to provide their fair
share of the cost of sewerage services, including headworks.
The
fact that this can be required regardless of planning requirements is a
matter of pure policy. It must reduce
the pressures.
Tomorrow I shall
make a statement on other matters
relevant to the total long-term costs
of sewerage.
Mr. McDonald asked whether the
conditions were too restrictive in
country areas, whether costs would
be increased and whether there was
any right of appeal. The answer to
the first two questions is, " No ".
This enables sewerage and installation of water to be required in urban
subdivisions where it is necessary to
protect the environment. Certainly
it increases initial costs, but as Mr.
Walton rightly pointed out, it does
not increase the long-term costs.
Under some circumstances, there
can be an appeal to the Minister, and
in other cases to the arbitrator.
Those appeals are in no way changed.
Other matters have been raised on
individual clauses, and I shall deal
with them as they arise.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province) .-In view
of the fact that the Minister has just
had distributed to honorable members three pages of amendments,
perhaps he would consider reporting
progress to allow honorable members
to study the amendments to see what
they mean. I have been checking
through the first two or three amendments but it is not humanly possible
to study them in a short time. It
is unfair to ask honorable m·embers

to proceed with debate on the
amendments. There are four amendments to clause 3 and four to clause 4.
There are three proposed amendments
to clause 5 and four to clause 6. In
view of this, I ask the Minister to
consider proposing that progress be
reported until tomorrow.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne North Province) .-I support
the submission made by Mr. Swinburne. This is the first time I have
seen these amendments. There are
three batches of them so that it is
almost a new Bill. The clauses to be
amended refer to sections of the principal Act and it is difficult to sort
them out. One has to study the Act
to follow their effect. The proposed
amendments will need to be looked
at very closely. I know the Minister
is not unreasonable in these matters
and I trust that he will agree to progress being reported.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-At the appropriate stage I shall be happy to propose that progress be reported to enable those involved on behalf of their
parties to study the amendments. I
wonder whether this is the appropriate stage to do so, or whether
proceeding a little further may assist
members at least to understand what
the amendments are about.
I
indicated that there were six
major Acts involved in the amendments contained in the Bill and the
draft amendments which I have now
circulated. One reason why the paper
circulated to honorable members
looks so formidable is that everything
is repeated six times. It might
assist members who are looking
after the Bill on behalf of the parties
if they knew what the amendments
were about. If honorable members
want to study them and form their
own views, I am happy to move now
that progress be reported, but if I
can help them by proceeding I shall
do so.
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The Hon. J. M. WALTON (Melbourne North Province) .-I think
what the Minister suggests is quite
reasonable. This ought to be done
under the clause at present under
consideration. Perhaps the Committee would allow the Minister to
explain the proposed amendments
now.
Obviously, the honorable
gentleman cannot proceed from
clause to clause but if he could outline the principles of the amendments
under this clause, the Committee
would have the benefit of his statement.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. G. J.
Nicoi).-It would assist the proceedings of the Committee if the Minister
were able to give a general review of
the proposed amendments. Perhaps
it would be more appropriate for him
to do so when clause 3 is called on.

The clause was agreed to.
Clause 3 (Amendment of No. 6299

The second amendment proposed
to clause 3 represents, I trust, a very
substantial improvement to the wording of proposed sub-section (9Ac) .
It is proposed that the provision as
drafted should be replaced by the
following sub-section:( 9Ac). Where an appeal against a requirement made at the request of an authority
responsible for water supply, sewerage services or drainage or by the council in
relation to such services is not wholly
allowed the owner may require the arbitrator to consider an application for the
alteration or modification of any provision
of an agreement which •the owner is asked
by ·the authority or the council to enter into
prior to the 'authority giving a written
statement for the purpose of satisfying the
requirement or to the council lodging a
statement under paragraph (d) of subsection (3) and where no such agreement
has been submitted to the owner by the
authority or the council may require the
authority or the council to submit it within
a specified time and may adjourn the
appeal.

It extends and clarifies the right

of the arbitrator to deal not only with
the agreement as a whole but with
s.· 569E).
the individual clauses.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
The third amendment is that in
Local Government) .-I do not propose at this stage to move the proposed sub-section (9AE) the
amendments to be circulated· in my word " approval " be omitted with
name; I merely wish to refer to the view of inserting the words
them. The first is that in proposed " modi·fication or alteration of a pro". That enables an arbitrator
sub-section (9AA) , the words " of vision
not only to approve or reject an
any " be omitted with the view of agreement but to modify or alter an
inserting the word " provision of an ". individual p·rovision. The first three
The effect is to enable the arbitrator, amendments to which I have referred
in an appeal to him, to consider are all intimately inter-related.
not only whether the agreement
The fourth amendment is that in
between an authority and a subthe
sub-section (9AE) after
divider ought to be approved but also the proposed
expression
" (9AA) " the word
whether any provision in an agree- "of" be omitted
and the word
ment ought or ought not to be " or " be inserted. That is merely a
approved. In other words, the amend- rectification of a grammatical error.
ment is designed to give a much
The clause was postponed.
wider right to the arbitrator on an
appeal. A developer or a subdivider
Clause 4 (Amendment of No.
might be happy with an agreement 6299).
taken as a whole, but might be very
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
upset about and feel quite oppressed Local Government) . The first
by an individual provision. The amendment to this clause proposes
amendment is a very simple one that that in paragraph (h) of sub-clause
enables the individual provision as (6) of proposed section 693A the
well as the agreement as a whole to words " in lieu of any " be omitted
be taken into account.
with the view of inserting the words
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"to secure a". Concern was expressed by the Board of Works and
by others who made representations
to me that a developer could merely
lodge a security and do nothing
further. The amendment is designed
to put it beyond doubt that the advance or payment is being secured
and must be repaid; it is a very
simple alteration of wording.

or installing the works if a contract for the
works were to be let at the date of the
agreement with him.

The next amendment is that in
sub-section
( 15)
of
proposed
section 693A the words-

Once again, this makes it clear
that a developer is called upon to
pay for services once and no more.
I have dealt with all the major
amendments. There are many repetitions and I do not need to deal further
with those clauses except to say that
there is one more amendment. I will
not deal now with the particular clause
which supplements a point raised privately with me by Mr. Walton. It is
designed to ensure that where somebody for whom services are provided~
and who does not desire to proceed
with subdivision at that stage, nevertheless accepts those services and is.
thereby enabled to subdivide at a
later stage. He will then have the option of paying his proportionate share
of the cost at the date of provision of
the services or, if he does not desire
to do so and seeks to subdivide at a
later date, he will pay the then current
cost.
There was some doubt
whether the intention was properly
worded. This was ce:..tainly the intention. I am grateful to Mr. Walton for
drawing the possible defect of wording to my attention. This is put beyond doubt by a later amendment. I
think I have covered all the amend-.
ments of substance.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern. Province) .-Will the
Minister examine clause 7?
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. G. J.
Nicol).-I suggest that it will save
time if the Minister merely outlines
the amendments without moving any
at this stage.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-At this stage,
I have outlined all the amendments·
of substance. On clause 7 Mr. Swinburne raised a question not of an

of the works to be constructed or installed
and that if he does not so contribute in the
event of his subsequently giving notice of
his intention to subdivide he may be required to enter into an agreement providing
for the payment by him of a reasonable
proportion of the cost of such works being
the cost that would have been incurred in
constructing or installing the works if a
contract for the works were to be left at
the date of the agreement with him.

be omitted with the view of inserting the expressionof the works to be constructed or installed
and that if he does so contribute any agreement which he is asked to enter into in the
event of his subsequently giving notice of
his intention to subdivide will not contain
any provision of the type referred to in
paragraph (d) of sub-section ( 6).

This is a more positive expression
of the intention that a subdivider
should not be called upon twice to
make a payment or contribute towards the same works. This was
intended by the original draft. There
was some doubt about it and I think
the amendment makes it clear.
The next amendment is that in
paragraph (h) of sub-section (3) of
proposed section 693B the words
" in lieu of any " be omitted
with the view of inserting the words
"to secure a". That follows from
the amendment which I have already
explained.
The next amendment is that in
sub-section (6) of proposed section
693a the wordsdoes not so contribute in the event of his
subsequently giving notice of his intention
to subdivide he may be required to enter
into an agreement providing for the payment by him of a reasonable proportion of
the cost of such works being the cost that
would have been incurred in constructing

be omitted with a view of inserting
the expressionconstructed, reconstructed or improved and
that if he does so contribute any agreement
which he is asked to enter into in the event
of his subsequently giving notice of his
intention to subdivide will not contain any
provision of the type referred to in paragraph (d) of sub-section (2).
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amendment but of interpretation.
I am the first to admit that with
pioneering legislation of this sort
we are unlikely to have overcome all the difficulties and problems. I therefore cannot give the
undertaking sought by Mr. McDonald
that the Government has overcome
all the difficulties in connection with
the definition of "watercourse". I
hope that is the case but I do not
claim that it is. That is the answer
to Mr. McDonald but it is not the
answer to Mr. Swinburne. However,
I am sure Mr. Swinburne will appreciate the frankness of the statement.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-The
Minister is hoping for the best?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-If the Government did not proceed with a Bill
on this subject-matter, and if it
tried first to obtain perfection, the
measure would never be introduced
and required reforms would not b~
undertaken. I am the first to admit
that we may need to improve the definitions. We have paid regard to
the criticism and problems raised
by the Drainage Committee and
we have applied its reasoning
a~d its doubts on the problems
· ~o the definition which appears
m the Dandenong Valley Authority
Act. Honorable members who have
studied it will agree that the definition in the Dandenong Valley Authority Act has been the most successful yet in actual practice. The Act
has been modified slightly in the light
of the problems raised by the Drainage Committee. We have sought to
adopt the best means available.
I also accept Mr. Swinburne's criticisms that the definition that has
been adopted is likely to operate
better in urban areas than in country
areas. In a Bill designed to deal with
water supply and sewerage in urban
areas, it appears that this arrangement offers the best solution that
so far appears available. I do not
assert that it is perfect. The Government is prepared to amend the provisions in the light of experience.
Progress was reported.

Allowances Bill.
JUDGES SALARIES AND

ALLOWANCES BI~L•.
The debate (adjourned from November 13) on the motion of the
Hon A. J. Hunt (Minister for Local
Government) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province) .-This Bill
follows a familiar pattern; it is a review of judges' salaries in these inflationary times. No objection is
offered to the measure. I recall that
th~re was a p·eriod in Britain's history
this century when judges' salaries
were not touched for well ·nigh 50
ye_a~s.
In the early 1950s, Prime
Minister the late Sir Winston Churchill undertook a review of their
salaries. Alas, a review is now
necessary for salaries and wages
at all levels to keep up with
world inflation with which we have
b~en afflicted ever since the depresSion.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) .-The Country Party has
no objection to this Bill. Exactly
what formula determines the salary
of judges is not quite certain but
with inflation it is obvious that
salaries must rise and the remuneration of judges must be such
that it attracts the very best men
from the bar. At a time when leading
counsel are making more a year than
judges, judges' sa'laries must rise
accordingly.
There are twenty Supreme Court
judges and I understand that business
is being dealt with adequately. Courtroom space is short and unless
two judges are on circuit some old
rooms have to be used and the judges
find it difficult to conduct their cases
with dignity. I hope the Government
again will give consideration to providing adequate court room space for
judges. It becomes urge·nt because
of the growth of business and no
doubt, over the years, additional
judges will be appointed. It is
essential that they should receive not
only adequate salary but also appropriate accommodation in which to
conduct their cases.

Youth, Sport and Recreation. [20 NovEMBER, 1973.] (State School Premises) Bill. 2207

The motion for the second-reading
of the Bill was agreed to by an
absolute majority of the whole number of members of the House, and the
Bill was read a second time and
passed through its remaining stages.

exists in many areas where there is
the joint use, particularly of sporting
facilities. We wish to give clear
legislative sanction to enable these
organizations positively to foster and
extend this co-operation.

YOUTH, SPORT AND RECREATION
(STATE SCHOOL PREMISES) BILL.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-I move-

In the promotion of after-hours,
week-end and holiday activities we
the Government sees schools and
municipalities co-operating in two
ways. The first is by enabling
the community to come into
the schools-not simply by providing
opportunities for school children to
be involved in activities after normal
school hours, but by providing opportunities for people of all ages and
interests to pursue those interests in
activities using school facilities when
they are not in demand for normal
school purposes. The second is by
ensuring that school children have
the opportunity of using municipal
facilities wherever practicable.
Both these ways will enable the
barriers which could or do exist
between schools, other organizations,.
municipal councils and individuals to
be broken down. The Department of
Youth, Sport and Recretion will,
by a number of means, seek
to foster this co-operation with
the aid of the measures before honorable members. It will be providing the
services of its recreation officers and
youth workers to assist and advise
on projects and programmes. It will
subsidize the sessional employment of
people to conduct after-hours, weekend and holiday activities. It will
also assist financially with the
provision of capital facilities which
will provide recreational opportunities
for all sections of the community.
This assistance is, along with our
other services, spelt out in detail in the department's policy
guidelines which are now being
circulated. . I should like to take
this opportunity of thanking honorable members for the interest they
have shown in providing constructive criticism and comment on the
original draft of our· guideline~. The

That this Bill be now read 'a second time.

Its main purpose is to provide appropriate legislative machinery to
further advance the Government's
desire to encourage the community
use of school facilities, and to enable
the expenditure of money on school
premises to this end. It had been
thought that existing legislative provisions were appropriate for this purpose. However, recent opinions have
cast doubt on this understanding
and the Bill has been prepared
accordingly.
The Government has ·not only
drawn the Bill to correct this situation; it has also taken the opportunity of furthering its intention of
offering both school and municipal
authorities greater responsibilities
and the means of putting them into
effect. We are not advancing these
provisions with a view to encouraging community involvement on
school premises only-quite the
contrary. They are being advanced
to ensure that this involvement can
take place. But it is, arid has always
been, the intention of the Government, the Minister and his department to encourage the involvement
of schools in the community as well
as the community in schools. In
these endeavours it is the Minister's
aim to encourage the existence of
"community" in the true sense of
the word.
·
With the help of existing legislation and the added assistance of the
.measures now before the House, the
Government is providing the lubrication for the machinery which will
enable effective co-operation between
·schools, municipalities and other organizations. This co-operation already
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policies have been substantially revised, taking into account the comments we have received. They will
be periodically reviewed in the light
of our experience and changing needs.
The Bill contains two basic provisions. Clause 2 amends section 16
of th~ Youth, Sport and Recreation
Act 1973. Clause 3 amends section
BOOB of the Local Government Act
1958. Sub-section ( 1) of section
new 16 of the Youth, Sport and
Recreation Act, as contained in
clause 2, will enable school councils to authorize persons or organization to use school pre:mises
and facilities for any purposes re!lating to the objectives of the Act.
Honorable members wiU be aware
that these objectives are widely
drawn. School councils could thus
authorize the use, including the provision of new improvements, of
school premises for a wide variety
of youth, sporting and recreational
activities.
Sub-section (2) has been drawn
specifically to provide enabling
machinery for the involvement of unincorporated bodies in the community use of school properties.
Many such organizations provide
important services for many people.
This measure will enable a suitable
person specified by· the school council
to enter into agreements and otherwise act as the responsible party for
such unincorporated bodies. Sub-section (3) is a machinery measure to
give effect to the afore-mentioned provisions. Sub-section (4) sanctions the
afore-mentioned provisions being
effected by the school council on behalf of the Crown. Sub-section (5) is
a machinery measure defining" council " of a State school and " State
school".
Proposed
new
section
BOOB
of the Local Government Act will
enable the council of a State school
and the council of a municipality to
enter into agreements or arrangements for a wide variety of purposes
relating to the provision and use of
facilities on school properties. Section BOOA of the Act already enables
The Hon. V. 0. Dickie.

the use by schools of municipal lands.
The new provision will enable the reciprocity of arrangements. Specific
mention is made, among other things,
of such facilities being used in pursuance of the objectives of the Youth,
Sport and Recreation Act.
Sub-section ( 1) of proposed new
section BOOB sets out the provisions
just referred to.
Sub-sections
(2), (3) and (4) are machinery provisions identical to those numbered
(3), (4) and (5) in proposed new
section 16 of the Youth, Sport and
Recreation Act and already referred
to. I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. R. J.
EDDY (Doutta Galla Province), the
debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, November
27.

MONASH UNIVERSITY
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-1 move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

This measure is introduced at the
request of the Council of Monash
University. Its main purpose is to
provide for changes in the constitution of the university council giving
greater representation to staff and
students from within the university.
Details of these changes may be
found in clause 4 of the Bill.
Honorable members will recall that
when Monash University was founded it was designed to meet the increasing demand for tertiary education and particularly to meet the
needs of the industrial expansion being fostered by the Government at
the. time. In these circumstances,
provision was made for three representatives of technical school education on the council, namely, the
Director of Technical Education and
two representatives of technical
school councils. However, Monash
did not develop as a technological
tertiary institution as was expected
at the time; this is a role which has
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been filled by the Victoria Institute
of Colleges. Accordingly it is believed that it is no longer appropriate that
technical schools should be represented on the. university council and the
Bill proposes that this representation
shall be discontinued. The technical
representatives have served the
university well and I wish publicly
to record the Government's thanks
to them for their C·ontribution over
the years.
The Government feels that industrial, commercial, agricultural and
professional interests should be better represented and proposes that
their representation shall be increased
from four to six members.
It is also proposed that the professorial members of the council be
increased from three to four; that the
number of academic staff members
be increased from one to three; that
student representation be raised from
two to three; and that two deans and
one non-academic member of the
university be appointed to the council.
Overall, these changes would result
in an increase of three, raising the
maximum number on the council
from 36 to 39 and would bring the
composition of the council more into
line with the councils of our other
two universities.
The opportunity is being taken to
propose a number of lesser amendments for the purpose of-excluding visiting professors from
membership of the professorial board;
admitting as members of the university post-graduate students who
are graduates of another university;
enabling the council to appoint
committees which include persons
who are not members of the councilwith the safeguard that the power to
delegate to any such committee may
be exercised only where at least half
of its members are members of the
council;
providing for the director of the
university's computer centre to be a
member of the professorial board;
and also permitting the university to
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make statutes to provide for the
election or appointment of other
members of the professorial boardbut any statute would have to be approved by the Governor in Council;
enabling students who are infants at
law to enter into enforceable agreements for loans granted to them-a
similar amendment has already been
made to the La T11obe University Act;
permitting the university to ·enter
into contracts and give guarantees in
connection with staff housing-the
present provisions do not cover cases
where staff members wish to build
houses or improve them;
repealing the requirement that the
Treasurer must approve housingguarantees;
enabling the university's annual report to be tabled as soon as it is available and likewise to enable the audited statement of accounts to be tabled
as soon as it is available-the present
requirement is that they must be
tabled together; and
enabling the university to take
ordinary civil proceedings to recover
fines imposed on staff members and
students.
I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
Tripovich, for the Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province),
the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until the next day of
meeting.
VICTORIA INSTITUTE OF
COLLEGES (AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This measure is being introduced at
the request of the Council of the Victoria Institute of Colleges. I shall
outline its main provisions.
It enables two students of affiliated
colleges to be elected to the council,
one from a college within the metropolitan area of Melbourne and one
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from outside. Young people are playing an increasingly responsible role in
the community and the council} feels
that the student should have a voice
in the governing body of the institute.
It enables an institution to be admitted as an affiliated college before
it opens or before it is able to offer
tertiary level courses. The present
requirement is that to be eligible to
be so admitted an institution must
already be offering tertiary education.
This of course precludes admission
of new colleges and the fostering by
the institute of institutions towards
tertiary level courses.
It makes clear that an affiliated
college· may not award degrees without the approval of the Victoria Institute of Colleges. This is a reasonable provision designed to maintain
the high and, no doubt, uniform
standards set by the institute.
The Bill also proposes that past
presidents may be appointed to the
council; that the Deputy Vice-President be a member of the Board of
Studies; and that a distance expressed in miles be converted to its metric
equivalent. I commend the Bill to the
House.
On the motion of the Hon. I. B.
TRAYLING (Melbourne Province) ,
the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until the next day of
meeting.
The House adjourned at 11.25 p.m.
QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.

CONCESSIONS TO PENSIONERS.
(Question No. 157)

The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister for State Development and Decentralization, for the PremierWhat reductions and/or concessions (including motor registration, sales tax, and
travel concessions) are available to pensioners (including invalid, aged and T.P.I.)
through the State Government?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-The Premier and
Treasurer has informed me that his

on Notice. ·

department is undertaking a survey
of Government departments and
instrumentalities to collate the information required, which will be made
available to Mr. Dunn as soon as
possible.
FISHING LICENCES.
(Question No. 159)

The· Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister of Housing, for the Minister for
Conservation-.
Because deep-sea fishing and inland water
fishing are so different, will the Minister
for Conservation consider amending the
Fisheries Act 1968 requirement that applicants for a professional fisherman's licence
in Victoria must have at least two years~
professional fishing experience to exclude
fishermen north of the divide, as is the case
in New South Wales?
·

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-The answer supplied
by the Minister for Conservation is1 am aware that some problems have
resulted from the requirement that an
applicant for a master fisherman's licence
to operate in inland waters must have two
years' professional fishing experience. '
Consideration is currently being given to
an amendment to the Fisheries Act to
remove this requirement.

LAVERTON SWIMMING POOL.
(Question No. 160)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for .Local Government, for
the Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation( a) What is causing the delay in completing the Laverton swimming pool?
(b) What amount of Government financial assistance has been allocated for the
construction of the pool?
(c) Will ariy further financial assistance
be forthcoming?

For the Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister
for Local Government), the Hon. V.
0. Dickie (Minister of Housing) . The answer is( a) There has been no delay as far as
my department is concerned.
General
approval to proceed with this project was
given by the Local Government Department
on the understanding that a subsidy would
be payable at a later date. This is a costly
project and the considerable cost increases
that have occurred in the building industry
may be affecting the progress of. the project.
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(b) On 17th April, 1973, the Local
Government Department advised the Shire
of Werribee that the plans for the pool had
been approved and that work could commence. The advice indicated that a maximum subsidy of $35,000 would be available
but should not be anticipated before the
1974-75 financial year.
(c) The availability of further financial
assistance for this project will be dependent
on the advice of the shire in regard to its
priorities for the development of youth,
sporting and recreational facilities within
its boundaries. Discussions have taken
place between the shire and my department,
and an officer of my department will be
visiting the shire in the near future to
further discuss priorities and related
matters.

NATIVE F1SH.
(Question No. 161)

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister of Housing, for the Minister for
ConservationAs the European carp is threatening to
exterminate native fish in inland waters, will
the Minister for Conservation investigate the
following suggestions :-(i) the fishing
season in Victoria and, with interstate cooperation, New South Wales and South
Australia to be twelve months of the year;
and (ii) the establishment of a hatchery
in North-Western Province for breeding of
native fish (such as cod and perch) to restock inland streams?

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-The answer supplied
by the Minister for Conservation isWhile the European carp does pose a
significant threat to all other species of fish
in inland waters, its full effect on native
species will not be known for some years.
The Fisheries and Wildlife Division is
keeping a close watch on the occurrence of
European carp in Victorian waters and will
take every possible step both to reduce the
rate of its spread and to manage the native
fisheries in order to minimize the detrimental effects of the carp.
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poses has been recognized for some years
by the Fisheries and Wildlife Division and
some planning has been done.
Perch (golden perch) are not an important species of fish so far as Victoria is
concerned but Murray cod will be the
species given first consideration at any
warm-water station.

MILDURA POLICE STATION.
(Question No. 162)

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister
for Local Government, for the Chief
SecretaryHas new furniture recently been installed
in the female cells at the Mildura police
station?

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government).-The answer
supplied by the Chief Secretary isNo. However, on 22nd October. 1973, the
Public Works Department was requested to
submit reports and estimates of costs in
relation to the provision of benches and
mattresses in all cells at the station. Appropriate action will be taken as soon as the
reports and estimates are received.

WESTERN SUBURBS SPASTIC
RELIEF ASSOCIATION.
(Question No. 165)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister of Housing, for the Minister
of Health( a) Why has the Hospitals and Charities
Commission refused to regi_ster the Western
Suburbs Spastic Relief Association?
(b) For how long has the association
sought registration?
(c) Will the Minister of Health lay on
the table of the Library the file and all
relevant data relating to the association's
application?

The Minister for Conservation further
advises-

The ,Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing).-The answer supplied
by the Minister of Health is-

(i) The revocation of the existing closed
fishing season for some species of native
fish is already under consider-ation. However, world experience has shown that the
abolition of closed seasons will not be significant in reducing the population of European carp.
(ii) The need for a warm-wa~ter fisheries
research station and hatchery to investigate
problems of certain species of native fishes
and to produce fish for management pur-

(a) The Hospitals and Charities Commission has not refused to register the Western
Suburbs Spastic Relief Association. Negotiations for registration are proceeding.
(b) In January, 1968, the commission was
informed that an organization called Altona
Spastic Relief Association had been formed
with the aim of building a hostel in Altona
to provide a home for spastic children and
adults from the western suburbs. The
organization had been set up without the
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prior consent of the commission which is
necessary under section 37 of the Hospitals
and Charities Act.
At a preliminary interview, it appeared
that at least some members of the organization had been members of "Chis-Lon ", a
spastic centre at Seddon covering the
western suburbs and conducted by the
Spastic Children's Society of Victoria. They
were apparently dissatisfied with the efforts
of the society and had set up what appeared
to be a breakaway organization. The society
opposed this name.
The. commission, in accordance with its
charter to control the proliferation in a
given area of organizations having similar
objects, suggested that the new association
should join with the Spastic Children's
Society, perhaps as a separate branch,
instead of setting up ·a separate body working in opposition to that society.
Since that time, efforts to -effect a reconciliation of the two bodies have continued,
but without success. As late as 25th May,
1973, the commission received representations from the Spastic Children's Society
against the proposal to register the association separately and stating that the society
was planning the erection of a large
hostel-day training-workshop complex at St.
Albans. In the intervening years, d-espite the
efforts of the commission, the association
has continued to expand and proceed with
its planning to provide a hostel.
The commission has been forced to the
conclusion that there is no prospect of reconciling the activities and efforts of the two
organizations and has reluctantly decided to
proceed with action to register the western
suburbs body as a separate organization,
notwithstanding that some overlapping of
interests and possible clashes in fundraising activities in the area will occur.
The association has been informed of this
and, as soon as the final requirements have
been met, registration will be effected. I am
informed that this should be in a matter of a
few weeks.
(c) The Hospitals and Charities Commission file has been laid on the table in the
Library.

RIVER MURRAY.
(Question No. 167)

on Notice.

at their meeting in Canberra on 7th November, 1973; if so, what recommendations for
mitigation of this tremendous problem have
been made?

The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply).-The answer isThe steering committee considered the
interim report of the River Murray working
party and generally endorsed the recommendations contained therein.
A copy of the report will be forwarded
to the honorable member and arrangements
will also be made for the Water Commission to send a copy to each honorable
member whose electorate is north of the
Great Dividing Range.

STATE RIVERS AND WATER
SUPPLY COMMISSION
EMPLOYEES.
(Question No. 169)

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister
of Water SupplyFurther to question No. 97 asked in this
House on lOth October, 1973, is there yet
any indication as to when truck drivers
employed by the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission will receive increases
in line with those received by those employed under provisions of the transport
workers award 1972, including the national
wage rise; if so, when?

The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-The answer isIncreases for truck drivers in line with
those received by those employed under
the provisions of the Transport Workers
Award 1972 were authorized by the Arbitration Commission on Tuesday, 13th November; payable from 29th May, 1973. Arrangements are being made for these increases,
including back payments, to be made to
the persons concerned as soon as possible.

GRANTS FOR COMMUNITYSCHOOL PROJECTS.
(Question No. 170)

WRIGHT (Northasked the Minister
the Minister for
Recreation-

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister of Water Supply-

The Hon. K. I.
Western Province)
of Housing, for
Youth, Sport and

Were recommendations of the working
party of senior officers of the Federal and
State Governments, established to consider
problems of management on the River
Murray, discussed by a meeting of the
steering committee, comprising State Ministers of Water. Supply and the Federal Minister for the Environment and Conservation,

In view of the fact that the Education
Department's contributions to joint projects
will be incorporated with those of the
Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation, will the Department of You~, Sp<;>rt
and Recreation's grant to the mumcipahties
concerned be reduced by the amount of the
Education Department's contribution?
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The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-The answer supplied
by the Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation isNo. Approved community-school projects receive two subsidies. The following
example illustrates the policy:Project: Assembly hall and sports complex.
$

Estimated cost
..
Education Department subsidy $3 for $1
Local contribution . .
Balance of cost
..
Youth, sport and recreation subsidy
$1 for $1
..
..
••
Local contribution . .

$
300,000

126,000
42,000 168,000
132,000
132,000

66,000
66,000 132,000

iljegislatittt Assembly.
Tuesday, November 20, 1973.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler) took the chair at 2.48 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
ABSENCE OF MINISTER.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-! have to announce that
the Minister for Conservation is ill
and will not be in attendance today.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE.

ABOLITION OF CAPITAL
PUNISHMENT.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-1 direct a question
without notice to the Premier. As a
result of the decisions made recently,
will the honorable gentleman be able
to announce that the Government
proposes to give full support to the
long-standing policy of the Labor
Party for the abolition of capital
punishment in Victoria?
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer) .-The answer is, "No".

without Notice.
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TRADE TEACHERS' SALARIES.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-ls the
Minister of Education aware that a
large number of technical trade
teachers in Victoria have not been
paid their increased salaries since
1972, and the total amount due to
them is approximately $200,000?
When can the teachers expect to be
paid this money, and does the honorable gentleman agree that it is
scandalous that they should be
kept-The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! The first half of
the question is enough.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education) .-It is true that a considerable number of trade teachers
in the Technical Schools Division
have not received the benefit of an
award made by the Teachers Tribunal
in 1972. The award was made in the
terms that trade teachers who had
post-apprenticeship training of an
approved type would be entitled to
increased emoluments. The board of
inspectors of the Technical Schools
Division listed the courses which it
believed were suitable for the
tribunal to regard as approved
courses. It would have been preferable if that recommendation had been
accepted; however, the tribunal saw
fit-and it is legally entitled to take
this course-to consider every
application on its merits. That has
caused a considerable delay. I have
already asked that greater attention
should be paid to the recommendations of the board of inspectors of
the Technical Schools Division in
order that these teachers may receive
the increases as soon as possible.
SCHOOL MAINTENANCE.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of
the Country Party) .-1 direct a
question to the Minister of Education.
Is it true, as reportedly stated by the
Director-General of the Public Works
Department, that the sum allocated
for the maintenance of State Schools
has been exhausted, and, if so, what
plans has the Government to ensure
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that essential maintenance work is
continued for the remainder of the
financial year? ·
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education) .-The major portion of
maintenance funds for this year have
been committed, as Mr. Serpell
indicated. However, it is usual at
this stage of the financial year for
the maintenance funds to be committed. This year an increase of $1
million has been given over the
previous figure of $4 million.
Approximately $1 million has still
been retained for essential maintenance works which may arise in the
intervening period. In order to
spend this sum of $5 million in the
maintenance field, it is necessary to
commit approximately $6 million.
CLERICAL STAFF' FOR PRIMARY
SCHOOLS.
Mr. BIRRELL (Geelong).-1 direct
a question to the Minister of Education. In view of the Government's
decision to appoint clerical and typing staff to the largest of the primary
schools, is the honorable gentleman
aware of the disturbing nature of the
decision of the Public Service Board
not to appoint automatically those
who are presently holding the positions, but to call for fresh applications so that any public servant who
applied would be given priority over
those people experienced in the jobs?
Almost without exception, the people
presently employed in these positions in schools wish to retain them.
Mr. Ross-EnwARDs.-No married
women will be accepted.
Mr. BIRRELL.-That is correct.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education) .-Difficulty is created
here because of the change in the
nature of the position from part-time
temporary to permanent. The parttime personnel have been employed
by the school committees under the
exemption provisions of the Public
Service Act. Once the positions become full-time, the normal provisions
of the Public Service Act apply and
applications are invited for them.

without Notice.

undertake to take this matter up
with the Public Service Board to
ascertain what can be done to protect
the interests of people who have
loyally served in a part-time capacity
over a period of years.
I

AMALGAMATION OF
MUNICIPALITIES.
·Mr. JONES (Melbourne).-At the
risk of tedious rep~tition, can the
Premier assure the House when honorable members will receive copies of
the Voumard report? Further, can he
explain to the House why there has
been this extraordinary delay in providing copies for members when
members of municipal councils have
already received them?

The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! This is not. precisely the ·same question as tha:t previously asked, is it?
Mr. -JONES.-Indeed not, Mr.
Speaker.
-(Premier
and
Mr.
HAMER
Treasurer) .-At the risk of tedious
repetition in my answers to the honorable member, I understand that a
very limited number of reports was
originally prepared. In answer to the
request which has already been made
twice by the honorable member, I
have arranged for 200 further copies
to be made available this week and
the honorable member for Melbourne
will certainly have one if he has already returned the copy that he purloined from the cathedral last week.
HAWTHORN FOOTBALL CLUB.
Mr. BORNSTEIN (Brunswick East).
-I ask the Minister for Youth, Sport
and Recreation, what is the attitude
of the Government towards the application by the Hawthorn Football Club
to share tenancy of Princes Park
from the commencement of next
football season, and whether the
attitude of the Government has been
conveyed to the Melbourne City
Council?
Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-I do not believe I am in a position to indicate
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the attitude of the Government on
the move of the Hawthorn Football
Club to Carlton. As I understand
the situation, the Melbourne City
Council is at present considering how
this affects permits for the parks and
gardens. When the Melbourne City
Council has determined its attitude,
and if representations are n1ade to
the Minister of Lands, who would be
the appropriate Minister, then the
Minister can place the matter before
Cabinet and the attitude of the Government will be determined.

Mr.
SCANLAN (Minister of
Health) .-A report was presented to
the National Health and Medical Research Council, and I asked the Chief
Public Health Officer for Victoria to
obtain copies of the report. Copies
were obtained and have been furnished to the Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation and the Chief
Secretary. In due course the report
will be considered with a view to
implementing its recommendations
where possible.

MENTALLY RETARDED PERSONS.
Mr.
WHITING
{Mildura).-1
direct a question to the Assistant
Minister of Education. Was an undertaking given to the Victorian Council
for the Mentally Retarded that a
meeting would be held to discuss the
position of day-training centres prior
to the introduction of the Bill concerning the education of handicapped
children? If not, will the Minister
be prepared to meet a deputation
from that group to discuss the situation?
Mr. DIXON (Assistant Minister of
Education) .-1 do not know whether
an assurance was given to that body
on whether a meeting would take
place prior to the introduction of the
Bill relating to handicapped children,
but I would certainly be prepared to
meet such a deputation as early as
can be arranged.

POWER STEERING OF HOLDEN
VEHICLES.
Mr. AMOS (Morwell).-Is the
Chief Secretary aware that the power
steering of certain Holden vehicles
has failed, causing serious accidents?
Can the honorable gentleman inform
the House whether any correspondence, files or reports have reached his
office drawing his attention to this
fact? What action does the Chief
Secretary intend to take to resolve
this problem?
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-I have not received any information
regarding the failure of power steering in Holden vehicles. I should like
to hear the circumstances. I have not
received any correspondence in this
regard.
If I do, I shaH certainly refer the matter to the Chief
Commissioner of Police, who has the
responsibility for roadworthiness of
vehicles in Victoria.

BOXING.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN (Dundas).In view of the recent recommendation
by the National Health and Medical
Research Council relating to the alleged sport of boxing, can the Minister of Health advise whether he
proposes to accept these recommendations, particularly those relating to
the transferring of amateur boxers to
the professional ranks?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! Is the question
directed to the Minister of Health?
. Mr. CHAMBERLAIN.-Yes.

FOURTH UNIVERSITY.
Mr. STEPHEN (Ballaarat South).1 direct a question to the Minister of
Education regarding Government
policy on the establishment of a
fourth university with colleges at
provincial cities. During the visit of
the Australian Universities Commission to Ballarat last Friday-The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! The honorable
member should direct his question
positively. There should be no
preamble .
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Mr. STEPHEN.-! am outlining
the reasons for my question. Can the
Minister of Education indicate
whether the claims made by the
Australian Universities Commission
at Ballarat last Friday that the Government had changed ground on its
application for funds to the Australian
Universities Commission were well
founded?
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education) .-The view expressed
consistently by this Government to
the Australian Universities Commission has been that there should be a
multi-campus university situated at
Ballarat, Bendigo and Geelong which
would cater for external studies for
people living in country areas and
those whose occupations prevent
them from attending an orthodox type
of university.
The first proposal by the Government for the implementation of this
scheme was that the State college in
each of the centres should be moved
out to the sites of advanced education
-which is a new site in each instance
-and the university established
alongside it. Objection to this was
raised by the advanced college group
fro~ the Victoria Institute of Colleges
and 1t was suggested by the Advisory
Council on Tertiary Education that
it might be preferable to leave the
advanced colleges as they were on
their present sites, and to allow
the fourth university to incorporate
t'he State colleges.
That was an
alternative proposal put forward to
break the deadlock that had developed and to help ensure that we
would receive an answer which would
enable us to go ahead with the planning of the State colleges, the advanced colleges and the university
campuses in each of these areas.
Both the Premier and I stressed
several times to the commission that
we were interested in bringing
university-type education to these
three major growth centres but that
we would prefer the three institutions
to be together in each area to ensure
co-ordinated development in the
future.

without Notice.

PARENT GROUPS AND SCHOOL
COUNCILS.
Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray).Can the Minister of Education give
an assurance that individual parent
groups at Victorian schools will be
given an opportunity of studying the
document which was recently circulated ~y the Director-General of Education concerning the future for
school councils and associated education committees at the school level?
Can the honorable gentleman give
an assurance that these groups will
have until early next year to examine
the proposal put forward rather than
have to make a decision within the
next couple of weeks?
Mr. THOMPSON {Minister of Education).-The Government deferred
the introduction of ·legislation during
the spring sessional pefliod to •achieve
the object mentioned by the honorable member for Footscray. The
Government suggested that the educa tiona! groups represented at that
meeting should have time to consider the proposal and to meet again
on 5th December. lf, however, it is
vital that they should have further
time to consider the proposals, the
Government wiU grant it.
BUS SERVICES.
Mr. S·KEGGS (lvanhoe).-With a
view to assisting the flow of :traffic
from bus stops, will the Chief Secretary consider the desirability of providing that bus services be given a
higher priority on the roads than
they have at pres·ent under the Road
Traffic Regulations?
Mr. ROSSITER {Chief Secretary).! ask the honorable member to place
the question on notice.
PENSIONER RAIL CONCESSIONS.
Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North).Can the Minister of Transport •advise
whether 1st January, 1974, is the
date set for the introduction of one
free trip a year on Victorian Railways for pensioners? If that date
has been decided, and because
thousands of Victorian pensioners
have been looking forward to the
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Christmas period this year hoping
that they can visit relatives in other
towns, will the honorable gentleman
consider bringing the commencement
date forward to 1st December, 1973,
or to at least a pre-Christmas date?
Mr. MEAGHER {Minister of Transpor.t).-The answer to the first part
of the question is, " Yes ". The
reason that 1st January, 1974, w·as
selected is that some 200,000 pensioner entitlement slips have to be
distributed and their return received
before the scheme can operate.
ABOUTION OF CAPITAL
PUNISHMENT.
Mr. WILKES :(Northcote) .........Following the answer given by the
Premier to the question asked by
the Leader of the Opposition on the
abolition of capital pun'ishment, can
it also be taken for granted that the
Government does not intend to carry
out Liberal 'Pa.r.ty policy by introducing during this sessional period a
BiU to abolish ·capital punishment?
Mr. HAMER (Premier and Treasurer).-The answer to the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition, as to his
Leader, is, "No".
RIF·LE AND GUN CLUBS.
Mr. MciNNES (Gippsland South).
-Does the Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation consider rifle
and gun clubs a legitimate form
of sporting activity and, if so, will
such clubs be eligible for financial
assistance from the Sports and
Recreation Fund?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! The first part of
the question asked by the honorable
member for Gipps~land South is asking for an opinion and is, therefore,
out of order. The second part of the
question is quite in order.
Mr. DIXON {Minister for Youth,
Spor-t and Recreation).-The answer
to both parts ·is, "Yes".
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APPOINTMENT OF GOVERNOR.
Mr. EDMUNDS {Moonee Pon'ds).Can the Premier inform the House
whether the Government is considering the appointm·ent of a new
Governor for Victoria and, if so,
will it consider the appointment of
an Australian-born person? If the
Government is not considering the
appointment at this stage, when will
it consider an Australian-born person
for appointment?
Mr. HAMER (Premier and Treasurer).-The term of office of the
present Governor of Victoria does
not expire until next May. The Government will, of course, well before
then consider any recommendation
it may want to ·make on the ~ppoint
ment of a successor. In the course
of that consideration, it will review
all possible candidates, Australian
and non-Australian.
POLICE DOG SECTION.
Mr. CRELLIN CSandringham).In view of the increasing inddence
of cPime and violence, particularly
at night, can the Chief Secretary
inform the House whether the Victoria Police Force is taking steps to
set up a dog section, as has been
done in South Australia?
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).The Victoria Police 1Force is and has
been for some tim·e ex·amining the
possibility of establishing a section
in its over-all activities concerned
with canines-with the training and
control of dogs.
WORKERS COM·PENSATION.
Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir).-Following a previous answer given by
the Chief Secretary in which he
indicated that he was investigating
the workers compensation rates
which were 'last set in May, 1972,
can the honorable gentleman now inform the House whether he has conducted that investigation and intends
to act to have the rates adjusted to
bring them into 'line with current
monetary values?
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Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).The honorable member ought to
know---~1

am certain that he does

know-that the ·Premiums Committee determines the rates. The
Premiums Committee ~is at present
considering the matter.
ROCHESTER AND HEYTESBURY
LAND.
Mr. HANN '(Rodney).-In view of
the statement in this House last week
by a 'Minister ·that the Rural F'inance
and Settlement Commission land
which has been set aside but not
allocated will not be idle for long,
can the Minister of Agriculture
indicate when this •land in Rochester
and ·Heytesbury wiU be allocated?
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agricu1ture).-Th'is 'is a m·atter of
Government policy which is primarily under the jurisdiction . of the
Minister of Lands.
·BOXING.
Sir EDGAR TANNER {Caulfield).Can the Minister of Health iinform
me why the Victorian Amateur Boxing Association and :the Amateur
Boxing Union of Australia were not
called before the so-called Boxing
Com·mission that he referred to, and
will he supply me, the ·President of
the Amateur Box:ing Union of AustraHa for many years, with a copy of
the report?
Mr. SCANLAN '(M•inister of
Hea:lth).-I am well aware of the
excellent contribution of the honorable member for Caulfield to the
sport of amateur boxing. 'I suggest
that the making available of this
report may be a matter for the Commonwealth Government. The report
was ·conveyed to the National Health
and Medical Research Council with
a view to the Federal Minister for
Health examining it. At the same
time, it was drawn to the attention
of the ~individual State representatives and in particular to the Victorian representative who was in
Canberra at the time. I will consult
the Federal Government on the
matters raised by the honorable
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member for Caul'field and put his
request that the report be made

available.
SOCIAL WE·LFARE FILES.

Mr. ROPER :(Brunswick West).I direct my question to the ·Minister
of Agriculture, representing the Minister for Social Welfare. Is the
honorable gentleman aware of
reports from the Australian Parliament that files on people in receipt
of social wel:f.are have been made
available to persons outside the
Social ·w·elfare Department? In the
light of this, can he in'form the House
whether files of recipients of benefits
from the Sodal Welfare Department
have been made available to parties
and personnel outs'ide .the department, and, if this is so, can he
assure the House that the practice
wiH cease?
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture).---~I am not aware of the
present practice ; I can only speak
of the practice until about eight
months ago and that was :to be very
guarded about information contained
in any files except where honorable
members asked for information. This
qu'ite often occurred when I, as the
then Minister for Sodal W el.fare,
was satisfied that the ac-tions of the
honorable members were in the best
interests of the people involved in
the par.ticular cases. That also
applied to other responsible people
in the community. Certainly a wide
spectrum of people were not involved in what was otherwise regarded by the department and myself
as very confidential iinformation. I
am sure that this policy still obtains.
I will make inquiries and see that it
does, and if there has been any
alteration I wiU advise :the honorable member.
FLOOD RELIEF.
Mr. BAXTER rCMurray Valley).1 direct a question to the Minister
of Transport, who wiU be aware
.that, following extensive flood
damage to roads in noDthern Victoria this year, certain shires made
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applications to :the Country Roads
Board for special grants. Can the
honorable gentleman inform the
House when a decision will be made
on these applications?
Mr. MEAGHER {Minister of Transport).-The Country Roads Board
has just completed the coHation of
these applications, wh'ich will be
forwarded to the Treasury in the
next day or two.

the Loan Council, will the honorable
gentleman inform the House why
many municipalities have been
refused permission to borrow more
than the statutory limit of $400,000?
Mr. HAMER (Premier and Treasurer}.--The Deputy Leader of the
Oposition is well aware that there
is no control of borrowing by municipalities up to $400,000 a year.
Something less than 10 per · cent of
municipalities want to borrow more
MENTA,LLY RETARDED PERSONS. than $400,000 and the Loan Council
Mr. EBERY {!Midlands).-! ~ask the has imposed restraints in the form
Minister of Health ·whether discus- of an over-all approval for semisions have taken place between the govern·ment borrowing which has to
Victorian Counc'il for Mentally Re- be allocated among, not only munitarded and himself on day-training cipalities, but also semi-government
bodies generally, including the Melcentres?
bourne and Metropolitan Board of
Mr.
SCANLAN {Minister
of Works, the State Electric'ity ComHealth).---Such discussions did occur. mission and many others.
As a result, a committee of repreThere is never ·enough money. At
sentatives of the Mental Health
the
Premiers Conference in June, all
Authority and the Education Department was set up to examine certain States asked for greater borrowing
proposals for amendments to the powers-! believe the money could
Education Act which have now been have been raised-but the amount
put to the House in a Bill sponsored which could be borrowed was limited
by the Assistant ·Minister of Educa- and the requests were rejec-ted. It
therefore becomes necessary to
tion.
allocate the right to borrow inAn assurance was given that the adequate total .funds amongst all
future of day centres would be the applicants. In the cours'e of
adequately discussed through the Vic- doing .that, it is sometimes necessary
todan CouncH for the Mentally not to approve some borrowings
Retarded. With this in view, a ·con- which local councils wish to make.
ference was arranged for the first
That position is not to be conweek in December so that repres·entatives of the day centres can fused with a quite different proposicome together and discuss their tion which was recently put forward
future involvement in the educational in Canberra, that munic'i:palities
process. On that occasion the Vic- should be represented on the Loan
torian Council for the ·Menta'lly Council. The only result of that
Retarded will have an adequate would be to subject the whole of
opportunity to examine aspects of local government borrowing to Loan
the measure which can also be
taken up separately with the Council approval. That would be to
the detriment of local government.
Assistant 'Minister o'f Education.
I point out that that was the view
of aU but one State.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT LOANS.
Mr. WILKES :(Northcote).--I direct

a question to the Treasurer. In view
of the fact that the Government has
expressed resentment at local government dealing direct with the Federal
Government, particularly through

The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.

Wheeler).-The time for questions
has expired. I thank honorable
members asking questions, and Ministers answering them, for their
brevity.
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PAPERS.

MEAT INSPECTION SERVICES

The following papers, pursuant to
the direcH'ons of several Acts of
Parliament, were laid upon the table
by the Clerk : -

·BIDL.

Consumer Affairs Council-Report for the
year 1972-73.-0rdered .to be printed.
Grain Elevators Board-Repont and statement of accounts for the year ended 3bt
October, 1972.
Lands and Survey-Repor.t of the department for 1the year 1972-73.
Public Service Act 1958-(Public Service
Board) Regulations-Regulations amended-Nos. 589 to 596 (eight papers).
Statutory Rules under the following ActsAppr-enticeship Act 1958-No. 322.
Metric Conversion Act 1973-No. 323.
Money Lenders Act 1958-No. 324.
Railways Act 1958-No. 321.

WODONGA A•REA LAND
ACQUISITION BILL.
Mr. HAMER {'Premier and Trea-

surer).-! moveThat the following Order of the Day,
Government Business, be read and discharged:Wodonga Area Land Acquisition BillSecond reading-Resumption of debate.

The Government proposes the withdrawal of :th'is Bill wHh the view of
presenting a new version containing
extensive amendments as a result of
dis·cussions since the measure was
introduced.
The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was withdrawn.
1

WODONGA AREA LAND
ACQUISITION BILL (No. 2).
Mr. HAMER {Premier and Trea-

surer) presented a message from His
Excellency the Governor recommending that an appropriation be made
from the ConsoHdated Fund for the
purposes of the ·Wodonga Area Land
Acquis'ition Bill (No. 2).
Mr. HAMER {Prem'ier and Treasurer) moved for leave to bring in a
BHl to authorize the acquisition of
land in the W odonga area to make
provision with respect to the ·compensation payable for land so
acquired and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The BiU was brought 1in and read
a first time.

Mr. HAMER (Premier and Treasurer) presented a ·message from .His
Excellency the Governor recommending that an appropriation be made
from the Consolidated ·Fund for the
purposes of the Meat Inspection
Services Bill.
HOUSING ·(SALE OF LAND) BILL.
Mr. MEAGHER ·CMinister of Trans-

port) .-1 move-

That this Bill be now read a second time.

The need for the submission of
this Bill arises out of a statement
made in this House by the Premier
on 18th September, 1973. The
Premier at that time announced,
among other things, :that the Housing Commission would take up the
task of easing the strain that inflation was forcing on home builders
in Victoria by selling serviced allotments at realistic prices. It was indicated that the ·com·mission would
commence to sell these blocks in
February of 1974.
As the Housing Act 1958 presently stands, the commission is permitted to sell land by two main
methods. These are:
1. By calling tenders for the purchase of the land or by conducting an
auction; or
2. by selling land to bona fide
home builders subject to the purchaser meeting certain stipulated
requirements.
Obviously, any sale of residential
land by the commission, if it is to
be effective in combating the inflationary spiral in land prices, n1ust
be at some figure less than true
market value, which means that
the calling of tenders for purchase
or the holding of an auction by the
commission must, in such cases, be
abandoned. It will be necessary,
therefore, to resort to the provisions
of section 103 of the Act to imple·ment the Government's intention
that the Housing Commission should
make land available to genuine home
builders. Section 103 of the Act,
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as it presently stands, is inadequ~te
in that it prescribes some provisions
that are difficult, if not impossible,
to· implement.
Before I describe in detail the new
provisions which it is proposed
shall be inserted into the Act, I
will outline to honorable members
the Government's intentions concerning the proposed sale of building land by the commission, details
of which are not necessarily included
in the new provisions of the Act.
I commence by saying-! emphasize
this point-that the acquisition,
development and provision of land
for purposes of resale to bona
fide home builders will not in
any way make use of funds under
the Commonwealth-State Housing
Agreement.
It is intended that the sale of £erviced blocks will be limited to persons earning up to $150 a week,
with preference being given to those
earning the lowest incomes. Honorable members are reminded that
families having a breadwinner earning up to $90 a week are able to
purchase or rent from the Housing
Commission suitable accommodation
within a reasonable period of time.
The Premier, in his statement in
September, 1973, indicated that the
commission would sell some 700 allotments at Broadmeadows, Werribee, Mornington, Bacchus Marsh,
Cranbourne, Gisborne, Narre Warren, Kilmore, Woodend and Hastings
commencing in February, 1974. It is
planned that by mid-1975, the first
of some 7,000 allotments in new
areas within 50 miles of Melbourne
shall come on to the market and it
is confidently expected that these
first allotments will be sold at a
figure of approximately $5,000 each.
The Government has also instructed the Housing Commission
that allotments sold to bona fide
home builders, and those built on
by the commission, are to be evenly
spread throughout its estates as far
as possible on a 50-50 basis. This
rule is to apply right throughout the
State of Victoria.
Session 1973.-83
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I remind honorable members that,
by the end of 1976, the Commonwealth Government will have phased
out the Commonwealth home savings
grant of $750 made to married couples.
This is unfortunate as it represented a substantial contribution to the purchase of
a home by those people in the
$90 to $150 income bracket and it
is ·confidently hoped the measures
now envisaged will substantially offset the disadvantages arising from
the abolition of the home savings
grant.
The Bill now before the House
simplifies procedures for the sale of
building land by the Housing Commission and, in addition, inserts safeguards :to prevent speculation or
misuse of land made available by
the commission in the ci~cumstances
mentioned.
It is the Government's intention
that serviced allotments shall be
available for sale to those persons in
the prescribed income bracket who
intend to erect homes for their own
occupation. The present provisions
of the Act stipulate that before any
person can purchase an allotment
from the commission he must have
made satisfactory arrangements for
building finance with a lending
authority such as the Home Finance
Trust, the War Service Homes Division, the State Savings Bank or a
source approved by the Registrar of
Co-operative Housing Societies. It is
considered that this last stipulation is
most onerous, as experience has
shown that no lending authority will
advance money other than on the
security of the land of the borrower.
If the borrower does not own land
he cannot secure finance to erect a
house.
Accordingly, the amendments proposed in paragraph (a) of clause
2 will provide that any applicant for
purchase of a block shall not own
any house or land suitable for his
needs and that his financial circumstances are such that he is, in the
opinion of the commission, in need
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of assistance under section 103. This
will permit the commission to vary
the income limits as may be considered necessary from time to time.
The stipulation concerning the
ne.ed for the making of satisfactory financial arrangements through
a lending authority has been de.leted. It is as well to point out at
this stage that sub-section (2) of
section 103 of the Act will remain
unchanged. This important sub-section prescribes the manner in which
a price for an allotment is to be determined by the commission, and
although it is not intended to interfere with the mode of determining
the sale price, I will repeat it now
for the information of honorable
members. The price is determined
after consideration of : (a) a valuation of the property ; (b) the actual
cost of the land to the commission ;
and (c) the cost of development
works apportioned to such landthat is, the provision of services.
The sub-section further stipulates
that in no case shall the price fixed
by the commission be less than the
total of such actual cost plus the
cost of the development works involved. As I have already indicated,
it is the Government's intention that
this method of determining the price
of any allotment sold by the commission under this section shall remain
unchanged.
Sub-section (3) of section I 03 is
to be amended in accordance with
paragraph (b) of clause 2 of the Bill
by substituting a period of three
years within which a house is to be
erected on the land in lieu of the
period of eighteen months as presently existing in the Act. This additional period is thought to be necessary and in line with present-day
trends and with difficulties in the
provision of finance and construction
currently being experienced. In addition, paragraph (b) provides for the
imposition of a positive covenant to
run with the land and binding the
Mr. Meagher.
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purchaser to transfer the land back
to the commission should he fail to
comply with the stipulation that the
building of the house shall be commenced within the period of three
years.
Further, a provision is made for a
covenant to the effect that the purchaser shall not sell, transfer, assign
or in any other way deal with the
land or part with his interest in it
until a house has been erected and
occupied by him for at least five
years. It is realized that there will
be occasions when for numerous
reasons hardship could be created by
this provision, but all cases for
earlier sale will receive sympathetic
consideration by the commission.
This latter provision is more or less
in conformity with that presently existing in the Act at sub-section (3) .
Provision is also made in paragraph
(b) of clause 2 for the commis~ion
to determine the amount of any deposit and the rate of payment of interest on any balance of purchase
price outstanding.
The new paragraph also provides
for the imposition of such other provisions as the commission thinks fit.
Sub-section (4) of clause 2 prescribes that the consideration to be
paid by the commission in the event
of a transfer back to it of any land,
arising out of a breach of any covenant, shall be the amount of any purchase moneys, excluding interest,
paid by the purchaser to the commission under the contract of sale.
This Bill seeks to give effect to a
very real effort which the Government is endeavouring to make to
offset the spiralling land costs in the
Melbourne metropolitan area and
ultimately to restrict and restrain the
growth of the metropolitan area
while, at the same time, promoting
the growth of country centres and
satellite towns connected with the
metropolitan area. It is in this spirit
that I commend the Bill to the
House.

Country Fire Authority
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On the motion of Mr. EDMUNDS
(Moonee Ponds) , the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, November
27.
VETERINARY RESEARCH
INSTITUTE. (CONSEQUENTIAL
AMENDMENT) BI·LL.
Mr. I. W. SMITH {Minister of
Agriculture) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.
0

0

(Amendment) Bill.
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meetings, paragraph (b) of clause 2
and paragraph (b) of clause 3 of the
Bill repeal the provisions of each of
the relevant Acts which provide
that such payments shall be. made
to the Director of the Veterinary Research Institute of the University of
Melbourne. I commend the Bill to
the House.
On the motion of Mr. WILTON
(Broadmeadows) , the debate was
adjourned.
It ·was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday,· November
27.

This small Bill amends the Milk
Pasteurization Act 1958 and the
Stock Medicines Act 1958. The
COUNTRY FIRE AUTHORITY
Veterinary Research Institute Act
(AMENDMENT) BI·LL.
1972 provided for the transfer of the
control of the Veterinary Research
The message from the Council reInstitute of the University of Mel- lating to the amendments in this Bill
bourne to the Department of Agricul- was taken into consideration.
ture, ·which transfer was duly
Mr. ROSSITER{Chief Secretary).effected on 1st April, 1973.
Clause 3 of the Bill as drafted subFor many years the person for the stituted a new sub-section (2) for
time being holding the office of the existing sub-section (2) of secDirector of the Veterinary Research tion 37 of the principal Act, proInstitute of the University of Mel- viding that a permitbourne was, in accordance with the may contain any fur.ther conditions and reprovisions of the Milk Pasteurization strictions that the officer granting the permit
Act 1958 and the Stock Medicines .thinks fU.
Act 1958, a member of the Milk When the Bill was debated in anPasteurization Committee and the other place it was considered that
Stock Medicines Board respectively this provision was not satisfactory
and received a fee per meeting and and accordingly the words " thinks
travelling expenses as prescribed by fit" were omitted and the words
regulations.
" may reasonably require " were inserted. The Government considers
It is still desirable to have the that the amendment improves the
director of the institute as an expert drafting of the sub-section. Accordmember of the Milk Pasteurization ingly, I moveCommittee and the Stock Medicines
That amendment No. 1 be agreed to.
Board. The amendments in paragraph (a) of clause 2 and paragraph
Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara).-The
(a) of clause 3 of the Bill therefore Hansard report of the debate in the
replace the references to the Uni- Council was not available until toversity of Melbourne in the desig- day and members of the Opposition
nated office of the Director of the have not had an opportunity of
Veterinary Research Institute in the examining what took place in the
relevant legislation with expressions other place. The amendment apreferring to the Department of Agri- pears to be merely a different emculture.
phasis in wording. The Opposition
As the other members of both did not oppose the clause in the first
bodies who are officers of the Public place, and it does not oppose the
Service do not receive fees or travel- amendment.
ling expenses for their attendance at
The motion was agreed to.
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Mr. ROSSITER ·~Chief Secretary).When the Bill was considered in
this House, clause 5 provided, inter

aliaIn sub-section (1) of section llO of the
Principal Act(b) af,ter pa~agraph (va) there shall be
inser.ted the following paragraph : " ( vb) In relation to the curing and reconditioning of tobacco leaf(i) for regulating and controlling
.the use of buildings and
appliances and the storage
of fuel; and
(ii) for prescribing fire protection measures to be taken
in the vicinity of any building, ·appliance or fuel storage;".

The Council omitted proposed paragraph (vb) and inserted the following paragraph:( vb) for prescribing fire protection measures to be taken in the vicinity of
any building, appUance or fuel storage used in the curing or recondi·tioning of tobacco leaf ;

The expressed opinion of honorable
members who represent the areas
concerned with the curing, reconditioning and growing of tobacco has
indicated that the proposed amendment will provide a better way of
safeguarding the industry and ensuring adequate fire protection measures. Therefore, I moveThat amendment No. 2 be agreed to.

Mr. CURNOW '(Kara Kara).-I
agree with the amendment, but it
seems strange that the honorable
member for Benalla and I spent
hours trying to convince the Chief
Secretary that the power of the Governor in Council to· make regulations, as previously ·contained in the
Bill, was too wide and was in fact
uncalled for. It is disappointing that
the Chief Secretary changed his
mind only because of the debate that
took place in another place when he
could have taken the advice of the
honorable member for Benalla and
myself.
Mr. WHITING (Mi'ldura).-1 verify
the statement of the honorable member for Kara Kara. The honorable
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member for Benalla discussed subparagraph (ii) of proposed paragraph
(vb) at length, and pointed out that
the main problem was with the curing kiln of the tobacco processing
operation and the fact that sub-paragraph (ii) referred to "any building, appliance or fuel storage " on
any part of the property whether or
not it was adjacent to the tobacco
kiln. Therefore, the honorable member should be given credit for the
part he played in having the amendment made.
The motion was agreed to.
FLEMINGTON 'LAND BILL.
The Order of the Day for the resumption of the debate on the motion for the second reading of this
Bill was read.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-! have examined this
Bill and am of the opinion that it
is a private Bill.
Mr. ROSSITER {Chief Secretary).! move, by leaveThat all the Private Bill Standing Orders
be dispensed with, and that this Bill be
treated as a public Bill.

The motion was agreed to.
The debate
(adjourned from
November 1) on the motion of Mr.
Borthwick (Minister of Lands) for
the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
Mr. JONES (Melbourne).-The Bill
concerns the desire of the Government to enable the Flemington and
Kensington Bowling Club to have
power to borrow in respect of land
that it has leased since 1892 for
recreational purposes. The land,
which covers 3,700 square metres,
is on an angle near the intersection
of Smithfield Road and Racecourse
Road.
This area of land has had a
slightly chequered career. In December, 1886, by Order in Council,
it was made a site for " public recreation". In January, 1887, the
Crown conveyed the title of the land
to the Board of Land and Works
and the Borough of Flemington and
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Kensington. In August, 1889, the
land was surrendered to the Crown.
In October, 1889, the land was reserved as a " public park " and once
more was handed over jointly to the
Board of Land and W arks and the
Borough of Flemington and Kensington.
One of ,the reasons why the Bill
has been introduced is that the
original Crown reservation of the
land as a site. for "public recreation"
although not referred to in the
secorid Crown grant of October,
1889, is still considered to have some
legal consequences. Therefore, one
of the purposes of the Bill is to remove the permanent reservation for
"public recreation" made in December, 1886.
I hope the Minister will explain
at the Committee stage how the
complication occurred. I cannot
understand why the reservation of
the first Crown grant was not extinguished by the second Crown
grant of 1889. In 1915 the control
of the land was transferred to the
Melbourne City Council, because in
1905 the Borough of Flemington and
Kensington was absorbed in the
greater Melbourne scheme of that
period. That was not, of course,
recommended by Mr. Voumard, although he was probably in practice
at that time. The position now is
that the Melbourne City Council is
confirmed in the Act as the committee of management.
In the opinion of the Opposition
the Bill does not represent any
policies of the Labor and other parties
about the alienation of public parklands. It means that the 3,700
square metres indicated in the
schedule is land that has been occupied by the bowling club since 1892.
The Minister of Lands has given
an undertaking that there will be
no extension of the area, and the Bill
does not involve any alteration of it.
However, it was considered that if
the bowling club wanted to· improve
its premises by borrowing money,
the right of the Melbourne City
Council to grant the extended lease
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should be put beyond doubt. Accordingly, the Bill has been brought
down along the lines of the Moonee
Ponds (Queens Park) Land Bill of
1971. The Opposition intends to
vote for the measure, and wishes it
a speedy passage.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time,
and passed through its remaining
stages.
EDUCATIONAL LANDS BI·LL.
The debate (adjourned from October 25) on the motion of Mr.
Thompson (Minister of Education)
for the second reading of this Bill
was resumed.
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick Wes.t).This is a legal rather than an educational Bill, but as it refers to a num.:.
ber of educational institutions the
title is perhaps appropriate.
A Bill similar to this measure was
before the House in 1969. It
amended the Melbourne University
Act and was introduced by Mr.
Porter-now Sir M'urray Porterthe
then
Minister for
Loca·J
Government. The Opposition did not
oppose that Bill and it does not
oppose this one.
The problem with the previous
amendment was that it did not do
what the Government intended. This
amending Bill is designed to allow
land to be passed to tertiary institutions. Under the previous legislation it was clear that, on behalf of
an institution, the Minister could acquire land subject to the Lands
Compensation Act and that the Governor in Council could ensure that
it was transferred to the institution.
However, what was not sure was
the procedure by which the Minister
of Education transferred the land to
the Governor in Council before
giving it to the institution. This Bill
provides for that purpose.
The first comment that the Opposition wishes to make concern the
various tertiary education Acts and
the Minister who administers them.
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The Melbourne University Act defines clearly that the Minister of
Education ·is the Minister concerned
but in Acts relating to other tertiary
Acts no specific Minister is mentioned. Although there is some
value in the Acts Interpretation Act
approach which has allowed many
specific references to Ministers to go
by the board, I think Acts concern!ng the finances and management of
Independent tertiary institutions are
in a different category from most
other Acts of this Parliament. The
Opposition wishes the Government
to examine the question whether
Acts relating to independent organiz~.tions established by this Parliament should specifically refer to the
Ministers administering them.
The other part of the Bill about
w:hich Opposition members are concerned is the method by which it is
proposed that the land shall be
granted to the university or the
Victoria Institute of Colleges. Paragraph (a} of clause 4 refers to the
grant of land in fee simple to the
university or to any affiliated educational institution. I understand that
the land ceases to be Crown land if
it is so conveyed and becomes subject to planning orders of the Town
and Country Planning Board or other
planning authorities. However, if action is taken under paragraph (b)
of clause 4 to reserve the land for
use by the institution pursuant to the
Land Act 1958, it does remain Crown
land. If that occurred, the question
would arise whether the land so
·granted to the university would be
subject to the various planning proposals of the Government.
The question as it affects La Trobe
University and the Victoria Institute
of Colleges is not particularly
important, but there is now considerable concern in Carlton that the University of Melbourne will be extending into that area because of its
shortage of land. The question arises
whether, if any land were conveyed
to the institution under this amending legislation, it would be subject
Mr. Roper.

Lands· Bill.

to the normal planning procedures.
In other words, would the university
be able to ride rough-shod over every
plan proposed for the Carlton area?
The Opposition seeks the advice of
the Minister on this matter because
the suburb of Carlton has changed
enormously in the past few years
and most people consider it to be
one of the most attractive parts of
Mel~ourne. Any policy of the university to override local objections
or objections of the Melbourne City
Council or anyone else is of concern
to the Opposition. The Opposition is
not opposed to the Bill, but asks the
Minister to reassure the people of
the Carlton area.
Mr. WHITING {Mildura).-The
Country Party supports this measure.
As a member of the Council of the
La Trobe University, I am interested
to note that the legislation is being
amended to provide that land acquired for a university is for its use
and that any legal doubt which
might have existed about the Minister's power to do this with similar
land in the past has been removed.
The proposed additions to the La
frobe University Act qualify the
situation, and the land is construed
as unalienated Crown land.
In the light of the remarks of the
honorable member of Brunswick
West, one presumes that the land
was reserved for educational purposes and not granted in fee simple
as might have been the case under
some circumstances. However, similar amendments to the Melbourne
University Act and to the Victoria
Institute of Colleges Act will clarify
the situation with regard to those
three institutions.
The Monash University (Amendment) Bill, which is listed for debate
in this House shortly, has a similar
provision which will cover the area
of land concerned if that university
requires any further land to be acquired for its own purposes.
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The Country Party believes this
clarification of the statutes is necessary and wishes the Bill a speedy
passage.
The motion was agreed to.
The BiU was read a second time
and com·m'itted.
Clause 1 ·was agreed to.
Clause 2, providing for amendment
of the Melbourne University Act
1958.
Mr. THOMPSON :CMinister of Education) .-1 .thank honorable members
who have contributed to the debate.
The honorable m·ember for Brunswick
West made an interesting proposition
as to the degree to which the University of Melbourne, for example, would
be governed by town planning commissions in view of the fact that
land acquired on its behalf by the
Minister could become una'lienated
Crown land. 'I should like the opportunity of referring that question to
the Law Department, as I know it
is con trovers'ial. Land surrounding
the University of ·Melbourne has been
subject to considerable debate from
time to Hme because of the possibility of ·its being acquired .for univers'ity purposes. The question of
covenants on the 'land may well arise
in a particular instance. 11 should not
Hke to give an off-the-cuff answer
without a study of t'he nature of
the land to be acquired, which could
have a ·consequence from the po,int of
view of town planning for the City
of Melbourne.
Mr. WILKES (Northc'Ote).-I had
not intended to make any ·comments
on this BiH until I heard the ~Min
ister of Education ·make a brief suggestion about the acquisition of land
at Carlton on behalf of the University
of Melbourne. That subject has been
discussed at length in this Chamber
on a number of occasions. There is
ample land within t'he university area
that ·is still undeveloped. Indeed,
many bui1ldings within the university
area are old and needed replacing
many years ago.
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I have strong views on acquisition
because of the disadvantage, discomfort and inconvenience it causes ·a
number of people. If the ·Minister
of Education is thinking of compulsory acquisition of some portions of
the Carlton area for university purposes, 'I hope he wiH first consider
the rights of those people whose
property will be acqu!red. . Suc.h
thinking has :been lacking In this
State and in other States. It is i~
portant to have some avenue of appeal against the decision of Government departments to acquire land.
At .present the only appeal available
is against the amount of compensation assessed. ~Much suffering and
legal activity wou'ld be prevented· i.f
people were perm'itted to appeal to
a tribunal against the decision of a
Government department to acquire
their land.
I should like to think that this· State
would be the first to introduce legis~
lation establishing such a tribunal.
Tribunals already exist in many
American States, and 'indeed in Canada, to which aggrieved persons
whose property is to be acquired
can ·appeal. The Government is then
obliged to prove that there are no
alternatives to the proposed acquisition. If an appeals tribunal rwere
estab'l'ished by the Government, many
of the problems associated with compulsory acquisition would 'be overcome. The former Premier of this
State heartily disliked ·compulsory
acquisition. On a number of occasions in this Chamber Sir Henry
Bolte said that it was always diffi·cult
for a Government to use its powers
of compulsory acquisition.
In the Carlton area there has been
much ·controversy over the acqui.:
sition of land by Government authorities, particularly the ~Housing Com.mission. If t'he Government has any
intention of acquiring land for un·iversity purposes in that area, it
should set up a tribunal to which
people could lodge objections and
the transaction coU'ld be debated before property values were affected or
people were forced into unnecessary
and ·costly litigation.
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I ask the Minister of Education and the Cabinet as a whole
seriously to consider my proposition
that a tribunal 'be established to consider proposed acquisitions before
they get to the stage where people
are forced to go to court to seek
just compensation-this is the only
redress they have at present.
The ·clause ~was agreed to.
Clause 3, providing for amendment
of the La Trobe Un'iversity Act.
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West).-!
thank the Minister of Education for
his assurance that he 1will examine
this clause to see whether land taken
over 1in the name of a university
or. college will comply with planning schemes which have been suggested or actually put into effect. As
a result of this type of analysis,
the rights of State Government departments and other authorities to
bypass planning sche,mes already
suggested ·could be considerably reduced. The Govern•ment might well
find that this is an area in which it
should have a general policy.
The clause was agreed to, as was
the ·remaining clause.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.

COUNTRY ROADS (AMENDMENT)
BI·LL.

The debate (adjourned from November 1) ·On the motion :of ·Mr.
Borthwick (Min'ister for Conservation) for the second reading of this
Bi'll was resumed.
Mr. WILTON CBroadmeadows).This Bill to amend the Country Roads
Act deals with the sharing of costs
of street lighting :installed on main
roads. In h'is second-reading speech
the ·Minister for Conservation expla'ined that under the Country Roads
Act there is provision for the Country Roads Board to make a contribution to the ·cost of lighting of
free·ways and highways. The Govern;ment has now decided that this provision shaH be extended to ·cover the
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installation of lighting on what are
known as main roads. These are
roads proclaimed under the Country
Roads Act for which municipalities
can receive finanC'ia11 assistance
from the Country Roads Board Fund
for maintenance, reconstruction and
so on. This provision is now to be
extended to street l'ighting. The Government deserves some ·Cfiiticism because it has taken so long to do
something about this vexed question.
For some years metropo'litan municipalities have been trying to cope
with the prob1lem of meeting the
costs of satisfactorily lighting main
roads. This has been a sore point
in local government circles. I believe
the Govern·ment should have acted
long ago. In fact, II bel'ieve it could
make this legislation retrospective to
·cover part of the burden that the
municipalities have had to ·carry.
The ·M'inister indicated 1in his
speech that this Bill would be beneficial to muni'C'ipalities inasmuch as
it would relieve them of some of
the cost. That is questioned in some
quarters. The Street 1Li·g'hting Committee ·wiU examine the type of
lighting that is needed, and will consider matters of design, candle power
and illumination effects, and it is
accepted in some quarters-particularly local government quarters-that
the standards will be substantially
lifted. I am not arguing against that
point. I merely make the point that
following the lifting of lighting standards, the financia11 ex'Penditure that
municipalities will be asked to bear
will, in all probability, be the same
as that which they have borne in
the past, if not slightly more.
The Government has decided that
the street lighting costs win be ·shared
three ways-by the ·municipality
·concerned, the electricity authority
and the Country Roads Board. A
municipality which also operates the
electriC'ity authority will have to bear
two-thirds of the cost. 1ihis wiU ·mean
that the City of Northcote, the Oity
of Williamstown, the City of Coburg,
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the City of Preston and other mun'idpalities which operate electrical undertakings, will have to bear twothirds of the ·increased costs fol·lowing the lifting of the standards. The
mun'icipalities which operate electri•cal undertakings will endeavour to
absorb the costs within their operations.
I do not know whether the
municipal counc.iJs concerned have
given any thought to this, but I
suppose this will depend large•ly on
the m'ileage of ·main roads within
their boundaries. I i·magine that the
municipality-controlled electrical undertaking operate on a pretty
tight budget. Bearing in m·ind their
existing operating costs and the
charges they have to meet for the
bulk supply of power from the State
Electricity Commission, as well as the
innumerable other costs which they
already bear, I doubt whether these
municipalities have given consideration to the effect that these costs
will have on their e'lectricity operations. It will be interesting to learn
the result of the operation of this
Bill because 'it makes proV'is'ion for
matters other than the sharing
of the cost of the installations.
In his second-reading speech, the
Minister said that the Billextends the provisions of the existing legislation in a number of ways to provide that
when approved by the Str.eet Lighting Committee ·the cost of operation and maintenance
of existing lighting .installations on main
roads, and the installation, operation and
maintenance of new or imor-oved installa.tion
shall be shared one-third by the Country
Roads Board, one-third by the State Electricity Commission and one-third by the municipal council concerned.

It has been suggested to me that

many of the existing installations
will have to be replaced because
they will not meet the new standard
of the Street Lighting Committee.
Therefore, the words, " the cost of
operation and maintenance of existing lighting installation" should be
read in the light of the fact that
many of them will have to be replaced at considerable cost.
The Government is not giving
away much. Certainly, municipalities are grateful for the small
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amount of assistance that they will
receive but they should be entirely
relieved of this cost. Proper street
lighting is of general benefit to the
community at large. It is splitting
straws to argue that a municipality
should pay a third of the cost because a section of a road happens
to be within its boundaries. This
principle does not apply to highways
or freeways, and it should not apply
to main roads.
For too long the Government has
taken the view that a municipality
should contribute something to the
cost of projects which benefit the
State as a whole simply because
they are within its boundaries. That
is begging the question. The cost of
lighting installations on main roads
should be shared between the Countrv Roads Board and the State Electricity Commission. After all the
State Electricity Commission is ah
instrument of government and its
purpose is to serve the community.
As the Minister said, a good standard of street lighting will improve
road safety.
Particularly in the case of those
in the metropolitan area, for too
long municipalities have been asked
to carry the cost of a government
responsibility. I remind the Government that the only source of revenue
available to municipalities is the
iniquitous property tax. The system
of taxation is archaic because it has
no regard to the capacity of the taxpayer to pay. In all other forms of
taxation, that is the fundamental
principle. Other taxes are levied according to the taxpayer's means and
financial capacity. The Government
should start to reverse the situation.
It should relieve municipalities of
these financial burdens. That would
bring local government back to what
it was many years ago.
The Labor Party does not oppose
the Bill but it criticizes the Government for taking so long to do something to remedy a problem about
which municipalities have complained
for many years. The Government
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could have been a little more generous. It would not be too burdensome to accept the sole responsibility for financing this lighting by using the resources of the Country
Roads Board and the State Electricity Commission. Country Roads
Board funds come from the motoring
public and this sort of street light,ing will mainly benefit motorists.
Considering the volume of funds
which flow to the Country Roads
Board from petrol tax and other taxing measures, it would not be beyond the capacity of the Government to accept fuh responsibility for
the cost of this street lighting.
Mr. B. J. EVANS {Gippsland
East) .~I cannot fully agree with the
concluding remarks of the nonorable
member for Broadmeadows that the
motorist would be the principal
beneficiary of this form of street
lighting. It was demonstrated by the
report of the Road Safety Committee that the element of the population most likely to benefit ,consists
of pedestrians. In its eleventh progress report, which was presented to
Parliament on 20th March, 1973, the
Road Safety Committee recommended that the standard of street
lighting in Victoria should be immediately improved to the code standards of the Standards Association of
Australia and that particular reference should be paid to arterial and
sub-arterial roads.
I should think that this measure
stemmed from the report. At the time
of the inquiry by the committee it
was apparent that the fact that the
lighting requirements laid down by
legislation applied only to highways
meant that there were many miles
of main roads, possibly carrying as
much traffic as highways, which
were more hazardous for pedestrians
than the highways themselves, particularly within the metropolitan
area.
It goes without saying that the
metropolitan area will benefit more
than any other part of the· State.
Obviously, that is where the traffic
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density is highest and pedestrian risk
greatest. The committee found that,
within the metropolitan area, there
were some 900 miles of arterial and
sub-arterial roads, which could be
broadly defined as highways or ·main
roads, and which were not lit to the
code standards of the Standards
Association of Australia. The report
stated that if they were lit to those
standards the overall night casualty
accident rate o·n these roads would
decrease by approximately 30 per
cent. This would mean that some 60
lives would be saved and some 750
injuries would be avoided.
Under any circumstances, that
would be a dramatic improvement in
the over-all road toll. However, it
cannot be expected that the passage
of this measure will mean an immediate reduction of the road toll to
that extent. All main roads will have
to be brought up to the Standards
Association of Australia standards.
The Road Safety Committee estimated that that would cost about
$2·25 million. which is a large sum
of money. The committee received
a great deal of evidence on this
question and it is apparent from the
Bill that its recommendations have
been accepted by the Government.
I direct to the attention of the
Minister a problem which concerns
some of the smaller municipalities.
Although, quantitatively, the problem is not so great, it exists. Many
of these municipalities are seriously
concerned about the requirements
which must be met before adequate
lighting is provided on the highways
and main roads where they pass
through small townships.
The
Deputy Leader of the· Country Party
has provided me with a letter from
the Shire of Walpeup, which has a
problem typical of those confronting
smaller municipalities. The letter
statesThree years ago, in this very same week,
it was announced rat the Municipal Association conference, that the Government,
through the State Electricity Commission,
the Country Roads Board and municipaHties
would in future share the cost of approved
street lighting installations on State highways. The thought of a saving in this field
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prompted my council .to consider utilizing
this ~oney towards the improvement of existing lighting in the various townships. Irt
was just as well no firm steps were taken
to implement these proposals as we have
now been jnformed that the basic criterion
for the sharing of costs is a highway carrying in excess of 3,500 vehicles a day. It costs
my council considerable moneys to provide
lighting on the Calder Highway; however,
this road would not carry that amount of
.traffic, so presumably it does simply not
comply w~th the applicable conditions.
It concerns my council that the Government should make such statements without
drawing attention to the basic requirements
before assistance can be given. I am certain
that all present at .the conference went back
to their municipalities and reported that a
saving. on street lighting costs would be
fol'lthcoming. It would be most interesting to
know just how many have in actual fact received any benefit at all.

It is not uncommon for statements
to be made by the Government, or
in its name, which lead people to
believe that certain assistance will be
forthcoming. In the event, when a
particular proposal is put into effect,
many people are sadly disillusioned
to find that their original hopes for
assistance are not fulfilled. I have
encountered this problem in municioalities in my electorate. No matter
how dangerous the traffic is along the
highway where it passes through a
small township, because the highway does not carry the amount of
traffic set as the minimum, no Government assistance is provided for
adequate lighting.
I have always believed that our
highways are built for the use of all
the people of the State. It is fair to
expect all the people of the State
to share the cost of building and
maintaining them, including the cost
of proper lighting where it is justified.· I suppose that qualification
pos.es the problem: Where does one
draw the line to determine that the
justification exists?
Some notice must be taken of the
volume of traffic using a road and
also the number of pedestrians, but
certain other criteria should be taken
into account. I refer to the physical
topography of the · area through
which a road passes. For· example,
a township. ·may be situated in· hilly
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country, or there may · be curves in
the road or something of that nature
which renders it less safe than a
straight road. Such factors should be
considered when determining the
assistance which will be provided to
a municipality.
The purpose of the Bill is sound.
It will help to achieve the objectives
set out in the report of the Road
Safety Committee. There is no doubt
that improved street and highway
lighting will reduce accidents, particularly pedestrian accidents, al.;
though it will also have an effect
For those
on other accidents.
reasons, members of the Country
Party support the Bill.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-This
Bill is long overdue. I endorse some
of the remarks of the honorable
members for Broadmeadows and
Gippsland East. The Road Safety
Committee investigated the causes of
pedestrian accidents of which there
is a high incidence in Victoria, par~
ticularly in the metropolitan areas
but also in the country areas. on·e
of the causes which was disclosed
by the committee's examination was
the appalling lack of lighting on
most highways and streets. It was
pointed out to the committee that in
the majority of areas the lighting
standards were below the code standards of the Standards Association of
Australia. I shall not bore the House
with the detail ; suffice to say that
the committee was satisfied that
some drastic measures must be taken
to improve street and highway lighting throughout the State.
Municipalities, which were expected to provide the bulk of the
finance required to improve street
lighting, are unable to do so. Like
State Governments, they have . re·stricted taxing powers. As in other
proposals which affect municipalitie~,
the Government forgets about its
contribution. I point out. to the Minister of Transport that in New So~th
Wales a different situation exists. In
that State, the Department of Main
Roads pays one-quarter of the cost
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of street lighting, the Treasury pays
one .. quarter, the municipalities contribute one-quarter and the Electricity Commission of New South
Wales pays one-quarter, or makes a
contribution ·which I assume is the
equivalent of 25 per cent.
However, in Victoria the Government makes no contribution, the
State Electricity Commission pays
one-third, the Country Roads Board
contributes one-third and the municipalities pay one-third. For many
years members of the Opposition
have argued against the disproportionate allocation of expense and
the abrogation of the Government's
clear duty in connection with contributions to the operating costs of the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board.
The Government is adopting a similar attitude to the improvement of
street and highway lighting.
If the Government did not extract
from the State Electricity Commission the sum of $6 million yearly by
means of the turnover tax, perhaps
the State Electricity Commission
could afford to pay the Government's
share. Some contribution should be
made by the Government. Municipalities which buy electricity in bulk
from the State Electricity Commission and provide a better service
than the commission to their consumers are to be further penalized.
Those municipalities will pay twothirds of the cost and the Country
Roads Board will pay one-third.
Statistics show that the roads which
are best lit are those serviced by
municipalities which buy electricity
in bulk from the State Electricity
Commission, yet they will be most
affected by this legislation. The Government and the Minister for Fuel
and Power should realize that those
municipalities which are providing
service to their ratepayers by reselling the electricity which they purchase in bulk should be given the
same consideration as other municipalities. After all, they have to pay
a surcharge, but through the efficiency of their operations they are
able to provide a better service to
Mr. Wilkes.
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the public. Now the Government
proposes to burden them with an extra one-third of the cost of providing
improved street lighting to bring it
up to the code standard of the Standards Association of Australia. I
should have thought that the proposal was a little unfair.
New South Wales has considered
the problem of improving street
lighting over a long period. It has
found that as street lighting is improved the number of pedestrian
accidents is correspondingly reduced.
The cost benefit factor, as well as
the saving of life, is of tremendous
importance. These facts have been
clearly pointed out to the Government, and I have no doubt that members of the Government party have
read the report of the Road Safety
Committee. I shall refer to several
critical clauses in the report. Clause
1.0.9 statesIt has rtherefore .turned its attention :to an
·examination of other countermeasures. It believes :that a most effective countermeasure
which should be introduced immedi·artely in
Victoria is improved street lighting to Standards Association of Australia Code Standard.

Clause 1.0.10 statesTherefore, rthis repor.t deals in detail with
the need :to upgrade •Street lighting in Victoria.

That point is stressed throughout the
report, as is the paucity of street
lighting in Victoria compared with
the situation in other States. I advise the Minister to examine the report because it informs the Government that street lighting and that of
some of the Victorian highways is
the worst in Australia. The committee made that statement after careful examination of the situation. As
the honorable member for Broadmeadows pointed out, the Bill has
been introduced after the horse has
got out, so to speak, and after there
has been a great increase in the number of pedestrian accidents and in
the fatality rate the Government is
doing something about the matter.
It has decided that the best means of
apportioning the costs is for the
Country Roads Board to contribute
one-third, for municipalities which
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deal directly with the State Electricity Commission to contribute onethird and for the State Electricity
Commission to contribute one-third
but that municipalities which buy
electricity in bulk from the State
Electricity Commission will contribute two-thirds.
As I pointed out earlier, this proposal is in sharp contrast to the apportionment of costs in New South
Wales. Nevertheless, members of the
Opposition support the Bill because
any proposal to improve lighting
standards and to reduce accidents
caused by bad lighting, whether they
involve pedestrians, moving or
stationary vehicles, should improve
the situation. We urge the Government to consider the system which
applies in New South Wales. I hope
it does so because it may then consider altering the apportionment of
costs which are to be met by municipalities.
The Government claims that it is
restricted in its taxing rights and its
field of revenue raising, but municipalities are in a much worse position.
It must be remembered that main
roads are used not solely by the
ratepayers of one municipality but
by thousands of ratepayers who pass
As I
through the municipality.
pointed out to the Minister, some
municipalities will have to bear an
unfair proportion of the lighting
costs. Although the Opposition does
not oppose the Bill, we should like
the Minister to consider a more
equitable apportionment of the costs
involved.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time,
and passed through its remaining
stages.
YOUTH, SPORT AND RECREATION
(STATE SCHOOL PREMISES) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October 30) on the motion of Mr. Dixon
(Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
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Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North).The Bill will enable facilities at
State schools to be used outside
school hours. As this was the Labor
Party's policy at the last election
and also the previous election, naturally members of the Opposition support the Bill. We agree with the
Government's present contention
that it is ridiculous and most
uneconomic
that
State
school
facilities, such as tennis courts, halls,
gymnasiums and libraries are not
used for at least three months
of the year, when one takes into
account holidays and week-ends. It
must be remembered that the taxpayers' money provides these facilities and that in many areas the only
facilities available to the local residents are located in State school
grounds.
In many cases the outside public,
:in ·Conjunction with the •municipa11
councils, has provided costly facilities
which duplicate those lying idle in
State s·chool prem1ises. That is a
ridiculous situation which has been
tolerated for too lo·ng in. Victoria. I
trust that the deprived areas of the
State, particularly the inner-metropolitan areas, will receive considerable attention when funds for recreational facilities are allocated to State
schools. Whether one lives in the
country or in the city, in a wealthy
area or in a poor area, one sympathizes because facilities for children a·nd adults in many inner-urban
areas of Melbourne are poor.
One of the most deprived areas of
the State is at the corner of Gertrude Street and Brunswick Street,
Fitzroy. Thousands of children live
in high-rise flats with practicaUy no
recreational facilities. I would not
begrudge one cent of the money
be'ing spent in areas such as that
rather than in the more affluent areas
of the State. In the past, at many
pri·mary and secondary State schools
throughout Victoria, the head ·master
or school committee has allowed the
community to use the facilities of
the school outside s·chool hours, espe'Cially ova1ls, tennis .courts and ibasketbaU courts. 'However, the school
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committee or the principals of other
schools have looked on themselves as
little gods, and debarred a child or an
adult from using the facilities out
of school hours. These facitities belong to the public and should be
available 24 hours of the day, so
long as their use is properly supervised. If the children were allocated
to use tbe sporting facilities of the
schools out of school hours acts of
vandalism in our community might
not occur so frequently.
The Bill empowers a school coundl
to authorize persons or organizations
to use the premises. The Department
of Youth, Sport and Recreation, according to the ·Minister, will provide
assistants and advisers and wHl subsidize out-of-school a·ctivities. 'Me:mbers of the Opposition consider that
tQat is a ·most progressive step, and
it has our fuH endorsement.
I wish to :put to the 'Minister one
or two queries with the object of
eliciting information for myself and
other honorable members ·who ·may
be ignorant of the facts. Firstly, I
realize that in school hours the Education Depart·ment is responsible for
any legal action that may be taken
by people who are injured by the
fault or neglect of the department.
However, out of s·chool hours when
an injury occurs to someone from an
outside organization ·Who is using a
tennis ·court or some other facility,
who accepts responsibility? I ask
the Minister to state whose responsibility it is to cover the insurance for
any legal claim that may result from
an accident out of school hours.
Secondly, in recent years private
schools have been receiving substantial Federal and State Government
grants to provide facilities f.or pupils
at ·schools. The BiN does not mention
private schools, but so long as they
use public funds they should ·make
available the facilities of the s·chool
to the public when desired. Many
private schools have in their grounds
facilities which are not available at
the 'local State pri·mary or secondary.
schools. A swill?-ming pool .may not
Mr. Trezise.
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be available to people living within
a short distance of a school. [ ask the
Minister whether private schools
which are developing their facilities
w.ith taxpayers' money, both State
and Federal, ·Will be requested to
make available their facilities at least
to approved organizations of persons
in the area.
The aims of the Bill are praiseworthy, and they have long been
advocated by ·me·mbers of the Opposition. We do not oppose the Bill,
and we look forward to action being
taken, particularly to assist the deprived areas of Victoria.
Mr. HANN {Rodney).----I.t is of
interest that the fadlities of most
schools in the country have been
used by the .community for many
years, although perhaps on a smaller
scale than. is envisaged in the Bill.
In some districts the school has provided the local ·meeting haU, recreation centre, tennis and basketball
courts, and sports ovals. In the past
these facilities may have been ·used
illegally. In the short time in which
I have been a member of .Parliament,
I have had to obtain permission from
the ·M'inister for a person to teach
ballet after hours in a primary school
assembly hall. This was a compli~
cated procedure for a relatively
minor matter. From that point of
view the Bill is commendable. However, the Bill is not revolutionizing
the system, because for many years
school facilities have been used for
these purposes.
The Bill has been introduced to
enable the community to make !better
use of schoo~I facilities, particularly
after hours, at week-ends and during
Ion~ holiday periods. However, this
will mean an increase in the responsibility of school advisory ~councils and
school committees because they wiU
be responsible for controll'ing the use
of the facilities. The.ir work load will
be increased. This· also involves the
security of the school, particularly
after hours. Who ·Will control the
security of the .pupils' books, equipment, desks, class-rooms, and so on?
1
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Is the option to use the school facilities to be extended to 'Class-rooms?
I understand that the BHl •conta'ins
a provision to that effect. The people
with the major interest in com·munity
use are the principal and the staff of
the schools, particularly the principal.
It seems obvious that the principal
should have most say, along with the
advisory coundl or school comm'ittee,
in t:he .granting of permission to persons or bodies who wish to use the
school facilities. The principal has the
main responsibility for looking after
the facilities and ensuring that they
are ,maintained and ·cared for.
Mr. CURNOW.-W:ho wiH be responsible for cleaning?
Mr. H~NN.-That is a good question. At present the caretakers move
in at the end of school hours and
the deaning is generally .completed
by I 0 p.m. or 11 p.m. If schools are
available for the use of the ·community, what arrangements will be
put forward 'by the Education Department? WiU the advisory council or
school comm'ittee be respons'ible for
the caretaking and cleaning of the
school to ensure that it is immaculately clean when the pupils return
in the morning? This is one matter
on which I should like the Minister
to give more detail.
The legal position was ·mentioned
by the honorable ·member for Geelong
North. This is a particularly important aspect. The Minister appears to
be amused. I do not know whether
he is prepared to accept the responsibility for anything that happens at a
Victorian school. In public haUs a
risk policy has to be taken out in
case someone slips and breaks a leg,
or suffers other injury. If a child
falls and da·mages his teeth, as a
result of which a substantial claim
is made, will the claim 'be against
the principal of the ·school, the Education Department, the school .committee or the Assistant M!inister of
Education? This is a serious matter.
Mr. DrxoN.-Does the honorable
member mean that he cannot answer
any of these questions hi:m·self?
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·Mr. 'HANN.-The 1Minister has the
responsibility of answering these
questions. The Victorian Teachers
Union wants to know the answers.
One of the major purposes of the
BiU is for municipal councils to work
'in co-operation with schools in the
expenditure of money for joint ventures on school sites, particularly
for youth, sport and recreation. 'f.his
is a skilful manreuvre by the Minister and I com•mend ~him for it. A
greater allocation of funds will ibe
spent on youth, sport and recreation,
through the Education Department,
for building multi-pull>os·e fac'ilities
on Education Department grounds or
Crown land.
The ·subject of libraries is of interest to many s·maller ·municipalities
and schools. It would be practica1
to use the facilities of school ltbrades
in community centres, particularly
in the smaller communities. At pre·sent a large number of country com.munities use school facilities, particularly basketball and tennis courts.
:In ·my electorate the school facilities
are used for young farmers' activities, achievement days, picn·ics and
various functions.
Mr. MACLELLAN.-Who does the
cleaning?
Mr. HANN.-There is no spedfic
arrangement. PeoP'le ;can walk out
and leave the hall in a mess unless
some provision is made. Presumably
the Minister knows all the answers.
Mr. nrxoN .-Are not arrangements
for this made locally?
Mr. HANN.-The ·Minister has
been going around the State stating
that this is a revolutionary area.
It may create revolutionary problems in the school system. These
are serious aspects to be considered in relation to this activity. A
number of serious fires have occurred in Victorian schools and this
raises the further question of
security and fire .control. Who will
be responsible for the school management and caretaking aspects, for
opening the school after hours and
for the payment of the person who
1

1
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undertakes this duty, and for the
use of the schoolgrounds and buildings? These questions should be
answered during consideration of
this Bill.
The Country Party supports the Bill
and the various procedures which it
~mbraces. It congratulates the Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation for taking the initiative in
bringing before the House proposed
legislation which will eliminate
anomalies that have existed in the
past when permission has been
sought for school facilities to be
used. The honorable gentleman obviously has the answers to all the
questions I have raised and I will
be interested to hear his replies.
Mr. ROPER '(Brunswick West).--I
join with most other honorable
members in commending the Bill.
One might say that for many years
legislation of this type has been advocated by teachers' unions, parents'
associations and Opposition members, and it is now coming into being. In a way, the Bill will only
legalize what many schools already
do·. In my electorate the ma.iority
nf schools already allow their facilities to be used after hours by organizations such as the Greek Or-:hodox Church for teaching the
Greek language and by various interested groups which meet the
needs of children whose parents are
at work. The schools do this without reference to the Minister of
Education although one might argue
that legally they should have his
permission.
Like other honorable members, my
main concern is on the legal ques-:tion which is a serious matter. There
is s~me case law about this question which I do not believe the Education Department has sati~factor!ly
resolved either in connectiOn with
this Bill' or in relation to its normal
activity.
We live in litigious times in which
increasingly people are prepared to
take other people to court if t~ey
think they can obtain compensatiOn.
We have not reached the stage
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which exists in the United States of
America where actions are taken
against doctors and teachers. In one
case, a student successfully sued because on leaving school he was unable to read. Under the laws of that
country he was able to sue the local
education authority. That is not yet
a problem here but since the enactment of the Crown Proceedings
Act, there have been threats and
suggestions that action will be considered against teachers and principals who are claimed to be responsible when children have been involved in accidents have suffered
injuries.
At a principals' seminar run by
the inservice training branch of the
Education Department last year, an
excellent paper was delivered by Mr.
J. M. E. Sutton, who was at the time
an officer of the Education Department but who is now with the Social
Welfare Department. The paper was
entitled "The Principal and the
Avoidance of Legal Liability ". Mr.
Sutton suggested that the school
principal may be liable for injuries
sustained by visitors owing to the
state of the school premises or because of hidden dangers on the
premises. Mr. Sutton statedThe principal's responsibility is generally
>to keep the school premi·ses safe and to protect visitors and pupils from injury caused
by dangers on the premises.

Mr. Sutton referred to a number of
cases which bear directly on this
matter which is a serious one. At
page 7 of the paper, Mr. Sutton
suggested about the school principalHe is responsible for the school premises.
Negligence may make him liable for injury
or damage to pupils or visitors.

It is also suggested that the princi-

pal may be liable for injury to
trespassers on school property.. I
do not wish to deal at length With
all the reported cases but I direct
the attention of the Minister of Education and the· Education Department
to a number of ·Cases which the. department may be interested. to follow up. The cases in questiOn cot:lcem children who came to harm
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while trespassing on school property.
Their injuries have been found to
have arisen as the result of the
negligence of the principal. In this
respect, I refer to the case of Clayton v. the State of Victoria, which
is reported in 1968 Victorian Reports
562. There have been more cases of
this general type in Britain than in
Australia, one such recent case being
British Railways Board v. Herrington,
1972, 1 All England' Reports 749.
That was a House of Lords case
and it established the principle that
even though a child trespassed onto railway property and suffered an
accident, the owners of the property-in this case the British Railways Board-were guilty of negligence.
A recent case in the High Court
of Australia has a fairly direct bearing on this question. It was the case
of Cooper v. Southern Portland
Cement Co. Ltd., reported in the
1972-73 Argus Reports, page 222. In
that case a thirteen-year old boy
had been constantly warned at
school not to trespass onto the
adjoining Portland cement works.
While trespassing on the property, the boy sustained an injury, but the High Court found
that the cement company had
been negligent and awarded a
substantial settlement in favour
I have quoted
of the boy.
several trespass cases because one
might imagine that the Education
Department or other Government
departments would be held by the
courts to be less negligent than the
trespasser. However, the courts havefound, especially in cases involving
trespass, that the authqrity concerned was negligent and judgment
has been entered against it.
This is a real problem. If this occurs in cases of trespass, when
people are allowed to enter school
premises after school hours on business or to use the facilities after
arrangements have been made for
the school to be opened, the possibility of injury will consequently
increase and the problem will
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become greater. The question I
really want answered by the Minister
for Youth, Sport and Recreation
concerns the measures taken by the
Government to protect whoever is
found liable by the court. I should
like to know whether the Government has considered establishing an
insurance fund or providing some
form of insurance policy for the
whole of the State rather than individual schools conducting their
own negotiations with a large variety
of insurers. Furthermore, I desire to
know who is responsible in these
matters? This is a problem of concern to me. Mr. Sutton suggested
that by and large the principal was
responsible. Is this correct? Under
the Bill, will the school committee,
the advisory council or the Minister
be responsible?
The questions I have posed seem
to be clear legal questions which
must be answered for the protection of the life savings of members
of school committees, the Minister,
and the school principal or teacher.
Who is responsible for some object
which may be lying around and
which ·could cause harm to a person
on the school premises?
Another matter which I wish to
mention is similar to the matter raised
by the honorable member for Geelong North
concerning private
schools. I believe the Education Department should negotiate with the
tertiarv institutions throughout the
State for their premises to be made
available for sporting and other activities. To a certain extent this is
already done. I have had a great
deal to· do with universities, with
their areas of parklands and recreational areas. During the summer
months one could shoot a shotgun
across most university .ovals and
only hit the odd sparrow which happened to be wandering across. There
is little use of those facilities during
the long vacation. It would seem
reasonable for the community facilities to be made available for public
use. I suggest that· the Education
Department should negotiate. with
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the tertiary institutions to ascertain
whether agreement can be reached
and the areas can be used.
The last rna tter I wish to refer
to concerns the proposed use of
~unicipal funds.
My only concern
IS the extra financial burden which
may be placed upon municipalities
by school pressure groups which
may exert much pressure on municipalities. Municipal councils are
subject to more pressures of popular
demand than members of Parliament-a number of councillors
have to be re-elected every year.
I know in municipalities in my
area one of the best organized
pressure groups in the community will be the local school
committee, which can muster large
numbers of parents behind it.
Mr. KIRKwoon.-You must be
joking.
Mr. ROPER.-In answer to the interjection of my colleague, in quite
a number of areas the school committees are extremely powerful organi~ations and able to exert great
public pressure. In those circumstances the Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation should consider whether this problem does occur, and, if it does, whether it will
provide trouble for the municipality.
Financially speaking, some municipalities are often grievously shattered by these pressure groups, and
the Bill will open up a new area
of activity for these pressure
groups.
Mr.

BIRRELL

(Geelong).---~Basic

ally the Bill deals with two main
aspects of the administration of
schools and facilities of a public
nature. Firstly, it relates to the control of school facilities, and,
secondly, to agreements which may
be entered into with municipalities
to expend funds on particular locations rather than somewhere else.
This is to be provided under the
Ministry for Youth, Sport and Recreation.
The two aspects are
naturally interrelated.
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.It is worth pointing out that by the
Bill the Government is basically intraducing a programme of decentralization in the normal sense of the word
by moving the division of power
from the top down to the lowest
level in the sub-strata, namely, the
local school council or committee or
~hatever one might call it. I envisage that this can only be to the
advantage of education generally.
Tha.t has been one factor mitigating
agamst a wider public interest in
s~hool. councils over the years in
VICtO'rta. The honorable member for
Brunswick West has found school
comm_itte7s to be huge and powerful
organizations. This may be true of
some areas, but it ·certainly does not
apJ?lY ~o all areas. This proposed
!egtslatiOn may lead to great things
m the future. An enormous number
of councils and committees in GeeIon~
~~ve
~he
responsibility of
mamtammg mterest and raising
funds for the welfare of their
schools.
School councils or committees
are not powerful organizations
and generally they have to scrape to
get by. However, I believe the proposal to vest some power in them is
pro}>ably the best single decision
whtch could be made. It will increase
the interest of parents who are
mainly involved in school' committees
and advisory councils. If the Govemmen t believes these bodies can
handle the power entrusted to· them,
I am sure that the school organizati?ns will accept the challenge and
Will do more in this field in future
.than they have in the past. It is
good to ·see these powers moving
down the line from the top to the
bottom in the normal school hierarchy, as we understand it in this
State.
It is also interesting to note the
proposal whereby municipalities will
be able to join with schools in the
development and use of facilities.
Whether the local councils will respond is hard to say. I personally
doubt whether the practice will be
very widespread. I have the feeling
that councils will prefer to .under-
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take their own development in their
own way on their own land. It is
interesting to note that schools and
municipalities will be enabled to
work jointly with a common interest.
I do not believe this will be done a
great deal but at least the power
will be there and it may well prove
to be a most efficacious method if
this provision of the Bill is adopted.
In relation to the use of school
facilities by various organizations,
it is worth pointing out that
at present there is widespread
use of community facilities at
schools particularly assembly halls.
I am a 'member of the council of the
Geelong High School. Much of the
repayment of the loan for t~e
erection of the assembly hall IS
derived from the letting of the hall
to community organizations. It was
necessary to pay $4,000 a year in repayment of the loan and the money
obtained from letting was of great
assistance.
It must be expected that if school
councils have taken into account in
their repayments the future letting
of school halls, they cannot later say
to community organizations, "This
Act has now been passed, you can
have the use of the facilities free
of charge ; this is the new idea of
the Government ". It would upset
all of the planning. It would be wise
if school councils were still allowed
to charge rental for use of their
halls. The Geelong High School
council would be upset if that were
not the case. However, I am glad
that the school councils can still use
their judgment.
The problem of the private schools
has been mentioned and the Minister
for Youth, Sport and Recreation
should not close his eyes to what has
been suggested today. There are
many private schools in my electorate,
particularly two major
schools, namely, Geelong College and
Geelong Grammar. An increasing use
is being made of the facilities of
those schools during term holidays.
For some years, Geelong Grammar
has conducted a summer music camp.
It is ideally situated on the· shores
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of Corio Bay. Geelong College is
likewise being used for many other
purposes and gradually the use of
these school facilities is extending.
The schools do not charge more than
a nominal fee.
State schools have been erected
with public funds. Although it may
be said that, in future, there will be
a flow of public funds from the
public sector into the private schools,
schools like Geelong College and
Geelong Grammar will not receive
much in the way of capital funds.
I appreciate that libraries and
science blocks are being provided by
Commonwealth grants. This is not
a clear-cut issue because there is a
difference in the origins of the funds
between the State schools and the
private schools. Honorable members
can only approve of what is being
done. I commend the Bill and the
general tone of the debate, particularly the remarks of the honorable
members for Geelong North, Brunswick East and Rodney. Their contributions· to the debate have been
sound. The Minister will not ride
rough-shod over people, but an
answer to queries is desirable. A
smile is not as good as an answer.
Mr. WILTON ·(Broadmeadows).I have examined this Bill with some
interest and I do not know what the
Minister is trying to do. Perhaps it
is a little bit of image building. He
has been talking about community
involvement which has been going
on for 50 years. Legally or illegally
the schools in the Broadmeadows
electorate have gone to great trouble
to foster community use. They have
had next to no finance for facilities
a~d they have had to scratch for
themselves. The local sporting clubs
use the school ovals and facilities.
I have even been to a political meeting in the old school hall of the local
high 'School. It has been traditional
to hold political meetings there.
Members of the school committees
of the schools within my electorate
will be interested to know what is in
the Minister's mind. Pages and pages
of guidelines have been forwarded
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to the schools and the committees
are trying to understand what the
M'inisters is trying to do. What will be
the position if the school council prepares a scheme and submits it to the
Minister, but it is unable to obtain
the support of the municipality? The
Minister has indicated that unless
the request goes through the municipality, it will not "hit the deck"
in his department. The position may
arise where a municipality is formulating its own programme and is
progressively implementing its own
scheme from municipal financial resources. If the Federal Government
is prepared to make funds available
through the Department of Urban
Affairs, the municipalities will
organize their own programmes.
The schools are trying to establish
an out-door physical education complex in the electorate of Broadmeadows. If they have to go
through the local council before
assistance can be granted, the
municipality may say, "We have our
own plate full for the next five
years ; the schools can be put on
the list if they wish, but no funds
can be made available at present ".
Do the schools have to wait five years?
This could apply to the establishment of school halls or gymnasiums.
I do not disagree with the concept
of community involvement in the use
of school buildings. After all, they
are public buildings paid for by
public funds through taxation.
In the electorate of Broadmeadows
schools have made tennis courts and
other sporting facilities available to
the general community and no
problems have arisen about cooperation or cleaning. Arrangements
have been made with each organization. The municipality has not been
involved, although the City of
Broadmeadows has given some
assistance to the schools through its
parks and gardens department. The
Minister has hinted that there are
some doubts whether municipalities
could legally spend municipal funds
Mr. Wilton.
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on school projects and the purpose
of this proposed legislation is to
remove those doubts.
A similar situation arose in relation to the erection of boom barriers.
Some doubt existed whether municipal funds could be used for this purpose and the Government undertook
the simple task of amending the Local
Government Act to load one-third
of the cost of these constructions
onto the municipalities. When the
legality of this matter has been
cleared up to make it possible for
municipalities to spend part of the
municipal funds on school projects,
will it become Government policy
that unless the municipality agrees
to the scheme, it will not be a
" goer "? That would be a serious
situation. At the appropriate time
the Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation should give honorable
members a little more detail of the
workings of the proposed legislation.
Mr. HAYES (Scoresby).--! do not
believe the fears expressed by
the honorable member for Broadmeadows will prove to be well
founded. I was interested in the
remarks of the honorable members
for Brunswick West and Rodney
and, to be helpful, I shall relate
my own local experience with
this type of operation. In 1968,
the Education Department bought
some land at Ferntree Gully for a
high school. Almost immediately, the
local municipality approached the
Minister of Education through me
asking whether if it were to
reserve an abutting area of 10
acres for sports use the Government would contribute to the cost on
the basis of mutual use. That is to say,
during the week the children would
have the use of both the school and
municipal facilities and at the weekend the public could use both. An
arrangement was agreed to and
since then high school sports
facilities have been available for
local recreational use during out-ofschool hours, the school enjoying
both facilities during the week.
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Three years ago, the Boronia High
School was told when it could get
a Commonwealth library. Again, an
agreement was negotiated whereby
the municipality added $40,000
worth of building extension to the
library and agreed to add book stock
to the extent of 20,000 volumes.
This complex was to be used as a
regional library for the public from
8 a.m. until the school took over and
then from 4 p.m. until 9 p.m. The
school children would also be able
to use the facilities prior to and after
school hours. The buHding 'has not
come to fruition, but that tis the basis
of the agree-ment.
·Mr. WILKES.-Will the public use
the library?
Mr. HAYES.-Yes. It is a division
of the Eastern Metropolitan Library
Service and it is established on school
property. I should have thought that
that style of agreement would afford
municipalities the opportunity of contributing to a public need at part
cost.
Mr. TREZISE.-What happens if the
municipality cannot contribute?
Mr. HAYES.-The point is that the
municipality does not have to contribute. If a branch of a 'library is
needed 'in an area and a S'Chool
library is about to be built, then the
·municipality is afforded the opportunity of providing faciHties for its
ratepayers at part cost.
'Mr. WILKES.-What about a public-risk poHcy?
·Mr. HAYES.-Had I known that
the point would be raised, I ·Would
have brought a ~copy of the agree·ment relating to the Boronia High
School library with me. Certain local
advisory councils have taken cover
notes on public risk over other
school facilities open for community use and, at the end of each
month, the S'chool principal advises
the insurance broker which groups
have taken advantage of the cover
note and each of the groups is
billed retrospe·ctively ac·cording to
its use of the facilities. Public risk
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insurance is ·comparatively inexpensive and that is how the system
works in the e'lectorate. I do not
suggest that tit is the perfect system
because I am not a lawyer or an
insurance broker. However, it seems
to be a practical solution and the
Bill appears to be a practical opportunity for all residents whether they
are ratepayers or taxpayers to take
further advantage of publicly-financed facilities.
Mr. WILLIAMS {Box HHl).-1 support the honorable .member for
Scoresby -in his remarks concerning
the Boronia High 1School. At the
Templestowe Technical School, dt is
hoped to establish a joint Hbrary
which will be financed by the Education Department, the 1local :municipality and, we hope, Commonwealth
funds. H will be available for community use. Moreover, the Templestowe High •School will have a
$200,000 recreation ·complex, ·which
will be assisted financially by the
municipal council and the ratepayers.
The parents of students will also work
very hard. Furthermore, it is
expected that funds will be forthcoming from the Commonwealth
Government.
·Mr. WILKES.-But •members of
your party will not accept that.
·Mr. WILLIAMS.--! will ac·ce.pt it.
I do not want to see children deprived 'because of discrimination between .the philosophies of various
.political parties. In this day and age,
it is shocking to see facilities wh'i·ch
have cost millions of dollars in public
money lying 'idle when they ·could
be used by the communitv. I do not
suggest that school buildings make
an education program·me but with the
vast expenditure from the State Budget on educational fac'itlities and a
public awareness of the need to
give education a high priority, the
·marvellous buildings that are being
erected should be available .for com·munity use. The Doncaster High
School has re'cently had a wonderful
assembly hall erected and it will be
available for use by the· public at
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night. Indeed, the haU 'is already in
great demand. Ladies are also using
the school for art classes at night.
:Jt is commendable for the Victorian Government to involve the
community in education. It .was suggested earlier by interjection that
many affluent people reside within
my electorate. I suppose this :is true
but I suggest they are paying through
the nose for educational facilities and
it is about time that the housewives
and the husbands who are contributing should be able to use these facilities at night. It ~has been a disaster
that such capital investments have
not been used outside of school
hours. The Bill represents a most
progressive step.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and commHted.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2, re~lating to the use of
State school premises.
Mr. DIXON {Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-I thank
those honorable members who have
contributed to the second-reading
debate and for the ·Way in which they
have received this initiative from the
Government. Several points were
made and I shall attempt to clarify
the situation as far as possible.
The honorable member for Geelong
North referred to I~iability for legal
action as a result of injury sustained
by persons using school facilities
outside of s·chool hours. I suggest
that the liability wou ld best be covered in the ·manner outlined by the
honorable member for Scoresby. An
all-risks policy .taken out by the
committee of the school seems to be
the most practical way of ·making
certain that any 1injuries that are
sustained or any compensation which
may be payable can be covered.
The honorable member for. Brunswick West went into this matter in
snme detail and ll will certainly ask
officers of the Education Department
to investigate t.he points that he has
made. The question of an all-e·mbracing -insurance fund should not be
1
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dismissed lightly merely because the
Government is endeavouring to return responsibilities for all manner of
things to the individual school or
local committee and therefore it
would seem to be against that particular policy. However, that does
not necessarily mean that the suggestion is out of the question. If the
economies of an all-risk policy to
cover all State schools made that a
feasible proposition, it should be
looked at. My own preference would
be for these matters to be
covered from time to time in such a
way as the individual school committee or council sees fit.
At present, if a child 'is ~injured at
s·chool, there is no cover from the
Education Department. It is up to
the parents to take out an individual
cover with an insurance company
and the Director-General of Education ensures that the insurance com.:
panies have access to the schools so
that .parents can decide whether they
will or will not take out a cover for
their ·child.
Mr. TREZISE.-! do not know what
would be the result in a court of
law if a child were injured by some
school facility, such as a goa'l-post
falling on him.
·
Mr. DI~ON.-A child may be injured whilst playing sport on a perfecdy flat ground, which is a school
facility, but neglect has to be proved
if there is going to be some sort
of action as was outlined in the
various cases mentioned by the honorable member for Brunswick West.
Certainly, tea·chers are covered under
the normal workers compensation
provisions. ·
Honorable ;members are right in
querying ·legal liability, which is a
fairly complex ·matter. At this stage,
I would advise school councils and
school committees that they obtain
relatively cheaply an aU-risks policy
that will cover all these eventualities.
Meanwhile, I will ask for an investigation to be undertaken into the mat..;
ter and at some future time I shall
inform honorable members of the
result of that investigation.
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The honorable member for Geelong
North also referred to private schools
opening their facilities to the genera·!
public. Legislation will be 'introduced
during the autumn sessional period
to re-structure State school councils
and to give them new powers. The
Govem:ment wants to return d&ision
making and a degree of autonomy to
school ·councils. Accordingly those
councils will have the prerogative of
deciding whether .their sohoal faciEties :will be made available to the .
community. Obvious,ly, in the same
way, councils of private schools will
have the prerogative to d&ide
whether or not they will ~make their
facilities available for community
use.
The only way in which the Government ~would give a direction to a
private sohool would be if the school
applied for a grant from the ~Depart
ment of Youth, Sport and Recreation
for a project whrch had been approved by the municipaHty. To take
a hypothetical example, a private
school may be prepared to meet half
the cost of a heated swimming pool
and at the same time be prepared to
make the pool available for community use. The municipality concerned may believe that a heated
pool is a number one priority for
the area and therefore give support
to the proposal. For the benefit of
the :honorable member for Broadmeadows, support does not necessarily mean financial support. 1t may
well be that all of the loca11 finance
required will come from the private
s·chool or from the local club or
organization which is the major sponsor of the .project.
All the municipality ·is asked to do
is to say whether it approves of the
amenity ibeing ·made available and
what priority ;it gives to the .project.
If the municipality gives financial
suoport, well and good. If the proje·ct
is being supported financiaiJ'ly in some
other way locally, then that ·is equally
admirable. If such a project were
submitted to my department and 'it
had first priority with the municipality, funds would be made available
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to the private school through the
municipality on the ·condition that a
contract was entered into between
the school and the ·municipality to
ensure that there was community use
outside of school hours.
·Mr. WILTON .-What about a State
school?
Mr. DIXON.-Exactly the same
position would apply to a State
school. If it were decided that the
proper site for a heated pool was in
the grounds of a State school, it
could be suggested to the municipality that the area needed a heated
pool and the municipality asked
what priority it would give to the
project, looking at a municipality as
an area in which peop,le live and
not just where they are educated.
If the municipality agreed that that
had first priority, it would be forwarded to my department, which
would make funds available on the
Government's announced subsidy
scheme for swimming pools.
Mr. KIRKWOOD.-Your department
is hedging its responsibilities.
Mr. DIXON.-The point has been
taken by the honorable member for
Preston that my department is
hedging its responsibilities. I say
quite unequivocately that the pe.ople
of the local municipalities must have
a say in decisions on where recreational facilities should be located in
Victoria If the Government acted
unilaterally without taking the
wishes of those people into account,
it would probably be carrying out
the centralist policies of the honorable member opposite. The Government certainly does not wish to do
that.
The honorable member for Rodney
referred to school security, caretaking, cleaning and the use of libraries.
The Government believes that the
security of a school is the responsibility of the school council and the
school committee, which must undertake whatever action they believe
desirable to ensure that the school
has adequate security. The powers
and responsibilities of school councils for caretaking and cleaning of
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school premises are presently under
discussion. The Education Department believes school councils should
be responsible for hiring and firing
of caretakers, and will provide funds
to enable that to take place. New
contracts can be drawn up between
the school councils and the individual caretakers or cleaners to enable the cleaning of the school and
community use to take place after
school hours. All these matters can
be taken into account in the new
contract.
If the Education Department continues with contracts for school
cleaning, obviously there will be difficulties because schools ·will have
different programmes according to
individual school and community
needs.
The Government seeks
acceptance by teacher unions,
mothers' clubs, the Victorian Council
of School Organizations and principals of school organizations of the
proposal that school councils should
be responsible for looking after the
security, caretaking and cleaning of
the school. Where previously funds
were supplied by the Education Department directly to the cleaners,
they would now be supplied to the
school council, which would arrange
its own contracts. This proposal
would lead to flexibility and more
economical use of the facilities.
Mr. WILTON.-What about the
residence for the caretaker? That is
the biggest problem.
Mr. DIXON.-I agree that that is a
big problem, and the policy of the Education Department is to make these
residences available as funds permit.
Unfortunately, funds presently available do not permit caretakers' residences to be built at a greater rate
than they are lbeing built at
present. The basic reason for that is
that financial assistance grants were
increased by only 8 per cent. In a
year when inflation is running at 13
per cent, provision of such extra
facilities is almost impossible.
The honorable member for Rodney
also spoke about the use of libraries,
and I commend to him the points
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made by the honorable member for
Scoresby. There is a long way to go
before municipal library services can
be co-ordinated with individual
schools. I look forward to the day
when each municipality will have a
co-ordinated library service with its
own library, together with various
school libraries. All of these would
be interchangeable and people would
be able to visit particular places with
flexibility, so the whole municipality
could be served.
I have answered the legal questions raised by the .honorable member for Brunswick West. I assure
the honorable member that although
the Government's policy is pragmatically applicable, I will investigate
the points he raised. The honorable member referred to responsibility, and I believe this belongs to the school council. This is
clearly set out in sub-section (4)"
of section 2, which providesAny such authority shall be deemed to
have been given by the council, and any
such agr:eement shall be deemed to have
been entered into bv the council, for and on
behalf of the Crown.

The honorable member for Rodney
spoke about the fears of principals
that their demands and responsibilities would be ignored. This would
not be the case. Certainly the community is encouraged to have a bigger say in school matters, and this
is right. In the day-to-day dealings
of the school, the principal is available for discussion. Because he has
a great deal of expertise in educational matters, his points of view
would be taken into account by
members of school committees and
advisory councils. Individual principals should ensure that their views
are well-presented. The community
should be encouraged to state its
views, particularly those that have
not previously been taken into
account, because principals have
considered only the interests of their
schools. The school does not belong
only to the principal, it also belongs
to the community.
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The honorable member for Bruns- been better for the people of Victoria
wick West also referred to tertiary if legislation had been passed giving
institutions. I agree that tertiary in- school councils greater autonomy. If
stitutions should make their facilities problems had appeared, they could
available for community use. Repre- have been dealt with by subsequent
sentations have been made by the legislation. The views of members of
Preston Institute of Technology for teacher organizations, ·which seek to
a grant. Such a grant from my de- retain more power for staffs and
partment to that tertiary institution principals, and those of parents'
will certainly be made available con- organizations, which seek more power
ditional upon a contract being for parents and less for principals
entered into between the Preston In- and staffs on educational matters,
stitute of Technology and the Shire will be widely divergent. Practically
of Whittlesea for community use of a year will be lost in giving school
the institution's premises. This is councils greater autonomy and deciprecisely what the department wishes sion-making power in their own
to achieve, but it cannot order auto- schools. At least the councils will be
nomous tertiary institutions to make able to enter into contracts with
their facilities available for com- rr.unicipalities, and this is highly
munity use. I assure the honorable desirable.
member for Brunswick West that the
The honorable member for Broadfunds which ·will be provided to termeadows
inquired whether school
tiary institutions through the Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation councils could expect to receive the
will ensure that the resources will be support of municipalities on particular projects. If councils proceed with
available for community use.
purely educational projects for which
The honorable member for Broad- grants will be received only from the
meadows asked whether funds would Educational Department, they will not
be provided for municipalities or require such approval. However, if
whether the department would school councils wish to make their
attempt to "milk" them. More facilities available for the use of the
money should be provided by the community-which I believe is desirFederal Government through the able-they should advise the governState Government to municipalities ing group of the local community
on a per capita basis. The funds where the resources are being
should not be conditional upon muni- placed. The desires of the communcipalities having to join regional ity can then be co-ordinated.
groups or giving undertakings conMunicipalities should know when
cerning the administration of munischool
councils desire to build capicipal councils within their regions.
Municipalities are the proper gov- tal facilities that will be available
erning bodies for local communities, for the use of the community. Thereand the people should have a con- fore municipalities should advise
siderable voice in the municipalities. the Department of Youth, Sport and
Recreation whether they have school
The
honorable
member
for council support, and if so, what
Geelong correctly pointed out that priority will be given to the project.
this measure gives more power to I assure the honorable member for
school councils to enter into con- Broadmeadows that that part of my
tracts with local municipalities. It is department's policy is one which the
unfortunate that the department has Government has. no intention of
been asked not to give school coun- changing.
cils more powers but to defer the
I thank the honorable member for
matter until the autumn sessional
period, so that teacher unions and Scoresby for his contribution to the
parents' associations will have more debate and his enlightenment of
time for discussions. It would have other honorable members on what
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has occurred in Scoresby and the
lessons to be learned from that example. I also thank the honorable
member for Box Hill for his general
appraisal of the situation of community use of school facilities.
Mr. ROPER {Brunswick West).-I
should like to mention a number of
other matters regarding litigation.
Even if a public risk policy is entered into, there is still a possibility
of individual staff members coming
before the courts.
The Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation referred to sub-clause
(4) of clause 2, which gives the
power to enter into agreements.
However, it does not remove the
possibility that the principal might
be responsible for the state of the
school and that any weakness in the
school is the responsibility of the
principal and not of the school committee. Therefore the legal problem
remains. I am grateful to hear that the
Minister will investigate the matter.
I ask the Minister for Youth, Sport
and Recreation, the Minister of Education and the -Attorney-General to
look at the whole question as a matter of priority, because it has become
very serious.

The clause was agreed to.
Clause 3, relating to expenditure
by municipalities upon land and
facilities used for State school purposes, and the use thereof by residents of the municipalities.
Mr. KIRKWOOD '(Preston).-The
locations of most schools in my
electorate are not advantageous or
suitable enough to warrant the financial assistance that municipalities are
capable of rendering. Not only in inner
Melbourne but also in built-up outer
areas there is little need for municipalities to become financially associated with this scheme because over
the years they have been forced to
develop sporting complexes. In the
City of Preston the Education Department has been plundering the
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area for the kids for years. We have
allowed it to do so because we
realize the kids need these areas.
Mr. DIXON.-Plundering areas for
the kids?
Mr. KIRKWOOD.-Yes. The Government has been irresponsible in
not providing playing grounds for
the children in those areas. Schools
have been developed but the Government has shown no interest in providing facilities. We have now
reached a stage which should be
watched very closely-a stage at
which the financial responsibility of
the Department for Youth, Sport and
Recreation could well be taken over
by municipalities.
Although it is true that at times
the ratepayer and the taxpayer are
the same person, it is not always
so. Municipal elections occur every
year, and municipalities insist that
the prime responsibility of a good
councillor is to look after the ourse
strings of ratepayers and added expenditure could drastically change the
financial structure of a municipality.
The insistence by the Department of
Youth, Sport and Recreation that
the Council should give approval for
various sporting facilities in a community is not as simple as it sounds.
Most. municipalities today believe
that once they give their aoproval
they are forced to assume a financial
commitment ; of course, this is not
what the Minister says. But schools
would expect a council to do so.
This creates the danger of pressure
groups being formed in an area be.;
cause of a misunderstanding of the
Minister's financial requirements and
those of local areas.
I do not believe the community
will become involved in the way
that honorable members expect.
They have not rushed to join school
committees or sports and youth clubs
in my area. There are always vacancies, and seldom is there an election
of any of them to a school committee or advisory body.
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Mr. DIXON.-Does the honorable
member think that nothing should
be done about that?
Mr. KIRKWOOD.-I am not saying that. I say that people will not
suddenly come out of the wood and
fill the requirements of youth, sport
and recreation. The Minister will be
sadly disappointed.
Mr. DIXON.-There has been no
shortage of enthusiasm.
Mr. KIRKWOOD.-There has been
an obvious shortage of cash. I have
no knowledge of any cash coming to
my electorate. Money is required to
provide the facilities. We do not
want talk; we can get that anywhere.
Mr. DIXON.-How many applications have been submitted from
Preston?
Mr. KIRKWOOD.-! do not know.
Mr. DIXON.-That is precisely the
point.
Mr. KIRKWOOD.-No applications
have been approved by the municipal council for the Education Department and none will be approved
if councils are expected to use ratepayers' money to relieve the Minister's department of its financial
responsibility.
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and the department expect, I hope
he will take the steps necessary to
ensure that some type of credit goes
to the local area. Without this,
everything will flop.
Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-My department will give a degree of stimulus
and expertise throughout the State,
and it will be particularly conscious
of areas in which municipalities have
been a little sluggish in understanding the meaning of our guidelines.
Parts of those guidelines have indicated that initially we will be putting
six, and later at least fifteen, community workers into areas where our
concepts of having the municipalities, schools and local organizations
working together for the mutual
good may not, perhaps, be completely understood. I give the honorable member that assurance.
It seems obvious to me that the
honorable member for Preston does
not believe that municipalities can
undertake these sorts of responsibilities. The honorable member does
not believe that the Department of
Youth, Sport and Recreation can
undertake these responsibilities and
it appears to me that the honorable
member believes that the only body
which could satisfactorily assume
such a responsibility is a regional
council. The Government rejects
that view. The Government believes
that municipalities are able to exercise these local government responsibilities in the placing of recreational
facilities in their areas, including the
schools within that community.

It is obvious from a reading of
this clause that the Minister, after
much time and effort, is shifting his
responsibility and that of the department on to the people in local communities. The final authority in any
school would be the principal. If
the principal changed, the whole conThe clause was agreed to.
cept could alter. To run an organThe Bill was reported to the
ized sport, under a community-associated system, agreements would House without amendment, and
probably have to be renewed anually. passed through its remaining stages.
There are too many ifs and buts to
be resolved before this system be- ·HEALTH (FLUORIDATION) BILL.
comes a reality.
Mr.
SCANLAN {Minister
of
Health) presented a message from
I believe the Minister is sincere. His Excellency the Governor recomI know he has a facility for getting mending that an appropriation be
something done, but if he sees that made from the Consolidated Fund
matters are not working out as he for the purposes of this Bill.
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to the people assembled at that conference that the students and junior
staff of universities, not only in
but
English-speaking
countries
throughout the world, were no longer
prepared to receive orders from
above without having a part in making them. It was suggested that
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West).- there needed to be more research
The purpose of this Bill is to mod- into and study of government of
ernize certain sections of the Monash tertiary institutions. Although this
University Act which was originally Bill goes part of the way towards
passed in 1958. In the past ten achieving that end, I think there is
years there has been considerable need for more thinking by the indidiscussion about the development, vidual universities-probably more
purpose, operation and structure of than by the Government-about
universities. This Bill is an attempt their internal structures, not only at
to update what was a reasonable the council level but throughout
decision-making
structure.
structure in the circumstances of the
1958 to meet the present and future That applies not only to the
council level but throughout the
circumstances.
whole of the decision-making strucMuch .of the thrust of the Bill is ture because all too frequently
to democratize the decision-making most nf the decisions that affect
body of the university so far as that students and junior staff at univeris possible under an Act of Parlia- sities are not made by .the university
ment, to broaden substantially the council but by the numerous subarea or variety of people from which committees, by the faculty boards and
the council is chosen and to provide by the boards of examiners, who
firm representation by a number of indirectly report to the c·ouncil. At
groups that previously have not been meetings of university councils most
represented. This matter was raised
of the business is transacted quickly
in a minor fashion in 1958.
because only policy decisions are
During the late 1960s in American required.
universities-and to a lesser extent
Although the Bill goes part of the
in Australian universities-the idea
way
in meeting the particular repreof a university being run by a tightly
sentations
of students and junior
organized hierarchy, distant from
students and ordinary members of staff, the system does not go as far
teaching staff, was put to rest. Some as other members and I would like
honorable members might regret the it ~to go. Far greater consideration
way in which this method of organ- should be given to the needs of
izing tertiary education was put to students and junior staff at meetings
rest, but the fact remains that most of boards and committees at univerinstitutions and Governments have sities. This is provided 'for in the
altered their views to take into section on facilities where the words
account the more reasonable re- " and other persons " are declared
quests which have been made in that to be eligible for the governing body.
time.
This is intended to cover distinIn 1970 I represented the Aus- guished outsiders who are eminent
tralian Government-a Government in their own field, such as, an enof a different political persuasion to gineer. It could also be used by the
that now in office in Canberra-at a university to enable students to beconference on student participation come members of the faculty boards.
in university government at Dubrov- The use of the words " and other pernik in Yugoslavia. It was made clear sons" means that representatives of
MONASH UNIVERSITY

(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from Nov..
ember 1) on the motion of Mr.
Thompson (Minister of Education)
for the second ·reading of this Bill
was resumed.

Monash University [20 NovEMBER, 1973.] (Amendment) Bill.

decision-making bodies are being
drawn from a wider C'lass and could
come from a •whole range of people
connected with a university.
Mr. THOMPSON.-They could also
be on the professodal board.
Mr. ROPER.-That is so. This is a
substantial change. In the conduc:t
of a university it is possible for other
non-senior members of the university to be elected or appointed to
positions of responsibility where
they would be able to :put forward
their points of view.
It has been said that students are
" fly-by-nighters " and have made no
significant contribution to the university. That notion should not be
accepted. This is not so from my
own personal knowledge of three
different universities where students
represented on the council have made
significant suggestions and wor-thwhile changes have been made in
the way in which the universities are
being run. At one stage there was
only one student representative on
the council of the University of Sydney-now there are more-and he
represented the student point of view
adequately. In fact, he has had a
significant impact on conditions at
the university. Students and junior
staff should have the right to be represented on a university council.
That has been my experience.
At the University of Sydney parttime economic courses were abolished and I believe a similar programme was adopted in a university
in Victoria. This caused inconvenience by reducing the number of
courses available, particularly for
arts students.
It has
affected
faculties other than those directly
related to the facuJ.ty from which
the course was deleted. It was
students who were first to point out
the full effect of such actions.
There are one or two other
matters on which I should like to
comment. The amendment to section
33 contained in clause 16 recognizes
that loans entered into with what
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are legal ·infants are in fact recoverable. This is another inroad into the
legal situation of infants. For some
time now young people between the
ages of 18 and 21 years have been
recognized as adults for the granting
of mortgages and similar proj'ects.
In addition, people between the ages
of 18 and 21 years have the right :to
vote at elections and indeed an
eighteen-year-old could even be
elected to this House. Therefore, any
system that excludes 18 to 21-yearolds and regards them as ·infants
can no longer work in this State.
The amendment contained in the
Bill is purely ·a machinery provision
and states that young people between
the ages of 18 and 21 years are
responsible for any ~loans they enter
into. On numerous occasions references have been made to the satisfactory returns from the university
loan fund in Victoria. It is my
opinion that the time is now ripe in
Victoria for a general revision in
the statutes relating to the legal
position of the 18 to 21-year-old
group.
Neither the Minister nor the Government has seen fit to make such
changes uniform throughout the
Act. The Bill proposes to insert
a new section 39A in the Monash University Act, but the old
section 39 has been retained.
Section 39 provides that the council
may require any undergraduate to
dwell during such times as he is
attending cl·asses and lectures at the
university at certain places or in
some other place approved by the
Vice-Chancellor. It is ridiculous to
have such a provision ·in an Act ·in
view of the ·conditions existing at
universities and tertiary institutions
in Victoria. It means that the ViceChancellor has to authorize accommodation taken by any student. The
same provision applies to the University of M'elbourne and La Trobe
University. During the past few
years there has been a change in the
characteristics of student housing,
particularly among the 18 to 21-yearolds. I am disappointed that this
part of the Act rela:ting to student
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accommodation
has
not
been
amended. This provisiOn is unenforceable; nobody could expect
the staff of Monash University to
carry out this function because there
is a shortage of staff. The ViceChancellor will not concern himself
with it because he has 'insufficient
junior officers to do the work. Apart
from the lack of enforcement, such
a clause is no longer appropriate.
A message from the Governor was
presented with this Bill. lt relates
particularly to section 31 of the
principal Act under ·which a sum not
exceeding ·$500,000 must be made
available from the Consolidated Fund
for maintneance of universities. It
seems that the Govern·ment will have
to reconsider the operation of its
financial policy in the 'light of the
fact that the Commonwealth Government intends to provide more money
for the universities. In the near
future there are going to be significant changes in the way in which
universities and tertiary 'institutions
are conducted and the consequences
will require legislation.
In· his second-reading speech the
Minister of Education referred specifically to the composition of
the university councH. As I have
said we strongly support this move.
However, ~there is one point I want
to make concerning the composHion
of the councH. Sub-paragraph (ii) of
paragraph '(a) of proposed new section 7, as contained in clause 4,
provides that one member appointed
to the council shall be a representative of the Melbourne Trades Hall
Council. That is a non-existant body.
In 1967 the Melbourne Trades Hall
Council changed its name to the
Victorian Trades Hall Council and I
have ment<ioned th is point to give
the Minister the opportunity of moving an appropriate amendment during
the Committee stage. On the one
hand, it is important that the Victorian Trades :Hall Council should be
represented on this body, but on the
other hand it would seem to be
equally as important that the council
be given its correct title.
1

1

Mr. Roper.

(Amendment) Bill.

Members of the Opposition do not
obJect .to the Bill. We find much in
it with which we :agree. There wHl
be a spreading of responsibility and
a spreading of decision making under
this Bill and that must be a· good
thing for Monash University. During
the years Monash University has
come in for a good deal o'f criticism.
Slurs have been cast at the research
work it has done and its output of
students, but the university is a
credit to Victoria. I am sure when
this legisl,ation is enacted the university wHl be able to play its part in
developing education in Victoria.
The sitting was suspended at 6.26
p.m. until 8.4 p.m.
Mr. WHITING (Mildura).-This
Bill amends the Monash University
Act. When Monash University was
being formed, its charter provided
for external studies. It is unfortunate
that they were not proceeded with.
For years Victorian students who
live in the more remote parts of the
State have had to manage without
this facility.
The Bill does away with the origina'l concept of the universityto give emphasis to the technological side of tertiary education.
As honorable members are aware,
not only has . Monash University
gone over to academic subjects but
La Trobe University has been established and is well in operation in
that way. The development of the
fourth university is awaited with interest. One wonders how it will line
up with the original concept of
Monash -University.
The Bill reallocates the positions on
the university council. There is an
opinion common among academics
that people with experience in industry, commerce, the law, and so on,
are becoming less necessary on university bodies. I deplore this attitude.
I visualize some universities being
conducted entirely by academics living in their ivory towers and having
no practical knowledge of what goes
on in the world. This should be
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avoided at all costs. My party is glad
that six members of the council will
still represent various fields of
activity including agricultural, proand
comfessional,
industrial
mercial interests. As the honorable
member for Brunswick West pointed
out, one member will represent the
Victorian Trades Hall Council. The
Bill refers to a member of a body
known as the Melbourne Trades
Hall Council, but in his second-reading speech the Minister correctly referred to the Victorian Trades Hall
Council. At least the Minister had
the new name in mind.
My party supports the proposal
that the annual reports of the university should be expedited and made
available to the public earlier than
they have been. This should apply to
all universities. Previously, until the
Auditor-General had given his approval to the accounts, the annual
report could not be prepared. The
Country Party representative on the
Monash University council, the Hon.
Stuart McDonald, had something to
do with the suggestion which led to
this proposed amendment to the Act
and, naturally, my party supports it.
Monash University had its teething troubles, as most institutions of
this kind do, but it is now a worthwhile tertiary educational institution
and the Country Party wholeheartedly supports the Bill which
will further improve the operation of
that august body.
Mr. LACY {Ringwood).-This -is
more than a good Bill ; it is a magnificent Bill which has been looked
forward to by the student body of
Monash University. As the honorable
member for Brunswick West said, it
seems to democratize the process of
governing the university, and it does
so in a fair way. It provides for
proper representation from the
various groups concerned, both inside and outside the university, to
control its procedures and its work.
The university has now enjoyed some
thirteen years of teaching and it has
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contributed extensively to the academic training of a great number of
students at both graduate and post
graduate levels. The university report for 1972 states that, to then,
9,148 students had graduated, 702 of
them having graduated in medicine.
The Bill has many worth-while
features. It increases student representation on the university council.
This in itself, is important. For the
first time, a member of the nonteaching staff will be a member of
the council and, also for the first
time, it will be possible for members
of the teaching and student bodies
to be appointed to the professorial
board. These are important provisions.
I am concerned about the appointment by the Governor in Council of
persons from outside the university,
with. particular interests, to its council. Nine people will be so appointed.
They will represent agriculture, ·the
professions, industry and commerce,
and employees generally will be represented by a person nominated by
the Victorian Trades Hall Council. I
wonder whether these interests are
the most appropriate to be represented. In future the Government
might consider extending these fields
to include the arts, the fine arts and
the performing arts, and possibly
local municipalities and other bodies
geographically located near the university which are concerned with the
involvement of the university in local
community affairs. That could be
considered as the course on which
the university should develop.
I direct the attention of the House
to clause 9, which provides for the
disqualification of members of the
council who do not attend meetings.
As the Deputy Leader of the
Country Party pointed out, the university has had its problems and its
teething troubles. In the late 1960s
and into the 1970s, at the height of
the Vietnam commitment of this
nation and the debate on that subject, students and members of the
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council alike feared for their lives
while simply walking through the
campus. Those times have gone.
These days people argue rationally
instead of using fisticuffs to settle
conflicts that develop.
·
Monash University is a magnificent institution. Perhaps it is prejudice or bias on my part, but I am
glad that the representative of the
University of Melbourne is to be removed from the council of Monash
University. This Bill brings the university into the 1970s and provides
for the 1980s. It could be argued that
the council is too large and that 39
men-Mr. ROPER.-And women.
Mr. LACY.-I accept that. Thirtynine men and women may find it difficult to reach unanimity of opinion.
To take up the interjection of the
honorable member for Brunswick
West, it is interesting to note
that the Monash Association of
Students itself for the first time
in its history in 1972, and maybe for
the first time in the history of
universities in Australia, elected a
majority of women to the governing
body of that organization.
The Bill brings the university into
the 1970s and 1980s and will provide
it with a bas'is of government which
will make it possible for it to become an even ibetter institution. 'It
could be argued, as 'I said before,
that the size of the council-39 me:mbers-may ·make it difficult to govern such an institution, but it must
be remembered that the university
now has a population of about 12,000
students.
The Bill points up the need for
smaller universities to be developed
such as would be possible if the
multi-campus university which .is envisaged by the State Government
were estabHshed in the three largest
provincial centres. One of the ma'in
problems of such a large university
as 1Monash is that it takes on the
chara·cteristics of a subur.b of today's
magnitude in our urban way of life
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and aU the problems that are generated there, and contact between student and staff and student and student is somewhat restricted and
limited ; consequently, it is difficult
to generate community feeling
and spirit. Therefore, if anything, the Bill .points to the need
for the development in the future of
smaller ·campuses where these things
may be possible. With those one or
two reservations, I a·m happy to ,commend the BHI.
The motion was agreed to.
The :Bill was read a second time
and com,mitted.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Amendment of No. 6184
s. 2)
0

Mr. THOM·PSON CMinister of Education) .-I merely wish to thank the
honorable member for Brunswick
West for a fine contribution to the
debate, and also the Deputy Leader
of the Country ,Pa:rty and the honorable member for R1ingwood for the'ir
constructive contributions in the
post-dinner period.
The clause was agreed to, as was
dause 3.

Clause 4, providing, inter aliaFor section 7 of the Principal Act there
shall be substituted the following section:" 7. The Council shall consist of not more
than 39 members and shall be constituted as
f.ollows : (a) Nine members shall be persons appointed by the Governor in Council
of whom(ii) six shall be appointed as representing
agricuUural, professional, industrial
and commercial interests, including
one representing the interests of
employees in commerce and industry being a person nominated by the
members of the body known as the
Melbourne Tr.ades Hall Council.

Mr. THOM·PSON CMinister of Education) .-Because of the force of the
·logic presented by the honorable
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member for Brunswick West, I am
persuaded that an amendment is 'required. 'foherefore, I moveThat, in sub-paragraph ( ii) of paragraph
(a) of proposed new section 7, the word
" Melbourne " be omitted with the view of
inserting the word " Victorian ".

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West).The Opposition does not oppose the
amendment.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted,
as were clauses 5 to 18.
Clause 19 (Amendment of No.
6148 s. 36).
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West).I have one minor question which
relates to the accounts as certified
by the Auditor-General which
were previously presented to Parlia·ment as part of his annua'l report.
I cannot see any provision in this
clause under which the accounts of
the university will be presented to
Parliament. As this is a ·major activity of the State, some provision
should be made for audited accounts
to be made available to honorable
members.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 20.
Clause 21 (New section 39A inserted in No. 6184).
Mr. ROPER ('Brunswick West).1 should like the opinion of the
Minister on the retention of section
39 of the principal Act in view of
the comprehensive amendments to
other sections.
Mr. THOM·PSON 'CMinister of Education) .-This dause iWas carefully
investigated by the legal officer of
Monash University in conjunction
with the Law Department, and it
was felt desirable to retain section
39 and to add section 39A. It could
be argued that, on a first reading,
its clauses are somewhat outmoded,
but this matter was considered.
Mr. ROPER '(Brunswick West).It seems to ·members of the Opposition to be a trifle ridiculous in
this day and age to place a duty on
the Vice-Chancellor to approve of
Session 1973.-84
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students' .places of residence. In view
of other provisions in the BiB relating
to the :~ights of infants or the abil:ity
of infants to take loans and be prosecuted for them, this provision
seems to be a reversion almost to
the original ·Melbourne University
Act of the nineteenth •century rather
than a provision for the 1970s.
Mr. THOMPSON {Minister of Education) .-I agree that the terminology does bear a resemblance to certain sections of the ·Melbourne University Act ~whi·ch was passed tin the
nineteenth ·Century. I wiH draw the
attention of the draftsman to that
point and also to one or two other
sections ·in the :Act with a vie·w to
their revision when the next amending Bill is :introduced.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 22 (New section substituted
for No. 6184 s. 41).
Mr. THOMPSON {M;inister of Education) ........The honorable ·member for
Brunswick West inquired whether
there was any obligation on the
university to present a copy of its
accounts of income and expenditure
to the Governor in Council and to
Parliament. The answer ds really provided in proposed new section 41,
which is contained 'in this clause and
sta~tes-

The Council shall as soon as practicable
after the 31st day of March in each year( a) report the proceedings of the University during the year ended on 31st
day of December then last past to
the Governor in Council ; and
(b) send to the Governor in Council a
full account of rthe income and expendi1ture of the Universtty during
that year audited as provided for
in this Actand a copy of every such report and account
and of all the Statutes approved by the Governor in Council during that year shall be
laid before the Legislative Council and the
Legisl·ative Assembly.

'fhe proposal is that the university
accounts can be suhmitted separately
and not as part of the :Auditor-General's annual report so that the
annual report may be presented more
promptly.
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Probate Duty

The 'cla.use was agreed to, as was
the remain~n:g clause.
The Bill. was reported to the House
with an amendment, .and . passed
through Us remaining stages.
PROBATE ~UTY (AMENDM·ENT)
..
B'LL.
.
This Bill was ·returned from the
Council with a message intimating
that .on ,consideration of the Bill in
Committee· it suggested that the Assembly should make certain arnend·ments ·in the Bill.
M,:r. RAFFERTY .I(Min'ister of
Lahqur .an.d .'Industry) .-The first
amendment ·suggested by the Council
is to paragraph (a) of. sub-cla:use (1)
of clause 5, to omit the words " the
preS'Cdbed fee " and insert the words
" such fee not exceeding $25 as is
p:escribed ". A'~l that the suggested
a.mendment does is ~o place a restrictiO:r;t on the fee which may be prescnbed. Therefore, I move-·
That .this House do make amendment No.

·

1 suggested. by the CouJJcil. ·

.

. Mr. DOUBE (Albert !Park).-This
IS one of the occasions when mem~
hers· of the Opposition are quite
happy . to accept ~he ·.proposal. ·put
fo~ward. As the Bill was passed .by
this · House the .power· to pres,cribe
the fee was handed over to the Gover!lor in CounciiJ. Honorable members
Will reca'll that on a number of
occasions members of the House
have . expressed their opposition to
handmg to the Governor in Council
~ower which belongs to this Parha.ment unless some extraordinarily good reasons are advanced.
When this Bill was debated in this
House the Government persisted
with its proposal that the power to
fix fees should be entrusted to the
Governor in Council. It is pleasing
that the Government has now decided that this power shall remain
with Parliament. The Opposition
agrees with the Council's suggested
amendment.
Mr. WIDTING (M'ildura).-The
Country Party is happy to accept
the amendment. The limit of $25
allows a margin within which fees
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may .be increased by the Governot
in ·Council. When the maximum ·of
$25 has been reached Parliament wilt
have ·to be asked to authorize a
higher ceiling. The ·Country Party
believes a figure. should be· set on
each occasion. If the fee is to be
$1!5 for the next twelve months or.
two years, that should be written into the Act. My colleagues and I are
pleased that the Government has
agreed to make the amendment suggested by another place. We hope
the Government will adopt a similar
approach to a measure that may be
debated
tomorrow.
.
.
.
. Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-As the
honorable member for Albert Park
state<;!, members of the Oppo'Sition
are not concerned with. the amount.
We are concerned with the principle
that Parliament will have the right
to vote against a fee of between $10
and $25. That is the important facet.
The Bill as drafted empowered the
Governor in Council to prescribe any
fee ... During the debate in this ,House
the ,Opposition .and the Country
Party expressed the firm conviction
that this principle was wrong and
that Parliament should retain the
right to fix fees. In some instances,
when it may not be possible to wait
for Parliament to make a decision,
regulatory powers are necessary.
I remember long debates on the
advisability of regulatory powers,
and submissions have been made on
this question by the Subordinate
Legislation Committee. The principle
was that Parliament at all times
should retain the right to fix fees
and that this power should not be
entrusted to the Governor in Council. So long as Parliament has this
right, members can express their
approval or opposition to the proposed fees, but if this is done by
the Executive Government power is
taken from the people and from Parliament. For that reason members
of the Opposition support the suggested amendment.
Mr. BIRRELL (Geelong).-1 appeal
to the Attorney-General to take
notice of what is happening during
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this session. It is disgraceful that
time and again the same problem
is raised in the House. It is time that
the Attorney-General issued definite
instructions to Parliamentary Counsel to avoid this impasse. This is a
waste of time.
Mr. B. J~ EvANs.-Has the honorable member said this in the party
room?
Mr. BIRRELL.-The whole House
agrees with what is being done here.
The . SPEAKER (the Hon. K. 'H.
Wheeler).-1 take it that the honorable member is referring to the suggested amendment?
Mr. BIRRELL.-! am referring to
the suggested amendment that makes
it mandatory for a limit on fees to
be fixed. It is time that the Government, through the Attorney-General,
interviewed the Parliamentary drafting staff and told them what to do.
Honorable members are getting tired
of this type of amendment.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of
Labour and Industry) .-It is clear
that in paragraph (b) of sub-clause
(1) of clause 5 the word "for" is
unnecessary and should be omitted.
Accordingly, I move-
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that a limit of $10 is fixed compared
with a limit of $25 in "the first
amendment. Accordingly, I moveThat this House do make amendment No.
3 suggested by the Council.

Mr.
WIU{ES
{Northcote).-I
wonder whether the AttorneyGeneral has any comments to make
on the matter raised by the honorable member for Geelong, concerning the number of times that legislation has included provisions of the
type which are now being amended.
The honorable member for Albert
Park and I support the views of the
honorable ·member for Geelong. This
is not the first time that this has
happened, but we hope it will be
the last. We believe the Executive
Government is not entitled to have
these powers and that Parliament
should retain them.
If the Government insists at constitutional conventions and elsewhere
that Victoria is a sovereign State it
must allow Parliament to act accordingly. If powers are to be taken
from Parliament, we are wasting our
time attending to the powers under
the Constitution of the sovereign
State of Victoria. Powers should not
be taken away from Parliament. I
congratulate the honorable member
for Geelong and I hope the AttorneyGeneral agrees with honorable members on this occasion.
That this House do make amendment No.
Mr. WILCOX '(Attorney-Generai).2 suggested by the Council.
I am always prepared to agree with
The motiot:l was agreed to.
honorable members when they have
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of something sensible to say, and if
Labour and Industry) .-When the they are concerned to preserve the
of Parliament I will cerBill was considered in this House, functions
tainly agree with them. I am not
sub-clause (2) of clause 5 pro- completely familiar with the history
videdof the matter, but it is obvious that
In sections 32 and 33 of •the Principal Act the Government has accepted anumfor .the expression "a fee·of $4" (wherever ber of amendments. I want to make
occurring) there shall be substituted lthe
it clear that although Parliamentary
words " the prescribed fee ".
Counsel are within my jurisdiction,
The Council's amendment omits the I do not give them instructions_ on
words " the prescribed fee " and in- any Bills other than Bills which
serts the expression " such fee not come within my portfolio. This matexceeding $10 as is prescribed". The ter concerns any one who gives insame principle applies to this sug- structions for the drafting of a Bill.
gested amendment as applied to the
Mr. CURNOW.-This concerns the
first suggested amendment, _·except Treasurer.
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Mr. WILCOX.-This Bill was introduced by the Treasurer and his
shoulders are broad enough to accept criticism, if any is applicable and I am not sure whether it is.
However, the point is well taken.
I am most careful when introducing
Bills to bear in mind the views of
members of the Subordinate Legislation Committee.
The motion was agreed to.
It was ordered that the Bill be returned to the Council with a message intimating the decision of the
House.
WATER (FURTHER AMENDM·ENT)
BilL.
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public

Works) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The measure amends the Water
Act and its provisions are concerned
with assisting the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission and
waterworks trusts in their administration.
The two amendments which concern the waterworks trusts have
been requested by the Waterworks
Trusts Association. The first dispenses with the present requirement
of waterworks trusts to hold special
meetings each year for the settlement of accounts. The provisions of
the Local Government Act allow
municipal councils to· conduct the
annual settlement of" accounts at ordinary meetings providing that fourteen days' notice of the meeting is
given. The amendments proposed ·in
clauses 3 and 4 of the Bill will enable
waterworks trusts to follow a similar procedure and bring the Water
Act and the Lo·cal Government Act
into conformity.
The second amendment concerning
waterworks trusts is designed to
cover a situation which is not provided for by the existing provisions.
Some waterworks trusts are depo'Siting their moneys in savings banks
other than the State Savings Bank of
Victoria, although this is the only
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bank authorized at present. Clauses
6 and 7 of the Bill provide for
moneys to be deposited in any savings bank and are similar to the
amendments brought before Parliament earlier in the session in regard
to sewerage authorities.
In so far as the commission's administration is concerned, the most
important provision deals with an
extension of the period of operation of the present water right formula. The other provisions are
mainly of a machinery nature.
Clause 2 of the Bill amends subsection ( 1) of section 65c of the
Act, which authorizes the allocation
by the commission of extra water
rights to holdings within the irrigation districts in accordance with the
formulas contained in Schedule
Three B of the Water Act. This
section, however, does not provide
for the allo·cation of extra water
rights beyond 30th June, 1973.
Although the majority of holdings
have been allocated the maximum
volume of extra water right to which
they are currently entitled, there are
still a significant number of holdings
which for various reasons are not
receiving the maximum volume to
which they are, or may in the future
become, eligible. to receive under the
formulas. Many of these holdings
would beco·me eligible to receive
such extra water right only upon the
construction of supply works, registration of easements and so on. The
proposed amendment provides for the
allocation of extra water rights for
a further period of three years to
1st July, 1976.
Clause 5 extends the hours during
which officers of the commission and
local water authorities may enter onto a property for the purpose of inspection, reading or removal of a
water meter. The present provisions
restrict the hours to between 10 a.m.
and 4 p.m.. However, as meter
readers normally commence reading
meters at 8 a.m. and often carry
on until 5 p.m., the amendment will
bring the Act into line with current
practice.

Water (Further
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Clause 8 increases from $1 to
$2 the current charge for rate
certificates issued by the commission.
As this fee has remained at $1 since
it was last amended about 1965, it
is considered that an increase to $2
is justified because of the increased
cost associated with the production
of the certificate. It will also bring
the amount charged for rate certificates into conformity with the current charge levied by th~ Melbour~e
and Metropolitan Board of Works tn
the metropolitan area.
A further amendment concerning
the charge for rate certificates is made
in clause 12 of the Bill, which amends
schedule 11A of the Act by deleting
the reference to the fee at the foot
of the rate certi·ficate. The words are
considered redundant and, as !they
now stand, have to be amended every
time section 361, which specifies the
amount of the fee, is altered.
Clause 9 of the Bill is intended to
simplify the production of documents
when offences against the Water Act
are brought before the courts. There
is a continuing need to produce various documents, maps and plans before the courts but the present provisions of the Water Act bar the production of photostats, carbons or
anything apart from the original document. By the insertion in the Act of
a definition of the word "document",
which includes not only original documents but also any facsimile thereof,
the production of documents in court
will be simpUfied.
In addition, under the provisions
of section 386 of the Act, the secretary of an authority is at present the
only person at law who can authenticate documents. As the appointment
of an acting secretary does not overcome this requirement, problems arise
if the secretary is not available to
perform this duty. It is proposed .to
substitute for the present section a
new section 386 which will enable an
authority to authorize other persons
also to authenticate documents.
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A further amendment, designed to
dispense with some of the complexities involved in connection with proceedings before courts is proposed in
clause I 0 of the Bill. Present requirements stipulate that a plan of the
area or district in which the offence
occurred must be produced when
matters of unlawful or wrongful taking of water are brought before a
court. In accordance with rthe provisions of the Evidence Act the only
plan that can be produced is one
which has been signed by the Minister of Lands and a copy of which has
been deposited at the central plan
office. The plans are large and awkward to handle from rthe witness box
and suffer during the numerous movements throughout the State. There is
also the risk of their being lost. The
amendment proposed in this clause
will allow that, at such cou~t hearings,
a certificate, signed by a State Rivers
and Water Supply Commissioner or
the secretary of an authority, which
states that the land or property on
which the offence occurred is within
the boundaries of any district, shall be
sufficient ·evidence. This amendment
will dispense with the cumbersome
and antiquated proc·edure required
under the present provisions.
Clause II of the Bill contains a consequential amendment which was
overlooked when the Water (Amendment) Act I97I, No. 8I86, repealed
section 65AB and replaced it with
section 65c. I commend the Bill to
the House.
On the motion of Mr. CURNOW
(Kara Kara), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, November
27.

VICTORIA INSTITUTE OF
COLLEGES (AMENDMENT) ·BILL.

The debate (adjourned from November 13) on the motion of Mr.
Thompson (Minister of Education)
for the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
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·~ootscray).-1

suggest rthat the Bill before the House
is non-controversial and is, in fact, a
series of largely unrelated amendments to the Victoria Institute of Colleges Act 1965 as subsequently
amended. This series of amendments
follows the initiative of the Council
of the Victoria Institute of Colleges
to change cer.ta'in aspects of the operation of the council and the staff at
work in the Victoria Institute of
Colleges.

Colleges (Amendment) Bill.

of the constituent ·colleges of the
institute if this provision is to
be effective. I realize that there
are a whole host of differences
in the backgrounds of the constituent colleges, ranging from the
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology to the newer colleges at
Gippsland and Warmambool, but this
principle is of impo:rtance if our students are to relate to the real worth
of the institutions. I am sure .that
the students should have representation even at that level. I should hope
that the Victoria · Institute of Colleges through its own regulations
would endeavour to ensure that this
becomes a reality as soon as possible
now that it has this precedent before
it.

Firstly, it removes the present restriction on the total number of members of the council of the institute.
At present it is stated to be 32
and in view of the increase proposed by the Bill and perhaps future
increases in the membership of the
The other aspect of the amendment
council, it has been thought wise
to remove this ceiling figure. In addi- concerning the Council of the Viction provision is made for a past toria Institute of Colleges is also of
president to automatically become a significance and I refer to the degreemember of the council and for stu- conferring powers wrthin the operadent representatives to be added to tions of the institute. There has been
some difference of opinion on whether
the council.
the council of the institute should
· This, I suggest, is a matter of some have sole authority to award degrees.
significance. Over recent years within This has been of significance to
the universities there has been repre- the community, but I believe it has
sentation of students at all levels of been clarified by the amendment and
university government. I suggest that
has made a significant difference be- I am pleased that the power is concause the students are more in touch tained in the Bill. It is very important,
with the difficulties and complexi:ties because of the nature of the Victoria
of dealing with an administrative Institute of Colleges, that there
problem at the university and, simi- should be a body that has the sole and
larly, the other members of the proper power to make a decision on
governing body of the university whether a course is such that it will
are able to appreciate the sin- lead to the award of a degree on
cere and strongly-held views of tts completion. This is a good move
the student body and student and one to be commended.
representatives, to ithe benefit of both.
I am confident the same position will
Another aspect of the legislation
apply to the Victoria Institute of Col- concerns ·the deputy vice-president.
leges and I wholeheartedly suppo:rt This is a relatively new position and
the move for student representation, provides for the appointment of this
bo'th for the city and for country person to assist the vice-president,
colleges.
the hard-working Dr. Law. The
occupant
of this position of deputy
However, I consider that I should
make the point that the principle vice-president at the moment is Mr.
:r:teeds to be taken further. Par.ticularly Ron Parry. The Bill provides that
in view of the nature of the Victoria the occupant of .this position should
Institute of Colleges, there should also be a member of the Boar.d of Studies
be student representation at :the level of the ViCtoria Institute of Colleges.
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The Victoria Institute of Colleges mind, seems a little up in the air at
has had a magnificent growth since the moment in its relationship to
its formation, one in which all persons other colleges wi1thin the tertiary eduof this State should be proud, particu- cation system. I should appreciate
larly those who have been concerned the comments of the Minister of Eduwith the development of tertiary edu- cation at the appropriate time.
cation in Victoria. One of the reasons
That is my only contribution to this
for the success of the Victoria Institute of Colleges has been the enor- Bill, which is certainly of a noqmous drive given 'to it by its· senior controversial nature, but which will
officers. In this case it has been Dr. do much to facilitate the smooth run~
Law and Mr. Parry, who, over many ning of the Victoria Institute of Colyears, have been unstinting in their leges. The Opposition offers no objeceffort to develop the Victoria Insti- tion and wishes the. institute well in
tute of Colleges to the position· it the ·future.
holds today of being an iinp,ortant . Mr. WHITING (Mildura).-In the
partner in the tertiary education scene enforced
absence of the honorable
in Victoria.
..
member for Benalla, who is the CounI assure the House that as I have try Party representative on the Couna constituent college of the Victoria cil of the Victoria Institute of ColInstitute of Colleges within my elec- leges, the . Country Party is very
torate-! am referring to the Foot- pleased with that portion. of the Bilt
scray Institute of Technology-! am that ·provides for .the student repr~
fully aware of the effor-ts of those two sentation of a constituent college situmen to promote tertiary education in ated outside the metropolitan area.
Victoria through the institute. · The This is in line with the policies of the
institute .is well received in the Country Party over many . ~rears. It
community, in business ·and in also brings to the fore the fact that
commerce. The graduates of the there are constituent colleges of the
institute are recognized as being Victoria Institute of Colleges situpersons who can make a significant ated throughout country areas. I sincontribution to the growth of Vic- cerely trust there will be more in
toria, and to theif. own individual years to come. Possibly there may be
a need for an increase in the number
growth as persons.
of student representatives on the
The .third and final amendment Council of the Victoria Institute of
in the · Bill concerns the pro- Colleges to make sure ·the points of
VISion of new colleges within
the Victoria Institute of Colleges. view of those country colleges are
There has been some growth kept to the forefront when this is
over recent years in the num- necessary.
ber of colleges. No doubt a legitimate
I believe the Council of the ·Vicquery has been raised whether col- toria · Institute of Colleges was in
leges in the process of formation favour of these amendments to the
should be represented in any way on
these decision-making bodies of the Act. The Country Party fully supports
institute. This Bill clarifies that the provision of student representaposition. If a college is in the tives on the council. The honorable
process of formation, it should member for Footscray pointed out the
be admitted to the Victoria Insti- benefits which can flow with this form
tute of Colleges.
This Bill no of educ·ation by the student represendoubt applies to the new college of tatives and by the other members of
the arts but I shall be interested Ito the council. Each has a better aphear the views of the 'Minister of Edu- preciation of the views of the other
cation on whether this provision will and that is the method by which
also apply .to the proposed college the Victoria Institute of Colleges
for special education which, to my should be governed.
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An interesting point about the appointment of the student representative is that the member elected is to
hold office for only twelve months.
The provision states that this is from
the date of his election by enrolled
students until 31st December ·of
the year in which he was elected. The
Country Party wonders at the· reason
for this shor.t appoin!tment. In some
instances the representative may be
a senior studen't who is not continuing
at the constituent college for a further
period of 'time. At the other end of
the scale, it may well be a student in
his first, second or third year who
could, from the experience he has
gained in that one year, be a
good representative. However, it may
be desirable th~at he be a student
representative for a second term.
It is possible under the provision
that he could be re-elected. If that
did not take place, the benefit of
this person may be lost to the
institution. I do not know whether
the provision could be redrafted but
I have some doubts about restricting
the appointment to one year.

The other provision referred to by
the honorable member for Footscray
concerning the method by which the
deputy vice-president shall become a
member of the Board of Studies is
also good. Anyone who has had
dealings with Mr. Ron Parry would
understand his zeal for the Victoria
Institute of Colleges and the work
that he has carried out to ensure
that it will become one of the leading tertiary institutions in Victoria.
His appointment as a member of the
Board of Studies is a worthy one.
Provision is also made for new
colleges to be affiliated if they reach
the standard required to become constituent colleges. This is an obvious
development. Other additions will be
made to the institute as the years
go by and the provision makes it
clear that this can take place without
any problem.
The point raised by the honorable
member for Footscray that the
councils of constituent colleges
Mr. Whiting.
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should also have student representatives appointed is also good. In an
earlier debate I said that I have been a
member of the La Trobe University
Council for four years. Although
alarming the more conservative
members of the council, the contributions of the student representatives have provided a good deal of
stimulus to debate· and thinking
within the council and have in the
long run been of great benefit not
only to the council, but as the
honorable member for Footscray
pointed out, to those students who
have the privilege of serving on the
council.
Mr. CuRNOw.-How old would the
students be?
Mr. WHITING.-Their ages vary
considerably. There is provision that
any student or post-graduate representative can be elected to the
council of the university. I support
the views of the honorable member
for Footscray and I should be
interested to hear the comments of
the Minister of Education whether
provision could be made within the
regulations of the organizations concerned to ensure that the councils
include students of the colleges of
advanced education or institutes of
technology. Students who so desire,
should be enabled to take part in
that type of activity and have some
say in the governing of the
organizations.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Amendment of No. 7291
s. 2).
Mr. THOMPSON {Minister of Education) .-1 thank honorable members who have participated in the
debate. Three points were raised.
The Deputy Leader of the Country
Party queried the short term of
office of student representatives of
one year. I agree that it is a short
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term and I assure him that the Government has no intention of introducing a similar provision for members of the Legislative Assembly. It
was felt by members of the Victoria
Institute of Colleges Council, after a
fairly lengthy consideration of these
recommendations, that the most
suitable students would be those who
had some period of membership of
the various colleges. Many of them
would be in their final year or in
their third year of studies and would
not want to be members for the final
year of the course ; but if they
wished, they could stand for reelection. If it was proved that a
longer period was desirable, it could
be changed. The Government sees
no reason why the same principle
which applies to university councils
and to the Victoria Institute of
Colleges Council should not apply to
individual college councils. A subcommittee of the council will be
looking at this aspect with a view to
changing the regulations for the
constitution of the college council.
A further point raised by the
honorable member for Footscray related to the provisions of the Bill
which enables the Victoria Institute
of Colleges to foster the development of the colleges which are not
already offering tertiary education.
He cited the case of the College of
Arts. That would be one example.
He also mentioned the possibility of
the College of Special Education
falling under the general direction of
the Council of the Victoria Institute
of Colleges. That is a possibility but
at this stage I believe it would be
more appropriate for the College of
Special Education to come under the
State College of Victoria. The Glendonald college is under the general
control of the State College of Vic·
toria; it is part of the new Rusden
College which consists of the old
Monash Teachers College, Larnookthe domestic science training college
-and the College for the Training of
Teachers of the Deaf. This type of
amalgamation appears to have
worked well and it would be the

intention of bringing the promised
new college for training special
teachers under the general control
of the State College of Victoria.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
VICTORIAN DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION (AMENDMENT)
BI·LL.
The debate
(adjourned from
October 31) on the motion of Mr.
Balfour (Minister for Fuel and
Power) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
Mr. AMOS ~~Mnrwell).-This Bill
is one of those measures which
come before Parliament from time
to time when members of the Opposition and the Country Party can
say, "We told you so". Members
of the Opposition· do not necessarily
like to be in that position. Honorable
members will recall that the Bill
proposes to amend the Victorian
Development Corporation Act 1973,
which was enacted only eight weeks
before the last State elections.
Without going into the full ramifications of the debate on that
occasion, it is interesting to make a
passing reference to the fact that it
was then said that although the
Opposition did not oppose the Bill,
it was highly critical of the way in
which the Government introduced it
just prior to the elections.
Members of the Opposition will
recall at that time that the Minister
for State Development and Decentralization was touring up and down
country Victoria saying that the
Government had enacted legislation
setting up a corporation with the
backing of $200 million and that it
would guarantee that country Victoria would at last see the light that
it would no longer be the ' poor
country cousin-which it has been
under the Liberal Party Government
mismanagement of Victoria.
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When members of the Opposition
or the Country Party questioned the
sincerity of the Minister for State
Development and Decentralization,
they were told that they were
knocking legislation and. hampering
Victoria's efforts to assist in a
decentralization programme. Members of the Opposition were told that
they ought to get behind the Minister
and the Government and support the
decentralization effort of Victoria.
Members of my party then said, and
again say, that that exercise was
nothing but a gimmick. That point
has now been proved conclusively.
During the debate on the original
Bill, I stated that the South Australian Parliament had enacted similar legislation but because that State
had provided the Act with some real
autonomy and teeth, it could go a
lot further in assisting· decentralization than the Victorian legislation.
When this Bill was introduced
originally, the Government made
great play of the fact that the main
aim of the corporation was to assist
industry and tourism in the country
by providing loans for those
industries. The South Australian
'legislation goes further and provides for loans on terms and conditions which it nominates. It has
power to participate in the equity
structure in any firm by subscribing
to its capital, for the purchase of
shares or to acquire and make available land and equipment ; it can also
make cash grants to country industries to extend operations and for
research and development purposes.
Before the last State election, a
responsible Minister· was touring
country Victoria saying that the
Government .had · enacted legislation which would provide $200
miilion for decentralization. It is
interesting to recall the remarks
made in April thi~ year because,
in an advertisement some eight
:Weeks· prior to. the election, which
r. quoted on lOth April, 1973, at
page 5230 of Hans~rd, a Government spokesman saidMr. Amos.

Our programme for decentralization in
Victoria is well under way. We have established the Victorian Development Corporation with a backing of $200 million. We are
providing financial incentives (such as payroll tax ·rebate), for approved industries that
decentralize. Priority is being given to the
provision of power, w:ater and other services
to industries that decentralize.

No honorable ·member can deny that
these promises by a Minister must
have had some effect on the outcome
of the election c~mpaign. Now the
Government, some five months later,
says tha~ the corporation has encountered some difficulHes, that it
h~s provided only $3 million for
decentralization throughout the State.
Where is the $200 million that the
Minister for State Deveopmen:t and
Decentralization was t~alking about
and why is· the legislation not working? Is the reason one of those
mentioned by the Leader 'Of the
Country Party or by the Opposition
when :the original !Bill was before the
House, or has some unknown factor
arisen? In introducing this amending
BHl, as reported at page 1700 in the
current issue of Hansard, the Minister for Fuel and Power saidThe borrowing power of the Victorian Development Corporation is of course, governed by Loan Council arrangements and the
current situation· is that the corporation's
activities are being seriously restricted. Additional means therefore need to be implemented so that funds are available in sufficient quantity .to enable the Government· to
make the progress it has planned with decentralization of industry and assistance to
the tourist industry.

Apparently, the Government has
decided that the corporation n·eeds
additional funds because it does not
want :to be embarrassed. To prove
a point, it is only necessary to refer
to the Premier's remarks as reported
at page 4704 of Hansard, of 31st
March, 1973, wh·en the honorable
gentleman introduced· the Victorian
Development Corporation BiB. The
Treasurer made it clear that· one of
the major purposes of the Bill was to
assist ·municipalities which had made
use of Part XLA of the Local Government Act to assist decentralization. Municipalities which have
availed ~themselves of the. provision
· in the Local Government·. Act have
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done more for decentralization in should apply 'for such loan funds
normal traditional
Victoria than succesive Liberal through its
Party Governments in the past ·channels. This story has ·· been
repeated throughout Victoria and the
eighteen years.
Mr. BALFOUR.---'Th:at is a lot of rot. situation is contrary to the fine
things
that
municipalities
and
Mr. AMOS.-The electorate that I country people were told prior to
represent was once represented by the State election this year.
the ·Minister and he well knows that
The promises by the Ministe·r for
municipaliti·es in the Latrobe Valley
have used the provisions of the State Development and DecentralizaLocal Government Act to attract tion tha:t $200 mHlion would be prodecentralized 'industries to. 1their vided for decentralization led country
people to bel'ieve that they would
areas.
Mr. BALFOUR.-Who was respon- reap the benefits that metropolitan
before the election in order to win people had been reaping for years.
Now, municipalities which have used
M·r. AMOS.-The more the Min- the provisions of the Local Governister interjects, the more he puts ment Act to assist in the decentralhis foo:t in it. The Local Government iz·ation programme are being denied
Act only allows municipalities to use the suppor.t that the Governent
their borrowing powers 'but they promised under this 'legislation.
have received no Government guar- Therefore, the remarks of the Leader
antee for the loans which they have of the Country Party during the
raised for the purpose of making second-reading debate on ·the 'Vicfinancial advances to decentralized torian Development Corporation Bill
industries. If an industry returns to have been borne out and it might be
the city, the municipality still has pertinent !tO refer to those comments
to service the loan and no help has at page 5235 of Hansard of the lOth
been forthcoming from the Govern .. April, 1973. The Leader of the
ment. When introducing the original Country Par.ty then saidBill, .the Pr~mier said~
The Bill provides for the corporation to
join with local government in providing
funds for the setting up of industdal estates
and the bringing of all services and facj.Uties
to •those: estates.

One wo~ing feat~re is t~e personality
of the M1ruster. H1s promises and his
publicity ventures have been first class.

Nobody will deny it. The Minister's
publicity has been first class and
" spot on ". When the original Bili
was before the House I showed
honorable members a glossy brochure
which the Minister had sent to every
country newspaper prior to the
passage of the Bill. The brochure
said that the Minister had set
up a development corporation that
would provide $200 million for
decentralization. Therefore, the publicity of the Minister was first class.
The Leader of the Country Party
went on to say-

On this aspect, .the Morwell Shire
Council applied to· .the corporation
for approximately $9,500 as a •loan
to enable sewerage to be connected
to an industrial estate in the town.
On 1st November this year, the
council ·was advised by the corporaHan to obtain money from other
more traditional sources because .the
corporation could not assist. This is
in complete contradiction to the
remarks by the Treasurer when introducing •legislation to establish the
One wonders what he is promoting. This
Vi·ctorian Development Corporation.
is becoming a joke in country centres ; is he
·Further, the council also applied promoting Murray Byrne or State develop.
for $100,000 for the establishment ment?
of a speculative industry factory 'in I pass no judgment but 'I ask the
the Morwell area but again, ·earlier House to judge the record of the
this month, the corporation advis·ed Minister and the Government's sinthe council that it did not have the cerity in introducing a rash measure
funds and suggested that the council before the election in order to win
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votes in country areas. Undoubtedly,
a development corporation could do
much to ~assist the decentralization
programme, but its ability .to assist
depends upon the sincerity of the
Govem·ment. If the Government
means what it says, the expenditure
of '$3 mill'ion since the passage of
the legislation is no yardstick.
The other traditional areas of
finance were available .for decentr·a·lization and no doubt would have
been made available in this instance.
Funds for decentralization have been
available from the Treasurer through
the Rural Finance and Settlement
Commission, and further .funds were
avaHable on :the recommendation of
the ·Minister for State Development
and ~Decentralization. These funds
have been available for som·e time
although perhaps they are not of the
same magnitude as one would
imagine would be ·ava'ilable through
a development corporation.

Corporation (Amendment) Bill.

some tim·e, in using the provisions of
the Looal Government Act the muniC'ipaHties have taken a punt on the
industry remaining in the town. 'In
some instances a municipality may
have borrowed more than $1QO,OOO
to provide a factory for 'a decentralized 'industry. The council may have
used the range of concessions that
are available through Government
departments, but it still had to lease
that factory with no real guarantee
that the industry would remain in
the town. In taking the punt, the
municipalities should have been
given some backing by the Government.
At least the Government should
guarantee or underwrite the loan.
If a municipality raises $100,000 and
the industry folds up within twelve
months, the municipality is still
liable for the repayment of the debt,
although it is not receiving any income from the factory. For some
municipalities those are short odds.
With the passage of the original If the Victorian Government underBill, honorable m·embers thought wrote that risk, many more. municithat industries which wished to palities and regions would make an
decentralize would have access to effort to assist decentralization. The
finance and that municipalities which people of country Victoria would
had gone out of their ·way to provide realize that at last something was befacilities would be •assisted by the ing done and the country ratepayers
corporation. Regardless of the pub- would not have to bear the brunt of
licity by the Govem·ment prior to providing job opportunities and
the ~State election honorable ·mem- assisting decentralization if the
bers ·thought that' a start had been industry failed. I ask the Governmade in assisting the decentraliza- ment to give serious consideration to
tion programme, but they were that suggestion.
wrong. One hopes that the passage
One could spend all evening debatof this m·easure will enable the
Treasurer to guarantee loans to ing the ramifications of this Bill, but
enable · fur-ther assistance to be a great deal of time has already been
granted to :those industries and muni- spent on the passage of the original
cipa1lities which have not been able legislation in debating whether the
measure would assist decentralizato obtain ass'istance before now.
tion, would need amendment or went
I have already indicated that anum- far enough. The Bill extends the
ber of municipalities in the country, powers of guarantee and the
on the evidence of the officers of the machinery measures of clause 3
Department of State Development facilitate the workings of the corand of their municipal officers, have poration. The die has been cast. I
used . their own borrowing powers leave the Government with this
under Part XLA of the Local Gov- thought. Even though its motives in
ernment Act to provide factories in
their areas in order to provide jdb introducing the original legislation
opportunities for a work forc-e that only eight weeks before the last elecwould otherwise be denied rthem. .Por tion were suspect, an<I; e.ven though
Mr. Amos.
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the Government was criticized by me
and by the Country Party at that
time-and bas been criticized this
evening-the legislation can still
work. The Government should examine the plight of municipalities
whose loans have not been underwritten. I call on the Government to
exercise its power to bring about a
better balance of population in Victoria. It should cut out the gimmickry and publicity and concentrate on decentralization in Victoria.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS {Leader of
the Country Party).-This is a very
interesting measure. The main point
it brings forth is that the guarantees
given by the Victorian Development
Corporation are to be replaced to
some extent by financial guarantees
by the Treasurer of Victoria. The
Minister for Fuel and Power should
explain to the House why the corporation's guarantees are not acceptable, as honorable members would
have expected them to be, to lending institutions both inside and outside Victoria. The need to bring in
this measure means that there are
problems caused by the Australian
Loan Council requirements. Perhaps
Government supporters have had
strife with their colleagues in Canberra. This is the appropriate time
for the Minister, if he knows the
answer-which I believe he does-to
explain the difficulty. The Minister
should explain why the Corporation's
guarantee is not as acceptable as
that of the Treasurer of Victoria. It
is understandable if money is not
.available. In the past the guarantee
of the State Government has been
fairly limited and has not been given
easily. Honorable members will recall
that three or four private hospitals
have been registered to enable them
to borrow money more cheaply. That
action was supported by both sides
of the House.
The Country ·Party supports the
Bil'l, because without it, it would be
impossible for decentralized industries and tourism to obtain practical
help from the Government. This
guarantee means that money can be
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borrowed much more cheaply at a
time when interest rates are dangerously high.
One very important issue must be
mentioned, although it may hurt
Government supporters. Recently
certain guarantees have been made
to motels in two different parts of
Victoria, and this decision has been
criticised throughout country Victoria. The loans were made to wellknown supporters of the Government. They could well be legitimate
loans made in good faith-one is not
to know-but strong criticism has
been levelled at the Government in
two different country centres. If the
Government is to retain its integrity
and credibility it must make public
all guarantees made by the Victorian
Development Corporation or the
Government. If a special Bill for
private hospitals such as the Mercy,
St. Andrew's or St. Vincent's must
be passed, a Bill will be needed each
time a Government guarantee is
given to a decentralized or tourist
industry if this Bill is not passed.
I ask the Minister at the table to
ensure that full details of the terms
and conditions of the guarantee are
provided. Unless this is done, the
Government will be suspect to the
people of Victoria. The matter is
serious and I ask the Minister to give.
that undertaking. Those of us who
are not members of the Government
party will have to do our own research. It will be a tiresome task,
but when the research is completed
it could lead to misunderstandings
and embarrassment to the Government.
I should like to follow up some of
the comments made by the honorable member for Morwell, because
this. measure is the backbone of the
Government's decentralization policy.
Like the Opposition, the Country
Party applauds the apparent change
which came over the Government
just before the last election. I have
made no criticism of the Minister for
State Development and Decentralization since I spoke on the major Bill
in April last. I then criticized the
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honorable gentleman for his wild Premier and other members of the
promises, which I thought may not Cabinet and the Liberal Party have
be honoured. I said at the time that not learned that lesson by now, the
more harm than good could be done Minister at the table will be in dia..:
to the cause of decentralization. ·
bolical trouqle.
I refer to three undertakings given
In the Age today for the first time a
·by the Minister for State Develop- critical article appeared referring to
ment and Decentralization between the Minister for State Development
April and 1election day, 19th May. and Decentralization. The article
The first undertaking was that .. a stated .that if the Minister were less
major indm;;trial complex would be flamboyant and quieter, he would be
established half way between Kerang better able to carry out his task as
and Swan Hill. That was obviously Minister. An interesting comment,
a pipe dream. The second undertak- which is worth repeating, was made
ing was that a major industrial ~om to me by the secretary of a muniplex would be established at Sale. cipal council, who said that the
This has not been mentioned again. only thing that the Minister lacks in
It was referred to in the press, but publicity is that he has not managed
the Minister denied it. Apparently to have his photograph printed on
there is some doubt about this his telegrams because it would not
fit!
matter.
Sixteen months ago the Premier
Mr. · BALFOUR.-There is some
doubt. The Sun News-Pictorial re- expressed the hope that in eighteen
months time no one in country Vicporter wrote that report.
toria
would have to wait more than
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS.-It is the
Country Party, not the Liberal Party, six months for a Victorian Housing
which usually suffers from newspaper Commission home. One cannot disreports. This is an interesting change. cuss decentralization .and assistance
to country industries without conThe SPEAKER (the··. Hon. K. H. sidering housing availability in the
Wheeler)~-Order!
The honorable country. Country housing has never
member will advance his own ·argu- been in ·a worse mess than it is
ment without any assis~ance.
today. Waiting lists· are becoming
.Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS.-If ther.e longer in many .centres in Victoria.
was some doubt about the undertak:- In some electorates represented by
ing to establish an. industrial com- Government supporters there are n~
plex at Sale. there was no doubt waiting lists for com~ission homes,
about the third undertaking given by but that is the exception rather than
the Minister for State Development the rule. In my electorate the wait;.
and Decentralization to establish a ing time is now nineteen or twenty
pet food industry at Portland. That months . and is becoming longer.
undertaking was given in the More than 300 families are waiting
presence of members of the Portland for homes in Shepparton. It is of no
Development Committee, members use to give Government guarantees to
of the press and of the public. Al- industries in country centres if
most seven months later the Min- employees cannot be obtained.
ister has said that all was not lost; and People want to go to these centres
he was hopeful that the industry and industries want to take advanwould still go to Portland. Surely the tage of the cheaper money available
Minister must have learned by now on Government guarantee, but if
that he should not make an an- housing is not available it is pointnouncement until arrangements for less because nothing can happen and
an industry have been signed progress must be held back.
As I previously stated, the Country
and sealed. The honorable gentleman
did
this
for
politica'l Party hesitated to criticize the Govadvantage. If the Minister, the ernment's record on decentralization.
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In the past year, for the first time in
eighteen years, the Government
made a start, but there have been a
host of promises with very little
action. In the past the Government's
record was simply that it made no
promises and did nothing. At least
one knew where one stood: Successive Ministers failed to make
promises and nothing happened. Now
there has been a burst of promises
which are breaking down. The
housing undertakings are disappear~
ing. It is not of~en that the Premier
expresses a hope which is not fulfilled, and it must be a great embarrassment to him that the Minister
for State Development and Decentralization has made wild promises
and acted impetuously by speaking
first and then not taking action. ·
The Country Party supports this
measure, but I repeat that it is the
Minister's duty to· ensure that every
Government guarantee is made
public.
Mr.
McCLURE
(Bendigo).-!
should like to comment briefly on
the··arguments put to the House by
the two previous speakers. Firstly,
the honorable member for Morwell
tried hard. He certainly has a fair
grasp of dramatics.
It might be unfair to accuse the
honorable members of being twofaced. I quote from the Latrobe
Valley Express of Wednesday, 7th
November, 1973, where the honorable member, in an article which he
wrote for that newspaper, is reported
as saying.
My political opponents have often accused me of" knocking the Valley", a •term
used to suggest that I'm too critical of the
Valley's progress and that such cri:ticism
may be harmful. ·

He continuedHowever, to astound my critics, allow me
to congratulate the decision makers of Austr.alian Paper MiUs-

the industry that was under discussion at that tim~
and the Government for the announcement
that a new paper machine and associated
:workers will be constructed an_d operated at
the A;u~tralian P~~~r, ~HI's. :M~r~ale si:~.

Undoubtedly, on that occasion at
least the honorable member was giving full support to the programme of
the Minister for State Development
and Decentralization.
As late as 18th July, 1973, the
honorable member for Morwen is
quoted as saying Growth centres will be recommended for
telephone charging purpos~s as exrtensions
of the metropolitan area.

·The honorable member was commenting on .what he hoped would be
the aims of the Federal Government.
We know only too well what
happened there and the . honorable
member no doubt had to eat his
· ·
words.
There has been criticism of the
publicity undertaken by the Minister
for State Development and Decentralization. I draw the attention of
the House to the State Development
Act 1970, paragraph (g) of sub-section (1) of section 8, which states
that the Minister shall- ··
promote publicity and research which is necessary for these purposes.

Paragraph (h) of section 12 states
that the Minister may do anything
with respect topromoting and co-ordinating the development of the :tourist industry in Victoria.

The Minister is merely undertaking
the direction which the Parliament
gave him in the State Development
Act of 1970, but I have no doubt
that some further proof is required
py the Opposition.
Since 1960 two committees have
inquired into ·One or another of
the aspects of decentralizationthe Distribution of .Population Com:mittee and later the Decentralization Advisory Committee.
The
Distribution of Population Committee
was an · all-party committee which
consisted of the Honorable V. 0.
Dickie, the Ho·norable R. W. May,
the Honorable ·J. W. Galbally, Mr.
.Aurel· Smith, Mr.· Gross, Mr. Darcy,
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Mr. Evans, Mr. Moss and Mr. Stoneham. In its many findings the committee recommendedA substantial sum, consistent with the
need, should be allocated to the Division of
Industrial Development for public relations
and promotional work.

The report also stated thatthe comtrtLttee believes a psychological barrier hinders deceilitralization and recommends
action rt:o remove rthe barrier particularly
from the minds of :those who share and decide Government policy and who implement.
Publicity designed to impart a conviction
that decentralization can succeed should be
greatly increased ".

Apparently the Opposition is disappointed that this has been put into
effect by the Minister.
The suggestion was also made that
the amount of money spent by the
Victorian Government, particularly
the Department of State Development, on publicity is too high.
It. may be of interest to the House
if I quote figures of expenditure in
Victoria and in other States. Victoria in 1973-74 will spend $70,000
on publicity for decentralization.
That is 0 ·43 per cent of the Budget
of the department. In New South
Wales $100,000 is being spent, which
is ·9 'Per cent of the department's
budget. In Queensland, which I think
has been mentioned as a very successful ·decentralized State, $203,000
has been spent on publicity and promotion, three times the amount Victoria will spend.
The Leader of the Country Party
suggested that the Minister should
not make statements or announcements before all the facts wer~
known and everything was tied up.
I remind the Leader of the Country
Party that he made a state·ment
before the elections, too, that he
would be pleased to have the position
of Deputy Premier.
Mr. ROSS .. EDWARDS {Leader of
the Country Party) .-On a point of
order, I did not say that. That is a
lie. The honorable member has said
it before. The honorable member
must apologize.
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The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.

Wheeler).-Order! I understand that
the statement made by the honorable
member for Bendigo is required to
be withdrawn by the Leader of the
Country Party, who believes the statement is untrue. I ask the honorable
member for Bendigo to withdraw the
statement.
Mr. McCLURE {Bendigo).-To the
best of my belief I heard the Leader
of the Country Party say that in
a television interview before the
election. However, I will concede
that the honorable member's recollection of the events would be better
than mine.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS r(Leader of
the Country Party) .-I raise a point
of order. There was no apology, Mr.
Speaker.
The SPEAKER.-In fairness to the
honorable member for Bendigo, I do
not think he had finished his remarks.
Mr. McCLURE (Bendigo).-You
are quite right, Sir. I had not completed my remarks. With due respect
to the Leader of the Country PartyThe SPEAKER.-The honorable
member for Bendigo was requested
to withdraw the remark. I ask the
honorable member to withdraw it.
Mr. McCLURE.-! thank you for
your guidance on that point, Sir. I
withdraw the remark in which I suggested that the Leader of the
Country Party said that he would
accept the position of Deputy
Premier.
Mr. Ross-EowARDs.-1 have been
misrepresented again.
The SPEAKER.-Is this a point of
order? I am rather confused as to
whether the honorable member is
satisfied with the withdrawal by
the honorable member for Bendigo
or whether he is raising a point of
personal explanation.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of
the Country Party) .-1 asked that
the honorable member for Bendigo
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withdraw the remark that he made
before, not what he said then. The
honorable member made a statement
previously. I cannot remember the
exact words but they were different
from what he has just mentioned.
I want an unqualified withdrawal of
what the honorable member said before.
The S'PEAKER.-Order! I ask the
honorable member for Bendigo to
withdraw any statement which casts
any reflections on the Leader of the
Country Party.
Mr. McCLURE {Bendigo).-I am
now confused as well.
The SPEAKER.-There is no confusion. I ask the honorable member
for Bendigo to withdraw the remark
he made in reference to a statement
that he said the Leader of the
Country Party made with respect to
becoming Deputy Premier.
Mr. McCLURE.-! withdraw the
remark I made originally.
The Bill before the House unfortunately does not offer scope for a
general discussion on decentralization. The initiatives being taken by
the Government, and particularly by
the Minister for State Development
and Decentralization, are having a
profound effect on decen~ralization
in Victoria. The record IS on the
board.
We concede that our
opponents on the other side of the
House do riot like it.
Mr. WILKES {Northco:te).-Not
often do we see the Government
floundering and having to call on the
new member for Bendigo to support
its motion. When the young fledgling learns the art of politics in this
place, as his predecessor learnt before him, he will not make the remarks and the mistakes he has made
this evening. There is a very old
adage that applies to this place.
Fancy " the honorable member for
Health" interjecting.
Mr. SCANLAN ·(Minister of
Health) .-1 rise to a point of order,
Mr. Speaker. The honorable member

has referred to me as " the honorable member for Health ". That is
a reflection against the title and the
position held by the Minister of
Health.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I do not know
what the Minister is asking the honorable member for Northcote to
withdraw.
Mr.
SCANLAN.-The
Deputy
Leader of the Opposition should be
specific and accurate in his comment
and describe me either as the honorable member for Oakleigh or the
honorable Minister of Health.
Mr. WILKES {Northcote).-Fancy
" the honorable member for Health "
interjecting, with his record, in
support of the honorable member for
Bendigo.
I return to the record of decentralization of this Government. In
March of this year the Premier introduced a Bill in an attempt to support
the statements that were made by
the Minister for State Development
and Decentralization prior to the
elections. The Minister was quick to
take up the suggestions in the legislative programme outlined by the
Premier and tramped around the
country making all sorts of preelection promises. There is no doubt
that country people and industries
that were interested in going to the
country took the Minister seriously.
They have taken the Minister
seriously since, to their disadvantage
and to their disappointment.
The Minister promised that $200
million would be made available for
decentralized industry in Victoria.
Of that $200 million, $3 million
has been spent by the Government
on decentralization since the Minister made his pronouncements,
tramping all around the country with
his photograph in every country
newspaper and in every brochure
that was printed by his department
at public expense. It is a pity that
the Minister did not spend some of
the public money that he wasted on
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photographs of himself in attempting
to decentralize some industries
throughout the State. Whether the
Minister is good looking or not is
immaterial. A political fraud was
engineered by the Government in
terms of decentralization and people
took the Government seriously. They
will not be taking it seriously in
the future. The first thing that
happened was outlined by the honorable member for Morwell and
the Leader of the Country Party.
The corporation now has some doubts
about the guarantees of its loans.
This iis an interesting point which
must be of concern to :the Treasurer
because he is now ·compelled to introduce this amending ·legislation to
ensure that from this time the Treasury will back the Victorian Development Corporation.
As the Leader of the Country Party
rightly pointed out, neve.r before has
the Treasury been so beneficent with
·its guarantees. It did back St. Vincent's Hospita1l, ·Mercy :Hospital and
one other hospital so that they could
borrow money at a cheaper rate, but
because of the prdblems created for
the Government and the Treasury
by the flam'buoyant ~Minister for State
Development and Decentralization,
the Treasury must come to the rescue of the corporation by guaranteeing it funds. I .wonder whether the
Treasury is prepared to guarantee the
$200 million promised by the honorable gentleman? If so, Parliament
ought to have something to say
about why funds have not been
made available in other areas
of the public sector that have
been sadly neglected. . Why was
it necessary before the State e'lections for the Minister for State
Development and Decentralization to
make three specifi·c promises, not one
of which has been kept? If the honorable gentleman has perpetrated a
potlitical fraud, he should say . so.
. The Leader of the Country Party
indicated what had :happened at Portland. -A debate in another pla·ce recently highlighted that s'ituation. ·I do
. not want
to. advert
to .w,hathappened
. .
... .
..
.
Mr. Wilkes.
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in another place. last week, but I
may be forced to do so. This morning
the newspapers indicated what they
thought · of the Portland situation.
Certain members of the :Portland Development Committee showed their
dissatisfaction by resigning. That is
indicative of the false promises of
the Minister for State Development
and Decentralization. The same could
'be said of the promises .made in Sale,
Kerang, and Swan Hill; nothing has
been done. The Minister for State Develop·ment and Decentralization ·and
the Premier have now informed municipalities that they . can subsidize
their own decentralization; they have
said, "Do it yourse'lf ". 1 suppose
the Minister will give the municipalities a ··do-it-yourself kit so
that decentralization can be subsidized from the ratepayers' money.
The reason wny members of the Opposition support this amending legislation is that there may be some
ray of hope now that the Treasury
intends to guarantee the corporation~s
loans.
·Mr. Ross-EnwARDs.-We have to
give that support.
·Mr. WILKES.-That is so; if that
is not done, no one will guarantee
the ·loans. In his second-reading
speech, as reported at page 1700 of
Hansard of 31st October, the Minister for Fuel and Power saidSince that legislation was passed, some
drastic changes have occurred in the availabiHty of finance.

He did not go on to say that the
drastic changes in the availability' of
finance were due to the extravagant
promises of $200 ·million by the ·Minister for State Development _and Decentralization ln. another pl~ce, when
no leading organization would back
the credibility of the ·Minister or the
corporation to guarantee the loans,
or any portion of $200 million. This
amending legislation has ·been introduced :because the ·Government must
come.. to .the rescue of its flam1;uoyant Minister for his ·ra~h and :stt.~pid
statement ,ab<:>ut $200 m~illJ<?n. so th~t
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the ~Ople .who are' genuinely interested m' decehtraolizing their industries have a chance ~f gettin~ · loans.
A miserly sum of only $3 million
has been spent on decentra'lization.
That is on'ly the sum that would
normally be spent. The rate of inflation over the past three or four
years has made the $·3 million worth-:less so that no progress has been
made wit:h decentralization. Hundreds
of inquiries have been made by ·industrie·s and oranizations, but more
-industries ·have been refused assistance than have been granted it. It is
of no use the Minister for State
Development and . Decentralization
tramping. around the ibush. saying,
" Send in your applications ; we will
deal with them".
Mr. BURGIN.-The publicity worked.
. Mr. WILKES.--Of course it did.
The amount of money sp~nt in publicizing the ·Minister and his department would .fool anybody.' The
tragedy is· that, instead of people
being assisted, more than half of· the
applications have been rejected,
·which means that genuine people
who are prepared to decentraHze
their industries have been refused
assistance because not $200 million
but only $3 million· is available, and
·even that sum is in doubt because
it must be backed by the State of
Victoria. I suggest that the Premier
·should ask .for the resignation of
the Minister for ~state -Development
·and Decentralization ibecause he has
caused serious injustice by encouraging people to apply for assistance.
This amending legislation is the
last straw in his efforts to get
himself
and
his
Government
out of trouble. The Government
has said to the municipa'lities,
"Use your own resources for
decentralization in your own areas".
"Vhe 'municipalities have done their
utmost to encourage industries to
their areas ~without the assistance
of the Government or the Min.ister.
Members of the Opposition and of the Country Party a·re
·forced to accept this amending legis-

lation only for the reasons advanced
by the honorable member for ·Marwell and the .Leader of the Country
Party; We are·· grossly dissatisfied
with the Government and the· ·Minister for State Development and Decentralization in perpetrating a polUical fraud on the people because
they have achieved nothing in· the
field of decentralization since the
last State election.
Mr. · B. J. EVANS (Gippsland.
East) .-From time. to time, honorable· members have been asked to
consider ·measures relating to con.sumer protection, misleading advertizing and so on. If ever there were
activities on which an accusation of
misleading advertising · could be levelled, it is the activities of the Minis:..
ter for State ·Development and Decentralization over the past twelve
.months~ Almost every week some
new pamphlet or literature has been
Circulated in which is ·contained a
new photograph of the honorable
gentleman. In fact, it is rather unl:lSual to obta;in any publication
without ~~is photograph appearing and
in which is not extolled the virtues
of this wonderfully dynamic decen.traHzation policy of the Government.
.. Why has it taken the Government
eighteen years to get ·around to doing
something about decentralization? On
many occasions, 1 have pointed out
that,. during the .term of office· of
Libera'! Party. Governments in Victoria, the concentration of development in the .metropolitan . area has
been unprecedented. Even during the
.term of this IJiberal Party Government that concentrat·ion has been of
frightening proportions, ·when one
realizes the population growth of the
metropolitan area is approximately
25 times that of the rest of Victoria.
That is the criterion on which one
can judge the effectiveness of this
Government's decentralization programme. No matter how one may
look at the subject, decentralization
means people going into the country
-nothing else has any effect whatever. Decentralization can be judged
by t1he numbers of people that the
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Government has persuaded to go to
the country and kept them there.
Recently, I gave figures to this House
on this subject. It is difficult to obtain up-to-date figures because, generaUy, census figures are some years
old before they can be analysed. The
other ailternative is to examine the
enrolment fi,gures for the electorates
because they must give some indication of the population trend. Th'is
approach has its .problems because
of the recent introduction of voting
for 18, 19 and 20-year-olds. It ;is difficult to make a comparison of the
figures supplied in Se~ptember of last
year with the figures of Septe~mber
of this year.
It would be accepted that the
average country electorate has about
1,500 new voters on the roH because
of the younger voter. I have analysed
those figures, comparing the month
of September of last year with the
same month for this year. In 22
country electorates there 'has :been a
total increase in enrolments of 47,618.
If an al'lowance of 1,500 enrolments
an electorate .is taken away-which
would be conservative-of the increase brought about by 18, 19 and
20-year-old voters, a figure of 33,000
would be deducted leaving a total of
14,618 people as the net increase in
country population in the past twelve
months. 'Is that a de·monstration of
dynamk and progressive policies by
this Government when, in the meantime, the population of Melbourne has
increased by approximately 50,000?
At that rate, it will be a long time
indeed before any real progress is
made in increasing the country
populaUon.
Mr. LAcv.-What was the percentage increase?
Mr. B. J. EVANS.-I regret that I
cannot oblige the honorable member
for Ringwood by giving the percentage increase. I obtained these
figures only today and have not had
Ume to .work them out to that
degree. However, I should be happy
to pass the figures to him. Alternatively, I point out that they are
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available in the Library if he cares
to work them out for himself. The
percentage increase in the country
would not be marked. It would be
nothing like the percentage increase
in the metropolitan area. It would
not be in order for me to go on with
the figures in detail.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr.
MeLaren).-Order! This BiB deals
with the financial aspects of decentralization. As the honorable member has suggested, he has gone
somewhat wide of its subject-matter.
I suggest that he come back to the
terms of the Bill.
Mr. B. J. EVANS.-( take your
point, Mr. Deputy Speaker. I make the
passing reference that it :is notable
from the figures that the electorates
which have developed ·most rapidly
are those represented by the Country
Party. That is plain to anybody
sufficiently interested to examine the
figures.
Another aspect of Government
administration is relevant to· the
question of financing industry in the
country to attract population. Earlier
speakers referred to the fact that the
Rural Finance and Settlement Commission has been financing development of industry in country towns.
A document at present before the
House demonstrates that, during the
past financial year, the sum of
$3.265 million was spent by the
commission on this. But, in the forthcoming year, the Government proposes to spend only $150,000. In
other words, the end result of this
measure and of Government policy
in these intimately related fields is
the shedding of the Government's
responsibility to try to find finance
on its own behalf. It will get
around the problem by guaranteeing
loan raising by others. This is an
undesirable change in policy.
In other words the Government is
no longer prepared-as it was in
previous years-to use its own
money to finance the extension of
secondary industry into the country
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through the agency of the Rural
Finance and Settlement Commission.
It will now rely on the guarantee
proposals of the Bill to encourage
others to raise finance for this purpose. The Government is completely
abrogating responsibility.
The whole proposal to set up a
Victorian Development Corporation
is a colossal political gimmick by
the Liberal Party to try to bolster
its electoral prospects in the country.
I hope country people will understand what is going on. I am firmly
convinced that they can only blame
themselves, because their support of
Liberal Party candidates in State
elections has brought about this
action of the Government.
Mr. McKELLAR ~CPortland).---~1 support the Bill which creates finance
for the furtherance of balanced
development in country Victoria.
One of the most important components of a balanced development
programme is finance and its availability to industries which wish to
decentralize their activities and to
industries in country areas which
wish to expand their activities. It is
important that, in the field of decentralization, existing industries are
not neglected.
·Mr. HOLDING.-TeH US about
Pennell's pet foods.
Mr. McKELLAR.-The position of
that enterprise was fully canvassed
in another place last week. Any
answers the Leader of the Opposition
wants will be found in the records
of the Parliament.
Mr. HoLDING.-Tell us your view.
Mr. McKELLAR.-My view is
exactly the same as that explained
by the Minister in another place.
Over the past fifteen years, the Government has an excellent record of
development in the area I represent.
In the period between the last two
censuses, the population of the
Town of Portland increased by 14
per cent. As a whole, the area
has developed considerably. The
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firm of Thomas Borthwick and
Sons has expended its operations at
Portland from a seasonal basis to
full-time activity and, at peak
periods, employs 1,100 people, both
males and females. At present, it
employs 800. The only reason it is
employing 300 less than it does when
it is working at full capacity is that
sufficient stock is not available.
Anyone who knows the wool and
sheep industry will understand why
sufficient sheep are not available for
the abattoirs to work at full killing
capacity.
The money that will flow from
the Bill will be used throughout the
State to further the cause of decentralization. It will make easier the
lot of the industrialists who wish to
expand and develop the State. The
Bill deserves the support of all
honorable mem~ers and I am pleased
that it is supported by all parties.
There is not a great deal in the Bill
to be debated but I hope it is
only the forerunner of many more
measures to supply funds for the
cause which all honorable members
support, namely, the development of
the State.
Mr. HOLDING '(Leader of the
Opposition) .-In recent times, it has
been suggested that there are certain
political leaders from whom one
would not buy a used car. Having
closely watched the performance of
the Minister responsible for the portfolio covering decentralization, I am
bound to say that his promises and
public relations exercises put him
into that category. During the period
which immediately preceded the last
State elections, the Minister for
State Development and Decentralization flogged himself around Victoria
making a series of promises that not
even a dishonest used car dealer
would have made.
They were extravagant in the
extreme. They were calculated to
produce no other result than an
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immediate _poli~ical ben~fit in particular areas, and they· were without
·
recourse to the truth.
I am sorry that · the honorable
member for Portland is leaving the
Chamber because there· are certain
things I propose to say. I will not
be precluded . from saying them
because of the fact that, obviously,
the honorable member has an urgent
engagement elsewhere. ·If ever there
was a member of this House who,
to no little extent, owed his seat to
the dishonesty of the promises made
by a Minister, it is the honorable
member ·for Portland. I do not use
terms lightly in this House. I am
trained in the use of language and
I repeat this so that the impact will
sink in. If ever there was a man
who owed his seat in this. House to
the dishonesty .of the promises made
by· a Minister, -it is the honorable
member ·for. Portland. Prior to the
State election, the Minister for State
Development and Decentralization
went to Portland.
Mr.· · JONA
{Haw:thorn).~Mr.
Speaker, I raise a point of order.
The Leader- of the Opposition used
the term " dishonesty ". He made a
serious allegation against a Minister
who is not present in this House.
Before I ask for a withdrawal of the
term, I ask the Leader of the Opposition to clarify the. context in
which he used the word " dishonesty".
Mr. HOLDING i(Leader of the
Opposition) .-I am using the word
" dishonesty" in the political context. That is that the Minister,
understanding fully the nature of
political promises that he made, dishonestly made statements in the
electorate of Portland, which he
could not ultimately substantiate. I
am also using the word as an
exercise in terminological exactitude.
That is the way it is understood by
the average well-meaning citizen of
the State who understands questions
of moral integrity when such a
statement is made.
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The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.

Wheeler).-Order! I refer to page
419 of the eighteenth edition of May
where this paragr~ph appearsThe same .right •to claim courteous treat:ment in debate is due alike between both
Houses of Parliament ; and abusive
language, and imputations of falsehood,
uttered by members of the House of Commons ag·ainst members of :the House of
Lords have usually been met by the immediate intervention of the Chair to compel
the withdrawal of the offensive words (b),
or, in default, by the punishment of suspension (c).

I direct attention to the words
"abusive language and imputation of
falsehood ". The use of the word
"·dishonestly " is an imputation of
falsehood and I ask the Leader of
the Opposition to withdraw it.
Mr.· HOLDING.-In deference to
your. ruling, Mr. Speaker, and
the· usage of this House, I wi~hdraw.
I sh.~l_l proceed to make my case
ag~inst the Minis.ter, and honorable
members can draw their own conClusions. I. will ·simply say that if one
examines all the facts one can only
reach the conclusion that the Minister has not been honest.
Mr. STEPHEN .-But you do not
know all the facts. ·
Mr. HOLDING.-Neither does the
honorable member, and I know a great
deal more than the· honorable member
does. One judges a Minister by his
own statements. I do not ask members of the Government party .to judge
their colleague on the basis of what
I say about him; I ask them and the
House to judge him on the basis of
his own ·statements. On 11th May this
year the ·Minister for State Development and Decentralization proudly
announced that the Department of
State Development and Decentralization had secured-they were his
words, not mine, and the honorable
gentleman is a lawyer and understands what is meant by the accuracy of terminology-an enormous pet food fa~tory complex
costing $3 million for the town of
Portland. I emphasize the words " had
secured ". That terminology is ·a
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statement upon which the average
citizen is entttled to conclude that the
Minister, as a· result of his negotiations or his initiative, had produced
a result, that he had secured a new
industry for Portland and that i't was
worth $3 million.
Mr. BuRGIN.-From what are you
quoting?
. Mr.. HOLDING.~From the Minis~er's public statements,. which have
not been denied and which were fully
reported in the local press of Portland.
Mr. BURGIN.-It was a joint state:ment.
Mr. HOLDING.-! .thank the honorable member for his interjection and
shall quote the other half, that is, a
statement made on behalf of the company concerned. As reasonable businessmen, they had relied on :the
honesty of the ·Minister, on the fact
that when one uses a term like " have
secured " and has made certain
promises and obligationsMr. STEPHEN.-How do you know
they are good business people?
Mr. · HOLDING.-There is a slur,
which I toss back to the honorable
member. He asks, " How do we know
.they are honest business people? ".
Mr. STEPHEN .-I said, " good business people ".
·
Mr. HOLDING.-The average citizen in .Portland was entitled to believe, when the Minister m·ade the
statement that he had secured an
enormqus pet food complex costing
$3 million, that the Minister
would have fully examined the
capacity of the company in
question and would have checked
jts balance sheets.
When he
~de promises to it. of all sorts of
guarantees of Government finance,
there was no question about the
~ompany's business capacity.
Mr. Ross-EnwARDs.-The Minister
should ·have checked ·first.
. Mr. HOLDING.-! shall take the interjection of the Leader of the Country P~rty and .-add it to the interjection of the honorable member .for

Ballaarat South. The fact is that one
is entitled to presume that, when a
Minister goes to a country town and
says that he has secured for the town
a multi-million dollar industry that
will add enormously to the production and potential of the town, he has
done all his homework, that he does
not make that statement unless he
is certain of the capacity of that industry to fulfil i'ts role in the future
economic life of the town and that
he knows that it is true.
Mr. MACLELLAN .-Is this pet food
or ship building?
Mr. HOLDING.-Pet food, but I
realize 'that the honorable member
does not appreciate the difference between sailors and pets. On the basis
of the Minister's statement, directors
and businessmen whose capacity is
now questioned by the honorable
member for Ballaarat South, 1n conjunction with the Minister saidWe consider .the establishment of our new
factory at Pol'ltland as a symbol of the vast
opportunities available ro prog-ressive industries wishing to increase production and
profi·tability in ·the decentralized areas of
Victoria. We are delighted to be associated
with the State Government as partners in
the vi•tal economic policies for decentralization. We now feel we are playing an important role in helping to achieve balanced development and better conditions for employment and growth in Victoria. The major decision to finally establish the new Pennell
factory at Portland resulted from extensive
negotiations and considerations between representatives of the company's consultants,
P. G. P~-Poy and Associates, the Portland
Development Committee, ;the Portland Town
Council and the Division of Industrial Development.

I invite honorable members to note
the terminology-"the major decision
to finally es'tablish the new Pennell
factory at Portland". 1_bere was no
doubt in the minds of the directors
and of these businessmen that what
they had was an agreement upon
which they could operate. They were
acting like honest reasonable men on
the basis of promises m~ade tm them
by a Minister who was flogging himself around Victoria, making any sort
of prornise provided that .it could drag
a candidate for the Liberal. Party out
of trouble. . . . -:
·· : . ·
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Mr. Ross-EnwARns.-Some Liberals his statement been answered by any
speaker from the Government side of
resigned over it.
the Chamber? After the election, the
Mr. HOLDING.-Ult:imately; they Morwell Shire Council asked for
were members of the Liberal Party $10,000
for sewerage for an industrial
who had to live in these communities, estate. The
answer was, " Go back to
and they proved to have more integ- your own resources
". Then it sought
rity, honesty and concern for 1their $100,000 to attract a new industry.
community than the Minister aiid What was the answer? The reply was,
some of his back-bench supporters.
" Look to your own resources ". That
is what is happening to country shires
Mr. STEPHEN .-He has upset you.
and country towns throughout the
Mr. HOLDING.-The Minister State.
will upset the honorable memHonorable members will remember
ber for Ballaarat South and some
the
photograph of the first fam'ily that
of his back-bench supporters in the
was
taken out of Melbourne and delong run far more than he will upset
me because ,the problem with a con- centralized-! think to Bendigo. T-he
fidence man and a political trickster Minister could lturn up for the photois that he can continue to make only grapher. Acting on the basis of that
so many promises. Ultimately the photograph, one other Victorian citicapacity of this Government to pro- zen from within my electorate--adduce an effective scheme for decen- mittedly he did not seek my advice
tralization is not going to be sold to -decided to go to Bendigo, got a job
the people in country areas on the and went there.
basis of a Minister who can give a
Mr. B. J. EVANS.-Did he get his
glib publ'ic relations handout once a $100?
month and who can produce one
Mr. HOLDING.-He not only did
pamphlet with his photograph on the
get it, but it was told that he had
not
front page five times in different poses
and a pile of 'telegrams every time he to wait two years for a Housing Commission home--and he did not get his
is in trouble.
photograph in the newspaper! The
Mr. STEPHEN.-The success of de- poor chap found hin:tself in the situacentralization hurts you.
tion where he was paying rent for
Mr. HOLDING.-If the honorable himself in Bendigo and for his family
member for Ballaarat South had any in Melbourne. The Consumer Affairs
capacity to examine seriously what Council should examine the activities
was happen'ing in this community, he of the Minister for State Developwould realize 'that the development of ment and Decentralization ; he is a
the industrial western metropolitan fraud.
I notice that the honorable memarea, which is the slowest developing
section of Melbourne, exceeds by far, ber for Portland has been seated on
at every level, any of .the centres the Opposition side of the Chamber ;
which have been marked down for he is probably less embarrassed there
accelerated development by this Gov- than he is with his own colleagues.
ernment. One can go to Sunshine or I can understand the honorable memany other western suburb-it is called ber's embarrassment. He is a memthe "deprived west "-and find that ber of this House as the result of
its rate of growth exceeds .that of any politically dishonest statemen'ts made
of the areas - Portland, Bendigo, Bal- to the community in Portland who
larat and others-which were to have acted on the basis that Ministers of
the Crown would not make stateaccelerated development.
ments to them which were palpably
The honorable member for Morwell false and dishonest.
.
poin'ted out 'in his second-reading
Mr. DUNSTAN.-Who made the
speech :the effects that this so-called
new policy has had in his area. Has statement about shipbuilding repairs?
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Mr. HOLDING.-1 assure the Minister :that I am quite happy to continue
negotiations in that regard. There is
no problem about that.
Mr. DuNSTAN.-1 look forward to
the results.
Mr. HOIJDING.-It is an interesting approach by members of the Gove:mment pality. There is a bona fide
shipbuilder who, if he can obtain
reasonable conditions from this
Government, will go to Portland.
I promised that a Labor Government
would give that gentlem·an aH the
supp'ort necessary. If this Government will give him all the support
that is nec·essary, I shall be deHghted
to facilitate discussions between the
local community, which is ·essentially
a community of honest men, and the
gentleman concerned. ·I look forward
to those discussions.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! A short time ago
I gave a ruling on the word " dishonest ". I ask the Leader of the
Opposition :to ·choose his words a
more
carefully
because
little
repeatedly in this debate I have
heard him speak of political frauds,
political dishonesty, and so on. 11 ask
the Leader of the Opposition to
respect the ruling.
Mr. HOL'DING.-1 am certainly
respecting the ruling. There is a
difference between a member saying
that a ·Minister is dishonest and s·aying that he is politically dishonest.
I have used the words exactly.
The SPEAKER.-! did not rule the
Leader of the Opposition out of
order.
·Mr. HOLDING.-So tha1t there will
be no misunderstanding bet·ween us,
Mr. Speaker, ·I propose to continue
with that theme because the basis
of my case is that the !Minister has
been politically dishonest and has
made promises which he knew could
not be honoured. He has mrade these
promises not merely in Portland but
in many towns throughout Victoria.
Mr. STEPHEN .-I say that he has
not.

Mr. HOL-DING.-The honorable
member for Ballaarat South is as
pol'itically irresponsible as the Minister. This is not a question of a
local member making a statement,
bec,ause one can understand ·candidates for election making all sor:ts
of promises, but a question of Ministerial 'integrity. When a Minister
of the Crown says that he has
secured an industry for. a country
town, people are entitled to act on the
basis that the Minister is speaking
with all the integrity that accompanies his office, and that he means
what he says. The Government has
a flamboyant salesman who is prepared to say anything and do anything in administering his portfolio
provided that it is in accordance with
his public relations image.
1

The effects of :the Governmenes
decentralization ·policy will not be
judged by the public relations bandouts that proceed from the Department of State Development. That
policy wiH utimartely be judged by
what it has meant to country communities. The people of .Portland
have been betrayed and sold a pup.
There will be no pet food industry
there and the honorable member for
Portland knows it. The honorable
member must talk in generalities,
because he is the end-·political product
in this exercise in political dishonesty.
That is his misfortune, and his
problem, and he has to live with it.
It is a burden he will carry during his
period in Parliament.
1

The BiH is a desperate attempt
by the Government to give some
backing and substance to the
promises made by the ·Min'ister. It
will not be opposed by the Opposition
because the concept of a development corporation ·was first mooted
by the Opposition. Unfortunately,
the Government has not adopted that
concept in full. If members of the
Government would read the policy
statements of the Opposition so that
they could !fully implement them,
progress might be made in these
areas. This Bill is a step 'in the
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right direction, but it does not go
Mr. McCLURE.-The honorable
far enough. The Government, by the member corrects me. In the m·eansimple process of producing ·guar- time I .have received a copy of the
antees, hopes to achieve decentral- Age of 17th May, 1973, which I
ization on the ~heap. The Govern- believe :indicates that the statement
m·en:t has a lesson to learn. I made to the House was correct.
Decentralization for Victoria cannot With your permission, Sir, I should
be produced on the cheap but only like to read the relevant portion of
by hard policies and tough decisions. the newspaper.
·
The first decision that the GovernThe SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
ment must make does not concern Wheeler).-Order! 1 am prepared to
country rtowns · in Victoria. It is how allow the honorable member to m,ake
to limtt the size and growth of a persona'! 'explanation .. However, I
Melbourne. Until that decision is ask him to m~ake his explanation,
faced up to, the Government is and not to read from a newspaper.
engaging in so much flambuoyance. If the honorable member can base
Until the uncontrolled sprawl of his personal .explanation on what. he
Melbourne · is controlled, · and the read and believed to be correct, I
Government ·is prepared · to talk shall listen.
·
about the ~limits it is prepared to ·put ·
on !Melbourne's growth, decentratizaMr. ·McCLURE.-Thank you for
tion will have no real meaning in this your guidance, Mr. Speaker. What I
State. . The. Bill goes some way to- believed to be correct at the timewards achieving this, but the Govern. The SPEAKER.-Order! The honment has yet to be judged on its de- arable member must ·make a · statecentralization policies. At present the ment along the lines that he believes
Minister can be judged and found the statement he made was correct.
Mr. Ross-EDWARDS.-The honorguilty of ·political mendacity, dishonesty and deceit.
able member believed that before
On the moti~n of Mr. CHAMBER- and it was not ~rue. It is as simple
as that.
·
··
LAIN. (Dundas),_ . the debate was
adjourned.
Mr. HoLDING.-The statement does
not become true because the honor~
H was ordered that the debate be able member reads ·a newspaper. The
adjourned until next day.
honorable member who has interjected should go home and sharpen
his ·bayonet.
·
PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
Mr. CRELLIN (Sandringham).STATEMENT IN DEBATE.
1 rise to a point of order. On more
Mr. McOLURE (Bendigo).--Mr. than one occasion the Leader of the
Speaker would it be in order for me Opposition has suggested to me that
to ·make an explanation to the I should go home and sharpen my
bayonet. I take this as a personal
House?
insult and I ask for the withdrawal
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H. of the remark.
Wheeler).-A personal explanation?
Mr. HOLDING '(Leader of the
Mr. McCLURE.-Yes. It concerns Opposition) .-1 understand that the
the remarks that rJ made during a honorable member belongs to the
debate ·earlier tonight. The Leader Citizen Military Forces and I underof the Country Party suggested that stand the seriousness of having a
remarks that I made were not blunt bayonet. I should have thought
it would be strange, Mr. Speaker, if
accurate.
a suggestion to a distinguished memMr. Ross-EDWARDS.-! said they ber of the Citizen Military Forces
were not accura:te. I did not suggest that he should have a sharp bayonet
it.
were ruled to be unparliamentary.
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Mr. HOLDING.-In that case, having regard to the tender sensitiveness of the honorable member for
Sandringham, I will withdraw, and
in future I will limit my comments
to the statement that we all know
he has the sharpest bayonet in the
who·le of the Citizen Military Forces.
Mr. CRELLIN {Sandringham).1 am going to inform the Leader of
the Opposition, if it is in fact possible-The SPEAKER.-Order! The honorable member has withdrawn the
remark.
Mr. DIXON.-He has not.
· Mr. HOLDING.-! have.
The SPEAKER.-The Leader of
the Opposition has withdrawn the
remark I asked him to withdraw.
Mr. CRELLIN {Sandringham).On a point of order, Mr. Speaker, I
appreciate your comment. However,
No member shall use offensive or un-beI still find that it was a qualified
coming words in reference to any member
withdrawal
in that certain members
of the House.
of the Citizen Military Forces are
The honorable member for Sandring- not issued with offensive weapons
ham is entitled to believe that the to take to their homes, and I sugwords used by the Leader of the gest that it is the thinking of the
Opposition were offensive or unbe- Leader of the Opposition that I in
coming. I ask the Leader of the fact keep an offensive weapon in
Opposition to withdraw the remark my home. On that basis I ask for a
that the honorable member for withdrawal.
Sandringham believes is unbecoming.
Mr. HOLDING '(Leader of the
Mr. HOLDING '(Leader of the Opposition) .-I will ·assure the honOpposition) .-If it will make the orable member for Sandringha.m that
honorable member for Sandringham at no stage would I ever be guilty
happy, I am prepared to say that I of the thought that he had an offenam certain he has got the sharpest sive weapon within his keeping.
bayonet of any citizen in Victoria.
The SPEAKER.-Order! I have
The SPEAKER.-Order! I have given my ruling and I wish no furgiven a ruling. I ask the Leader of ther interjections concerning the
the Opposition to withdraw the re- matter that has been ruled upon.
mark which the honorable member
Mr. McCLURE {Bendigo).-Under
for Sandringham believes to be of- the terms of your ruling, Mr.
fensive.
Speaker, I believe the statement I
Mr. HOLDING.-! do not think it made to be correct because I read
thatjs offensive.

. Mr. DIXON.-The honorable member is like a schoolboy. .
Mr HOLDING.-The Minister for
Youth, Sport and Recreation has the
decency to wear long trousers, but
that is all that can be said for him.
I am unable to withdraw the remark.
Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-On the point
of order, the Leader of the Opposition
has been in this House long enough
to know the ruling that if an honorable member finds a remark objectionable the remark should be ·withdrawn.
For engaging in a semantic exercise
and cynically trying further to insult
the honorable member .for Sandringham in some way, the Leader of the
Opposition should be ·ruled out of
order.
The SPEAKER •(the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! Standing Order
No. 94 states-

The SPEAKER.-It is not for the
Leader of the Opposition to believe
whether it is offensive. It is offensive to the honorable member for
Sandringham.

the State Country P.a~ty Leader, Mr. Peter
Ross-Edwards, expects to be made Deputy
Premier in .any coalition Government formed
with .the Liberal Party. Mr. Ross-Edwards
said he also expected to become Minister
for State Development and Housing under a
new porrtfolio.
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archaic in its traditions. Our traADJOURNMENT.
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE· FOR WHITTLE· ditions are really hoary with age,
SEA SPORTING COMPLEX-BUSINESS and the origins of the right to bring
OF THE HOUSE-WIRE GUARDS AT in private members' Bills are buried
PEDESTRIAN LIGHTS-RAIL PASSES in antiquity.
FOR PENSIONERS-DECENTRALIZAI have two private members' Bills
TION FUNDS FOR LATROBE VALLEY on the Notice Paper, the Deputy
-WORKERS COMPENSATION.
Leader of the Opposition has one
Mr. THOM,PSON '(Minister of Edu- and in the pipeline is another in the
name of the honorable member for
cation) .-I moveReservoir.
It is obvious that unless
That the House do now adjourn.
the Government acknowledges that
Mr. WILTON :(Broadmeadows).- this Parliament ought to move out
I raise a matter with the Minister of the mid-Victorian era into-for Youth, Sport and Recreation,
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
who will recall receiving an application some weeks ago from the Wheeler).-Order! I ask the honorWhittlesea Shire Council seeking able member for Moonee Ponds
financial assistance towards the com- whether he believes this is a matter
pletion of a rather large sporting of Government administration or one
complex. Recently a press statement for the Standing Orders Committee.
released by the Minister announced
Mr. E:i:>MUNDS.-1 believe 'it is a
that grants had been authorized by matter ot Government administrahis department for various sporting tion. It is up to the House to decomplexes throughout the State. The cide whether it is a matter for the
Shire Secretary, on behalf of the Standing Orders Committee. I am
Whittlesea Shire Council, has writ- raising it as a matter of urgency
ten to me expressing the disap- with the Government because I bepointment of the council that its lieve that private members, particuproject was not mentioned in the larly on the Opposition side of this
group refe,rred to in the announce- House, are restricted under the arment. The council has asked me to rangements
which
have
been
raise this matter with the Minister adopted.
for Youth, Sport and Recreation and
Mr. WILCOX '(Attorney-General).to invite the honorable gentleman
!
raise
a point of order, Mr. Speaker.
to visit the municipality as soon as
possible with the intention of view- In the past couple of weeks the
ing the complex and conferring with House has been conducting its busithe Whittlesea Shire Council on the ness quite sensibly and, indeed, there
prospects of its receiving assistance are very good reasons why the
House should continue to conduct
in the immediate future.
its business sensibly.
In another
Mr. EDMUNDS ·(Moonee Ponds).- place in Canberra-I raise with the Deputy Premier
Mr. HOLDING {Leader of the
a matter of urgency. On 23rd
a
point
of
October last the House made a Opposition) .-On
order-decision which I now realize is a
restriction on the rights and priviThe SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
leges of honorable members to in- Wheeler).-Order!
The Attorneytroduce private members Bills. It has General on a point of order.
been 29 years since members have
Mr.
WILTON .-Can
honorable
been able to introduce private me,mbers' Bills. When honorable mem- members be enlightened on what the
bers realize the rights that members point of order is?
of Parliament have anywhere else
Mr. WILCOX.-The point of order
in the Commonwealth, they must I am· taking is simply this: The
conclude that this Parliament is honorable member for Moonee Ponds
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has raised a matter which is not a
matter of Government administration.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-Yes, it is.
Mr. WILCOX.~It is a matter
which affects the business of this
House. As you rightly indicated, Mr.
Speaker, this comes within the province of the Standing Prders Committee. This House has a sessional
order under which the order of business is laid down. I have never before heard a matter of this nature
raised on the motion for the adjournment of the sitting. I submit,
Mr. Speaker, that it is not an appropriate subject for consideration
on this motion.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I uphold the point
of order and I do so on the ground
that I do not believe this is the
appropl'ia:te time for the honorable
member for ·Moonee Ponds to raise
this matter. I fully appreciate the
fact that the honorable member has
very strong thoughts .on this issue
but a decision was ·made in this
House on sessional orders and the
honorable member for Moonee Ponds
had an opportunity of expressing his
viewpoint at that time. If the honorable member believes alterations
should 'be made to the sessional
orders, the Standing Orders Committee would be the right arena to
which he could channel his complaint.
Mr. EDMUNDS '(Moonee Ponds).Mr. Speaker, may I address you on
the matter 'I am rais'ing on the
motion for the adjournment of the
House? I ~believe it is ·important for
the House to realize that this is a
matter of urgency. I consider that I
am seriously restricted in my rights
as a member of Parliament.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I ~attempted ~to
make my poin:t ·very clear. The honorable member for Moonee Ponds is
now reflecting on a decision of this
House. If the honorable member
wants to suggest an alteration, ·I am
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prepared, as Chairman of the Stand:ing Orders Committee, to (liscuss the
matter in chambers and in private
with the honorable member.
Mr. ·HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .--On a point of orderThe SPEA:KER.--Order! 'I am prepared to hear the honorable membe·r
for Moonee Ponds in chambers and,
after listening to his views, :to put
his request to the Standing Orders
Committee.
Mr. HOLDING {Leader of the
Opposition).-The point of order I
wish to ma·ke, Mr. Speaker, is that
it has been the practice on the
motion for the adjournment of a
sitting for honorable members to
raise with the Speaker general
matters relating to the good conduct of the House. On many
occasions
on
the
adjournment
motion matters relating to the way
in which the House is run have been
raised. The Minister of Labour and
,Industry can shake his head, but
usually when this House is adjourning he is home in bed-The
S'PEAKER.--Order!
The
Leader o.f the Opposition raised a
point of order, ~and I understood that
he was addressing me on that point
.of order. ·I ask the Leader of the
Opposition not to refer to other
honorable m·embers.
Mr. HOL'DING.----Since I have
been in this House there have been
numerous occasions when honorable
members have raised matters for the
attention of the Speaker on the
motion for the adjournment of a
sitting. I suggest that this is usage
which should be continued and
honoured by yourself, Mr. Speaker,
and that it would be appropriate for
the honorable member for Moonee
Ponds to address you as Speaker and
~s Chairman of the Standing Orders
Committee on the matter he wants
to raise.
The SPEAKER.--Order! I thought
I had made it positively dear that I
was quite prepared, as Chairman of
the Standing Orders Committee, to
listen to the honorable member for
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Moonee Ponds. It should be clearly
unde.r;stood by the Leader of the
Opposition that in the short time in
which I have been Speaker, the
Standing Orders Committee has at
least met. The Leader of the Opposition has also received notice that the
Standing Orders Committee will be
meeting again-if my memory serves
me correctly--on 28th November,
when it will again consider the
Standing Orders. I will be quite
happy to take this matter to the
Standing Orders Committee after •I
have had an opportunity of talking
with . the honorable member for
Moonee Ponds.
Mr. EDMUNDS ·(Moonee Ponds).1 thank you for your guidance, 'Mr.
Speaker, and I therefore shaU raise
with you, on the motion for the
adjournment of the sitting, my concern about ~the urgency of the matter
that I am proposing the Standing
Orders Committee should considerThe SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).----Order! I am sorry to
interrupt, but the honorable member's time has expired.
·Mr. HoLDING.-We are not going
to cop that ..
The SPEAKER.-! am afraid :the
Leader of the Opposition will have
to realize that the time of the honorable member for 'Moonee Ponds has
expired.
Mr. HOLDING '(Leader of the
Opposition).-On a point of order,
Mr. Speaker. The honorable member
for Moonee Ponds sought to raise a
matter and you pointed out to him
that he was doing so wrongly. He
then proceeded to address you on a
rna tter of concern to him. •In my
·view-and I put •i:t to you that it
must be in your view, as Speaker,
in terms of the usage of this House
-he has a perfect right to address
the Chair about matters which are
essentiaHy related to the procedures
of Parliament.
Mr. WILCOX.-The Speaker has
already ruled.
· Mr. HOLDING.-Oh you, you wit.

.(idjournment.

Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General).Mr. Speaker, I take exception to the
remark of the Leader of the Opposition and I ask for it to be withdrawn. He called me a nitwit.
Mr. HOLDING.-! said, "You, you
wit".
Mr. WILCOX.-The honorable
member called me a nitwit and I
find it offensive. I ask for it to be
withdrawn.
Mr. HOLDING '(L'eader of ,the
Opposition) .-1 am sorry, Mr.
Speaker, but ·what I said was, "You,
you wit ". I realize that the Minister
must have misheard me and that is
why he has asked for a withdrawal.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I did say that the
honorable
member's
time
had
expired. There is no Standing Order
covering this particular situation but
it has been a matter of usage and
custom in this place for as long as
I have been in it. The honorable
member's time has expired and there
will be other opportunities, tomorrow or between now and then, for
the honorable member to talk to me.
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-I desire
to raise with you, Mr. Speaker, as
Chairman of the Standing Orders
Committee, a matter relating to Sessional Orders as it relates to private
member's Bills. I ask whether you
will, at the next meeting of the
Standing Orders Committee, allow
the matter of whether private members' Bills may be discussed in this
Chamber-Mr. WI-LCOX {A:ttorney-General).I rise to a point of order. I am
getting a little concerned at the way
in which the business of the House
is being conducted.
Mr. WILTON.-That is a reflection
on the Chair and the Minister should
withdraw it.
Mr. WILCOX.-1 ·support the
ruling that you, Mr. Speaker, have
given and in which you have made
it. very clear that the question of
private members' .Bills is not a
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matter for the Chair, that the
sessional orders procedure which
has been dealt with by this House
properly and determined by a vote
of thiS House is completely in accordance with the Standing Orders, and
that none of these matters should
properly be raised on the motion for
the adjournment of the sitting. That
is the first matter and that is the
point of order. Secondly, you have
given a ruling, and it is · in accordance with the traditions of this
place that honorable members should
abide by such ruling.
. .
''
Mr. Wlt;KES (Northcote).-On .the
point of order, there is no reference
in sessional orders, for the benefit
of· the Attorney-General, to private
members' Bills and · I should have
thought that· ·the Attorney-General
would- know . that. There being no
such · reference~ I ask you, Mr.
Speaker,· whether you will allow the
Opposition to bring the matter before
the next meeting. of the Standing
Orders Committee.·
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Mr. EDMUNDS {Moonee Ponds).On a point of order, Mr.' Speaker,
will you rule, as a matter of urgency,
whether, because of the Sessional
Orders and the manner in which they
were approved by the House, I have
been deprived of my right to 'raise
with the Leader of the House
whether honorable members are now
being- deprived of certain rights and
privileges? I am sure that under our
mid-Victorian rules, if the House
were .to debate the shape of the
Earth, there would be more members
who would decide that it was still
flat. I want to know whether you
have the power to rule upon Whether
I· can raise, as a matter of urgency,
the· point. that members are deprived
of certa~n rights as a result of
Sessional· Orders.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! For the benefit ·of
honorable members, perhaps I should
read to the House the · sessional
orders that ·were agreed to. They
are-

. Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).I. That unless otherwise ordered, Tuesday,
I rise to a ..point of order. I am
·and Thursday in each week durgravely concerned about the choice Wednesday
ing the present Session be the days. on whiCh
of words by the Attorney-General. this House shall meet for the despatch of
When speaking to a point of order, business ; :that a quarter-past Two o'clock
in his opening remarks, the honor-: shall be the hour of meeting on Tuesday and
Wednesday, and half-past Ten o'clock on
able gentleman said that he was con- Thursday.
cerned at the way the business of
2. That during the present Session, Govthe House was being conducted. I ernment
Business shall take precedence of
suggest that the remarks are a grave all other busineSs (but not including Wan·t
reflection on the Chair and I ask the of Confidence Motions nor Motions pursuant
honorable gentleman to correct the tto Standing Order No. 8B) on each sitlting
except on each Thursday when business
record and withdraw those words. day
shall be called on in the following order,
If he is not prepared to do that, you viz.:ought to order him to withdraw On the third Thursday, pursuant to Standing
them.
Order No. 273G·
1.
Grievances.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
2. Government Business.
Wheeler).--Order!
The Sessiona•l
3. General Business.
Orders that were agreed to by this
House have been passed in proper On the next two succeeding Thursdaysform. The Deputy Leader of the
!. General BusinessOpposition is concerned to have a
(a) Notices of Substantive Motions.
matter raised at the next meeting
(b) Orders of the Day-Resumption
of Debate on Motions.
of the Standing Orders Committee.
2. At 1.00 p.m.I advise the honorable member that,
Government Business.
as a member of the committee, he
will be quite free to raise the matter Private members' Bills are not
himself and it will then be discussed. included in motions.
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Mr. BILLING (Heatherton).-I
raise with the Chief Secretary a
matter of urgency concerning the
provision along highways, particularly at push-button pedestrian
lights, of cyclone wire-guard fences
for the protection of pedestrians.
During the week-end before last, a
motorist was killed when he was
impaled on the rail of a broken
guard on the Princes Highway near
Murrumbeena. Irrespective of where
the fault lies in this accident, I have
noticed that the Princes Highway is
littered with damaged cyclone wireguards.
I ask the Chief Secretary urgently
to request the Police Department or
the Road Safety and Traffic Authority
to investigate the number of damaged
guards which are creating additional
hazards along the Princes Highway.
These guards have been broken by
irresponsible motorists
and
in
some cases damaged by tray
truck bodies being driven too
close to the guards, which in my
opinion, have been constructed too
close to the concrete kerbing.
I ask the Chief Secretary to give
urgent consideration to this matter.
Mr. TREZISE ('Geelong North).1 wish to raise with .the Minister of

Transport a matter arising from a
question which I asked without notice
today. I refer to the Government's
election promise to provide pensioners
with free Victorian railway passes
each year. The Minister stated that
such passes would not commence
until 1st January, 1974, because approximately 200,000 forms had to be
printed to make the procedure legal.
It ·seems 'to me ;that 200,000 pensioners would not seek to obtain free
railway passes for this Christmas, but
many pensioners have been looking
forward to the Government fulfilling
its promise, particularly in recent
weeks, so that ;they will have the
benefit of free railway passes to visit
relatives over the Christmas period.
I request the Minister to examine
the proposal that if pensioners who
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require free railway passes this
Christmas are prepared to make application to the Victorian Railwaysin the same way as I understand they
make application now for free passes
at certain periods-further consideration will be given .to granting them
this privilege. The excuse that 200,000
forms must be printed is not good
enough for the people concerned who
have already made arrangem·ents, on
the strength of the Government's
promise, so that :they may visit relatives or friends on free passes. If the
Government does not honour its
promise in the next few weeks many
pensioners will be disillusioned.
Mr. AMOS {Morwell).-I wish to
bring to the attention of the Minister
for State Development and Decentralization the question of the promotion
of areas outside Melbourne for the
purposes of decentralization. I ask the
Government and the Minister to make
available a proportion of finance
which I understand is available
to counteract adverse publicity which
has appeared recently in the· metropolitan press and which affects one
of the five chosen growth centres. I
refer to two newspaper articles. one
of which appeared in the Age of 9th
November under the heading "Morwell swears by 'solidarity'" and another published in the Herald of 3rd
November and headed "Many bashbabies in Valley "-referring to the
Latrobe Valley. The Latrobe Valley is
one of the areas chosen by the Government for accelerated development.
In view of the unfortunate manner in
which these newspaper articles have
cast a slur on that growth centre, I
ask that funds be made available to
counteract 1that slur.
Obvious mistakes were made in
the newspaper articles. Unfortunately, the Shire of Morwell has been
unable to have published in those
two newspapers more than a small
article which appeared in the Herald
and a letter which was published
to counter the bad publicity in
the Age. One obvious mistake to
which I refer was made in the Herald
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article of 3rd November. It was
headed
" Many bash-babies
in
VaHey " and statedChurchill has three large Housing Commission estates wtth a high proportion of
single mothers.

As honorable members are aware,
one cannot purchase a Housing Commission home at Churchill unless
one is working for a Government department such as the
Police Department or the Education Department; it is impossible
for single parent families to purchase
a home in Churchill. I contend that
Churchil'l is not a town "with a high
proportion of single mothers ". The
baby bashing referred to in the article
is not apparent in that area. The newspaper articles which I mentioned have
cast an unfortunate slur on the Latrobe Valley and could retard its development as a growth centre. Therefore, I ask the M•inister to give this
matter urgent consideration.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I advise honorable members that the time for raising matters on the motion for the
adjournment of the sitting expires at
11.34 p.m., so any member who
wishes to speak has two minutes in
which to do so.
Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir).During question time today the Chief
Secretary gave an answer which I
consider misled the House. In reply
to a question which I asked about
workers compensation rates, the honorable gentleman replied ;that a committee of this House was dealing with
the question. That committee is completely excluded from examining
those rates. This point has been estabHshed in debate in this House on a
number of occasions when the subject
of workers compensation has been
discussed. I ask the Premier to inform
the Ch'ief Secretary of this fact, and
also to advise him that the answer
he gave previously to a question on
notice that workers compensation
rates were under review and the reply
Session 1973.--85
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which he gave today that the whole
question is under review by a committee were completely erroneous.
I also direct attention to the fact
that legislation passed by this House
has made adjustments to superannuation rates, judges' salaries and other
matters to compensate for the eroded
value of the currency. If the House
rises at the end of this sessional
period without making adjustm·ents
to workers compensation rates, which
were last adjusted in May, 1972, a
large number of injured workers and
their dependants will be deprived of
adequate compensation.
Mr. DIXON (M'inister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-In answer
to the honorable member for
Broadmeadows, I point out that
the question of capital grants is
determined on quite a number of
factors, including the needs of the
community, the ability of the community to make a local· contribution,
the readiness of a particular project
to be proceeded with and the value
of the project to the community. My
department forwarded many projects
to Canberra, which decided to accept
the order of priority establish~d by
my department, and therefore grants
which total approximately $1·5
million, including 10 projects in the
city, 10 in the. country and 1 special
project-21
in
a'l'l-have
been
approved.
Mr. WILTON.-Is that all Commonwealth finance?
Mr. DIXON.-State and Commonwealth finance on a $1 for $1 basis.
I would be only too happy to meet
the Shire of Whittlesea to discuss its
various projects if the honorable
member could arrange it as soon
as possible.
Mr. MEAGHER {M'inister of Transport).-The honorable member for
Geelong North should understand
that the proposed entitlement of pensioners to a free holiday once a year
on the Victorian railway system is to
be inaugurated with ·the co-operation of the Commonwealth Department of Social Services, which has
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agreed to distribute to every pensioner in Victoria a slip ·advising him
of his rights. On presentation of that
slip by the pensioner at any railway
station in Victoria, he will be issued
with a free pass to trave'l wherever
he likes in Victoria within twelve
months.
This scheme involves the preparation of a large number of these slips,
their distribution to the Commonwealth department and re-distribution by that department with pension
cheques, so that every pensioner is
aware of his entitlement. It was
estimated that the earliest date on
which this system could be introduced so that every pensioner would
know what his entitlement was
would be 1st January, 1974. However, I am prepared to examine the
possibility of bringing the commencement date forward.
Mr. THOMPSON {Minister of Education).-! have noted the remarks
made by the honorable member for
Heatherton and will be pleased to
bring them to the attention of the
Chief Secretary.
Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power) .-1 shall be pleased to
take up the matter raised by the
honorable member for Morwell with
my colleague, the Minister for State
Development and Decentralization. I
am aware of the press statements
mentioned by the honorable member
and believe they were ill-informed. I
have no idea who was responsible
for the reports, and I agree that
statements such as those could do a
great deal of damage to Morwell and
the Latrobe Valley. On occasions it
is difficult to persuade the editors of
newspapers to publish statements refuting matters which have already
been stated, but I believe-as the
honorable member for Morwell believes-that this inaccurate picture
which has been created should be
corrected if possible. · As I said
earlier, I shall be pleased to discuss
this matter with ~y colleague to see
what can be done.

Adjournment.

Mr. HAMER (·Premier and Treasurer).-! will bring to the notice of
the Chief Secretary the matters
raised by the honorable member for
Reservoir. I believe the Chief Secretary was making a statement
which he believed to be accurate
when he answered the question
earlier, but if the information is inaccurate, I shall ask the honorable
gentleman to correct it.
Mr. EDMUNDS {Moonee Ponds).Mr. Speaker, I rise to a point of
order. The Leader of the House has
not commented on the matter I began
to raise on the motion for the adjournment of the House initially when my
time expired.
Mr. THOMPSON {Minister of Education).-On the point of order, I
believe your ruling, Mr. Speaker,
was that this was a rna tter which
should more properly be raised with
you as Chairm~n of the House Committee and is not a matter of Government policy.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I did rule on th'e
matter. I thought the ruling was
clearly understood by the honorable
member for Moonee Ponds.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 11.39 p.m.
QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.
The following answers to questions
on notice were circulated:-

LONG SERVICE LEAVE.
(Question No. 195)

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked the
Premier1. What State departments and semiGovernment authorities recognize the rights
of an officer to transfer from one department to another without losing accrued long
service leave credits?
2. Whether a commission of inquiry in
1962 recommended to the Government that
a reciprocal long service leave scheme
should be instituted for members of the
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Victorian Municipal Officers Association.
If so, what action has been taken on this
recommendation?
3. Whether he will give consideration to
the introduction of legislation granting
similar rights to municipal officers to those
presently extended to officers of Stat.e
Government departments and many semiGovernment authorities; if not, why?

Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
Treasurer) .-The answer is-

and

1. With some limitations such as to service
prior to taking leave entitlements reciprocity is generally available between State
Government departments and semi-Government authorities.
2. The 1962 Commission of Inquiry into
Local Government recommended that local
government authorities be regarded as one
industry for long service leave purposes. It
did not recommend reciprocal rights for
members of the Municipal Officers Association as such.
3. The possibility and effect of reciprocity as between local authorities is at
present under consideration by the Government.
TEACHING

Name

Geoffrey Horace Bradshaw
Valerie Moses
Margaret Brown
Margaret Widdicombe ..
Merle Wats<;>n
Hilda Staszikaiwicz
Joyce Garton ..
Jennifer Drake
Mrs. F. Woods
Thelma J. Wooton
Sadie Cotton ..
Mary McLean
Sophie Yovanches
Patricia Jones
Mary McGettigan
Maureen Scott
Marjorie Camm
Rita Joseph ..
Gladys Gleghorn
Lesley Spence
Valerie Phillips
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BUSINESS COLLEGES.
(Question No. 486)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of EducationWhether Bradshaws Business College,
Ringwood School of Commerce, George
Taylor and Staff, Taylors School of Commerce, and Aldus, Mr. and Tutors, are registered as schools; if so-(a) what are the
academic and teacher training qualifications
of teachers at such schools; (b) whether
each school is staffed at least to the minimum requirements of the Council of Public
Education; (c) how many pupils under the
age of fifteen years attend each school; and
(d) how many pupils, other than those
under fifteen years, are enrolled for courses
which come under the control of the Council
of Public Education?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

of

Bradshaws Business College: Registered
junior-secondary school number 74.
STAFF.

Qualifications

B.Sc., Dip. Ed.
Completed shorthand registration course with CPE. Leaving
certificate and 100 words per minute shorthand speed.
Undertaking shorthand registration course with CPE. Leaving
certificate and 120 words per minute shorthand speed.
Pitmans Teachers' Certificate 100 words per minute. Fellow of the
Society of Commercial Teachers (United Kingdom).
Undertaking shorthand registration course with CPE. Leaving
certificate and 120 words per minute shorthand speed.
Dressmaking certificate (Latvia).
Pitmans Shorthand Teachers' Certificate. Speed certificates in
shorthand and typewriting.
Completed shorthand registration course with CPE. Leaving
certificate and 100 words per minute shorthand speed.
Undertaking shorthand registration course with CPE. Leaving
certificate and 100 words per minute shorthand speed.
Completed dressmaking course at Bradshaws.
Completed typewriting course at business college.
Completed dressmaking course at Bradshaws.
Completed dressmaking course at Bradshaws.
Completed shorthand registration course with CPE. 100 words
per minute shorthand speed.
Completed shorthand registration course with CPE. 100 words
per minute shorthand speed.
Completed shorthand registration course with CPE. 100 words
per minute shorthand speed.
B.A., Dip. Ed.
Completed primary training course with CPE.
B.A., B.Com. Twenty years' teaching experience.
B.Com. Seventeen years' teaching experience.
Undertaking shorthand registration course with CPE. Leaving
certificate 100 words per minute.
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This school is staffed to the minimum requirements of the Council of Public Education under Regulation 11, clause 18.
There are 29 pupils under the age of
fifteen and 210 over fifteen enrolled in
courses under the control of the Council of
Public Education.

on ·Notice.

Ringwood School of Commerce:
This school is not registered with the
Council of Public Education.
There are no pupils under the age of
fifteen in attendance.
George Taylor and Staff: Registered
secondary school number 1441.

TEACHING STAFF.

Name

George L. Taylor
Laura Sexton ..
Lawrence Quinn
Russell MacDougall
Peter Burns ..
Geoffrey Taylor
Deborah Proctor
Sehuyn Harbison
William Jolly ..
Kinross Nicholson
Dorothy Robinson
Leila Buxton ..
Anthony Love
Sheila Williams
John Flynn ..
Colin Covill ..
Agnes Cleverly
Faye Patterson
Elizabeth Myles
Ronald Fraser
Barbara Marshall
Charles Pryke
Neil McRae ..
Betty Meckel
Leda Ciccarelli
Tan Keng Guan
Leo Wels
Clifford Gibbons
Bruno Panetta
Johnathan Boutros
Ada Culpan ..
James Glenn ..
Peter Harkness
Clare Healy ..
Josephine Perkins
Nicholas Cree
Kandy Trsek ..

Qualifications

Trained primary teacher with Mercer House and CPE.
B.A., Dip. Ed., T.P.T.C.
B.Sc., Dip. Ed.
M.A., Dip. Ed.
M.A., B.Ed.
B.Comm., T.P.T.C.
M.A., Dip. Ed.
B.A., Teacher training at Mercer House.
Dip. Teacher (Mercer House).
B.A., A.K.C., sixteen years' teaching experience.
T.P.T.C.
T.P.T.C.
Dip. teacher (Mercer House) 2 University Subjects (Monash) Dip.
Land Surveying (RMIT).
Dip. Biology Teaching (Manchester).
7 University subjects. Teacher training with Marist Brothers.
M.A., Dip. Ed.
T.P.T.C.
B.A., Dip. Ed.
B.Sc., twelve years' teaching experience.
Dip. Teach (Mercer House) five University subjects.
Cert. Art., Cert. Ed. (Mercer House).
B.A., T.S.T.C.
T.P.T.C.
Librarian
Ph.D. (Chemistry) Italy, Dip. Teach (Italy).
B.Sc. (N.S.W.) No teacher training.
B.Sc. Dip. Ed.
Dip. Teach (Secondary).
Dip. Teach (Secondary).
B.Sc. (Alexandria) twelve years' teaching experience.
Dip. Teach (Mercer House).
Three university subjects (London) Dip. Ed. (ACP).
B.Com. Dip. Ed.
Completed primary training course at Mercy T.C. Ascot Vale,
B.A., Teacher training at Sydney T.C.
B.A., Dip. Ed.
B.A. (Hons) Dip. Ed.
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This school is staffed to the minimum requirements of the Council of Public
Education under Regulation 11, clause 20.
There are twelve pupils under the age of fifteen and 562 pupils over fifteen enrolled
in courses under the control of the CPE.

Taylors School of Commerce: Registered secondary school number 1254.
TEACHING STAFF.

Qualifications

Name

Adele McNair

Completed primary teacher training course with CPE under
Regulation 111 cJause 17A.

Roma Swan ..

Undertaking shorthand registration course with CPE. Leaving
certificate and 100 words per minute.

Susanne Basmadjian

Completed shorthand registration course with CPE. Leaving
certificate and 100 words per minute.

Diane Caelli ..

Pitman's shorthand teacher's certificate. Not a registered teacher.

Marjorie Lutge

Completed shorthand registration course with CPE. Leaving
certificate and 100 words per minute.

Elizabeth Yeo

B.Comm. Dip. Ed. (Melbourne).

Lurline Fuog ..

One-year secretarial course (Taylors). Two years' experience.

Jennifer Hall ..
Ann Therese McGregor

Completed shorthand registration course with CPE. Leaving
certificate and 100 words per minute.
B.A., Dip. Ed. (Melbourne).

Joan Inman ..

No academic or professional qualifications.

This school is staffed to the minimum requirements of the CPE under Regulation
11, clause 20. There are no pupils under the age of fifteen in attendance and 167
pupils over fifteen enrolled in courses under the CPE.
Mr. Aldus and Tutors: Registered primary school number 1434.
TEACHING STAFF.

William Joseph Aldus

Completed teacher training course with CPE under Regulation 111
clause 17A. One university subject.

This school is staffed to the mm1mum
requirements of the CPE under Regulation
11, clause 17. There are seven pupils
under the age of fifteen and nine over fifteen
enrolled in courses under the control of
the CPE.

APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING.
(Question No. 490)

Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir) asked
the Minister of Labour and Industry!. Whether he has made written or other
submissions to the Minister of Education

in respect of the failure of the Education
Department to provide adequate training
facilities for apprentices, particularly boilermaker apprentices affected by the closure
of trade training sections at Footscray Technical School; if so-(a) when; (b) what
was the basis of the submission; and (c)
whether a reply has been received?
2. If he will lay on the table of the
Library all correspondence, data and memo~
randa in respect of representations made on
deficiencies in trade training facilities for
apprentices, as. referred to in the report of
the Apprenticeship Commission for the year
1972-73?
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Mr.
RAFFERTY (Minister .of
Labour and Industry) .-The answer
is-

Footscray Primary School's case will be
looked at in conjunction with all other
schools.

1. Written submissions were made to the
Minister of Education on the specific ques~
tion of boilermaking apprentices and the
impending closure of the trade training
sections at Footscray Technical School.
(See file tabled in connection with question
No. 522).
2. The material concerned has been for~
warded to the Parliamentary Librarian for
laying on the table of the Library.

HIGH SCHOOL SITES.

COLONIAL GAS ASSOCIATION
LTD. STAFF.
(Question No. 491)

Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) asked the Minister for
J;"uel and Power- ·
· With regard to the recent takeover of
Colonial Gas Association Ltd. by the
Gas and Fuel Corporation, what arran~e~
ments were made concerning the absorption
of staff previously employed by the company? . .
.

Mr. BALFOUR. (Minister for Fuel
and ·Power) .-The answer isAs the activities of the Colonial Gas
Association Ltd. are integrated with the
corporation, employees are being placed in
positions comparable to those they pre~
viously held in the association.

PRIMARY SCHOOL SITES.

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Minister of Education!. What is the standard acreage specified
for a high school site in Victoria?
2. What is the size of the school ground
of Footscray Girls High School?
3. Whether, in view of the urgent need to
extend the school site and the shortage of
funds for such purposes under previous allocations, he will direct funds made available
by the Commonwealth Government to the
purchase of further properties adjoining the
school?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education).-The answer is-

of

1. Fifteen acres.
2. Two acres 1 rood 3 perches.
3. The needs of Footscray Girls High
School will be given full consideration in
conjunction with other schools when the
anticipated funds as a result of the interim
committee of the Australian Schools Commission will become available.

SPORTING AND RECREATION
COMPLEXES.
(Question No. 496)

(Question No. 494)

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Minister of Education!. What is the standard acreage specified
for a primary school site in Victoria?
2. What is the size of the school ground
of Footscray Primary School No. 253?
3. Whether any of the funds made available by the Commonwealth Government can
be used for the purchase of land and build~
ings to extend school sites; if so, whether
he will seek the purchase of properties
adjoining Footscray Primary School?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education).-The answer is-

(Question No. 495)

of

1. Five acres.
2. Two .acres.
3. Funds which it is anticipated will become available as a result of the recom~
mendations of .the interim committee of the
Australian Schools Commission could be
used for the purchase of additional land in
cases where this is ~ssential to permit the
erection of additional buildings so long as
they are also to be funded from the . same
source.

Mr. TREZISE {Geelong North)
asked the Minister for Youth, Sport
and Recreation!. How many applications have been
lodged from the Geelong area for assistance
from the Department of Youth, Sport and
Recreation towards sporting and recreation
complexes?
2. What were the respective projects
nominated for assistance, what were the expected costs of each project and what stage
each project has reached?
3. Whether all projects were supported by
the local municipal council; if not, which
projects were supported and for what
reasons?
4. Into which categories the department
graded such projects?
5. How long it is expected each such
project will receive financial assistance?

Mr. DIXON (Minister 'for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-The answer
is1.' Eight ·applications have been received.

t

2, 3 and 4. The answers to parts 2, 3 and 4 of the question have been summarized as follows:Project

Municipality

Details of project

Estimated cost

~-

Category*

Municipal council support

$

Geelong table tennis centre

..

Shire of Geelong West

Corio sporting complex

..

Shire of Corio

Belmont High School . .

..

Shire of South Barwon

Belmont common sports centre . .

Shire of South Barwon

Amateur Basketball Association. .

City of Geelong

St. Albans recreation reserve

City of Geelong

John Landy amateur athletic field

City of Geelong

Geelong Try Boys' Society

City of Geelong

Demolish present building and
rebuild on that site
Construction of a multi-purpose
sporting and recreational centre
Gymnasium
Improvement to facility
common
Construction of stadium

on

80,000

Yes.

Schematic design and estimate

748,000

Yes.

Schematic design and estimate

105,000
4,332

(E).

(E).

Direct application. Shire
give consideration
Yes

. . No estimate provided Direct
give
Development of sporting complex No estimate provided Direct
give
Main
ball,
change
78,000
rooms,
canteen and kitchen
·Indoor sports stadium
120,000

to

application. Council to
consideration
application. Council to
consideration
Yes
Yes

Initial inquiry

(F).

(F).

Initial inquiry

(F).

0

z

0

Construction complete
Initial inquiry

t3

(A).

<
tl1

::tr:l
tl1

-

?J

Ready for tenders

(C).

Ready for tenders

(C).

~

-..J

w

~

*Categories-A.-Construction completed. B.-Under construction.
prepared. E.-Schematic design and estimate. F.-Initial inquiry.

C. Ready for tenders.

D.-Plans and specifications
<::)

::s

~
~-

N

~
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5. Approval has been given for the
Geelong Try Boys Society project. No indication can be given as to the approvals for
the other projects at this stage but appraisal
is continuing.

Annual means are calculated by averaging
1the values of bi-monthly deposits. Collections were made at the beginning of
January, March, May, July, September and
November.

ROLLINS PRIMARY SCHOOL,
NORTH GEELONG.

POLICE STATION·FOR ALTONA
NORTH.

(Question No. 498)

(Question No. 512)

Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North)
asked the Minister of Education-

Mr. STIRLING {Williamstown)
asked the Chief Secretary-

!. When it is expected that work will
commence on the construction of the pro.posed Rollins Primary School at North
Geelong?
2. When it is expected that enrolments at
the school will commence?
3. How many pupils are expected in the
initial stage?
4. What are the residential boundaries for
prospective students at the school?

When the 24-hour police station and
district headquarters proposed for Altona
North will be constructed?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education).-The answer is-

of

1. This project is programmed that the
builder will be given possession of site early
December of this year. Anticipated date of
completion is September, 1974.
2. The anticipated date for enrolments is
the third term in 1974.
3. Approximately 450.
4. This will be determined by the district
inspector in consultation with principals of
schools in the area.

AIR FALLOUT IN GEELONG.
(Question No. 499)

Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North)
asked the Minister for ConservationWhat were the air fallout measurements
recorded in the Geelong area in each of the
past five years, indicating-( a) where the
gauges were situated; and (b) the dates on
which measurements were taken?

Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation).-The answer isYearly mean fallout values in the Geelong
area in long tons per square mile per month
are as follows:MEAN FALLOUT.
Location
Waurn Ponds ..
Newtown West
Newtown North
Geelong West
Geelong West ..
Geelong Town Hall
Corio shire office

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

1972

1971

1970

1969

8·6
3·9
19·5
2·9
4·2
4·5
6·7

3·9
4·8
9·1
2·8
3·9
4·9
6·3

19·2
4·0
12·0
2·6
3·9
4·9
6·8

6·3
3·5
6·2 6·6
17·9 46·6
3·9
5·2
5·6
6·6

1968

;:8
6·3

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-The answer isThe Altona police complex, which includes
a 24-hour police station, has been designated
"Design Development" in the 1973-74
works and services programme. Subject to
Treasury approval, contract document will
be completed next financial year and tenders
for construction are likely to be called in
1975.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT LAND
ACQUISITIONS.
(Question No. 517)

Mr. BORNSTEIN (Brunswick East)
asked the Minister of Education!. What amounts were expended by the
Education Department for land acquisition
in each of the years from 1962-63 to 1972-73
inclusive?
2. What expenditure for land acquisition
is expected in 1973-74?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education).-The answer is-

of

$
1,803, 734. 00
2.,015,968.00
1963-64
2,473,806. 00
1964-65
2,259,300. 00
1965-66
1966-67
1,832,822 . 00
1967-68
2,148,287. 68
1968-69
1,983,401.17
2,014,507. 26
1969-70
2,364,748.80
1970-71
2,202,068. 75
1971-72
1972-73
3,942,548. 74
2. 1973-74-$2,500,000 or more, if available.
1. 1962-63

(Question No. 518)

Mr. BORNSTEIN (Brunswick East)
asked the Minister of Education!. What moneys were made available to
the Estates Branch of the Education Department for land acquisition in each of the
years from 1962-63 to 1972-73 inclusive?
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2. What sum has· been allocated to the
Estates Branch for land acquisition in 197374?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education).-The answer is-

of
$

1. 1962-63

1,600,000
1,710,000
2,000,000
2,200,000
2,200,000
2,200,000
2,200,000
2,200,000
2,200,000
2,450,000
4,200,000
2,500,000

1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
2. 1973-74

TRAFFIC LIGHTS IN EAST
RESERVOIR.
(Question No. 521)

Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir) asked
the Chief SecretaryWhether a request has been made for
traffic lights to be installed at the corner of
Yarra Avenue and Boldrewood Parade, East
Reservoir, adjacent to East Reservoir
Primary School; if so--( a) when the request
was made and by whom; and (b) what plans
exist for installation of such lights?

Mr. ROSSITER {Chief Secretary)
-The answer is( a) An application was made to the Road
Safety and Traffic Authority by the Preston
City Council on 9th August, 1972.
(b) The authority approved the application and supplied the council with plans and
specifications. It is understood that the council has accepted a tender for the installation
of the signals. It is understood further that
the council has been advised by the contractor that the signals will be insta.lled
prior to the commencement of the 1974
school year.

APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING.
(Question No. 522)

Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir) asked
the
Minister
of
Labour
and
IndustryIf he will lay on the table of the Library
all correspondence, memoranda and data
with respect to the future of apprenticeship
training at Footscray Technical School in the
boilermaking-welder trade training course?

Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of
Labour and Industry).-The answer
isThe material concerned has been forwarded to the Parliamentary Librarian for
laying on the table of the Library.

1973.)
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FLUORIDATION OF WATER
SUPPLIES.
(Question No. 524)

Mr. MUTTON {Coburg) asked the
Minister of HealthIf he will ascertain and advise1. What research has been carried out by
the Commission of Public Health, the Australian Medical Association,. the Australian
Dental Association, the National Health and
Medical Research Council and the World
Health Organization, respectively, in relation
to fluoridation of public water supplies?
2. Which special investigating committees
of such organizations produced a report on
fluoridation, when it was produced, who were
the members of such committees, and what
were their qualifications?
3. Whether, as recommended by the
National Health and Medical Research
Council, a national study of water fluoridation under Australian conditions has been
undertaken; if so, what were the findings?
4. Whether there is an optimum level of
fluoride intake or whether this varies from
person to person according to age, sex, and
individual bodily reaction?

Mr.
SCANLAN (Minister
Health) .-The answer is-

of

1. No original research has been carried
out by any of the bodies named. They are
not research organizations but each has set
up groups which have studied the
voluminous literature on the subject published in many countries of the world.
2. The Commission of Public Health in
Victoria received a report in 1954 from a
special committee that had been appointed
consisting of the following:E. J. Crowe, O.B.E., L.L.M., R.C.P. Ireland,
L.L.M., R.C.S. Ireland, D.P.H. London,
District Health Officer, State Department of Health.
N. H. Andrews, D.D.Sc., L.D.S., Deputy
Director of Child Health (Dental),
State Department of Health.
W. R. Jewell, M.Sc., B.Met., F.R.I.C.,
F.A.C.I., Government Chemist, State
Laboratories, Melbourne.
J. F. McDonnell, B.C.E., A.M.I.E. (Aust.),
Chief Engineer, State Department of
Health.
F. M. Lee, B.C.E., M.I.E. (Aust.), Chief
Engineer, Water Supply, Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works.
J. B. Mulvany, B.C.E., A.M.I.E. (Aust.),
Assistant Divisional Engineer, State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission.
L. W. Wait, M.D., B.S. (Melb.), Physician to Inpatients, Royal Children's
Hospital, Melbourne, appointed by the
British Medical Association (Victorian
branch).
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L. R. Williams, B.D.Sc., L.D.S., D.D.S.

(N.U.), appointed by the Australian
Dental Association (Victorian branch).
A committee of the National Health and
Medical Research Council investigated the
matter but the minutes of the meetings of
the council are confidential. Neither the
Australian Medical Association nor the Australian Dental Association have issued reports but 1all three bodies have issued statements endorsing fluoridation of town water
supplies up to one part per million.
The World Health Organization presented
all known facts about fluorides and their
effects on human health in monograph
series No. 59 which was published in Geneva
under the title of Fluorides and Human
It contains contributions from
Health.
29 experts from eleven countries and before
being published was circulated to 93
specialists in various countries for criticism.
The names of the contributors and of the
reviewers are set out in this monograph.
3. No national survey has yet been undertaken. However, surveys have been carried
out at Canberra, at Bacchus Marsh, Victoria,
and at Tamworth, New South Wales, and
each of these surveys has confirmed overseas findings as to the effectiveness of
fluoridation in reducing dental decay.
. 4. It is recognized that the human body
needs a certain amount of fluoride for its
normal physiological development and extensive studies overseas have led to the
conclusion that an average amount of one
part of fluoride to one million parts of water
is the optimum concentration which will
reduce the incidence of dental caries without
causing any adverse effects.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
REGIONAL DISTRICTS.

MOTOR BOATING SQUAD.
(Question No. 530)

Mr. WILKES (Northcote) asked the
Chief Secretary!. How many members of the Police
Force are members of the--(a) water police;
and (b) motor boating squad?
2. How many boats are provided for the
water police and the Motor Boating Squad.
respectively?
3. How many persons were booked for
boating offences since 1st January, 1973?

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-The answer is1. The Police Force has no section known
as the water police. All police duties in
respect to law enforcement and search and
rescue operations on Victorian inland and
coastal waters are the responsibility of the
Motor Boating Squad. This squad has a
strength of 16 members, comprising 1 senior
sergeant, 2 sergeants and 13 senior constables and constables.
2. The squad has a fleet of ten boats.
3. A total of 1,424 persons were booked
for boating offences during the period from
the 1st January, 1973, to the 1st November,
1973.

MOTOR BOATS.
(Question No. 531)

Mr. WILKES (N orthcote) asked
the Chief SecretaryHow many motor boats 20 metres or more
in length are registered for use in Victorian
waters?

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-The answer is-

(Question No. 525)

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Minister of Education!. What are the boundaries for the recently announced eleven regional administration districts?
2. Which schools are within each district,
listing in each case the number of teachers
and pupils?
3. What specific powers are to be given to
regional directors?
4. Whether regional councils comprising
representatives ·of principals, teachers,
parents and students will be established to
work in conjunction with the regional
4irector?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

on Notice.

of

. It will take some time to compile the information required to answer this question.
I: shall prepare the reply and forward it as
·
soon as possible.

1 assume that the question relates to the
provisions of the Motor Boating Act 1961.
The Act defines a boat as " any vessel
not exceeding sixty-five feet in length
which is used or is capable of being used
as a means of transportaton on water". The
metric equivalent of 65 feet is 19·8
metres. The Act does not provide for the
registration of any boat exceeding this
length.

FLUORIDATED WATER IN
KIDNEY MACHINES.
(Question No. 532)

Mr. MUTTON (Coburg) asked the
Minister of Health. 1. What information the Department of
Health has received on the dangers to
health from the use of fluoridated water in
kidney machines?
· 2. What estimated number of persons in
Victoria is treated by the use of home
dialysis units?·
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Mr.
SCANLAN (Minister
Health).-The answer is-

of

1. No danger to health from the use of
fluoridated water in dialysis has yet been
conclusively demonstrated and numbers of
patients have been maintained on dialysis
using fluoridated water for periods up to
eight years without any apparent harmful
effect. The haemodialysis physicians in this
State have this matter under close review
•and should it be considered desirable for
any individual patient not to be dialysed with
fluoridated water then suitable equipment
will be installed to remove the fluoride ion
from the tap water.
2. At the 'present time there are 42
patients on home dialysis in Victoria.

PRE-SCHOOL ASSISTANTS.
(Question No. 533)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of HealthWhether, in view of the decision· to pay
the full salaries of assistants at pre-schools
-(a) long service leave due for service
given in previous years will be paid by the
Government; and (b) replacements employed because assistants are taking long
service leave will have their salaries paid
by the Government?

Mr.
SCANLAN (Minister
Health).-The answer is-

of

Although long service leave is granted to
kindergartners, the Department of Health
meets only the full cost of the salary of the
kindergartner who is actually employed in a
pre-school centre, the committee of the
centre being responsible for the salary of
any additional kindergartner while she is on
such leave.
The same conditions will apply to assistants in pre-school centres; namely, the
Department of Health will recoup the committee of a pre-school centre for the cost of
the salary of the assistant actually employed. It is not proposed that the cost of
the salary of any assistant on long service
leave will be met by the Government.

FLUORIDATION OF WATER
SUPPLIES.
(Question No. 536)

Mr. WILLIAMS (Box Hill) asked
the Minister of HealthWhether he has received correspondence
from Mr. P. A. Jacka, President of the
National Association of Naturopaths, Osteopaths and Chiropractors, expressing concern
at the medical hazards of fluoridation; if so,
whether these matters have been examined
by the Commission of Public Health and,
in that event-( a) what were tl~e commissUm's findings; and (b) what act~on is proposed concerning the submission?

1973.)
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Mr.
SCANLAN·· (Minister
Health).-The answer is-

of

A great deal of correspondence has been
received from Mr. Jacka submitting sum~
maries of all sorts of statements culled from·
the records of antagonists to fluoridation
throughout the world. Most of them are
many years old and have been discredited
by competent scientific authorities.
The most recent letter from Mr. Jacka
quotes what he states are up-to-date figures.
on Australian foodstuffs grown in SoutJl
Australia. These figures were supplied to
him by a firm which is actively promoting
the sale of natural fertilizers for use· in
place of superphosphates and other simJhtr.
materials. Mr. Jacka expresses concern at
the fluoride content of certain vegetables
which he s·ays are far in excess of the 0ne
part per million in town water supplies
which the Tasmania commissioner considered safe. Of course the Tasmania Commission was talking about· water supply
only. The figure of one part per million in
the water supply which is accepted by experts throughout the world as Qeing the
optimum takes cognizance of all sources of
fluoride which may be available to human
beings.
..
It should be remembered that fluorine in
one of its many forms is ·so common in
nature that it ranks seventeenth among
the elements in order of abundance. It is
distributed throughout the whole world . as
a constituent of the earth's crust and its
average concentration throughout that crust
would be within the range of 400 to 800
parts per million. In many places it is considerably higher.
I should like to emphasize that despite
many of the allegations made by antagonists
of fluoridation, no scientific evidence has
ever been brought forward to show conclusively that fluoridation of public water
supplies at the recommended level is
harmful to .individuals.
On the 14th November, 1973, I ·advised
Mr. Jacka that" on the weight of scientific evidence,
which .is overwhelmingly in favo'.Jr of
properly controlled fluoridation, I am satisfied that the Government has made a responsible and correct decision." My letter
went on to say that there appears to be no
reason why a level very close to one part
per million cannot be maintained by modem
equipment and engineering competence.
(Question No. 537)

Mr. MUTION (Coburg) asked the
Minister of Public Works, for the
Minister of Water Supply!. Which water supply authorities in Victoria are adding sodium fluoride to the water
supply system under their control, indicating in each case when such practice
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commenced, what was the cost of equipment, and what is the annual administration
cost?
2. What are the names of the manufacturing companies supplying sodium fluoride to
such authorities and what is the current
cost per ton?
Water authority

Date of commencement. .
Equipment
Annual cost
Chemical used ..
Chemical manufacturer
Cost
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Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works).-The answer supplied by
the Minister of Water Supply is1 ·and 2. The information requested is
set out in the following table:-

Bacchus Marsh Shire Council Tongala Waterworks Trust

December, 1963

December, 1966
$1,100
$600
Sodium fluoride
I.C.I. Melbourne
$380 per ton

$1,800
$800

Sodium fluoride
I.C.I. Melbourne
$380 per ton

MENTALLY RETARDED PERSONS.
(Question No. 539)

Mr. AMOS (Morwell) asked the
M'inister of Health-

Melton Waterworks Trust

March, 1972
$4,000
$1,500 (estimate)
Sodium, silica fluoride
I.C.I. Melbourne
$146 per ton

parents living in Gippsland, east of Dandenong, accommodated in residential institutions-male 164, female 140.
2. The figures sought by the honorable
member were-65 males and 70 females.

1. How many mentally retarded persons
from the Gippsland area east of Dandenong
were registered with the Mental Health
Authority for placement in residential accommodation as at 1st November, 1973, indicating the number of mentally retarded children, with parents living in Gippsland, east
of Dandenong, who are already accommodated in residential institutions?
2. Whether ·the authority is now in a
position to supply him (the member for
Morwell) with information sought by question No. 1369 asked on 4th May, 1972?

Further to the answer to question No. 434
asked on 24th October, 1973, concerning
aid to disadvantaged schools, which individual schools have received this assistance,
indicating the amount in each case?

Mr.
SCANLAN (Minister
Health) .-The answer is-

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

of

1. Mentally retarded persons from the
Gippsland area east of Dandenong on waiting list for residential accommodation as at
1st November, 1973-most urgent, 28 males,
27 females;· urgent, 7 males, 12 females.
Number of mentally retarded children with

AID TO DISADVANTAGED
SCHOOLS.
(Question No. 541)

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Minister of Education-

Schools which have already received supplementary payments are listed below.
Further supplementary payments will be
made from time to time by the Disadvantaged Schools Committee as the investigations proceed.

Supplementary
grants

School

School

Supplementary
grants

$

113
143
250
253
450
484
631
824
1102
1181
1213
1252
1253
1360
1396
1401
1427
1434
1490
1492
1501

Newport
Campbellfield · ..
Flemington
Footscray
Fitzroy ..
Coburg
Thomastown
Preston South ..
Braybrook
Albert Park
Brunswick
Cl\rlton North
South Melbourne
Clifton Hill
Richmond
Northcote
Port Melbourne ..
Deer Park
Fitzroy North ..
Geelong West
Yarraville

..

..

..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..

..
..
..
..

..
..

1,030
646
1,772
1,325
1,208
1,452
1,374
795
861
1,085
2,463
545
1,036
1,305
1,056
1,742
1,870
1,370
2,195
988
1,232

of

$

1567
1886
1889
1895
1912
2084
2143
2374
2462
2566
2608
2711
2743
2798
2832
2837
2853
2855
2890
2901
2932

Richmond
Abbotsford
Geelong North ::
Collingwood
Footscray
Richmond
Geelong South ::
Kensington · ..
..
Collingwood
North Melbourne
Ascot Vale
Fairfield
Brunswick South·
Richmond North
Yarraville West
Moreland
Burnley
Prahran
Brunswick West
Moonee Ponds West
Port Melbourne ••

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..

1,169
1,203
602
1,043
1,930
687
527
2,846
2,450
996
1,517
1,240
953
1,225
1,914
2,634
1,215
818
520
987
995
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Supplementary
grants

School

$

2955 Princes Hill
2957 Victoria Park
2969 St. Albans
3110 Merri ..
3113 Sunshine
3139 Northcote
3146 Clifton Hill
3179 Brunswick East
3590 Fawkner
3659 Spotswood
..
3806 Penders Grove ..
3889 Thornbury
3890 Footscray West
3941 Coburg West
..
3988 Kingsville
4025 Ascot Vale West
..
4158 Westbreen
4160 Footscray North
4177 Westgarth
4260 Coburg East
4265 Albion
4301 North Shore
..
4304 Brunswick South West
4309 Bell
..
4316 Preston East
4328 Merlynston
..
4329 Fairfield North ..
4399 Brunswick North West
4543 Coburg North
4646 Newlands
4658 Maidstone
4674 Gowerville
4686 Reservior East ..
4703 Tottenham North
4709 Lalor ..
4710 Brooklyn
..
4713 Olympic Village ..
4732 Broadmeadows East
4734 Norlane
4738 Parklands
4741 St. Albans East
4744 Sunshine Heights
4745 Sunshine North
4764 Preston North East
4779 Fawkner North
4782 Glenroy North
4784 Doveton
4785 Whiteside
4787 Hadfield
4788 Wembley
4805 Altona East
4806 Gowrie Park
..
4810 Dandenong South
4811 St. Albans North
4812 Avondale
4818 Sunvale
..
4820 Doveton West ..
4825 Altona Gate
4826 Merrilands
..
4827 Thomastown East
4833 Campmeadows
4840 Clayton West
4848 Ardeer
4851 Westall
4855 Albion North
4864 Fawkner East
4865 Eastmeadows
4875 Broadmeadows
4876 Moomba Park
4880 Norlane West
..
4882 Lakeside
4889 Keon Park East
4900 Dallas
4917 Burbank
4921 Doveton North
4931 Altona North ..
4945 St. Albans South
4948 St. Albans Heights
4952 Coolaroo South ..
4956 Ruthvan
..
4962 Bell Park North
4965 Armata
4966 Springvale West
9469 Milleara
4980 Carlton
4983 Oberon
4993 Upfield
5003 .Lalor Park
5034 Campbellfield ..
8565 Moonee Ponds Central

1,079
1,004
1,650
1,702
704
2,324
1,342
1,682
946
464
746
1,676
842
1,077
1,063
1,370
939
1,040
2,338
913
902
1,543
1,899
830
929
836
648
622
1,336
808
905
613
1,769
771
1,542
549
1,633
1,129
1,487
1,122
2,476
1,888
2,444
2,280
2,179
1,224
1,382
488
1,221
677
1,654
2,296
1,414
1,712
1,507
486
1,273
2,375
1,492
1,883
838
561
1,068
710
1,429
790
612
706
1,923
669
688
372
857
1,280
1,064
2,910
865
1,761
1,462
1,689
1,283
1,081
1,322
1.195
1,265
616
1,042
2,659
528
1,368

$

7515
7645
7660
1665
7666
7730
7742
7780
7825
7830
7831
7835
7840
7841
7856
7880
7942
7985
8015
8040
8080
8155
8175
8180
8227
8235
8240
8245
8268
8269
8330
8355
8360
8383
8385
8407

High Schools
Altona North
Braybrook
..
Broadmeadows ..
Brunswick
Brunswick Girls
Coburg
Collingwood
Doveton
Fawkner
Fitzroy ..
Fitzroy Girls
Flemington
Footscray
..
Footscray Girls ..
Geelong North ..
Hadfield
Kealba
Lalor ..
Maribyrnong
Merrilands
Moreland
Newlands
Norlane
Northcote Boys
Pascoe Vale Girls
Preston East
Preston Girls
..
Princes Hill
Richmond Girls ..
Richmond
St. Albans
Sunshine
Sunshine West
Thomastown
Thornbury
Upfield

4,714
3,283
2,713
4,205
1,208
2,963
2,625
2,779
4,293
4,547
1,291
2,783
3,375
2.423
3,614
3,026
2,570
5,530
2,111
3,129
4,459
2,455
2,732
3,294
2,416
2,175
3,357
2,621
1,309
4,327
5,848
3,645
4,644
1,985
3,467
3,447

7005
7029
7065
7090
7100
7105
7140
71 SO
7175
6210
7217
7282
7295
7297
7300
7305
7340
7355
7375

Technical Schools
Altona North
Bell Park
Brunswick
Coburg
Collingwood
Corio ..
Fawkner
Footscray
Glenroy
Keon Park
Lalor ..
Northcote
..
..
Preston Technical College
Preston
Preston East
Richmond
St. Albans
..
Sunshine North ..
Tottenham

3,919
2,196
1,892
2,011
1,975
3,161
3,998
3,640
3,321
2,520
3,690
2,655
1,623
2,655
2,459
989
3,308
3,676
1,280

MILK SUBSTITUTES.
(Question No. 546)

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
Minister of AgricultureWhether milk substitutes made from
vegetable matter rand used to whiten coffee
and produced in New ·south Wales under
the brand names " Coffee Mate " and
" Country Maid " are banned from sale
in Victoria; if so, under what provision
and whether such provision has been
challenged ras contravening section 92
of the Commonwealth Constitution; if
not, whether he will investigate why the
products are unobtainable in Victoria?

Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture).-The answer isThe Imitation Milk Act 1969 defines imita·
tion milk as any liquid or any preparation
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in powdered or other solid form which is
capable of being used as a substitute for
milk or milk powder and which contains( a) any fat other· than butterfat; and
(b) any non-fat solid derived from a
source other than cow's milk.
Coffee whiteners clearly come within this
definition.
·The Act prohibits the manufacturing,
packaging or sale of imitation milk in Victoria.
Its provisions have not been
challenged· as contravening section 92 of the
Commonwealth Constitution.

CO-EDUCATIONAL TECHNICAL
SCHOOL FOR SUNSHINE.
(Question No. 547)

Mr. FOGARTY (Sunshine) asked
the Minister of Education!. What progress has been made with the
planning for the new co-educational
secondary technical school at Sunshine to
replace the present permanent and
temporary premises of the Sunshine Technical School?
2. Whether the planning of the new coeducational secondary school allows for an
enrolment of 1,200 students up to form VI.;
if so-( a) whether consideration has been
given to the development of middle level
courses in conjunction with the Senior Commonwealth Metal Trades School; and (b)
whether consideration has been given to
extending the 5-acre site by purchasing
surrounding properties, acquiring a suitable
site for development as an annexe, or the
development of an additional school?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education).-The answer is-

of

1. The Public Works Department has en-

gaged consultants who are preparing the
design and contract drawings for a new
main class-room block to replace the
temporary premises in use.
2. The new building is being planned for
an enrolment of 1,200 students (Form I. to
V.).
(a) Middle level courses for the region
will be concentrated on the Footscray Technical College that is to be redeveloped on
the extended Nicholson Street site. Further
trade-apprentice-courses may be developed at Sunshine.
(b) 1. Yes.
2. No.
3. Yes.

on Notice.

ADDITIONAL EDUCATIONAL
FACILITIES IN SUNSHINE.
(Question No. 548)

Mr. FOGARTY (Sunshine) asked
the Minister of EducationIn view of the notification received from
the Minister of Housing regarding the extension of the Glengala Housing Commission
Estate at South-West Sunshine and the rapid
development of private housing in adjacent
areas, what measures have been taken towards planning for additional facilities for
primary, secondary and technical education
facilities, respectively, in this rapidly
expanding area?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education).-The answer is-

of

The department has already taken action
to reserve sites for a possible future primary
school and a possible future post primary
school to meet the educational needs of
the area.
The department is aware of development
of the Glengala Housing Commission Estate
and the likely increase in school population
resulting from the provision of new housing
will be borne in mind when determining
priorities for the department's school
building programme.

ijtgislntint C!!nuuril.
Wednesday, Novem·ber 21, 1973.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett) took the chair at 2~ 18 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
PAPERS.
The following papers, pursuant to
the direction of several Acts of Parliament, were laid upon the table by
the Clerk:National Museum-Statements of income
and expenditure for the year 1971-72.
Science Museum-Statements of income
and expenditure for the year 1971-72.

SMALL CLAIMS TRIBUNALS BILL.
The debate
(adjourned from
October 30) on the motion of the
Hon. F. J. Granter (Minister of Water
Supply) for the second reading of
this Bill was resum·ed.

Small Claims
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The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province) .-The. Bill
has the commendable and much-tobe-admired object of giving relief to
the not so well to do who suffer from
shady commercial practices. However, the proposals contained in the.
Bill to achieve relief are an affront to
the rule of law and the independence
of the courts. The Bill proposes the.
establishm·ent of tribunals, whatever
they are, constituted by a referee,
whatever he is, who is appointed by
the Government, whose salary is fixed
by the Governm·ent, and he can be
removed at any time by the Government. The independence of the
judiciary is absolutely fundamental
to our system of law. Clause 8,
statesThe Governor in Council may at any time
remove a referee from office if in the
opinion of the Governor in Council( a)o that person is incompetent in the
performance of his functions under
this Act; or
(b) that person is unfit to hold the office
of referee for any reason.

The Governor in Council is the judge
of whether a person is incompetent
or unfit to hold office. So that there
will be no misunderstanding in the
minds of honorable members, clause
31 provides that the proceedings
before the tribunal shall be taken in
private. The clause goes on to state
that the tribunal or the referee is not
bound by rules or practice as to
evidence, but may inform itself or
himself on any matter in such manner
as it or he thinks fit. Presumably that
could include local gossip. That may
sound far fetched but it is poss~ble..
Any court of law should act on the
evidence before it.
I invite you, M'r. President, to consider this: No matter how glaring
the injustic·e perpetrated by the
referee, no appeal can be made. The
hearing is in private and no members
of the press are permitted to be
present to report the injustice. The
referee can act on whatever
principles he devises for himself. He
does not have to observe the rules of
evidence and there is no appeal from
his order.

1973.]

Tribunals Bill.
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Clause 16 provides that-

A. settlet:nent or an order made by

a Small
Clauns Tribunal shall be final and binding
on all parties to the proceeding in which the
settlement or order is made, and no appeal
shall lie in respect thereof.

That seems fair enough. Who said
the small claims tribunal is not the
1973 Star Chamber? The tribunal
deliberates in private; it allows no
right of appeal; it is under the thumb
of the Government because the referee can be removed by the Govern~ent. at any time. It has the right to
1mpnson someone for up to six
months without any right of appeal.
What do honorable members think of
that? It bears a strange resemblance
to a similar Bill introduced into the
Queensland Parliament earlier this
year by the Queensland Government.
It is a most extraordinary Bill
with a menagerie of provisions
designed to frustrate rather than
further the interests of justice. The
applicant, in order to prove his case,
may have to call technical witnesses.
This person may have been sold a
refrigerator or a television set that
does not work properly. He takes
out a claim and the vendor is summoned to the referee in order to prove
his case as to faulty workmanship.
I shall substitute "she" for "he" in
the case that I submit for considera-.
tion. A widow with no idea of the
workings of a television set gets
technical advice which she states
before the referee to establish that the
claims made for the apparatus were
false and fraudulent. The matter may
take some days because the respondent wishes to contradict the evidence, and with the resources available to him he will no doubt call technical evidence on the other side. The
Bill provides that no order can be
made for costs. The person concerned
may be awarded $50 for damages and
discover that she is out of pocket to
the extent of $75. What fine justice
that would be! Every court must
make an order for costs to the successful party. What justice is this?
How t~e. Bill ever got through the
Cabinet and the party room ·escapes
me.
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The Hon. I. A. SwiNBURNE.-Some
of the lawyers may not have been
present.
The. ·ifon. J. W. GALBALL Y.-1
hope I am not exaggerating this. I
am dealing specifically with the
clauses.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-! have never known Mr.
Galbally to exaggerate.

Tribunals Bill.

The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-The
jurisdiction of the tribunal will be
up to $500 and that is a lot of money
in small households.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-What
about Milleradio?

The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.Exactly; I thank Mr. Clarke for his
interjection. ·what solace is it to the
dumb to have the carriage of his own
The Hon.
W. GALBALLY.-I case? I am not saying that lawyers
hope I never do. Under clause carry all virtues. One has only to
22,
on
the
payment
of
a look around this Chamber to see
small fee the jurisdiction of the legally qualified members on the
ordinary court is ousted. This is the other side who in the name of justice
brain child of the Government. It is have allowed this Bill to come into
what
the
Government
calls the House! All the Government is
equal justice in small claims. providing in the Bill is that in a law
To my way of thinking it is suit people get the representation that
an injustice. It provides that each makes it possible for each party to
party shall have the carriage of his put his own case.
own case. I do not approve of
The Hon. H. 'M. HAMILTON .-If a
any provision that excludes the inperson
is appearing in a case before
articulate, the weak-minded, the
t'he
court
and he can afford to do so,
timid and the poor from legal reprehe
engages
the services of a Queen's
sentation. Who will he the adversary
in this matter? It will be some large Counsel.
company.
The ·Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Does
The Hon. 'H. M. HAMILTON.-It Mr. Hamilton suggest that an Abcould be a small company or a sole· origine who bought a television set
that would not work would have the
proprietor.
same rights at this tribunal as his
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-It adversary? All the Bill does is to lay
could be, but my argument still down procedures. IJt refers to the
applies because the sole trader could procedure of going to a clerk of
be a person who has been through it courts and giving notice of an action
all before. He knows what to say and sets out what the referee shall do.
to the referee.
Does 'he act according to the rules
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-That of law, equity or fair dealing? In a
hire-purchase transaction a young lad
may not be so.
The Hon. J. W. GALBAI.iLY.-Does may have been paying for a bicycle
Mr. Hamilton mean to say that an for some months and a major part of
individual would stand a .fair chance it breaks down. He spends money on
against Myer's or Broken ·Hill Pro- repairs and in the meantime he is
paying high instalments. It is then
prietary Co. Ltd.?
discovered that the effective interest
The Hon. 0. G. JENKINs.-A very rate is 40 per cent. Does the magisgood chance.
trate consider that fair dealing?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-That There is nothing in the Bill about it.
is the philosophr of the Bill. That is There is not a word about the prinWhat the Government calls justice.
ci'Ples of equity or fair dealing laid
The ·Hon. 0. G. JENKINS.-Mr. Gal- down in the Bill. It contains no
bally was referring to two big· guidelines. The ·referee is given a
companies but some of the cases will whistle but no one tells him when
involve smaller parties.
to blow it. He is put up there in
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silence but with a whistle. If he does
blow his whistle nobody outside is
allowed to hear it.
Let us assume that the Government's heart is in the right place with
this Bill. Surely the remedy lies not
in abolishing the usual safeguards of
the law but in reforming the law.
The Government says that the hearing
of cases will be private affairs. The
referee deliberates in private and
whatever justice there is is a private
affair based on the assumption that
Heaven will protect the consumer.
This is one of the most remarkable
Bills I have ever seen introduced,
and I can assure you, Mr. President,
that I have seen some shockers in the
past. The jurisdiction of the tribunal
is to be limited to $500. The argument
will be put forward that an amount of
$500 is not much and no one
should worry· about people who buy
electric stoves or ·refrigerators. They
are told that they should be careful.
The County Court was instituted
a century or so ago in Victoria to give
jurisdiction in minor matters. It
could not be trusted with land matters
because that was the province of the
aristocracy and they could not be
expected to go into a little court.
They had to have the best. The
County Court was the poor man's
court and its jurisdiction was limited
to a few pounds. I am referring to the
time when the jurisdiction of the
County Court was limited to something like 500 pounds. Today the limit
is $15,000 to $18,000. Little jurisdictions grow, but this tribunal should
be hit o·n the head right here and
now. It is not justice according to
law.
I
am not presuming for a
moment to say that the law should
not be reformed; honorable members
have heard me say that many times. A
Law Reform Commissioner has now
been appointed. I am wedded to a
system of independent courts open
and free from Government interference and with the right of appeal,
particularly if a person could be
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sentenced to imprisonment. I am
certain that this Bill was introduced
by the Minister of Consumer Affairs
when he was busy and did not have
time to read it. Somebody said that
in came from Mr. Bjelke-Petersen in
Queensland and that the Minister of
Consumer Affairs saw it and thought
it was a good idea. I have too much
respect for the Premier, the Leader
of the House and other Ministers to
believe that they would put a Bill
such as this on the statute-book
after having heard the criticisms that
I have made of it today. I hope this
is not an emotional speech. I have
come to the conclusion that the
Government should give ·way and this
Bill should be withdrawn. It is absolutely foreign to our concept of
law and justice.
The Hon. M.A. CLARKE (Northern
Province).- The Govermnent has
introduced a Bill to deal with small
claims which may be made in a
judicial sense by consumers. It is
said that the objective of the Bill is
to protect consumers. The theory
is that an individual takes his co'mplaint to a referee at little
expense, or theoretically no expense.
I have gone through the Bill with
some care and I find that there are
so many things in it of which I do
not approve or which I propose to
criticize that I can only agree with
the utmost reluctance to the principle which has been introduced in
the Bill.
Mr. Galbally has made some
stringent criticisms of the Bill, most
of which I agree with. I shall not
go through the whole Bill again. I
suggest, at the outset of my speech,
that the Bill should be withdrawn
and closely examined. It appears to
have gone from the Minister to
Parliamentary Counsel without adequate instructions having been given.
I am sure it has not been approved
by the legally-qualified members on
the Government side of the House.
I am quite certain they have not put
their minds to this Bill. Perhaps it
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would be a good idea if the Statute
Law Revision Committee examined
the Bill and reported to Parliament. In fact, I suggest that course
to the Minister.
I shall now deal with specific
matters in the Bill. I take it at this
stage, Mr. President, that you are
going to rule that involved matters
should be dealt with in Committee,
but I believe the Minister should
hear my criticisms now.
The PRESIDENT

(Sir Raymond

Garrett).-Order! I suggest that Mr.
Clarke relates his remarks to reasonably general subjects during the
second-reading debate and more
intimate matters can be dealt with
in the Committee stage.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-In
clause 2 it is envisaged that only an
individual consumer can go to the
referee and get redress. A member
of a business partnership is expressly precluded. What happens
to the small business partnership
that is run by a man and his wife
or a man and his son and they buy
a refrigerator for a comer shop for
less than $500? Are they to be excluded from going to the referee if
they have a complaint? This is a
most restrictive provision and it
should be deleted from the Bill. I
do not think the Government could
possibly have considered the rights
of small business partnerships when
this provision was included.
The Bill also refers to the constitution of the tribunal as a referee
sitting alone. Mr. Galbally pointed
out that the referee may be removed
from office at any time by the
Governor· in Council. That is completely at variance with our normal
judicial set-up. For hundreds of
years it has maintained that the Lords
and Commons could not interfere
with the appointment of a judge.
For certain reasons they can be removed but not at the whim of the
Governor in Council. The Country
Party will object to that provision.
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Clause 10 provides that a small
claims tribunal may be constituted
at any place in the State. The Minister did not explain how that provision will work. Is it intended
that every court house in the State
will be the venue of a small claims
tribunal? Admittedly, the clerk of
courts will be the first person who
will become involved in matters of
this type, but presumably the referee
will be a full-time referee. However,
this aspect has not been explained.
Perhaps, there will be part-time
referees. Unfortunately, the Minister did not explain the terms and
conditions of appointment of the
referees. An examination of clause
6 reveals that a person who has been
a barrister or solicitor or a stipendary tnagistrate may hold office as
a referee. If a stipendiary magistrate is utilized in this capacity, will
he hear ordinary court cases and
then suddenly , switch to hearing
small claims, and will both matters
be dealt with in the same ·court?
Furthermore, how will people know
if there is a small claims tribunal
in their district? Again, the Minister
has supplied no information on this
aspect.
Clause 12 seems to be crazy. It
provides that notes made by the
referee in any case shall not form
part of the record of the reference
to the tribunal. In other words, no
notes will be kept concerning cases
which are handled by the tribunals.
I propose to deal with this aspect
in more detail in Committee but for
the time being I simply emphasize
this aspect of the Bill. It is clear
from an examination of clause 16
that there will be no right of appeal
from the tribunal because the proceedings of the tribunal will be final.
I direct the Minister's attention to
the fact that in clause 18 the scale of
payment for damages for the work
which the tribunal may order to be
carried out is expressed in extremely
vague terms. I invite honorable
members to consider the position of
a person who purchases a refrigerator for $250 and as a result of
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faults in it niust pay a further $250 to
have the refrigerator repaired.
When the petson concerned appeared
before the referee, how would he
work out the amount of the actual
damages? Would he be required to
take the refrigerator back to the
seller and get him to repa!ir it? If
the purchaser lived in Echuca and
he purchased the refrigerator in
Melbourne, would he be entitled to
have it repaired locally and to appear
before a. sma'll claims tribunal in
Echuca?
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.-A
person who lives in Echuca should
buy his ~oods in Echuca.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-Like
the Minister for Social Welfare, I
am in favour of people purchasing
goods locally, but it is difficult to
prevent people from shopping outside the area in which they live.
Information concerning who does
the repairs and where the purchaser
can lodge his claim for repairs before a small claims tribuna·I have
not been spelt out in the Bill.
A real difficulty exists in relation
to clause 21 which provides that one
referee must hear a claim from start
to finish. Under the clause a small
claims tribunal may adjourn the
proceedings to a fixed date or without fixing a date. Is it envisaged
that when the tribunal makes an
order, it will be carried out over a
period, and if it is not carried out,
will it be necessary for the claimant
to appear before the same referee
again?
It is proposed by clause 27 that
at all times during the course of a
proceeding a tribunal shall be constituted by the same referee. The
only exception to this provision is
when proceedings are interrupted
owing to the death, incapacity or
removal of the referee who constitutes the tribunal. I should like to
know what is the position when a
referee is absent on long service
leave or when he is incapacitated by
illness. How will the word " inIf a
capacity " be interpreted?
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referee, after hearing part of a claim,
is absent for six ·months on long
service leave, would the person who
is making the claim be required to
wait until the same referee was
again available? In the event of a
small claims tribunal sitting in a
country district, would a claimant be
required to wait until the same
referee returned to the same district?
Honorable members will .be familiar
with the position surrounding stipendiary magistrates who perform circuit
work.
Sometitnes · a magistrate
sits in court in a country town but
it is some time before he returns to
the town. The Government should
further examine this provision which
will not work satisfactorily.
Clause 30 contains the niost · objectionable provision in the Bill. It
states that each party to a proceeding
before a tribunal shall· have the carriage of his own case. The clause,
which lists certain exceptions to this
provision, envisages that no agent
shall appear before a tribunal for fee
or reward unless all parties to the
proceedings agree. A person of small
means who feels that he cannot conduct a case personally and who requires a solicitor to appear before the
tribunal would probably engage a
local solicitor to represent him and
only a small fee would be involved.
However, there is no limit on the
"big guns" that the other side can
produce in court. The clause contains
no reference to equal representation
of the parties concerned. Consequen:..
tly, a small consumer who is represented by a local solicitor may find
that the opposing side is represented
by a Queen's Counsel and junior
counsel. Although this appears to be
inequitable, the Bill contains no provision which would prevent it from
happening. A big company would be
able to employ counsel who were far
more skilled and highly trained than
a local solicitor.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.-Local
solicitors are highly skilled and
highly trained.
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The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-A local
solicitor, who might handle only one
of these claims a year, would hardly
be equal to a big firm's legal representative, who could be dealing with
matters of this type all the time.
Honorable members know that some
lawyers become highly specialized in
certain fields of law, and if a person
is involved in a case in one of these
fields he will engage a lawyer such
as Mr. Storey. I invite honorable
members to consider the position of a
company against which a large number of claims are lodged. The legal
representative of the company would
go from court to court defending the
company and would be familiar
with the proceedings. The provision
appears to be inequitable.
Clause 31 provides that every proceeding before a tribunal shall be
taken in private. A provision of this
type has been regarded as repugnant
to the whole system of justice
throughout the long period of English
legal history. The Country Party cannot agree to this innovation in the
law. The clause further provides that
evidence to a .proceeding before a
tribunal may be given orally or in
writing and shall be given on oath.
Oral evidence can be given on oath
but I am puzzled to know how written
evidence could be given on oath. Is
it envisaged that someone will attend
court with a document and swear
that it is the original document or a
copy of the original document, or is
it proposed that· evidence shall be
given in writing upon affidavit?
The Bill does not state how the
referee will know what to do in
cases of this type. If the Bill stated
that evidence may be given orally or
in writing upon affidavit, I might have
understood it, but I do not understand
how a person can give evidence in
writing on oath, and I know of no
similar provision in our legislation.
I do not know whether I have said
enough to convince the Minister that
the whole Bill needs thorough examination and a complete revision. I
propose to deai now with clause 33
to which Mr. Galbally referred. Of
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course, Mr. Galbally picked up most
of the points I am raising-they are
points which any good lawyer such
as Mr. Galbally would question.
Clause 33 provides that costs shall
not be allowed to or against any
party to a proceeding before a tribunal. I should like to know what is
meant by that. Does it mean that
any money that a person has outlayed in attempting to get a refrigerator working would not be a'llowed?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-He
might have to bring a man from New
South Wales to repair it.
The Hon. M'. A. CLARKE.-! agree.
What is the position in relation to
clothing? For example, if a person
purchases a woollen garment and
finds that it is not satisfactory and
does not do the job it is supposed to
do, what is the position under the
Bill? Because of false labelling, many
customers have been extremely disappointed with materials and with the
results when certain garments have
been put in a washing machine. This
has happened in my own household.
When situations of this type occur
and it is necessary for a purchaser
to return the garments, would it be
necessary if the matter were subsequently referred to a small claims
tribunal to establish by some form of
expert evidence that the garment was
not woollen or that it could not be
washed in accordance with directions?
The labels on many garments
have indicated that they could be
washed in a washing machine·, but
housewives have discovered that garments have been ruined when they
have been washed in this way. In such
circumstances it would be necessary
for the purchaser to prove that the
material was faulty. The onus of
proof will rest on the small consumer,
who will have to go to the trouble
of having both. the material and the
fault identified. How. -would a customer ensure that an expert witness
appeared before the tribunal? What
provision is made in the· Bill for a
referee to enforce the attendance of
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an expert witness before the tribunal?
If the Minister can explain this, I

shall be happy.
Clause 34 provides that every small
claims tribunal shall have control
of its own procedures and shall have
regard to natural justice. Natural
justice is an excellent concept to a
student who is doing a university
course. The whole system of our
law of equity sprang up because the
original law was too rigid and the Lord
Chancellor introduced the courts of
equity which would make the law
easy and simple without many rules
so that a claimant could appear before
a court of equity and achieve some
re:r:nedy.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-Unfortunately, the legal profession intervened and ruined it.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-Mr.
Hamilton is one jump ahead of me,
which is unusual. Charles Dickens
wrote about the law with insight and
telling force.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-I did not know that Charles
Dickens was a lawyer.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-Mr.
President, any student of Charles
Dickens will be aware that he made
more devastating attacks on the legal
system of his age than were made
by any lawyer.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-He did
not want to abolish the law; he
wanted to reform it.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-! would
say that the novels of Charles
Dickens had more effect on the reform of the English law than perhaps
any criticism ever offered by a
lawyer. A system was being built up.
Equity was supposed to be natural
justice but it soon became tainted at
its source. It is not possible for a
court to work on a system of natural
justice. It is difficult for a court to
act without precedents of any kind.
Paragraph (e) of sub-clause (1)
of clause 35 provides for the case of
any person who without lawful excuse, disobeys a lawful direction of
a small claims tribunal. What is a
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lawful direction of a small claims
tribunal? No procedure, rules or
regulations are laid down. A lawful
direction of a small claims tribunal
is not explained and is impossible to
define.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.-One
cannot really lay down rules or regulations until there is a statute.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-! suppose Mr. Storey is suggesting that
the matter should be regulated by
administrative direction. The theme
of the Government appears to be that
if it makes a mistake and puts an
Act through incorrectly, or omits
something, it can be corrected by
administrative direction.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.-Does
the honorable member suggest that
the rules of the Supreme Court should
be made by Parliament?
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-The
rules of the Supreme Court, which
are laid down by some eminent
lawyers, are well known to the legal
profession and are published. They
are in print. No provision is made
in the Bill for any procedural rules
to be printed as a guide for the
referee. In fact, the Bill states that
no procedure shall be laid down.
There is no procedure to follow. No
notes are taken by the referee that
can be used by anyone else. There
are simply the bald details of the
order, with no reasons given for it,
and no methods of discovering what
rules or regulations are to be applied.
The referee is debarred by the Act
from putting that down. I suggest
that the Bill be withdrawn by the
Government for further consideration.
It should at least be referred to the
Statute Law Revision Committee for
proper evaluation and report. I shall
listen with interest to a reply from
the Government, perhaps from one
of its legal eagles_. However, with
the loopholes, mistakes and difficulties in the Bill, it cannot possibly
proceed into action as an effective
instrument.
·
The Hon. H. R. WARD (SouthEastern Province) .-I refer ~o the
problems relating to representation
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in courts .. ·It is strange that I am
again commenting ·on a Bill introduced by the Minister of Water Supply but a few matters concern me.
Mr. Galbally referred to. the subject
of open courts. I cannot understand
why there cannot be an open court,
even though there might be simple
jurisdiction. I am always concerned
with simple jurisdiction. There is
much to· be said for gobbledygook in
the law. One of the problems I have
encountered while sitting as a justice
in a court is that too many people
come to court without the advice of
a solicitor.
It is commendable that the Bill
attempts to eliminate costs to a
person. However, I have known
people to come before Magistrates
Courts without obtaining legal advice.
They have received the advice of a
friend who may be the local mechanic
or a good-hearted neighbour.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-A
bush lawyer.
The Hon. H. R. WARD.-Not even
as advanced as a bush lawyer. Unfortunately, this problem occurs in
all trials and puts a stipendiary
magistrate in an awkward position.
He has been asked to determine
whether a person has been advantaged or disadvantaged. Solicitors
who have acted in a stipendiary
magistate's court will have seen the
errors of laymen. One does not
have to go to the High Court or the
Supreme Court to encounter such
situations. I have always considered
that there should be an adviser at
the court to inquire whether a man
has received substantial legal advice.
If not, he should be advised to obtain
it there and then. This feature
should be. examined. It would assist
the small claims tribunals a·nd no
one would be disadvantaged if it was
ensured that the person . conc,emed
obtained legal advice. A solicitor or
trained barrister could be provided
in the court to advise people that
they should obtain professional
advice.
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The Bill attempts· to cut down
costs ·to all parties but I believe this
can be taken too far. Mr. Galbally
said, . " Heaven protect the consumer". This reminds me of the
story of the boxer who stood in the
corner and crossed himself. His
opponent said to the priest, " Will
that help him"? The priest said,
"Not if he cannot fight ". That applies to this situation. It will not
help the consumer if he does not
know how to fight the case and does
not know what it is about. As consumers, we have the problem of
identifying ourselves with the legal
profession, which is removed from
us. However, the legal profession is
This
there for our protection.
matter sh.ould be examined.
Clauses 30 and 31 of · the Bill are
most important. Clause 30 refers to
an agent who is practising as a barrister or solicitor. In no case shall the
tribunal approve of the appearance
in the proceedings of such an agent.
That puts the matter back into the
hands of the . referee and I am not
happy with that situation. There
should be some representation or
advice to laymen. They· are the
people whom the Bill is trying to
protect. In the past year I have
raised this matter two or three times
in the House. Perhaps senior legal
members in the House can provide
the answer, but we should not at-:
tempt to over-simplify matters of
law which are designed to protect
people and have b~en built up over
centuries. If we follow the advice
of the legal profession, we seldom
go far wrong.
Clause 35 should be examined.
There should be some right of appeal
and the expression of " wilfully "
should be defined. Who is to say that
an action has been t.aken wilfully?
It is similar to the case of a person
who goes to court for a traffic offence and pleads guilty. When he
is asked from the Bench who said
he was guilty, he says, " The policeman said I was". What has the
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policeman got to do with it? This
is where a person needs advice to
protect him. This can tend to be a
fringe development outside the law.
A committee was appointed to examine fringe medicine. We may
also look at fringe law. This matter
is coming close to being on the fringe
and substantial rules are needed to
ensure that it does not get too far
away and that the consumer is not
the one who loses. I have some reservations about the Bill. I believe it
Should be. put into effect, but I consider it would be remiss not to raise
these points in relation to situations
that can arise in Magistrates Courts.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-What
about appeals against the penalty of
$500 or imprisonment for six months
that may be imposed by the tribunal?
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.-This
penalty is not imposed by the tribunal. A person would have to be
prosecuted in the Magistrates Court.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) (By leave) .-In
view of the confusion and the matters
that have been raised in the debate,
I suggest that the debate be adjourned to give the Government an
opportunity to examine the relevant
matters.
On the motion of the Hon.
MURRAY BYRNE (Minister for
State Development and Decentralization), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until later this day.
ABOLITION OF CAPITAL
PUNISHMENT BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October 10) on the motion of the Hon.
J ... W. Galbally (Melbourne North
Province) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
The Hon~ MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization). -This is undoubtedly an historic occasion. This
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is the twentieth occasion on which
Mr. Galbally has introduced into this
House a Bill to abolish capital punishment. All honorable members will
agree that he has done this with great
tenacity and sincerity over a period
of about eighteen years.
One can compliment not only the
members of this Chamber but also
the House itself on the fact that its
members have more rights and privileges than any other House of Parliament in Australia in being able to
introduce and have debated private
members' Bills. I have been a member of this Chamber for a relatively
short time compared with Mr.
Galbally and Mr. Swinburne, but if
we examine the history of this
House and the private members' Bills
which have been debated in every
session, we will all agree that the
contribution made by private n?-embers and private members' Bills has
had a significant effect on legislation,
whether those Bills have been enacted
or not.
On occasions, honorable members
who occupy the Government benches
are somewhat envious of Mr. Galbally
and Mr. Swinburne and should like
for a short period, perhaps a month,
to be in their position and be able
to exercise their rights and privileges
and to introduce private members'
Bills on subjects which are of great
moment to the community as a
whole, without having the responsibility of Government.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-We
have helped the Government with
many of its Bills, not only through
private members' Bills.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-That
is so.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-You
do not give us any credit for that.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-I am
giving that credit now. The whole
problem of capital punishment has
been complex and difficult over a
period of many years. During most
of the period when Mr. Galbally has
raised this issue in the House the
majority of people in the community
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have favoured the rentention of capital punishment, but, on the whole,
Governments have not been prepared
to enforce it. I am happy to have
seen in recent years quite a dramatic
change in the community's attitude
to the punishment and treatment of
the social offender. Although there
has been this change in attitude,
the problems of protecting the community against heinous crimes, of
the treatment of the social offender
and, indeed, of the whole aspect of
crime and punishment have not been
solved.
Within our lifetime in the twentieth
century significant advances have
taken place in technical science and
medical science but similar progress
has not been made in the social
sciences. Even within my lifetime the
physical ills of the worlds have to a
large extent been overcome by advances in the medical and technical
sciences; man has reached the moon
and has atomic power available for
his use. But in the social sciences,
trying to get to live and work
together, we have not proceeded very
far.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.--And
it will always be that way.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-I
hope not. The expression, " Crime
does not pay" is hackneyed, but it
certainly does not pay the community.
Vast sums of money have been
expended because persons have
offended against the community and
have committed serious crimes.
Similar expenditure is necessary on
penal establishments and the whole
processes of the law. The real cost
to the community is to be tneasured
not only by the large sums expended
in efforts to protect society from the
social offender but also by the fact
that the person who leads a life of
crime is just as much an economic
loss to the community and his family
as a person who is permanently
maimed in a traffic accident.
Other aspects must be considered.
I recall that some time ago Mr.
Hamilton asked a question in this
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House about the. cost to the community of goods and property stolen.
Vast sums of money were involved.
The real problem is that we do not
really know how to treat the social
offender and how to cope with the
problems which are the causes of
crime. I recall that many years ago
I read a book on jurisprudence by
Professor Paton. He stated that about
60 per cent of the persons admitted
to penal institutions in Austra.1a
returned to similar institutions within
a period of about two years from their
release. It is a sorry commentary
that in the past our methods of treating the social offender have tended
to make him a greater danger and
menace to society.
Over the years much effort has been
put into attempting to solve the problem of how to treat the social offender
and to determine the causes of crime.
Many years ago I was fortunate
enough to be a student at the department of criminology of the University of Melbourne under the late
Sir John Barry. Much work was carried out there-! hope it is continuing
-on this problem. In other parts
of the world, particularly in America,
huge sums of money have been expended in an effort to discover the
causes of crime. If one can ascertain
these causes one can discuss
the whole question of punishment
and certainly be in a better position
to discuss capital punishment.
A tremendous sum of money was
spent in America on a survey which
was conducted over a period of about
ten years on certain types of serious
crimes. Investigations were made
into the background of the persons
concerned, their families, income
grouping, and so on, to ascertain
whether such influences as a bad
family life, drink, and bad companions
are the causes of crime. The survey
arrived at the sort of findings with
which we are all familiar. For
example, if there are twins in a
family, one of them may become an
habitual criminal and the other an
outstanding person in the community.
The only answer provided by the
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survey was that, if a child is taken
from its mother for any long period
from birth to the age of two years,
for some unknown reason that
person, probably because of influences
I have mentioned and others which
honorable members could no doubt
add, has a greater tendency to commit crimes. Some years ago in
Victoria there was a high death rate
at the Mount Royal Babies Home,
although that institution provided all
the medical care and attention that
such an institution could provide.
Dr. Dax ordered that every child in
the institution should be nursed for
ten minutes every day, and overnight
the death rate fell.
The greatest argument used over
the years in favour of capital punishment is the deterrent theory. I used
it myself on one occasion and am
not ashamed of what I then said. The
argument is that by punishing people
to the extent of hanging them other
people in the community are deterred
from committing serious crimes, with
the result that the community is
protected. However, the facts do
not substantiate that argument. I
do not know whether Mr. Galbally
mentioned these facts and figures,
but 180 years ago 210 offences in this
country and in Great Britain were
punishable by death or transportation-a severe punishment indeed.
But that did not seem to deter people
from committing crimes. Greater
punishment has not proved to be a
greater deterrent. Nowadays a
much more enlightened approach is
adopted to this problem. Most people
in the communitv consider that
offenders should be punished not
merely for the sake of punishment
but in the hope that they will be
made better people. Attempts are
made· to reform offenders so that
they may live normal lives within the
community.
I pay tribute to my colleague, the
Minister for Social Welfare, for the
legislation relating to social welfare
that he introduced about a week ago.
Immense advances have been made in
this field, and a new approach has
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been adopted. I have read that in
other parts of the world greater
emphasis is being placed on aftercare treatment of offenders and on
the treatment of prisoners within
gaols.
Professor Norval Morris
summed up Australia's approach,
and indeed that of most countries,
to the problem of punishment and
the treatment of the social offender
when he said that the technique used
to protect the community is to put
offenders into institutions away from
the community. All honorable members will be pleased to learn that
the older a person becomes the less
tendency there is for him to commit
a crime. Past methods of treatment
have not improved social offenders
and on the whole have not made
people capable of living a worthwhile life in the community.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-Is
there much evidence on that point?
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.Unfortunately, yes. The figures show
that the. majority of persons who are
sent to gaol commit further crimes.
Nevertheless, there has been somewhat of a breakthrough in recent
years by the emphasis placed on
parole. and probation which has
achieved reasonable results. When·
one considers the whole aspect of the
treatment of social offenders one has
to admit that it has not been a resounding success. Whatever approach
is adopted, I think it will be generally
agreed that if a serious crime is committed the community will demand
satisfaction, and if it is not satisfied
with the treatment of a person who
has committed a heinous crime there
is always the possibility that the community will take the punishment into
its own hands. These are the sorts
of factors which must be considered
when this Bill is debated.
The State Council of the Liberal
Party in Victoria has agreed, by a
majority, to abolish capital punishment. The Victorian Government is
examining this whole subject. It is
concerned about the question of
degrees of murder and also. the role
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· The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL.-Did
of the Executive Council in the remission of penalties, particularly for Mr. Galbally say that the Bill should
serious crimes. The Government be referred to the Law Reform Comintends to approach the Law Reform missioner?
Commissioner when he. is appointed.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-The
Legislation is at present before the
question
of capital punishment should
House, for the first time in this State
be
referred
to him. In many other
to establish the position of Law Reform Commissioner, and it is hoped countries capital punishment has been
that he will examine certain aspects abolished and the Government now
of capital punishment and give advice proposes to refer capital punishment
to the Government on the matter. and other aspects of law reform to the
The Law Reform Commissioner has commissioner. That proposal by the
will not be resisted for
not yet been appointed, of course, be- Government
the reason that I have given. To my
cause. the legislation has not been knowledge no independent body of
passed, so the Government intends men prepared to investigate the
later to ask that the debate be ad- rights and wrongs of capital punish.:.
journed. The Government will then ment will report that it ought not to
seek the advice of the Law Reform be abolished. There have been many
Commissioner so that it will have inquiries throughout the world and
available to it a first-class opinion not I have never read any report in
only on capital punishment but also favour of capital punishment.
on other aspects of punishment. I
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
give notice that at a later stage a Garrett).-Order! Mr. Galbally should
member of my party will seek the be speaking to the motion for the
adjournment of the debate for a adjournment of t'he debate.
period.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I am
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE saying why I agree to the adjourn(North-Eastern Province) .-I move- ment of the debate. I am well aware
that some members of the GovernThat the deba·te be adjourned until Wedment party do not share my view and
nesday next.
I acknowledge the remarks made by
I ask the •Minister to give serious the Leader of the House, and if I have
consideration to my request so that not done so I thank the House for the
my party can have the opportunity of courteous consideration it has given
considering the statement the Minister to me in what must have been quite
has ·made. As the Leader of the a patient task of listening to me on
House knows, the late Sir Percy this proposal over so many years.
Byrnes, when he was Leader of the I know that Mr. Hause•r is an
Country Party, Mr. Galbally and I articulate admirer of capital punishment but I venture to suggest to
have co-operated on these matters Mr.
Hauser that if he undertook the
and made similar requests before. In chairmanship of a committee comview of the undertaking I have given posed of members of the Stock Exthat my party will make a decision on change of Melbourne it would come
the Bill, I ask that the motion for the to the conclusion-adjournment of the debate for one
The PRESIDENT.-Order! Mr. Galweek be agreed to.
bally should keep to the terms of the
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Mel- motion.
bourne North Province) .-I do not
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-This
resist the application made by Mr. is not a fanciful suggestion. NatuSwinburne nor do I resist the sug- rally, in having to concede the
gestion that the Bill should be adjournment of the debate I am a
referred to the Law Reform Com- little disappointed. I note t'hat the
missioner.
Premier has persuaded the State
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Council of the Liberal Party to abolish
capital punishment but he did not
appear to have the same success in
the party room. We must not despair;
the attitude of the Liberal Party
is-The PRESIDENT.-Order! I invite
Mr. Galbally to return to the motion.
He is making another second-reading
speech.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I will
finish on this note. The attitude of
the Libe~al Party towards capital
punishment-The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL (East
Yarra Province) .-On a point of
order, Mr. Galbally is only saying
this because he wants to get it
recorded in Hansard. I suggest that
you ask him again, Mr. President, to
return to the motion. What Mr.
Galbally is speaking about has
nothing to do with the Bill and it is
a reflection on the Chair when he continues to speak with the sole
objective of having his comments
recorded in Hansard.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-Order! I uphold the point
of order. I have previously asked
Mr. Galbally to return to the subjectmatter of the debate. He was not
speaking to the motion.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (.Melbourne North Province) .-I was
speaking to members of the Liberal
Party.
The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and
the debate was adjourned until Wednesday, November 28.
MINISTERIAL STATEMENT.
METROPOLITAN SEWERAGE.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-I desire to
make a Ministerial statement concerning negotiations for Commonwealth grants to the States to overcome the sewerage backlog.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-If this
goes on we. will have Ministerial
statements from Ministers on everything. Before the Minister continues
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with his speech I should like an
assurance from him that he will make
a Ministerial statement and will not
merely be using the debate as a
means of abusing the Federal
Minister.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-Order! The Minister has
asked to make a Ministerial statement
and he should be given the opportunity of doing that.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT .-Honorable
members will all agree that a ·commonwealth grant to overcome the
sewer"age backlog is a commendable
concept.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-The
Minister said that he did not need
Commonwealth assistance.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Indeed,
when I made a Ministerial statement
on the sewerage backlog and the
efforts that would be made to overcome it I indicated that the assistance
of the Commonwealth would be
sought. · Honorable members will
have seen in the press frequent references to the fact that the Commonwealth Government intended to provide grants to assist in overcoming
the backlog of sewerage works in
urban areas. Honorable members
may also have seen announcements
that the grant to Victoria was supposed to be $9 · 3 million for the current financial year. I· have handed
to the Clerk, for the information of
honorable members, a copy of a draft
agreement which the Commonwealth
Government requires the States to
sign as a condition of these grants. I
have also provided copies of the draft
agreement to the Leaders of the other
parties. A perusal of the agreement
will show that the money is not a
grant; what is proposed is a loan
upon the worst possible terms and
at the highest interest rates ever
available to any Victorian authority.
If Mr. Tripovich cares to read the
agreement he will find that what I am
saying is correct. The acceptance of
these conditions would place an
intolerable burden on the ratepayers
of Melbourne.
·
.
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The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-Mr.
Hunt said that he would overcome
the serious backlog without Commonwealth assistance.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-That is not
true.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.__:.Did the
Minister sign the agreement?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-1 have not
signed it.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-Does the
Minister intend to sign it?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-1 do not
intend to recommend to the Victorian
Government that it sign an agreement
in these terms. If Mr. Tripovich
cares to read the agreement----The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-The
Minister has not given us a chance
to look at it.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-It is not a
grant; it is a loan on the worst possible terms.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-What is
the rate of interest?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-The rate
of interest proposed is the effective
bond rate and not merely the ostensible bond rate, when bonds are issued
at a discount. If bonds were issued
at $97 and at 8 · 5 per centum interest,
the effective rate would work out at
about 8 · 75 per centum and that is
what the Victorian Government would
be required to pay. The agreement
provides for repayment of the loan
over a 30-year term, or at 3 ·33 per
centum per annum. With the current
board rate in fact standing at 8 · 5
per centum, this would mean that
the Board of Works would pay
interest and redemption charges
totalling 11 · 83 per centum of the
amount of the loan next year. The
board is curre·ntiy carrying out its
borrowing at the present bond rate
of 8 · 5 per centum. Each year it sets
aside an amortization fund of onehalf of 1 per cent of this loan, which
invested with cumulative interest
amounts to a sum which repays the
loan in 53 years.
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In other words, the cost of servicing borrowings under current loan
conditions by the board is 9 per
centum per annum to meet both principal and interest. To accept the Commonwealth proposal would mean an
effective outlay of an additional 2 · 83
per centum per annum on borrowings.
This would involve the board in an
additional $17 million over the next
eight years alone. I should add that
the board's current outstanding loans
total $711 million and even if the
difference was 2 · 6 per centum
instead of 2 · 83 per centum-The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-What
evidence has the Minister to support
this? This is a political stateme·nt.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-1 am pointing out as a matter of simple arithmetic that the board's current outstanding loan liability is $711 million
and that if this sum had to be repaid
on the basis of financing now offered
by the Commonwealth, even at an annual differentiation of 2 ·6 per centum
instead of 2 · 8 per centum this would
involve the board in an additional
$18·5 million per an·num.
This
calculation accepts the rates at
which the board in fact borrowed
and does not involve substituting the
current bond rate, but merely the
added burden of repayments involved in the concept bond proposed by
the Commonwealth.
There are approximately 630,000
premises connected to the metropolitan sewerage system and if an additional cost of $18 · 5 million were
spread over all ratepayers, the additional annual rate to the average
ratepayer would be close to $30.
This is the basis proposed for the
so-called Commonwealth grants.
They are not grants at all.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-There
is nothing new about that. The
Liberal Party Government did it for
years.
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The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-I am seeking to indicate to the House that
these funds cannot be accepted
under these terms. If Mr. Tripovich
desires to make a political attack-The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-Order! Statements of this
nature should be simply statements.
They should not be made political
by either side.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-1 refer Mr.
Tripovich to the policy speech of his
Federal Leader who, under the heading of " Sewerage " saidA Labor Government will immediately ask
the principal water and sewerage authorities
what Commonwealth grants in the present
financial year-

that was last yearwould enable them to embark promptly and
economically on an uninterrupted programme to provide services to all the premises in that area by 1978.
For subsequent financial years, the Commonwealth Grants Commission will investigate and recommend the size of Commonwealth grants required to see the pro·
gramme through.

No grants are now envisaged. The
Board of Works cannot afford money
on the terms now proposed. It would
be far better off simply borrowing
money as it has done in the past, and
in obtaining increased loan allocations.
I also point out that
the proposal for $9 · 3 million
refers to funds from the Budget-in
other words, taxpayers' funds provided from taxation. The position of
the Victorian Government is that to
the extent that these are taxpayers'
funds, they should be grants and not
loans.
In so far as the Budget is supported
by loan funds, we believe that there
should be. an apportionment so that
there. could be provision of these
funds for sewerage on reasonable
conditions. Our views on this aspect
have been rejected. Secondly, a
perusal of the agreement would
indicate that the Commonwealth
Government envisages provision of
funds by way of loan for the Melbourne area only. We have drawn
attention to the fact that there are
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many urban areas outside the metropolis which need assistance, but
nothing is envisaged for them.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-The
programme of the Minister was only
to do a job around Melbourne.
The. Hon. A. J. HUNT.-That is not
so.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-The
Minister for Local Government said
that he would find the money and not
ask for Commonwealth assistance.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-That is not
true; if Mr. Tripovich looks at my
previous Ministerial statement he
will find what was said. A perusal of
the draft agre.ement will also indicate
that as a condition of this loan, which
as I have indicated is at a higher rate
of interest on more onerous terms
than ever before, the State is required
to make de.tailed applications and to
provide very detailed information as
required from time to time, without
any limitation, by the E'ederal Minister regarding the Victorian Government's own sewerage. programme and
the work it proposes to undertake
from its own funds, as well as
regarding the works which can be
undertaken from the proposed additiona! Commonwealth funds.
Approval of both sets of works is
required from the. Commonwealth,
and any change in the works alsn
requires to be approved. That re.
quirement relates not only to the
portion of the programme funded
from these additional moneys but also
to the. works funded from our own
moneys.
No sewerage authority
works this way. The Board of Works
and other sewerage authorities must
have flexibility to change their works
and priorities in the course of the
undertakings
be.cause
frequently
emergencies arise and circumstances
change. There could be strikes which
would require an alteration in the
priorities and order of work.
We believe that consent to any
change in the works rather than a
general approval of the programme is
an unnecessary requirement. Almost
every clause is objectionable, but I
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do not desire.· to take the time of the
House by dealing with them all in
detail. No State· has accepted the
agreement in its present form; four
States have rejected it, and two
State.s have indiCated that although
they disagree with the provisions
the.y need the money so badly that
they will be forced to accept it, even
upon those terms. The Commonwealth has not, however, made any
concession
. on the basic terms.
.
I am not at liberty to indicate the
events that transpired or what was
said by individual Ministers at the
GOnference in Canberra yesterday.
Suffice it to .say that despite the
representations of all States, then~
appears so far to be no likelihood that
the Commonwealth will amend the
rates of interest or the. requirements
f.or repayment over such a short
period except possibly to extend that
period slightly. I regret to report
that there are no grounds on which
we could validly accept a loan on the
terms I have indicated and that there
may be regrettable delay in overcoming the sewerage backlog. The
Victorian Government will be unable
to accept the funds on the terms
which are currently offered, but I
hope the door is not yet closed to
negotiations upon reasonable terms.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) .-I am surprised at this procedure. In order to
have the opportunity of getting the
actual facts associated with this alieged or supposed agreement, I
moveThat the House take note of the
Ministerial statement on Tuesday next.

The motion was agreed to ..
LAW REFORM BILL.

The debate
(adjourned from
November 13) on the motion of the
Hon. A. J. Hunt (Minister for Local
Government) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North· Province) .-It seems
strange that we should be talking
about law .reform when, a few
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moments ago, we seemed to be talking about law deformity. The secondreading speech of the Minister was
full of magnificent ideals on the rule
of law but the practical application
of it in this Parliament escapes me at
the moment.
That does not mean that we are
opposed to this Bill. Law reform is
the sine qua non of modern society
and some method has to be found
for cutting down the long delays in
the courts, the expensive hearings
and, worst of all, the inordinate length
of trials. While we are preserving the
jury system-which I hope will be
forever-we are imposing very heavy
burdens on pe·ople who are plucked
out of the community for long periods
of time at short notice and asked to
perform, on behalf of the community,
exacting
duties.
Unfortunately,
years ago it was not unusual
that people had to give up a day or
even two or three days at a trial.
Now it is not three days or even a
month or a fortnight, but two or three
months.
If
the
proposed
Law
Reform Advisory Council can do
anything to rid us of these inordinate delays, it will have accomplished a great deal for the people
of Victoria. Nobody quite knows why,
in recent years, trials have become so
long; it is a post-war development.
Some people say it is the result of
the running transcript in courts.
Whereas before a judge used to make
a few-I will not say scrappy-notes,
now every word is transcribed.
Othe~:"S say that it is the result of the
rather minute way in which courts
of appeal examine trials and particularly the charges of judges to the
jury.
If a judge fails to direct a jury on
a certain matter, it is often thought
that an injustice may have resulted.
I am the first to applaud the great ability, patience and learning of our
appellate courts in Victoria. Some
say the delays are the result of judges
going to extraordinary lengths before
the jury, even in the simplest case to
point out matters which you and .I;
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Mr. President, and the ordinary person may think would not be essential
to the jury's task.
It is said by others that counsel
have become long-winded, that crossexamination of witnesses takes too
long. Whatever may be the reason
for all this, some way must be found
out of the dilemma because the community will feel disposed to get rid
of such unwieldiness in the jury
system. I am sure that the House
would be horrified at such a suggestion.
The tasks of the Law Reform
Advisory Council are mammoth but
I am pleased that the Government
has seen fit to appoint as Law Reform
Commissioner someone who isI will not say the greatest because
comparisons can be odious-and has
been a judge of great distinction.
I do not know of any judge who has
occupied the. Supreme Court bench
with greater ability, knowledge, and
understanding than Mr. Justice Smith,
who has recently retired from the
Bench.
I am inclined to judge a judge, to
use a rather curious expression, by
the way he treats the youngest
counsel who appears before him. It
is a simple rule of thumb method. I
am interested in how a judge behaves
towards the uninitiated, how he tells
a young barrister that that is not
what he meant, and whether he asks
him
if he
has
thought
of
this and that. Mr. Justice Smith
was the soul of patience and courtesy, and I am sure that he will show
these matchless qualities as the Law
Reform Commissioner.
The commissioner will of course
be assisted by five other gentlemen
who shall be the 'President of the Law
Institute of Victoria or his nominee,
the Chairman of the Victorian Bar
Council or his nominee, and three
persons appointed by the AttorneyGeneral, one of whom shall be
appointed from a panel of three names
submitted by the vice-chancellors of
the universities in Victoria as the
representatives of teachers of law
and two of whom shall be appointed
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to represent the interests of the community generally. That is a wide
commission of talents and I am sure
that all honorable members wish the
commission well.
'It has been brought to my notice
by a number of people that the provisions 1relating to the financing of
the commission have met with some
objection. By paragraph (c) of
clause 14 a sub-section (1A) will be
inserted into section 14c of the Legal
Profession Practice Act to provide
that the Victoria Law Foundation
shall pay out of the moneys standing
to the credit of the foundation's
account in the Solicitors Guarantee
Fund such amounts as are required
to be paid from time to time under
clause 11 of the Bill. Clause 11 deals
with the salaries, fees and allowances
payable to the commissioner and the
members of the Law Reform Advisory
Council. One would have assumed,
reasonably, that the financing of the
commission would come out of the
Consolidated Fund.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-The
Government is too mean to do that.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-1
agree, but one would have assumed
that, because it is in the interests of
the community and not just of the
lawyers,
the
law
should
be
reformed. Undoubtedly, representations have been made to the Government on this matter and perhaps the
Minister in charge of the Bill will
provide some information on why
this rather curious method of financing the commission has been ingeniously devised.
As the Law Reform Commissioner
gets under way, no doubt staff will
have to be appointed and they may
have to travel. The undertaking
could be quite expensive. With those
few remarks, the Labor Party
applauds the establishment of a Law
Reform Advisory Council.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE (Northern P~rovince) .-The Country Party
thoroughly approves of the appointment of a Law Reform Commissioner.
The name of Mr. ·Justice Smith has
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been mentioned as a possible appointment. Many years ago, before the
second world war, as a junior, I had
the opportunity of reading with him.
I got to know him well and I had
the pleasure of being associated with
him in a number of matters. If he
is the choice of the Government,
I can only thoroughly commend it
and express the view that nobody
more suitable could fill the office.
I hope the appointment of Mr. Justice
Smith eventuates.
The proposal to establish a Law
Reform Commissioner meets with my
warmest approval but I have two
criticisms to make of the Bill. I shall
deal firstly with the one raised by
Mr. Galbally, namely, the financing of
the commission. The money will come
from the Victoria Law Foundation
through the Solicitors Guarantee
Fund. I have no fundamental objection to that course-it is probably
a good way of financing the proposal
-so long as it is clear what cost
will be entailed and what revenue
will be taken out oi the fund. I am
wondering whether the Government
intends to supplement the funds of
the Victoria Law Foundation. If
the foundation is unable to cope with
the expenses involved, I am wondering whether the Government will be
able to come to the foundation's
aid and make additional moneys
available.
At present, the Law Foundation is
the only place to which the commissioner can go because sub-clause (5)
of clause 11 provides that if the
foundation fails or refuses to approve
the estimates made by the commissioner, the ·estimate shall be submitted to the Governor in Council who
may approve the estimates with such
variations, if any, as he thinks fit.
The Governor in Cou·ncil is not approving the estimates but the
amounts to be extracted from the
Victoria Law Foundation because
sub-clause (6) provides that upon
the approval of the estimates by the
Governor in Council the foundation
shall make available to the com.;
missioner the moneys required in such
instalments a·nd so on.
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I ask the Minister what will happen
if the foundation has insufficient
money to meet the estimates prepared by the commissioner or the
revised estimates as approved by the
Governor in Council. Some provision must be made to allow the
Government to increase the sum of
mo·ney required.
·

The amount of money involved
could be quite large· because a Law
Reform Advisory Council will be
attached to the office of the Law
Reform Commissioner. It is not
quite clear what the functions of the
council will be, but clause 11 provides
that the salaries, fees and allowances
payable to the commissioner and the
members of the advisory council
shall be paid out of the Consolidated
Fund, which is to the ·necessary
extent appropriated accordingly. I
am wondering whether the Government intends that the five members
of the advisory council will be fulltime or part-time members, or on
what basis they will be appointed.
I should like the Minister to give
some exp'lanation.
Another query is whether the
Law Reform Commissioner will
be bound to obtain the approval
of the advisory council at all
stages of his deliberations.
Admittedly, the commissioner will be
the chairman of the council but I am
a little unhappy about this part of
the Bill. I should have preferred the
Law Reform Commissioner to be a
single entity and be able to call upon
the advice of a council and not to
have a council imposed upon him, as
it were.
I welcome the functio:ns of the
commissioner as outlined in clause
8, but I should like the Minister to
make it clear that the commissioner
can initiate inquiries where he thinks
fit because paragraph (b) provides
that one of the functions of the commissioner shall be to investigate and
report to the Attorney-Ge·neral on
any matter relating to the reform of
the law which is referred to him by
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the Attorney-General. I should like
the situation to be genuinely doublebarrelled. Often, committees and commissions which have been set up by
the Government have been able to
deal only with matters referred to
them by the Attorney-General. To
ask the Minister to bind the commissioner in advance is difficult, but
I should like the intention of the
Government to be quite clear that
the commissioner will be free to
initiate his own inquiries and that he
will also investigate and report to
the Attorney-General when a matter
is referred to him. If the AttorneyGeneral is going to take up the
whole of his time and the commissioner does not get the chance to do
any work on his own, I would not be
too happy about his functions.
Perhaps it might be appropriate at
this stage for me to allow the Minister to reply to some of the points
that I have raised. The Country
Party supports the concept of a Law
Reform Commissioner and it hopes
that the machinery which is set up to
carry it out will work effectively. I
should have preferred the commissioner to be a force and a power on
his own and not to be shackled by a
council.
The Hon. V. T. HAUSER (Boronia
Province) .-I join with Mr. Galbally
and Mr. Clarke in warmly congratulating the Government for bringing
forward this proposal.
For many
years, I have questioned the efficiency
of law administration and I feel that
many of us, not only on grounds of
cost but also on grounds of the abnormal time taken in many cases,
have had ample cause to criticize
the administration of the law. Like
Mr. Clarke, I was heartened to see
sub-paragraph (ii) of paragraph (a)
of clause 8 which will enable the
commissioner to look at the question
of the administration of justice with
a view to making it more economical
and efficient.
Perhaps one of. the matters which
the commissioner should examine is
the question of majority decisions
by juries rather than unanimous
Session 1973.-86
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decisions. Possibly the commission
could also examine the situation in
many solicitors' offices. Over the past
twenty years people have thrown up
their hands in frustration because
simple probate matters have taken
three years to pass through a
solicitor's office, when with a modicum of efficiency they could have
been dealt with in three months.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.-Does
anybody throw up his hands in horror
at the difficulty of receiving scrip
back from sharebrokers' offices?
The Hon. V. T. HAUSER.-! believe
at times there are difficulties in that
direction. Frequently, simple probate
cases could have been dealt with
in much shorter periods than they
finally took.
Another matter which concerns me
is the length of the legal vacations.
Is it right in this day and ~age for 75
per cent of the ~legal process to close
down for between six weeks and two
months over the Christmas and New
Year holiday period? Should not the
legal profession, like other professions and interests, stagger the holiday period so that the public may
be ·more efficiently served?
Some years ago I received an
account from a solicitor .friend who
did occasional legal work for me. He
is still my good friend. The account
I received was for 5 pounds, and I
telephoned my friend because at no
stage during the preceding six months
had he done any legal work on my
behalf.
I was informed that the
switchboard operator had debited me
with ten accounts of ten shillings
each because I had telephoned my
friend ten times. The reason for my
telephone calls had been to arrange
golfing appointments with him! Needless to say the account was quickly
quashed. That is a small example of
inefficiency within solicitors' offices,
and there have been numerous
examples over the past few years.
I join with delight with Mr.
Galbally and Mr. Clarke in congratulating the Government on taking this
courageous step. Perhaps more
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corns will be trodden upon than was
originally anticipated when the
measure was first mooted, but the
legal profession, being the most conservative profession-with the possible exception of the medical profession-needs to take its tum at being
investigated.
The

Hon.

HADDON

STOREY

(East Yarra Province) .-I am pleased
to join with Mr. Galbally and Mr.
Clarke, and even Mr. Hauser, in supporting the introduction of this Bill.
There is no doubt that the law is
an important part of any community
system and unless it is adapted to
suit the needs of any particular time,
the community will be so much the
poorer.
Economic and social conditions are
always changing, and the community
is growing more complex. The level
of change is growing tremendously
and the law must be ready to meet
the challenges produced by these
changes. In the past Victorians have
been fortunate because the law
reform agencies in the community
have done extremely good work.
The Statute Law Revision Committee
of this Parliament, the Chief Justice's
Law Reform Committee, the law
reform committees of the Victorian
Bar Council and the Law Institute of
Victoria and of the Law Council
of Australia have carried out
excellent work.
However, they
have all suffered because their
members are able to devote only
part of their time to these tasks.
The professional law reform bodies
such as the Chief Justice's Law
Reform Committee, the Victorian
Bar Council and the Law Institute of
Victoria are comprised of persons
who conduct their everyday affairs
while contributing their talents towards law reform.
Professor Goodhart, the famous
English jurist, once said that law
reform is not a Saturday afternoon
task. That is what it must be as
long as there is no permanent law
reform commission in the community.
Most other States in Australia now
have a law reform commission. I
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do not see this as any duplication of
effort, but as a continuing process of
each State adapting the law to the
needs of the time. The Government
must ultimately ensure that the law
suits community requirements. Therefore it is important for the Government to take the step which it is
taking today in seeking the appointment of a law reform commissioner.
Mr. Justice Smith is a person
whose standing could not be higher
in this community, both as a jurist
with a great knowledge and understanding of the law and as a person
of humanity and deep feeling for the
people who have appeared before him
in court. Mr. Justice Smith understands not only the complexities and
details of lawyers' law, but also what
is needed to make the law work to
solve the community's problems.
Victoria is fortunate that he has
agreed to accept this appointment
when it can be made.
It is also useful that the Government has appointed an advisory
council whose members include
people who are not lawyers. People
like
Mr.
Hauser
and
others
with different backgrounds and experience can always contribute something to the lawyer's understanding
of the law.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-Especially
on a time and motion basis.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.Perhaps that is correct. It is fortunate that the advisory council will
have the services of these people.
Mr. Elliot suggests that perhaps Mr.
Hauser and others who are. not
lawyers could contribute something
on a time and motion basis. There is
a conflict here because no doubt it is
possible to organize the courts so
that cases can be heard at the rate. of
one, two or more a day, but that
would not produce justice. The
proper and impartial administration
of the law must be safeguarded. I
know Mr. Elliot did not mean that
justice should suffer. It is necessary
to balance these two conflicting
needs-the desire for speed and
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economy in the administration of
justice, and the. necessity to ensure
that the courts· and their decisions
retain the. respect of the community.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-In Magistrates Courts the clerks still take
down evidence in longhand. Five
years ago it was suggested that tape
recorders should be used.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.-!
agree that tape recorders should be
used. In the last sessional period of
Parliament, as a result of a report
of the Statute Law Revision Committee, legislation was introduced to
allow the use of what is referred to
as the " hand-up " brief.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-That
is preferable to the use of tape
recordings.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.Mr. Tripovich and Mr. Elliot should
conduct their argument ·elsewhere.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-1 am
only stating viewpoints fur the honorable member to sort out.
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procedure used and remedies available in civil and criminal courts, including the enforcement of judgments and orders and to consider
what requirements should be made
for the more convenient, cheap and
efficient disposal of legal matters
which now come or might be brought
before the courts. That is a matter
which the Law Reform Commissioner to be appointed under this Bill
should be asked to undertake as soon
as he can conveniently do so. It is an
easy commission to give but a difficult one to fulfil. I am sure Mr.
Justice Smith will be able to undertake. that task with efficiency.

The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-It is
obvious that Mr. Storey has never
been in the New South Wales
Coroners Court.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.-!
have not had the fortune or misfortune-whichever it may be-to
have be.en present in the New South
Wales Coroners Court, so I cannot
On my readcomment on it.
ing of the Bill the advisory council cannot dictate its wishes to the
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Law Reform Commissioner but can
Hon. G. J. Nicol).-Order! Would simply advise him. The commisthis be a function of the Law Reform sioner will have power to initiate his
Commissioner?
own researches and will not be
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.-It dependent upon matters being rewould not be his function to take ferred to him by the Attorneydown notes, but to consider the. pro- General.
cedures which are adopted in all
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.----Can the
courts in Victoria. The commissioner council prevent the commissioner
should certainly do that. It has taken from investigating certain matters?
about 100 years to bring the legal
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.-!
procedures in New South Wales up to
the present standard of the Victorian understand that the council could
procedures. Recently New South not prevent the Law Reform ComWales introduced equivalent judicial missioner from undertaking whatever
investigations he desired to make.
procedures to those which were That
is my reading of the measure,
introduced 100 years ago in Victoria. and I know that is what Mr. Clarke
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-The would like the position to be.
legal procedures in New South Wales
I hope the Minister will be able to
are much more advanced than those confirm that this is so, because it is
in Victoria.
important that the Law Reform
The Hon. HADDON STOREY.- Commissioner should undertake not
In July of this year the Law Reform only what he. is asked to do by the.
Commissioner in New South Wales Attorney-General, but that he should
was .given a reference to review the have the power to take initiatives in
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fields where tt is apparent that research should be undertaken. The
commissioner would ascertain the
necessity either from his own experience or from matters raised with him
by members of the community. If
he desires to investigate matters, he
should be free to do so.
I am pleased that the Law Reform
Commissioner is to be appointed. The
appointment will help to preserve
the high standing of courts and the
legal system in Victoria, and will
enable the problems of the future. to
be dealt with.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON
(Higinbotham Province) .-I am sure
that the proposal to institute a procedure for the reform of law in Victoria
will receive the plaudits of every
citizen who has been involved with
the law as a litigant, witness, or
merely someone who has had dealings
with a victim of the law.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Look
at the frightful thing that happened
to Mr. Hauser!
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-Mr.
Galbally just gave a perfect example
of the need for law reform. He opened
his discussion on the Bill with a Latin
phrase. I think he said, " Sine qua
non". I am a good Australian and
have never studied a language which
has been dead for more than a
thousand years. What its relevance
to the modern community is I do not
know, but I suggest that one of the
first law reforms that should be considered is adapting the English
language for all its uses. I realize
that the law has a basis in Roman
law of 1,200 or 1,400 years ago, but
surely the most embracing language
today is English.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-No, not
at all. The La tin tongue is the only
one which can express legal concepts
precisely.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-The
honorable member disappoints me
having regard to my understanding
of English.
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The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-If section 92 were written in Latin, everyone would know what it means.
What is the meaning of the words
" absolutely free "?
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-Let
us return to the use of English and
avoid the mumbo-jumbo with which
the legal profession has surrounded
justice in Victoria.
One of the greatest problems in the
administration of justice is that those
who practise the profession-! have
the greatest respect for them individually-have reached an entrenched
position which they seek to preserve
at all costs.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-For the
first time in my life I agree 100 per
cent with you.
The Hon. H. M. HAM'ILTON.Unfortunately, it is true that instead
of dispensing justice in the courts, too
often those who adjudicate determine
a debate between advocates on the
relative merits of the advocates and
not on the specific merits of the
claim.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-On how
well they speak Latin!
The Hon. H. M. HAM'ILTON.That is so. My criticism of the legal
profession may be rather direct, but
it is not in any way personal. I have
been greatly disturbed by present
trends in the administration of justice.
Originally, the Sovereign sat in adjudication of the claims of two subjects or, alternatively, administered
a criminal code which was primitive
but nevertheless understood. We have
since reached the stage at which a
judge sits and determines a debate
between two lawyers irrespective of
the merits of the individual cases.
Law reform is long overdue. I shall
mention some specific cases. I had the
unfortunate experience of being summoned to attend as a witness in a
criminal traffic case. I was summoned
by a magistrate to attend at 10 a.m.
at a court that had no intention
of hearing the case at 10 a.m. That
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is a rank discourtesy and complete
impertinence by the court concerned.
If a citizen is asked to appear as a
witness, it should be possible to give
him an approximate time. If the
person presiding in the court has no
intention of hearing him at the time
at which he is summoned to attend,
the witness should be told and be
re-invited to appear later. Not only
was I kept sitting in court until 4 p.m.
but two traffic policemen who ought
to have been out preventing the
slaughter on the roads were also kept
sitting there at great cost to the community. The situation is totally inexcusable. The system has become
so inbred and so full of its own importance that it is totally incapable of
considering the needs of members of
the community.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-It
sounds like Parliament. We never
keep people waiting, do we?
The Hon. H. M'. HAMILTON.Nevertheless, I see no reason why
any Magistrates Court cannot provide
a reasonable programme of its day's
events and summon its litigants or
witnesses at the times at which they
are to be required.
The Hon. J. W. GAL BALLY.-If one
does not know how long a person is
going to speak or how long a case will
continue, how is this possible?
The Hon. H. M'. HAM'ILTON.Most professions run their businesses
by appointment, and I fail to see why
the law cannot do so. I suggest it is
time that those who practise the law
should come down from their high
horses and treat the people as people.
The function of the law is to dispense
justice. Do not let us wrap it up in
a lot of mumbo-jumbo and meaningless panoply. Let us get back to the
fundamentals of dispensing justice in
the words of this Bill by emphasizing
" the simplification and modernization of the law, having regard to the
needs of the community " and, in particular," the elimination of anomalies,
defects and anachronisms ".'~ If the
commissioner succeeds in achieving
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one small part of these ambitions, his
appointment will be more than justified and I shall applaud it.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Interpretations).
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-I was rather
surprised to hear Mr. Hamilton express the view that the function of
the law is to dispense justice. That
is a limited view of the law
because the dispensing of justice
is only one small aspec~ of the
function of the law. The Wider function of the law is to protect everybody-the individual, private ~ights
and public rights-and to provide a
framework without which civilization
as we know it could not exist. At
times this framework is anachronistic a little rusty, and in need of
improvement. That is the purpose of
appointing this commissi~n~r, at;td of
the choosing of such a dtstlnguished
jurist to be the first commissioner.
He will undertake the task of continued updating of the law so that it
best meets the needs of modem
society and of modern man. Those
are the functions and, of course, the
commissioner is independent in carrying out those functions. The provision of an advisory council is to
assist him and in no way to hamstring
him.
As a member of the Statute Law
Revision Committee, Mr. Clarke will
know that the cut and thrust of ideas
and thoughts amongst a group produces better results than even he
could produce when acting alone.
The commissioner will therefore have
the assistance of an advisory council.
Under paragraph (a) of dause 8
the commissioner is also independent in his functions in advising the Attorney-General <?n !he
simplification
and modernizatiOn
of the law in the light of the
needs of the community; bringing the
administration up to date; making it
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more e.conomic and efficient; eliminating anomalies, defects and anachronisms; the repeal of obsolete or
unnecessary enactments; and the consolidation, codification and revision
of the law. All of these are functions specifically entrusted to him
under that clause.
He also has the further function
of investigating specific matters
which may not at that stage have
occurred to him when referred by
the Attorney-General, but it is only
in respect of that latter category that
he investigates on reference by the
Attorney-General. In all other cases
he is at large. If what Mr. Clarke
was see.King was an undertaking that
the commissioner will not be overburdened with matters which would
preclude him from getting on with
the task, I give that undertaking unequivocally. A staff will be provided
to enable the burden to be shared,
and it is envisaged that staff would
be appointed to a degree sufficient
to ensure- that the commissioner's
freedom of action was properly
maintained.
I turn to the inter-relation between
clauses II and I4 of this measure.
Mr. Clarke accused the Government
of being too mean to pay expenses
out of the. Consolidated Fund.
If the Government paid the expenses
of this office out of the Consolidated
Fund, it would have to be mean in
respect of some other activity for
which the funds were no longer
available.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-! am
sorry if I gave that impression. I
wanted a clarification concerning the
funds.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Mr. Clarke
is aware, as are other honorable
members, that a fund has been
built up since s0'1icit10rs were required
to lodge one-third of their minimum
trust account balance for the preceding year in a bank at which interest accrued to the credit of the
Solicitors Guarantee Fund. This has
enabled the establishment of a very
large fund to safeguard against possibility of defalcation, to provide
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legal aid and to undertake research
into improvements in the law. The
last mentioned function-the undertaking of research into improvements
in the law-has been carried out so
far by the Law Foundation. The
commissioner will greatly supplement the work of the Law Foundation and it seems reasonable, with
the fund being built up, that the costs
should be borne from that source.
That is what the Bill provides.
When Mr. Clarke referred back
from clause II to clause 7, he pointed out a defect in that in clause 11
it seems uncertain whether the
amount to be paid includes the salaries and allowances payable to members of the staff. It is intended that
this should be so, and at the appropriate stage I will therefore move an
amendment to clause 11.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Would
the Minister be prepared to give an
undertaking to refer to the Law
Reform Commissioner forthwith the
unfortunate case of the stockbroker
and the golf-playing lawyer, with a
view to seeing that justice is done
promptly?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-I can only
top that by telling the true story of
a client who paid his account and
terminated the services of his
solicitor who had been a great
friend for many years and had
undertaken the family and commercial business of the gentleman very
effectively. The solicitor wondered
why he had been dismissed and, on
perusing the bill of costs, he saw that
an over-zealous clerk had included
one item on the account, "Attending
Mr. Smith with his hat ", on the occasion when Mr. Smith had left a hat
behind in the solicitor's office. These
things happen and the clerk, in
accounting for his time, inadvertently
entered it on the record from which
the statement of account was
prepared. The solicitor thereupon
rectified the situation, apologized
and, happily, regained the. business. These things apparently hap-·
pen at times in the best run offices.
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The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province) .-1 think the
Minister misunderstands me. My
complaint is that the stockbroker was
not charged enough.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 3 and 4.
Clause 5 (Establishment of Law
Reform Advisory Council) .
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) .-Earlier, I raised a question of whether the members of the
Law Reform Advisory Council
would act full time or part time,
and the fact that they are entitled
to a salary which is referred to in
clause 11. Clause 6 provides that
members of the council other than
the chairman, that is the commissioner, shall be entitled to such
fees and allowances as are prescribed
from time to time by the Governor
in Council, but it does not refer to
salary. Will these ladies and gentlemen be salaried or merely receive
fees and allowances? There seems
to be a conflict between clause 6
and clause 11.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .---'Clause 6 provides that members of the advisory
council shall be entitled to fees and
allowances. That, of itself, makes it
plain that they will act part time
and not full time. The commissioner
himself will receive a salary. Clause 7
provides that the staff shall receive
such salaries and allowances as the
Governor in Council sees fit.
Clause 11, as a matter of simple
and common legal draftsmanship,
provides that the salaries, fees and
allowances payable to the commissioner and the members of the advisory council shall be paid out of the
Consolidated Fund, and so on. This
means, " as the case requires ". In
the case of the commissioner, it is
salary and allowances. In the case
of staff, when the amendments I propose are made it will be salaries
and allowances. In the case of the
committee, it will be fees and allowances. If this form were not adopted,
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there would be repetitious provisions
saying the same thing about every
category of person.
The Hon. M.A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) .-Under paragraph (d) of
sub-clause (2), three persons shall
be appointed by the Attorney-General. I see nothing in the Bill to
provide that the Law Reform Commissioner shall be called upon to give
an opinion on these appointments.
Apparently they are left entirely to
the Attorney-General who appears to
have carte blanche. It would be a
good idea to provide that the Attorney-General should consult the commissioner, particularly regarding the
people who would represent the
community.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-I do not think
it is fair to suggest that the AttorneyGeneral has carte blanche. One person shall be appointed from a panel
of three names submitted by the vicechancellors of the universities of Victoria, as the representatives of the
teachers of law. The Attorney-General will be confined to those three
names. The vice-chancellors would
have the best available knowledge
of the most appropriate appointees
from the halls of academia.
It is nothing unusual with boards
or councils of this nature to have,
representing the community, for example, a retired member of this Parliament. This is the case with the
Environment Protection Authority,
to which Mr. Leo Fennessy, a retired
member of this Parliament who belonged to a party other than the Government party, was appointed as a
man who had experience in representing the public interest. Occasionally,
retired councillors or persons of that
nature are appointed to positions of
this kind. Essentially, the appointees
would be lay persons to bring about
a balance to the council. I do not
see that the Law Reform Commissioner would have any better view
of this than the Attorney-General.
When reappointments are being
considered, different considerations
arise. Any Minister would want to
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know from the chairman of any
council what contributions had been
made by individual members. That
is a matter of course. It should not
be written into the Bill either with
respect to the original appointment
or subsequent appointments.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 6 to 10.
Clause 11, providing, inter alia(2) Forthwith upon the first ·appointment
of a ·commissioner under this Act he shall
prepare an estimate of the expenditure that
will be incurred in and in relation . to the
administration of this Act for the remainder
of the current financial year, and thereafter
not later than the 31st of May in each year
he shall prepare an estimate of the
expenditure to be incurred in the administra~
tion of this Act for the next succeeding
financial year.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-I moveThat, in sub-clause (2), after the word
"Act", where second appearing, the expression " including salaries and allowances
payable to persons appointed under section
7 " be inserted.

The amendment was agreed to, as
was a consequential amendment, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 12 (Reports of commissioner).
The Hon. M.A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) .-Sub-clause (4) provides
that the Attorney-General shall cause
a copy of the report of the commissioner to be tabled in each House of
the Parliament. Sub-clause (1)
provides that the commissioner may
from time to time make interim
reports on his work under any reference by the Attorney-General.
The Bill provides that the commissioner may make investigation of his
own motion or by reference from the
Attorney-General. I ask the Minister
whether the provisions of sub-clause
(1) limit the commissioner to making
interim reports only on matters
referred to him by the AttorneyGeneral, or whether he will be able
to make interim reports on investigations undertaken on his own
initiative. This may be important.
Could the Minister explain whether
this is a limiting clause rather than
an enabling clause?
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The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-Sub-clause (1)
of this clause is neither limiting nor
enabling. I know of no reason for its
inclusion in the Bill. Obviously,
whether or not it is expressly stated,
the commissioner can make interim
reports to the Attorney-General on
whatever he is doing. However, I
see no reason for the provision to be
deleted from the Bill.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(SUBDIVISION OF LAND) BILL.
The House went into Committee
for the further consideration of this
Bill.
Clause 4 was postponed.
Postponed clause 3, providing, inter
aliaSection 569E of the Principal Act shall be
amended as follows:(f) After sub-section (9) there shall be

inserted
the
sections:-

following

sub-

(9Ac)· In the case of an appeal against a
requirement made at the request of an
authority responsible for water supply,
sewerage services and drainage or by the
council the arbitrator shall at ·the request
of the owner consider an application for
approval of an agreem~nt which the o"Yller
is asked by ~e authority or th~ co~n~ll to
enter into pnor to the authonty g1vmg a
written statement for the purpose of satisfying the requirement or to the council lodging a statement under paragraph (d) of
sub-section (3) and where no such agreement has been submitted to the owner by
the authority or the council may require the
authority to submit it within a specified time
and may adjourn the appeal.
(9AD) Where ·an owner has applied for
the approval of an agreement under subsection (9Ac) he shall not be entitled to
make any further application under subsection (9AA).

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-When this
Bill was previously under consideration, I briefly outlined the purpose of
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the various amendments which I foreshadowed. I have now circulated a
memorandum which explains the
amendments in greater detail. It will
be noted that the majority of the
amendments are inter-related. In fact,
in many cases amendments are required to six different Acts. I propose, unless honorable members desire me to do otherwise, to refer
briefly to the purpose of each amendment as it arises. If further information is desired, I shall be glad to
supply it. I moveThat proposed sub-section (9Ac) of section
569E of the, principal Act, as contained in
paragraph (f), be omitted with the view of
inserting the following sub-section:(9Ac) Where an appeal against a requirement made at the request of an authority
responsible for water supply, sewerage services or drainage or by the council in relation to such services is not wholly allowed
the owner may require the arbitrator to
consider an application for the alter-ation or
modification of any .provision of an agreement which the owner is asked by the
authority or th.e council to enter into prior
to the authority giving a written statement
for the purpose of satisfying the requirement
or to the council lodging a statement under
paragraph (d) of sub-section (3) and where
no such agreement has been submitted to
the owner by the authority or the council
may require the authority or the council to
submit it within a specified time and may
adjourn the appeal.

The amendment was agreed to.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. G. J.
Nicoi).-Is there any objection to the
amendments to the various clauses
being dealt with together?
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) .-In the
temporary absence of my colleague,
Mr. Walton, who is handling this Bill
for the Labor Party, I direct attention
to the fact that honorable members
have just received copies of the
amendments and would like to
examine them.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province) .-The only
matter I wish to raise is whether I
will be permitted to pursue my argument on clause 7 at the appropriate
time?
The Han. A. J. HUNT.-Certainly.
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The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.--So
long as my rights are preserved in
that regard, I shall have little to say
on the remaining provisions of the
Bill.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-I appreciate
Mr. Knight's dilemma. When the Bill
was called on, I had not noticed the
absence of Mr. Walton, who was
handling the Bill for the Labor Party.
I should say that I knew he would be
absent because he requested me to
postpone resumption of the second~
reading debate on the Weights and
Measures (Amendment) Bill, but he
made no similar request with regard
to this Bill. If it suits the convenience
of honorable members, I am prepared
to allow time for a study of the
amendments.
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT.-That will
not be necessary.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Mr.
Knight indicates that he do.es not
require extra time. Mr. Swinburne
will certainly have an opportunity of
reopening consideration of clause 7,
and I assure him that his rights will
be fully preserved. I shall not attempt
to squash him; in fact, I could not
do so if I tried. I moveThat, in proposed sub-section (9 AD)
of section 569E of the principal Act, as
contained in paragraph (f), the word
" approval " be omitted with the view of
inserting the words " modification or alteration of a provision".

As I indicated last night, the amendment will protect an owner's right
of appeal, not only against an agreement imposed by an authority, but
against the new provisions.
The amendment was agreed to, as
were verbal amendments, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Postponed clause 4, providing,
inter aliaAfter section 693 of the Principal Act
there shall be inserted the following sections:693A. ( 1) In this section unless inconsistent with the context or subject-matter-
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(6) An agreement under sub-section (2)
may inter alia make provision for(h) security which may be lodged with
the responsible body in lieu of any payment
or advance referred to in paragraph (a),
(b), (c), (d) or (f).

(15) Where a responsible body proposes
to enter into an agreement under this
section and the works to be constructed
or installed pursuant thereto will after their
construction or installation be available to
serve lands other than the lands of the
person with whom the responsible body
proposes to enter into the agreement, it
shall serve notice on the owner of those
other lands notifying him that he may within three months of receiving the notice
enter into an agreement to contribute a
reasonable proportion of the cost of the
works to be constructed or installed and
that if he does not so contribute in the
event of his subsequently giving notice of
his intention to subdivide he may be required to enter into an agreement providing
for the payment by him of a reasonable
proportion of the cost of such works being
the cost that would have been incurred in
constructing or installing the works if a
contract for the works were to be let at
the date of the agreement with him.
6938. ( 1) In this section unless inconsistent with the context or subject-matter-

(3) An agreement under sub-section (2)
may inter alia make provision for(h) security which may be lodged with
the council in lieu of any payment referred
.to in paragraph (a), (b), (c), (d) or (f).
(6) Where the council proposes to enter
into an agreement under this section and
the works to be constructed or installed
pursuant thereto will after their construction or installation be available to serve
lands other than the lands of the person
with whom the council proposes to enter
into the agreement, the council shall serve
notice on the owner of those other lands
notifying him that he may within three
months of receiving the notice enter into
an agreement to contribute a reasonable
proportion of the cost of the works to be
constructed or installed and that if he does
not so contribute in the event of his subsequently giving notice of his intention to
subdivide he may be required to enter into
an agreement providing for the payment by
him of a reasonable proportion of the cost
of such works being the cost that would
have been incurred in constructing or installing the works if a contract for the
works were to be let at the date of the
agreement with him.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt.

(Subdivision

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister
for Local Government) .-1 move-That, in paragraph (h) of sub-section (6)
of proposed section 693A, the words " in
lieu of any " be omitted with the view of
inserting ·the words " to secure a ".

It could be construed that the phrase
" in lieu of any " could mean that a
security could be lodged with the
responsible body without the need
to make an actual payment or advance in respect of the works. The
substitution of the phrase "to secure
a" is intended to put beyond doubt
that the owner must make an actual
financial contribution.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister
for Local Government) .-1 move-That, in sub-section ( 15) of proposed section 693A, the words " of the
works to be constructed or installed
and that if he does not so contribute
in the event of his subsequently giving notice of his intention to subdivide he may be
required to enter into an agreement providing for the payment by him of a reasonable proportion of the cost of such works
being the cost that would have been incurred in constructing or installing the
works if a contract for the works were to
be let at the date of the agreement with
him " be omitted with the view of
inserting the expression " of the works
to be constructed or installed and
that if he does so contribute any
agreement which he is asked to enter
into in the event of his subsequently giving
notice of his intention to subdivide will not
contain any provision of the type referred
to in paragraph (d) of sub-section (6) ."

The purpose of the amendment is
not to cha·nge the principle but to
ensure that the owner who will be
affected by charges for works does
not pay more than once for the
works which benefit him.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister
for Local Government) .~I moveThat, in paragraph {h) of sub-section (3)
of proposed section 6938, the words " in
lieu of any " be omitted with the view of
inserting the words '~ to secure a ".

This amendment is similar to the
one which was earlier accepted by
the Committee.
The amendment was agreed to.
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The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister
for Local Government) .-I moveThat, 'in sub-section (6) of proposed section 693B, 'the words " does not so contribute in the event of his subsequently
giving notice of his intention to subdivide
he may be required to enter into an 1agreement providing for the payment by him of
a reasonable proportion of the cost of such
works being the cost that would have been
incurred ·in constructing or installing the
works if a contract for the works were to
be let at the date of the agreement with
him " be omitted with the view of insert·ing the expression "does so contribute any
agreement which he is asked to enter into
in the event of his subsequently giving
notice of his intention to subdivide will not
contain any provision of the type referred
to in paragraph (d) of sub-section (3)."

This is also identical to an amendment that has been previously
accepted.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province) .-Matters
that were raised in the second-reading debate are being completely
ignored by the procedure which is
now being adopted. The Minister
has moved a series of amendments
but clarification is still needed concerning a number of matters which
were raised by honorable members
during the second-reading debate. I
protected my right to pursue my
argument on clause 7 but honorable
members would like the opportunity
of discussing other aspects of the
Bill. When dealing with clause 2,
the Minister omitted to refer to a
number of important matters. Although it may not be wilful, the procedure that has bee·n adopted will
prevent members from referring
again to matters which they raised
during the second-reading debate.
Mr. Chairman, how can the rights of
honorable members be protected?
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. G. J.
Nicol).-If an honorable member
considers that a point he has raised
has not been adequately dealt with,
he is at complete liberty to raise the
matter on the motion that the clause,
as amended, stand part of the Bill.
The Han. I. A. SWINBURNE.Unfortunately, clause 2 was passed,
last night. Mr. Wright raised two or
three points concerning this clause.
I know it is a result of the procedure
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that has been adopted, and honorable
members must accept the blame because they offered no objection to
the procedure. However, owing to
the complicated nature of the Bill, I
wonder whether at this stage the
matters that were previously raised
could be further considered. If this
is not permitted, an honorable member who queried a certain matter
will have to write to the Minister
after the Bill has been passed and
ask for clarification.
The CHAIRMAN .-I take the view
that it is within the power of
the committee to adopt any procedure which will facilitate the passage
of legislation to the satisfaction of
all honorable members. If the Committee has no objection to the procedure suggested by Mr. Swinburne, I
certainly will raise no objection to it.
Perhaps the Minister would like to
reply at this stage to some of the
matters that have been raised.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-I replied generally last night to many of the matters that were raised. It is not possible nor do I think it is the general
practice, to deal with every item
that is raised during a second-reading
debate. However, if an honorable
member considers that a point he
raised has not been adequately dealt
with, I understand he has every right
to raise it again when the relevant
clause is under consideration. You,
Mr. Chairman, indicated that a matter
could be raised on the motion that
the clause, as amended, stand part of
the Bill. I should be happy to waive
the call and allow an honorable member to raise a matter before I move
an amendment. After an amendment
has been put, honor~ble members are
precluded from dealing with something that arose earlier during a
consideration of the clause.
I appreciate that Mr. Swinburne
is simply trying to clarify the position
and ensure that the rights of honorable members are protected. I support his attitude, and will endeavour
to assist honorable members in every
possible way.
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. The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (North·western Province) .-1 desire to raise
two matters on clause 2.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. G. J.
Nicoi).-If honorable members merely
require an explanation of the provisions of clauses 2, 3 and 4, I do not
think the Committee will object to a
departure from the normal procedure.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT.-The
difficulty arose because members of
the Country Party were trying to be
co-operative. T·wo matters which
I raised in regard to clause 2 have
not been answered by the Minister.
P•roposed paragraph (kb) of subsection (8) of section 569B of the
principal Act, as contained in paragraph (g) of sub-clause ( 1) of
clause 2, statesthe allotments into which such land is to
be subdivided or any of them wiU not be
provided with and serviced by a sewerage
scheme to the satisfaction of the council.
Paragraph (j) of sub-section (8) of
section 569B of the Local Government

Act provides that a council may
refuse to seal a plan ifany of the allotments into which such land
is 'to be subdivided cannot be advantageously
and economically sewered.

These provisions appear to be almost
identical, and I suggest that, while the
Bill is being amended, the superfluous
provision could be repealed.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-I agree that
there is a little duplication. One of
the grounds on which a council may
refuse to cause a plan to be sealed,
as the law now stands, is that any
of the allotments into which the land
is to be subdivided cannot be advantageously and economically sewered.
P~roposed paragraph
(kb) of subsection (8) of section 569B deals
with the provision of both water
supply and sewerage to the sa tisfaction of the council. The question
of economics does not arise. The
council has an absolute right under
this provision to refuse to seal a plan
if a water supply or a sewerage
scheme cannot be supplied to the
satisfaction of the council. Properties
can be sewered otherwise than by
way of a sewerage· scheme.

(Subdivision

The Hon. I. A. SwiNBURNE.-The

new provision removes the conditions.
The 1Hon. A. J. HUNT.-That is so.
Although it goes over some of the
ground already covered, it does considerably supplement what was previously covered.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) .-1 am not trying
to be technical, hut I was waiting
for an indication from the Minister
that he had noted my comments and
that when the Act is next being
amended he will consider whether the
provision to which I have 'referred
could be repealed. The honorable
gentleman kindly made available to
our party several of his officers to
discuss these matters. I did not
leave the matter until this late stage
but raised it previously because I
wished to obtain the Minister's views.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-I trust that
Mr. Wright is satisfied with the
explanation.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT.-Yes.
The other matter I raised was the
position of the 'State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission as the
authority which has the right to
approve or reject a subdivision outside
an area such as the First Mildura
Irrigation
Trust
area
or
an
urban water trust area.
I had
in mind an area several miles
outside a densely populated country centre.
There may be a
subdivision of, say, 20 allotments
of 1 acre or 2 acres which, if the
topography or the type of soil was
suitable, one would consider could be
adequately serviced by a septic tank
system. My question to the •Minister
was this: Because it cannot be
sewered, would the Water Commission be unreasonable in its consideration of this application or would it
take all circumstances into consideration?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-This is a particularly important point which Mr.
Wright has raised and I regret that
I did not mention it when replying on
clause 2. It is obviously of importance in country districts where subdivisions of this nature may be sought
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for a great many reasons in areas that
may be well suited to it. However,
some authority must determine Whether the area is suitable for taking
septic effluent, and that body is the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission. It would examine the facts
of the particular case and would
make a decision in the circumstances
of the case and on the basis of its
findings.
I wish to compliment the State
Rivers and Water Supply. Commission. I believe there is no more
reasonable authority in its approach.
I find it a good authority with which
to deal, and I am sure members who
represent country electorates have
had the same experience. City members, alas, do not have the experience
with this magnificent organization.
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT.-Some of
them have.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-That is so,
in some respects. I point out that
there is a safegua~rd. Even if the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission makes a requirement, although there would be no appeal to
the arbitrator there would still be
an appeal to the Minister. As I
pointed out in the second-reading
debate, the practice is that the appeal
would be determined by the Minister
administering the Local Government
Act and the Minister administering
the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission in consultation.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-The
position ought to be pretty safe.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-We have
the acknowledge.d reasonableness of
the Water Commission and its power
of discretion, and we have the right
of appeal on questions of policy of
this nature to the Minister officially
but in point of fact to both Ministers
concerned.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT .(NorthWestern Province.) .-Another point
which I mentioned last night relates
to sub-section (15) of proposed
section 693A, as contained in clause
4. It deals with the situation where·
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a responsible body proposes to enter
into an agreement for works to be
constructed to serve lands other than
the lands of the person with whom
the responsible body proposes to
enter into the agreement and gives
the owner of those other lands a
period of three months in which to
indicate whether he is prepared to
enter into an agreement. I made the.
point last night that, in view of the
many requirements that have to be.
met to bring a subdivision to fruition,
a period of three months seems to be.
fairly lengthy for a person to make
up his mind whether to enter into an
agreement. I suggested that 60 days
might be a more reasonable period.
The Minister might note my comments and, in the light of experience,
propose an amendment at a later
stage.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister
for Local Government) .-1 appreciate.
Mr. Wright's concern, which is to
avoid unnecessary delays to subdivisions. This sub-section relates to
the charging of a proportion of the
cost of the works to another owner,
whether they be se,werage or water
supply works. In point of fact the
provision of this time period does not
delay subdivision. The other owner
contributes then or when he does
ultimately subdivide and conne,ct to
the system. If he contributes later,
he does so at the increased cost that
is applicable at that stage. It is not
unreasonable to give the person who
is not participating in the. initial
development a period of three
months to make up his mind whether
he wants to pay then or later, particularly when it will not in fact hold
up the subdivision.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the. clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 5, providing, inter alia( 1) After section 22 of the Dandenong
Valley Authority Act 1963 there shall be
inserted the following sections:. " 22A. ( 1) The Authority may enter into
an agreement with the owner of any land
providing for the construction reconstruction or improvement of drainage works
serving the land concerned either alone or
together with other land.
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(2) An agreement under sub-section (1)
may inter alia make provision for(h)o security which may be lodged with
the Authority in lieu of any payment or advance referred to in
paragraph (a), (b), (c), {d) or
(f) of this sub-section.
(5)' Where the Authority proposes to
enter into an agreement under this section
and the works to be constructed reconstructed or improved pursuant thereto will
after their construction reconstruction or
improvement be available to serve lands
other than the lands of the person with
whom the Authority proposes to enter into
the agreement, the Authority shall serve
notice on the owner of those other lands
notifying him that he may within three
months of receiving the notice enter into an
agreement to contribute a reasonable proportion of the cost of the works to be constructed reconstructed or improved and that
if he does not so contribute in the event of
his subsequently giving notice of his intention to subdivide he may be required to
enter into an agreement providing for the
payment by him of a reasonable proportion
of the cost of such works being the cost that
would have been incurred in constructing
reconstructing or improving the works if a
contract for the works were to be let at the
date of the agreement with him.

22B. {1) On receipt of a request from
any person intending to subdivide land
(whether or not he is the owner of the land
at the time of the request) the Authority
may at the cost of such person and upon
such terms and conditions as are agreed
carry out such investigations and surveys
as may be necessary to provide an estimate
of the cost of and the conditions under
which drainage works could be provided to
, serve such land.
(2) No officer or employe of the
Authority shall enter any land to carry out
an investigation or survey unless the person
making the request is the owner of the land
or produces a signed statement from the
owner authorizing the Authority to enter
the land for these purposes."

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister
for Local Government) .-1 moveThat, in paragraph (h) of sub-section (2)
of proposed section 22A, as contained in subclause (1 h the words " in lieu of any " be
omitted with the view of inserting the words
" to secure a ".
That, in sub-section {5) of proposed
section 22A, as conta·ined in sub-clause ( 1),
the words " constructed reconstructed or
improved and that if he does not so contribute in the event of his subsequently
giving notice of his intention to subdivide he
may be required to enter into an agreement
providing for the payment by him of a
reasonable proportion of the cost of such
works being the cost that would have been

(Subdivision

incurred in constructing reconstructing or
improving the works if a contract for the
works were to be let at the date of the
agreement with him " be omitted with the
view of inserting the expression " constructed, reconstructed or improved and
that if he does so contribute any agreement
which he is asked to enter into in the event
of his subsequently giving notice of his
intention to subdivide will not contain any
provision of the type referred to in paragraph (d) of sub-section (2) ."
That, in sub-section (2)- of proposed
section 22s, as contained ·in sub-clause ( 1),
the words " any land to carry out an " be
omitted with the view of inserting the words
" the land intended to be subdivided to
carry out any such ".

One of the amendments is identical
with an amendment made to clause
4 and another follows from an amendment made to that clause and is in
substantially identical terms.
The amendments were agreed to,
and the clause, as amended, was
adopted.
Clause 6, providing, inter aliaAfter Part III. of the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works Act 1958 there
shall be inserted the foJlowing Part:" PART IIIA.-PROVISION OF SERVICE BY
AGREEMENT.
184c. (1) The Board may enter into an
agreement with the owner of any land
providing for the construction or installation
of such works as may be specified in the
agreement to serve the land concerned
either alone or together with other lands.

(2) An agreement under sub-section (1)
may inter alia make provision for{h) security which may be lodged with
the Board in lieu of any payment or advance
referred to in paragraph (a), (b), (c), {d)
or (f).

{6) Where the Board proposes to enter
into an agreement under this section and
the works 'to be constructed or installed
pursuant thereto will after their construction
or installation be available to serve lands
other than the lands of the person with
whom the Board proposes to enter into the
agreement, the Board shall serve notice on
the owner of those other lands notifying
him that he may within three months of
receiving the notice enter into an agreement
to contribute a reasonable proportion of the
cost of the works to be constructed or
instaJled and that if he does not so contribute in the event of his subsequently giving
notice ot his intention to subdivide he may
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be required to enter into an agreement providing for the payment by him of a reasonable proportion of the cost of such works
being the cost that would have been incurred
in constructing or installing the works if a
contract for the works were to be let at
the date of the agreement with him.
(7) Where the Board is to carry out the
construction or installation of any works
pursuant to an agreement it may notwithstanding the terms of the agreement construct or install works involving greater
expenditure than those specified in the
agreement if the additional cost is borne
by the Authority.
184o. ( 1) On receipt of a request from
any person intending to subdivide land
(whether or not he is the owner of the land
at the time of the request) 'the Board may
at the cost of such person and upon such
terms and conditions as are agreed carry
out such investigations and surveys as may
be necessary to provide an estimate of the
cost of and the conditions under which
works may be constructed or installed to
serve such land.
(2) No officer or employe of the Board
shall enter any land to carry out an investigation or survey unless the person making
the request is the owner of the land or
produces a signed statement from the
owner authorizing the Board to enter the
land for these purposes."

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-1 moveThat, in paragraph ('h) of sub-section (2)·
of proposed section 184c, the words " in
lieu of any " be omitted with the view of
inserting the words " to secure a ".
That, in sub-section (6) of proposed
section 184c, the words " so contribute in
the event of his subsequently giving notice
of his intention to subdivide he may be
req~ired to enter into an agreement providing for the payment by him of a reasonable proportion of the cost of such
works being the cost that would have been
incurred in constructing or installing the
works if a contract for the works were
to be let at the date of the agreement
with him " be omitted with the view of
inserting the expression " so contribute any
agreement which he is asked to enter into
in the event of his subsequently giving
notice of his intention to subdivide will not
contain any provision of the type referred
to in paragraph (d) of sub-section {2)."
That, in sub-section (7) of proposed subsection 184c, the word " Authority " be
omitted with the view of inserting the word
•• Board".
That, in sub-section (2) of proposed
section 184o, the words "any land to carry
out an " be omitted with the view of inserting the words .. the land intended to be
subdivided to carry out any such".
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All of the amendments flow from
amendments previously made and
make similar changes.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) .-A number of
these provisions refer to another
owner. What will be the position if an owner subdivides 25 per
cent of an area which is to
be serviced by an extension of
sewerage and water services; he
owns another 25 per cent of the
land, and other owners hold the other
50 per cent? If his land is on one
title and he decides to subdivide half
of the land on his title and leave the
other half-25 per cent of the whole
area-until later, does he, the owner,
come under the provisions relating
to the other owner? This situation is
likely to arise.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-1 appre~iate the
force of Mr. Wright's remarks. There
would obviously be a grave loophole
if one owner could obtain an unconscionable benefit simply by subdividing a small portion of his land, paying
the charges relating to that portion
only and thereafter, because of the
provision which makes it clear that
he can be called upon to pay once
only, refusing to pay any other
charges in relation to the rest of the
land. He does not come under the
expression " another owner ", because he is the owner subdivider and
clearly not another owner. As a
matter of practice, at the time of
the original subdivision where other
land which he owned would benefit,
the amount of the levy imposed by
the authority would relate to the
whole of the land. That is the way
the provision will be administered to
ensure that the subdivider does not
avoid paying his fair share.
I thank Mr. Wright for raising the
question which is a valid point. The
mere fact of my explanation being
incorporated in Hansard will be a
warning to authorities to ensure that
they levy, against the owner who
is a subdivider, a sufficient amount
to take into account a benefit appli~
cable in respect of the whole land.
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will also ensure that the point
raised is watched in actual practice
and if any abuse is evident the Act
will certainly be amended.

I

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) .-I wish to take
the matter a little further. The main
force of the argument is whether the
person is treated as another owner
and he pays later for the second
portion of subdivided land.
If
he. pays later he is liable for the
cost as at the date of the second
agreement. Of course, if he does
it straight away he pays at a lower
cost and would be liable for 100 per
cent of the costs for the whole of his
land instead of being responsible for
only the cost of half of the land he
owns. The fact that the Minister
for Local Government has explained
the position and his explanation will
be recorded in Hansard, is, I believe,
sufficient assurance that such a person would be treated in that way.

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) .-As I see
the situation visualised by Mr.
Wright, if portion of the land
were subdivided first-for the sake
of argument I will assume that 25 per
cent of the property is being subdivided - speaking personally,
I
would want a clear title to the 25 per
cent if I intended to purchase it.
That 25 per cent of the land would
have to be treated and if a further
area was to be subdivided later, it
would have to be treated as new
land.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT.-Would
all the land be on the one title?
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT.-It
would be, in the first instance, but
there would be separate titles for the
areas after subdivision. The person
who purchased the first area of subdivided land would be extremely
foolish if he did not obtain a clear
title to it.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister
for Local Government) .-I hesitate to
prolong the debate but it is an important issue which has been raised,

(Subdivision

and I want to clarify the matter beyond any possibility of doubt. A
person who makes an application for
subdivision can never be treated as
" another owner " because he is the
owner who made the application.
Irrespective of whether one title or
ten titles are involved, he would not
be another owner in this context,
hence the question of the title does
not arise.
I repeat again that the authority
concerned will need to protect itself
in the type of case mentioned by Mr.
Wright by obtaining a sufficient levy
to cover all the land, irrespective of
whether subdivision of part of it is
postponed by agreement. That would
be a matter for negotiation at the
time, between that owrlef and the
authority. However, the authority
would be in a position to insist upon
payment for the whole.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) .-In one case with
which I am conversant, an owner has
a long strip of land which is located
on a fairly well-populated street and
extends back to a street which has
not been developed and will not be
developed for 20 or 30 years. Consequently, if the owner wishes to
subdivide his main frontage and connect it to the sewerage and water
services, he will have to pay at that
point of time for the provision of
the services to the area at the back
which will not be subdivided for 25
or 30 years.
The amendments were agreed to,
and the clause, as amended, was
adopted.
Clause 7, relating to interpretations.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern Province).- When
honorable members considered the
Bill last night, I raised a point on the
interpretation of "watercourse " as
contained in this clause. I want to
trace the history of what has been
done by the Government in an attempt to clarify the term "watercourse ". On 25th March, 1970, this
House ordered that the final report of
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the joint Select Committee on Drainage be printed. On page 18 of the
report the question of drainage and
watercourses are dealt with. The report clearly states that it was beyond
the power of the committee to determine and set out a formula for providing what might be termed an extended definition of the expression
"watercourse". However, the committee recommended that new legislation should be introduced to have
watercourses declared by an Act of
Parliament and by the municipal
council or authority concerned.
I do not want to weary the Committee by going through the report
of the Drainage Committee, but at
least two Acts of Parliament deal
with this matter. The Drainage Areas
Act contains the following definition:" Watercourse" includes all rivers creeks
streams and passages whether natural or
artificial through which water flows but
does not include a race for mining purposes.

During the investigations of the
Drainage Committee, a case which
had occurred within its boundaries
was drawn to the committee's attention by the Shire of Cranbourne.
Somebody had tipped a load of
screenings into what was claimed to
be an artificial structure and the
roadway was subsequently flooded
cutting off quite a number of properties. Recently a similar situation
occurred in the Shire of Euroa. The
words " artificial through which
water flows but does not include a
race for mining purposes ", as contained in the definition in the
Drainage Areas Act, can be misleading.
I next turn to the Dandenong
Valley Authority Act in which a
further interpretation of " watercourse " is given. The Act states" Watercourse " includes any l,and upon
which surplus water concentrates or upon
or over which surface water usually or
occasionally flows whether in a defined
channel or otherwise.

I now come to the interpretation
included in clause 7 of the Bill. I
do not know where the Minister for
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wording, or who advised him in
relation to it. The honorable gentleman may be able to inform the Committee on this aspect during the con-.
sideration of this clause, which
defines " watercourse " as meaningany river creek or any other land having
a depressed surface whether natural ot
artificial upon which surface water or storm
water usually or occasionally flows whether
in a defined channel or otherwise.

This interpretation will apply to the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of W arks Act. During the evidence
submitted on this issue by the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
W arks to the Drainage Committeeperhaps the Minister would like to
take time off during his Christmas
holidays to examine the evidencethe Board of W arks was strongly
opposed to the adoption of any part
of the Dandenong Valley Authority's
definition. The Bill goes miles
further in relation to the definition.
The Drainage Committee included
several eminent lawyers, and people
who have been associated with drainage problems throughout Victoria
gave evidence on this point. If the
proposed definition is acceptable to
the metropolitan area, I can only
say. "God help them", because it
will mean that water which flows
anywhere will become a watercourse.
If the Government accepts this principle, I shall take strong exception to
it. An irrigator usually has his farm
channelled out into bays. When he
opens the irrigation channels it
allows the water to run down the
bays. Will the fact that the irrigator
has caused water to flow artificially
onto the natural land through the
depressed surface mean that the land
can be declared a watercourse?
None of the difficulties that I
envisage arose during the investigations of the Drainage Committee
because, unfortunately, the committee's investigation did not take place
in a wet year like this. I appreciate
that the Government is endeavouring
to implement the recommendations
of the Drainage Committee but it is
having difficulty in this regard. I
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do not know whether the situation Minister for Local Government has
has arisen because the matter has now i~troduced a Bill, the provisions
been dealt with from a political point of wh1ch cover subdivisi0ns of land
of view or because there are too many and relate to six Acts of Parliament.
lawyers within the Cabinet or the The Bill will amend section 259 of
Liberal Party. Perhaps the Govern- the Melbourne and Metropolitan
ment P,as not been able to obtain the Board of Works Act.
services of a draftsman who can
I do not mind if the honorable
prepare a suitable amendment. If it
is proposed that the definition in gentleman accepts the amendment
clause 7 shall be inserted in the Water relating to the Dandenong Valley
Act or any other Act which deals with Authority Act but he should not inthe drai_nage of water, the Country troduce new definitions without
Party Will strongly oppose it. In fact, examining the expert evidence given
the Country Party strongly opposes before the Drainage Committee. The
the application of the principle to the proposals in this measure would mean
that on any land on which water
metropolitan area.
could flow, the definition of "waterDuring the Drainage Committee's course " would arise. If the honori~quiry, a hypothetical case was suba~le gentleman insists on proceeding
mitted to the committee on this With the clause as drafted, members
question. It related to land which of ~~e Country Party will call for a
has a frontage to a street which is diVISion to show their opposition to
at a higher elevation than the land the clause. The Country Party supand this prevents water from ports the proposals of the Drainage
flowing from the property to the Committee. I understand that the
street drains. It was pointed out to matter is still under discussion so
the committee that if a heavy storm that a final report can be made.
occurred and water flowed from the
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister
property through an adjoining property at a lower elevation at the rear for Local Government) .-1 underand into a drain in another street, stand Mr. Swinburne's feelings but I
the property through which it flowed hop.e he will keep his options open
until he has heard the explanation in
could be termed a watercourse.
detail. I assure him that I am conAll these difficulties were discussed vinced that the Drainage Committee
before the Drainage Committee and was correct in refusing to adopt a
if honorable members read through definition of "watercourse" for all
the reams of evidence taken, they will purposes. Clearly, no one definition
note that many eminent witnesses of " watercourse " will suffice for the
were called and their advice was purposes of all Acts and all drcarefully considered by the Drainage cumstances that exist.
Committee.
The Country Party
Perhaps we would be better off if
believes the only way in which the
Government can determine a water- ·we started afresh and used the word
course is the way which was clearly "watercourse" in some Acts and not
set out in the report relating to the in oth.ers. Unfortunately, the word
metropolitan area and to the country has different meanings in different
areas, and for all authorities Acts-it is differently defined in various enactments. In Part XII. of the
to declare these waterways.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
In the metropolitan area, all drains Works Act, which deals with the
which come with section 12 of the board's control of metropolitan drainAct, and minor drains and water- age and rivers, the word "watercourses which have not been defined
particularly in the eastern suburb~ course" repeatedly appears. If it did
and Altona areas, should be declared not appear and if other terms were
immediately. No further drains should used in relation to drainage, the same
be declared or constructed. The problem would not arise.
The Hon. l. A. Swinburne.
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The word appears again and again
but there is no definition of it and
there never has been. There are definitions of " beds " and " banks ", and
these have caused severe problems.
The absence of a definition of" watercourse" has caused problems, for
example, at Edwardes Lake, and these
problems are well known to Mr. Eddy
and MT-. Tripovich. If the definition
in clause 7 were inserted in the
Melbourne and 'Metropolitan Board of
Works Act, it would place the responsibility for cleaning and restoring
that lake on the Board o.f Works.
The Drainage Committee has properly refused to give one single
definition of " watercourse " which
would apply under all Acts and in
all circumstances. The committee's
action is quite right, because circumstances differ, particularly as between
country and city. The needs of drainage areas are much different in the
country from drainage needs in the
built-up· metropolis.
Part X. of the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works Act,
which deals with drainage, is so
drafte.d as to give the board powers
as a drainage authority generally. It
is one of the matters with which this
Bill deals. To exercise those powers,
the board's functions must be clear.
It must have clear control over all
lines of major drainage in the metropolis. The common law definition of
" watercourse " has always tended to
be based on riparian rights and the
application of rights to water in
watercourses, rights to pump and so
on.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-The
right to divert water.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-That is so,
and to pump water. It relates to
riparian rights, and particularly to
riparian obligations as, for example,
when a dam on a watercourse might
burst. In the absence of a definition
in the Act, we are forced back to the
common law definition and coming
from such a base the emphasis is on
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riparian rights, benefits and obligations, which is quite inappropriate
when a question of main lines of
drainage arises.
The Dandenong Valley Authority
Act was drafted in 1963.
The
authority deals with an area which
was then coming under the pressures
of urbanization and an effort was
made to overcome the defects of the
common law definition for such an
area. Basically, the definition under
the Dandenong Valley Authority Act
appears to have worked fairly well
but in the light of experience there
are some defects in it. A " watercourse " as defined in sub-section (1)
of section 2 of the Dandenong Valley
Authority Act includesany land upon which surface water concentrates or upon or over which surface
water usually or occasionally flows whether
in a defined channel or otherwise.

A simple depression in the middle of
a paddock could be a watercourse, or
land over which water flows in which
there is no depression.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-The
definition proposed by the Minister
for Local Government goes further.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-No, it
does not. Even if there is ·no depression and water flows over the
land, for the purpose of the Dandenong Valley Authority Act, it is
a watercourse. The net cast by
the Dandenong Valley Authority is
wide indeed. The net cast by the
Drainage Areas Act is of an entirely
differe·nt variety; it includes all
rivers, streams and passages whether
natural or artificial through which
water flows. The definitions in the
Acts are different. I have sought to
modify the breadth of the Dandenong Valley Authority Act definition
by adding to it some of the provisions
of the Drainage Areas Act. "Watercourse " in this Bill is defined to
includeAny river ....

Nobody could cavil at thatcreek or any other land having a depressed
surface whether natural or artificial upon
which surfa-ce water or stormwater usually
or occasionally flows.
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Under the Dandenong Valley Authority Act, it was not necessary for a
watercourse to have a depressed
surface. If water flowed over the
land in heavy rain, it was a watercourse for the purpose of that Act's
definition. Under that Act, the water
did not even have to flow. Even if
it merely concentrated in a temporary
form, it was defined as a watercourse.
Under this clause it is not.
We have limited rather than extended the definition. There must be
a dep,ressed surface. The Dandenong
Valley Authority Act does not provide
that. The definition in the Bill also
refers to water concentrating or
flowingwhether in a defined channel or otherwise.

Our proposal is not an extension; it
limits the effect of the definition in the
Dandenong Valley Authority Act by
pointing to the ·need for a flow of
water and for a depressed surface.
We have sought to learn by experience. As I have indicated, the best of
the two definitions have been combined in this clause. Mr. Swinburne
was correct when he said that this
would apply to the metropolitan
area only and for the purposes of the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works Act. It is not intended that
it should apply to other areas. I
agree with him that, in respect of
those other areas and the relevant
Acts, different considerations might
well apply and that different definitions could be more appropriate.
However, I believe this definition is
the most appropriate for the purposes of this Act. The definition is
essential to ensure that the powers
of the Board of Works and also its
responsibilities are made clear, as in
the case of Edwardes Lake, to which
I referred.
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) .-1 am indebted to the Minister for Local
Government and to Mr. Swinburne
for their remarks on this . clause.
Honorable members will recall problems associated with part of the area

(Subdivision

I represe·nt, namely Hopper's Crossing, which, if the definition contained
in the Bill is adopted, will become a
public watercourse. The honorable
gentleman knows the problem of the
surface water and drainage on the
low plains. area.

The topography of the land should
be considered in the definition of a
watercourse. The storm-water drain
that runs down the street in front of
my house would be defined as a
watercourse and it would come under
the M'inister's definition of a stream
which occasionally flows. The definition would be profitable for the
lawyers and I can vizualize them
coming out of the County Court in
their droves rubbing their hands. The
drains taking the rainwater off the
roofs of houses would be defined as
watercourses.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-The
water that flows down the driveway
of a house would come under the
definition of a " watercourse ".
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT.-That
is so. Some problems also exist on
flat land and in the areas to the north
of Melbourne around Craigieburn,
which is represented by Mr.
Tripovich. I am concerned about the
effect of the proposed definition of a
watercourse on a particular landowner. 'I was a commissioner of the
Melbourne and ~Metropolitan Board of
Works for some years and I know
how the board operates. Undoubtedly, the board wHl try to secure
more power under this amendment.
The Labor Party will support the
Country. Party in opposing the clause.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE
(North-Eastern ~Province) .-The Minister for Local Government has failed
to convince me. Under the M'elbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works Act
several streams are declared as watercourses in the Twelfth Schedule and
if the clause is agreed to, there will be.
nothing to stop the board .from declaring any waterway in this way. A
similar power is not available under
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the ·Water Act, otherwise the Minister of Water Supply would not be
experiencing the problem that he is
in northern Victoria.
During its inquiry, the Drainage
Committee aske.d the board why
it did not declare more streams
as watercourses and it was apparent that the board did not
want to accept responsibility. for
them. Under this ·measure, the board
will be able to declarre many watercourses. In ten years' time, I suppose
nobody will worry about whether the
Government agrees with my contenti-on, but I assure the Minister that I
spent six years as a member of an
all-party committe·e which inquired
into the subject and at which a
unanimous decision was reached that
all waterways should be deCilared.
If the Government persists with
clause 7, it will experience all sorts
of technical difficulties. I do not
know whether lawyers will make a
feast out of it but many .people will
be in difficulties. The Country Party
will vote against the clause because
it is not in the interests of the people
of the metropolitan area whom it will
affect. Moreover, honorable members
should not be fiddling with the
problem of defining a watercourse
until such time as the Government
decides what it wants to do about it.
Since I have been a member of this
House, I have been a staunch opponent of provisions of this type and
similar provisions concerning. the
delegation of power. The State Development Committee report did not
refer to the subject. The Public
Works Committee has now been
clothed with the authority and I do
not know whether that committee
will be asked for an interpretation of
watercourse.
Honorable members
should not start fiddling with words.
The interpretation in the Dandenong
Valley Authority Act may have
worked reasonably well and I would
rather accept that than the proposed
definition. The proposed definition
covers such a wide scope that whoever drafted it did not realize the
problems he was trying to overcome.
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The Committee divided on the
clause (the Hon. G. J. Nicol in the
chair)Ay,es
13
Noes
11
Majority
clause

for

the
2

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Block
Campbell
Gleeson
Granter
Hauser
Hider
Houghton

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Bradbury
Dunn
Eddy
McDonald
Swinburne
Thomas

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Byrne
Dickie
Hamilton
Long

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Hunt
Jenkins
Storey
Ward.
Tellers:
Mr. Fry
Mr. Grimwade.
NOES.

Mr. Trayling
Mr. Tripovich
Mr. Wright.
Tellers:
Mr. Clarke
Mr. Knight.
PAIRS.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Galbally
Walton
Elliot
Kent.

Clause 8 was agreed to.
Clause 9, providing, inter aliaAfter section 269 of the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works Act 1958
there shall be inserted the following sections:269A. ( 1) The Board may enter into an
agreement with the owner of any land providing for the construction reconstruction
or improvement of drainage works serving
the land concerned either alone or together
·
with other land.
(2) An agreement under sub-section (1)
may inter dlia make provision for(h) security which may be lodged with
the Board in lieu of any payment or advance referred to in paragraph (a), (b) ,
(c), (d) or (f) of this sub-section.

(5) Where the Board proposes to enter
into an agreement under this section and
the works to be constructed, reconstructed
or improved pursuant thereto will after
their construction, reconstni;ction or improvement be available to serve lands other
than the lands of the person with whom
the Board proposes to enter into the agreement, the Board shall serve notice on the
owner of those other lands notifying him
that he may within three months or receiving the notice enter into an agreement
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to contribute a reasonable proportion of
the cost of the works to be constructed,
reconstructed or improved and that if he
does not so contribute in the event of his
subsequently giving notice of his intention
to subdivide he may be required to enter
into an agreement providing for the payment by him of a reasonable proportion of
the cost of such works being the cost that
would have been incurred in constructing,
reconstructing or improving works if a contract for the works were to be let at the
date of the agreement with him.
269a. ( 1) On receipt of a request from
any person intending to subdivide land
(whether or not he is the owner of the
land at time of the request) the Board may
at the cost of such person and upon such
terms and conditions as are agreed carry
out such investigations and surveys as may
be necessary to provide an estimate of the
cost of and the conditions under which
drainage works could be provided to serve
such land.
(2) No officer or employe of the Board
shall enter any land to carry out an investigation or survey unless the person
making the request is the owner of the
land or produces a signed statement from
the owner authorizing the Board to enter
the land for these purposes.'

The Hon. A. J. HUNT {Minister
for Local Government) .-1 moveThat, in paragraph (h) of sub-section
of proposed section 269A the words
" in lieu of any " be omitted with the view
of inserting the words " to secure a ".
(2)

That, in sub-section (5) of proposed section 269A, the words ;cc reconstructed or
improved and that if he does not so contribute in the event of his subsequently
giving notice of his intention to subdivide
he may be required to enter an agreement
providing for the payment by him of a
· reasonable proportion of the cost of such
works being the cost that would have been
incurred in constructing, reconstructing or
improving works if a contract for the works
were to be let at the date of the agreement
with him " be omitted with the view of
inserting the expre~sion " reconstructe? or
improved and that 1f he does so contnbu te
any agreement which he is asked to enter
into in the event of his subsequently giving
notice of his intention to subdivde will not
contain any provision of the type referred
to in paragraph (d) of sub-section (2)."
That, in sub-section (2) of proposed
section 269B, the words "any land to carry
out an " be omitted with a view of inserting
the words " the land intended to be subdivided to carry out any such".

The amendments were agreed to,
and the clause, as amended, was
adopted.

(Subdivision

Clause 10, providing, inter aliaAfter section 78 of the Mildura Irrigation
and Water Trusts Act 1958 there shall be
inserted the following sections:• 78A ( 1 ) In this section unless inconsistent with the context or subject matter{3) An agreement under sub-section (2)
may inter alia make provision for(h) security which may be lodged with
the Trust in lieu of any payment or advance
referred to in paragraph (a), (b), (c), (d)
or {f).

(6) Where the Trust proposes to enter
into an agreement under this section and
the works to be constructed or installed
pursuant thereto will after their construction
or installation be available to serve lands
other than the lands of the person with
whom the Authority proposes to enter into
the agreement, the Authority shall serve
notice on the owner of those other lands
notifying him that he may within three
months of receiving the notice enter into
an agreement to contribute a reasonable
proportion of the cost of the works to be
constructed or installed and that if he does
not so contribute in the event of his subsequently giving notice of his intention to
subdivide he may be required to enter into
an agreement providing for the payment
by him of a reasonable proportion of the
cost of such works being the cost that
would have been incurred in constructing
or installing the works if a contract for the
works were to be let at the date of the
agreement with him.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister
for Local Government) .-1 moveThat, in paragraph (h) of sub-section (3)
of proposed section 78A, the words " in lieu
of any " be omitted with the view of inserting the words " to secure a ".
That, in sub-section (6) of proposed
section 78A, the words " the works to be
constructed or installed and that if he does
not so contribute in the event of his subsequently giving notice of his intention to
subdivide he may be required to enter into
an agreement providing for the payment
by him of a reasonable proportion of the
cost of such works being the cost that
would have been incurred in constructing
or installing the works if a contract for the
works were to be let at the date of the
agreement with him " be omitted with the
view of inserting the expression " the works
to be constructed or installed and that if he
does so contribute any agreement which he
is asked to enter into in the event of his
subsequently giving notice of his intention
to subdivide will not contain any provision
of the type referred to in paragraph (d) of
sub-section (3) ."
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· The amendments are identical with
amendments previously made to
other clauses.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) .-This clause
relates to the Mildura Irrigation and
Water Trusts Act and, referring to the
trust, paragraph (a) of sub-section
(3) of proposed section 78A provides
that an agreement under the Act may
make provision forthe payment to the trust by the owner of
the land of the whole of the cost of the construction or installation of the works
together with the estimated cost of operating any pumping station and ancillary works
for a period not exceeding five years or
such part thereof as the Trust considers
reasonable to be paid in respect of such
land having regard to the benefit of such
works to the land and to any other lands
that would be, in the opinion of the Trust,
capable of being served by such works;

During the second-reading debate, I
said that the capable and efficient
Mildura Urban Water Trust comprised six commissioners. Over the
years, the trust has financed outside
work by charging a tapping fee of
$300 an allotment. The system has
worked well but the trust is concerned that the ne.w provision, where
it refers to "the whole of the cost"
might necessitate ascertaining by
the trust the exact cost per allotment or subdivision and result in the
discontinuation of the present effective me.thod of fixing a tapping fe·e. I
ask the Minister whether the provision will prevent the trust from doing
this?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-Mr. Wright
will be glad to hear that the answer
to his question is, "No." The ne.w
provisions support and do not
derogate from existing powers and
provisions. In any event, paragraph
(a) of sub-section (3) of section 78A
enables an agreement with the subdivider to provide for payment to the
trust of the whole of the cost and
then later the words "or such part
thereof as the trust considers reasonable" are used. The words "or such
part thereof" clearly cover the situation to which Mr. Wright referred.
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The amendments were agreed to,
and the clause, as amended, was
adopted.
Clause 11, providing, inter alia(1) After section 152 of the Sewerage
Districts Act 1958 there shall be inserted
the following sections:" 152A. (1) In this section unless inconsistent with the context or subject-matter-

(3) An agreement under sub-section (2)
may inter alia make provision for(h) security which may be lodged with

the Authority in lieu of any payment or advance referred to in
paragraph (a), (b), (c), (d) or
(f).

(6) Where an Authority proposes to
enter into an agreement under this section
and the works to be constructed or installed
pursuant thereto will after their construction
or installation be available to serve lands
other than the lands of the person with
whom the Authority proposes to enter
into the agreement, the Authority shall
serve notice on the owner of those other
lands notifying him tbat he may within
three months of receiving the notice enter
into an agreement to contribute a reasonable proportion of the cost of the works
to be constructed or installed and that if
he does not so contribute in the event
of his subsequently giving notice of his
intention to subdivide he may be required
to enter into an agreement providing for
the payment by him of a reasonable proportion of the cost of such works being
the cost that would have been incurred in
constructing or installing the works if a
contract for the works were to be let at
the date of the agreement with him.
152B. (1) On receipt of a request from
any person intending to subdivide land
(whether or not he is the owner of the
land at the time of the request) any Sewerage Authority may at the cost of such
person and upon such terms and conditions
as are agreed carry out such investigations
and surveys as may be necessary to provide
an estimate of the cost and the conditions
under which sewerage works could be provided to serve such land.
(2') No officer or employe of the Sewerage Authority shall enter any land to carry
out an investigation or survey unless the
person making the request is the owner of
the land or produces a signed statement
from the owner authorizing the Sewerage
Authority to enter the land for these
purposes."
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The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-The amendments which have been circulated
concerning this clause are identical
with amendments to other clauses
which have already been accepted.
Accordingly, I moveThat, in paragraph (h) of sub-section (3)
of proposed section 152A, the words "in
lieu of any " be omitted with the view of
inserting the words " to secure a ".
That, in sub-section {()) of proposed
section 152A, the words " he does not so
contribute in the event of his subsequently
giving notice of his intention to subdivide
he may be required to enter into an agreement providing for the payment by him of
a reasonable proportion of the cost of such
works being the cost that would have been
incurred in constructing or installing the
works if a contract for the works were
to be let at the date of the agreement
with him." be omitted with the view of
inserting the expression "he does so contribute any .agreement which he is asked to
enter into in the event of his subsequently
giving notice of his intention to subdivide
will not contain any provision of the type
referred to in paragraph (d) of sub-section
(3) ."

That, in sub-section {2') of proposed
section 152B, the words "any land to carry
out an " be omitted with the view of inserting the words " the land intended to be
subdivided to carry out any such".

The amendments were agreed to,
and the clause, as amended, was
adopted, as was clause 12.
Clause 13, providing, inter aliaAfter section 307 of the Water Act 1958
there shall be inserted the following
sections:" 307AA. (1) In this section unless inconsistent with the context or subjectmatter(3) An agreement under sub-section (2)
may inter alia make provision for-
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three months of receiving the notice enter
into an agreement to contribute a reasonable proportion of the cost of the works
to be constructed or installed and that if
he does not so contribute in the event of
his subsequently giving notice of his intention to subdivide he may be required to
enter into an agreement providing for the
payment by him of a reasonable proportion
of the cost of such works being the cost
that would have been incurred in constructing or installing the works if a contract
for the works were to be let at the date
of the agreement with him."

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-The amendments which have been circulated
concerning this clause are also
identical with those previously agreed
to by the Committee. Accordingly, I
moveThat in paragraph {h) of sub-section (3)
of proposed section 307AA, the words " in
lieu of any " be omitted with the view of
inserting the words " to secure a ".
That, in sub-section (6) of proposed
section 307AA, the words " and that if he
does not so contribute in the event of his
subsequently giving notice of his intention
to subdivide he may be required to enter
into an agreement providing for the payment by him of a reasonable proportion of
the cost of such works being the cost that
would have been incurred in constructing
or installing the works if a contract for the
works were to be let at the date of the
agreement with him" be omitted with the
view of inserting the expression " and that
if he does so contribute any agreement
which he is asked to enter into in the event
of his subsequently giving notice of his
inte~ti.on to subdivide will not contain any
provision of the type referred to in paragraph {d) of sub-section (3)."

The amendments were agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 14 was verbally amended,
and, as amended, was adopted, as
were the remaining clauses.

(h) security which may be lodged with
the Authority in lieu of any payment or
advance referred to in paragraph (a), {b),
(c), (d) or (f).

The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.

(6) Where an Authority proposes to enter
into an agreement under this section and
the works to be constructed or installed
pursuant thereto will after their construction or installation be available to serve
lands other than the lands of the person
with whom the Authority proposes to enter
into the agreement, the Authority shall
serve notice on the owner of those other
lands notifying him that he may within

VICTORIAN DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION (AMENDMENT)
BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Minister for
State Development and Decentralization), was read a first time.
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BOILERS AND PRESSURE VESSELS
(AM'ENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister of
Water Supply), was read a first time.

The sitting was suspended at 6.23
p.m. until 8. 4 p.m.

VICTORIAN DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION (AMENDMENT)
BILL.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this small Bill is to
provide a further method to enable
both country industry and the tourist
industry to raise funds for their
important purposes.
Honorable members will recall that
when the principal Act was originally
before this House earlier this year,
I indicated that the widest possible charter was being given to the
Victorian Development Corporation
so that it would be able to provide
worth-while assistance of almost
every kind to country industry and
to the tourist industry. Since that
legislation was p•assed, some drastic
changes have occurred in the availability of finance, and, more unfortunately, interest rates have risen
sharply.
The borrowing power of the Victorian Development Corporation is of
course governed by Loan Council
arrangements, and the current situation is that the corporation's activities
are
being
seriously
restricted.
Additional means therefore need to
be implemented so that funds are
available in sufficient quantity to
enable the Government to make the
progress it has planned in relation to
decentralization of industry and
assistance to the tourist industry. It
is proposed that this be done by way
of
supplementary authority
to
execute guarantees.
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The principal Act, as it now stands,
gives the corporation power to
guarantee loans. This Bill provides
for additional powers of guarantee to
be vested in the Treasurer who, after
considering a report from the corporation, may execute a guarantee for
the repayment of moneys directed to
the acquisition of land, construction,
improvement or alterations of buildings, and the acquisition of plant or
other equipment used or to be used
for a country industry. Also, the
Treasurer may execute guarantees
for moneys directed to the provision
of accommodation and other facilities
for tourists.
Honorable members
can see that this will be another type
of security available to support the
loans raised by clients of the corporation.
The principal Act in paragraphs (j)
and (m) of sub-section (1) of section
11 provides for guarantees to be
executed by the corporation and this
Bill enables the Treasurer to do likewise.
There are some other minor amendments referred to in clause 3 which
are merely machinery matters and
will enable the corporation to
establish a registry for debentures
and inscribed stock at locations other
than its own office-for example,
at a bank with which it has arrangements-and to appoint officers,
whether they are officers of the corporation or not, to be duly authorized
registrars or their deputies.
I am pleased to report that the
Victorian Development Corporation
is now beginning to make its presence
felt. It has acquired a small specialist staff and a location for its headquarters and to date it has approved
loans in excess of $3 million.
The setting up of an organization
of this nature is not the simplest of
tasks but I am happy to report that,
although only a few months have
elapsed since it was established, it is
making a worth-while contribution
to our plans for the decentralization
of industry.
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On the motion of the Hon. D. G.
ELIJIOT (Melbourne Province) , the
debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, November
27.
BOILERS AND PRESSURE VESSELS
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a Bill to amend the Boilers
and Pressure Vessels Act 1970. It
contains five main provisions which
are unrelated and I will deal with
each in turn.
In the early days of the regulation
of the safety of boilers and pressure
vessels, it was necessary to rely
solely on inspections to achieve a
reasonable standard of safety. In
more recent times, the emphasis has
been on the development of improved
standards of design and construction.
Regular inspections continue to be
carried out and some of these are
now able to be done at longer
intervals because of the known
characteristics of the design and
construction.
The aim of the Government
through its Boilers and Pressure
Vessels Inspectorate is to ensure the
construction of vessels to a high
standard of safety without unduly
restricting manufacturers in their
day-to-day businesses. The Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Manufacturers
Association of Australia has made
representations to the Minister of
Labour and Industry about achieving this aim and some of the amendments in the Bill have resulted from
those discussions.
At the same time, the opportunity
has been taken of incorporating
some minor amendments to facilitate
the administration of the principal
Act and to extend the regulationmaking powers which appeared
necessary following an examination
by the Subordinate Legislation Committee of regulations made under the
Act.

Clause 2 amends the principal Act
to allow the Minister to authorize
any officer in the Public Service to
be an inspector for the purposes of
this Act. In addition to persons
appointed inspectors of boilers and
pressure vessels under the Public
Service Act, from time to time it is
app~ropriate that other technicallycompetent officers employed in the
department be given the authority
of an inspector for specific purposes.
This clause will permit authorizations by the Minister.
Clause 3 substitutes a new
section for section 7 of the principal
Act. The proposed new section
provides for three classes of certificates to be issued by the Board of
Examiners for welders of boilers and
pressure vessels. The certificates of
competency at present being issued
are of one class only and can be obtained only after passing practical and
written tests. Manufacturers have
pointed out that there are many competent welders employed in their
establishments who for a variety of
reasons including language difficulty
are unable to pass the written test.
These persons are not permitted to
weld boilers and pressure vessels
even though they have the ability to
produce welds of the high standard
required.
The new clause proposes that there
shall be three classes of certificate(a) the ordinary certificate issued
on the same basis as certificates of
competency are at present;
(b) a restricted certificate to
allow persons who can pass the
practical welding test to perform
welding work under proper supervision; and
(c) certificates of competency for
supervisors who are able to demonstrate by examination their ability
to supervise the work of the holders
of restricted certificates.
Clause 4 amends sections 17, 18,
19 and 20 of the principal Act. relating to the approval of designs.
These were included for the first time,
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in the 1972 Act and from experience
it has been found that amendments
are now desirable.
Victorian
manufacturers
have
brought to the notice of the Minister
of Labour and Industry the difficulties the industry is facing due to
intense competition· from manufacturers from interstate and overseas.
They rightly point out that they
should not be in a worse position than
non-Victorian manufacturers who can
complete the construction of the
boiler or pressure vessel up to the
stage of being ready for installatio·n
before obtaining the approval of the
chief inspector.
The new provisions permit the commencement of manufacture immediately after the plans and specifications have been submitted for approval. The construction of all units will
continue to be regularly supervised
at all stages during manufacture by
inspectors of boilers and pressure
vessels. Plans will have to be approved before installation commences
or before the unit is sold or used.
Victorian manufacturers will be relieved of the requirement to submit
plans for approval and pay the required fee for vessels inte·nded for
export to another State or overseas
under sub-section ( 1) of proposed
new section 17.
The proposed section 18A in
this clause limits the period of operation of an approval to two years.
The approval may be renewed without fee. The limit of two years enables the Chief Inspector to reexamine desig·ns in the light of
standards codes in operation at the
time of re-examination.
Clauses 5, 6 and 7 give additional
powers to prescribe by regulation
those matters deemed necessary for
the proper operation of the principal
Act. The deficiencies were brought
to notice. following an examination
by the Subordinate Legislation Committee of the Boilers and Pressure
Vessels (General) Regulations 1973.
These regulations were subsequently
rescinded but can be reintroduced on
the passing of this Bill.
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Paragraph (b) of clause 7 proposes
to widen the powers in paragraph
(a) of sub-section (I) of section 4 7
to allow for the placing of identification labels as well as stamps on
boilers and pressure vessels. This
will assist with the changeover to
metric units of the existing stamps
which state the test and working
pressures in pounds per square inch.
The new metric descriptions of the
test and working pressures will be
able to be impressed on metal labels.
The power is also extended to
provide for the placing of labels or
stamps thereon relating to the registration of the vessel.
Paragraph (c) of clause 7 is a new
provision relating to the prescription of fees for inspections of boilers
which are to be exported from Victoria. The services of inspectors of
boilers and pressure vessels are
provided for these inspections which
are also done on a reciprocal basis
by other States. The manufacturers
wish this arrangement to continue
and agree that it is reasonable to pay
for the service. I commend the Bill
to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. A. W.
KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, November
27.

MELBOURNE UNDERGROUND
RAIL LOOP (AMENDMENT) BILL.

This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON (Minister
for Social Welfare) , was read a first
time.
The

Hon.

(Minister for
move-

W.

V.

HOUGHTON

Social Welfare) .-1

That this Bill be now read a second time.

The major provision of this Bill
author"izes the M·elboume Underground Rail Loop Authority to take·
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up such additional overdraft accommodation as may be needed to provide the authority with the flexibility
necessary for the financing of this
key transport project.
Honorable members will recall that
legislation was passed by this Parliament in 1970 to establish the Melbourne Underground Rail Loop
Authority with responsibility for
supervising and co-ordinating the
planning, financing and construction
of the. loop.
. ·
Much has been achieved by the
authority since that time. Work is
progressing according to schedule.
The value of contracts already let
by the authority to contractors outside of Victorian Railways organizations is close to $40 million. These
contracts include construction works
for the Museum and Parliament
stations and the tunnelling and
associated engineering works between
Jolimont railway yards and Museum
station.
I do not need to explain to honorable members the worth and value of
the underground rail loop in the upgrading of the Melbourne public
transport system. They are well
aware that the loop will enable the
capacity of the whole suburban rail
system to be doubled-it is the key
to the improvements now under way
or planned to give Melbourne the
improved . fixed track rapid transit
system it needs.
The Melbourne Underground Rail
Loop Act at present provides for the
authority to borrow on overdraft to
a limit of $2 million. It is clear that
this overdraft limit does not allow
sufficient flexibility in finances to
enable the authority to maintain the
flow of funds required to keep work
moving on schedule.
I am sure that honorable members
will understand the problems with a
project of this magnitude of keeping
work on schedule by maintaining a
proper flow of funds and that with
the difficulties inherent in the process
of annual allocations from the Loan
Council, the availability of adequate
bridging finance is essential.
The Ron. W. V. Houghton.

Loop (Amendment) Bill.

The amendment to section 20 of the
principal Act contained in clause 3
of this measure, by providing greater
flexibility in the area of overdraft
facilities, will enable the authority to
take advantage of standby overdraft
arrangements to ensure that it is in a
position to meet its financial commitments.
Clause 4 amends section 30 and
deals with protection of the loop from
adjacent construction work. The
existing legislation provides that,
until the loop has been constructed,
persons proposing to develop land or
buildings in the immediate proximity
of the loop shall ·submit to the
authority details of the proposed
development and shall comply with
any conditions imposed by the
authority for the protection of the
loop or the proposed development.
Clearly, any works which may
adversely affect the tunnels or underground stations must be prevented
in the public interest. There is also a
need to ensure that new buildings and
other structures are not themselves
detrimentally affected by the loop.
The Bill extends the authority's
powers under these provisions to enable it to take action to protect the
loop and the proposed development.
The proposed amendment also maintains this protection into the future
to ensure that the completed loop
is not damaged by subsequent developments.
A further provision of the Bill gives
the authority the ability to transfer
portion of the loop works to the
railways. Some railway junctions
and other works required to connect
the loop with existing rail services
have already been completed and are
being used by the railways. It is
desirable that the authority has the
ability to transfer to the railways
completed parts of the loop over
which passengers are being carried.
The transfer of certain facilities will
simplify insurance arrangements for
the authority.
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I wish to mention three further
matters dealt with in this Bill. It
amends the existing legislation to
make it clear that the authority is
authorized to pay the railways and the
Railway Construction Board for work
already carried out, that notices to
treat with regard to land transactions
should be served by the authority,
and that the protection given the
authority by the ·existing legislation
with regard to restraint of blasting
is extended to those working for the
authority.
Honorable members may recall
that the Auditor-General, in the audit
certificate attached to the. authority's
1971 accounts, questioned the authority's power to make payments for
loop works commenced before its
appointment in February, 1971. This
measure, by the introduction of a new
se.ction, 39A, provides the power for
the authority to make payments to
the railways and the Railway Construction Board for the works carried
out by these bodies pre para tory to
the major loop works.
With regard to clause 6 and the
extension of the protection with regard to blasting, Parliament has already provided in the existing legislation that construction of the loop
should not be held up by injunctions
to restrain the authority from blasting. It is important that work on
this key proJect continue without interruption and the. Bill makes it clear
that the existing provisions regarding
blasting extend to contractors engaged in the construction of the loop.
This measure contains a number of
separate and diverse provisions which
are necessary to assist the authority
in its task of co-ordinating the financing and construction of the loop
which, when brought into service, will
be a vital step in improving Melbourne's public transport services. I
commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. J. M.
TRIPOVICH (Doutta Galla Province),
the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, November
27.

(Amendment) Bill.
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PAY-ROLL TAX (AMENDMENT)
BILL.

The debate
(adjourned from
October 23) on the motion of the
Hon. Murray Byrne (Minister for
State Development and Decentralization) for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
The

Hon.

J.

M.

TRIPOVICH

(Doutta Galla Province) .-Mr. Kent
secured the adjournment of the debate
on this measure. However, he is at
present accompanying His Excellency,
the Governor, who is visiting the
Gippsland Province. I apologize to
the House for his absence, and I shall
deal with the Bill on behalf of the
Opposition.
This is simply a Budget measure.
Every Government must find money
to carry out the programme planned
in accordance with its policy. Payroll tax is to be increased so that the
Government will
secure more
revenue. Clause 2 provides that
pay-roll tax shall be levied at the
rate of 3 · 5 per cent on wages paid
or payable during or before the
month of August, .1973, and at the
rate of 4·5 per cent on wages paid or
payable after that month.
Pay-roll tax is a carry-over from
the times when unemployment had
to be funded and the Government of
the day looked for a form of revenue
to provide a dole for the unemployed.
The Government decided to take
money from those who were
employed to help those who were
unemployed. Because it was difficult
to collect this money from the people
who were employed, the responsibility was placed on the employer
to pay the tax. This is a bad
form of taxation. It is not an
income tax, it is a tax that merely
makes a charge on the amount
of wages paid, and therefore, to a
labour-intensive industry, or an
industry in which a number of
employees are engaged, it is a heavy
tax. To other industries which are
highly mechanized with a small
amount of labour, it is not such a
heavy tax.
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This taxing power was handed
to the States by the former Federal
Government, led by the Right Honorable Mr. McMahon, as a growth tax.
It was a weak effort to give the States
a form of taxation by which they
could raise additional revenue. There
is no argument on the use of the tax
because all State Governments are
short of revenue and they have seized
the opportunity of using this taxing
measure. The desire of all Governments is to keep the tax uniform.
Therefore, when it was agreed that
the tax should be applied, it was applied at a uniform rate of 2! per cent
and later it was raised to 3! per
cent. The reason for uniformity is
obvious. If there was a differentiation in the incidence of the tax,
industries which operated in States
where the tax was heaviest would be
at a disadvantage. The desire to keep
the tax uniform led to an agreement
by the Premiers that the tax would
now be increased from 3! per cent to
4! per cent. Members of the Labor
Party do not challenge the right of
the Government to collect revenue.
If our party formed the Government
it would search for means to raise
revenue. If we selected this avenue
of taxation, we would be on the other
side of the House attempting to justify a measure similar to the one I am
now debating.
·
The revenue derived by the State
under the former rate of 3! per cent
was approximately $15 million a
month, which is roughly between
$160 and $180 million a year. In
view of the proposed increase to
4! per cent, the assessed value of the
tax is approximately $18 million a
month or approximately $216 million a year. This represents an
increase of approximately $56 million
a year which will go a long way towards meeting the charges for the
hospital and education needs of the
State.
No provision is made in the Bill for
rebates to decentralized industries. I
have read the debates in another
The Hon. J. M. Tripovich.

(Amendment) Bill.

place on the measure involving such
proposals. Section 3 of the principal
Act defines an employer asAny person who pays or is liable to pay

any wages and includes the Crown in right
of the State of Victoria , and any public,
local or municipal body or authority constituted under the law of the Commonwealth or a State unless being an authority
constituted under the law of the Commonwealth, is immune from the operation
of this Act.

Section 10 of the Act, which deals
with exclusions, contains no reference
to decentralized industries. Therefore,
the rate of 4! per cent will apply to
the decentralized industries and will
be a charge on them in the same way
as was the rate of 3! per cent.
Concessions for country industry
are provided under completely
different legislation entitled the Decentralized Industry Incentives (Payroll Tax Rebates) Act. That Act prescribes certain qualifications and provides that a formula shall be
drawn up fot rebates made by the
Government to assist decentralized
industries. Many industries do not
fall within the category of a decentralized industry and some do not
apply for an exemption. Industries
with small branches in the country
do not consider it is worth the time
and trouble to apply and have to
comply with the formula. The increase in tax will represent an additional charge on decentralized industry. The Government must accept responsibility for its own measure. The
Opposition is prepared to allow the
Bill to pass as a Budget measure.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY
(North-Eastern Province) .-As an
amendment, I moveThat all the words after "That" be omitted with the view of inserting in place
thereof the following expression:" this House refuses to read this Bill a
second time until such time as provision is
made for pay-roll tax rebates for all
employers( a) within a radius of five miles from the
principal post office at any one of
the following places :-Bacchus
Marsh, Broadford, Gisbome, Kitmore, Kyneton or Woodend; or
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(b) beyond a radius of fifty miles from
the post office at the corner of
Bourke Street and Elizabeth Street
in the City of Melbourne."

The
amendment
is
consistent
with the policy of the Country
Party since the pay-roll tax was
handed over to the States in 1971. At
that time members of the Country
Party moved an amendment to a Bill
in an endeavour to have country
businesses and industries exempted
from the payment of pay-roll tax.
We argued that an exemption of this
type would provide a real incentive
to the balance.d development of Victoria. In this Chamber the Government vigorously opposed the Country
Party's amendment. Last year the
Government conceded that financial
incentives must be given to decentralized industries to encourage them
to transfer to country locations. As
Mr. Tripovich rightly said, on that
occasion the Government introduced
a Bill to give a rebate of pay-roll tax
to declared· de.centralized industries.
The Hon. I. B. ThAYLING.-An industry in St. Kilda would not qualify
for a rebate.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-No;
St. Kilda could hardly be classified as
a country centre. The people of St.
Kilda would be highly critical if they
were called country people.. The rebate of pay-roll tax to declared decentralized industries has been an
incentive. The Country Party's policy,
as enunciated at the last State election, was that all centres, including
Bacchus Marsh, Broadford, Gisborne,
Kilmore, Kyneton and Woodend,
would be included in the rebate system. W·e accepted as a guideline in
this respect the Commercial Goods
Vehicles Act.
The Hon. R. J. Eoov.-Why was
Bacchus Marsh included?
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-That
principle has already been established, with the support of Mr. Eddy's
party. All industries outside a radius
of 50 miles from the General Post
Office, Melbourne, are included. The
abolition of the payment of pay-roll
tax by all industries and businesses

1973.]

(Amendment) Bill.
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beyond a 50-mile radius of Melbourne
affords many industries, which cannot be. classified as dec·entralized
industries, an opportunity of sharing
in the financial assistance which is
provided to decentralized industry.
We are not arguing with the Minister
on this question; it was a policy decision. I am not certain whether it
has been incorporated in legislation
that a decentralized industry must be
one that is either manufacturing or
processing goods. I remind the Minister that many industries do not fall
into this narrow category but they
are equally important to country
centres and to the survival of a declared decentralized industry in a
country centre.
Many big orchardists in country
centres have, strictly speaking, commenced their operations in the country and because of the number of
personnel they employ have played
a major part in decentralization. The
Minister is familiar with Cornish's at
Cobram, which he visited recently.
This firm won an award for the
Development of Cobram League
Association. This industry is vital
to Cobram. It has existed for many
years, providing employment to many
people in the Cobram district. Many
similar industries throughout the
cou·ntry do not fall within the classification of a manufacturing or processing industry.
Recently I submitted to the Minister on behalf of the Euroa Cooperative. Society an application
asking whether the society could be
classified as a decentralized industry,
and receive the benefit of the payroll tax rebate. I am not quarrelling
with the Minister on the point, but
the society is not a manufacturing or
processing industry and yet it is concerned with the classing and grading
of eggs. It could almost be said that
the firm is processing eggs for sale
to the community in country centres.
Nevertheless, it does not technically
fall within the classification of a de-
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centralized industry. Many big and
important service stations in the
. country employ a number of people.
They provide a service to decentralized industries, but because they are
not manufacturing or processing industries they cannot receive pay-roll
tax concessions.
A grave injustice is being done to
the sawmilling industry. If any
industry is carrying out work that is
essential to the development of Victoria it is this industry. It produces
timber with which homes and other
buildings are constructed, but the industry does not come within the category of a manufacturing or processing
industry. Nevertheless, many hundreds of people are employed in the
sawmilling industry in country centres and the industry has been the
means of developing a number of
small country towns.
I could name many industries which
are disadvantaged under the existing
provisions relating to pay-roll tax
concessions because they do not
come within the appropriate classification. I trust that members of
this House, particularly those who
represent country areas in this Chamber, will support my amendment so
that country industries, irrespective
of whether they are certified as decentralized industries, may receive a
tangible incentive under this measure.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) .-In view of
what I have said previously about the
Labor Party's acceptance of the
Government's Budget measures and
the fact that the Government must
accept responsibility for its legislation, members of the Opposition must
consider the amendment moved by
the Country PartyThe PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond

Garrett).-Mr. Tripovich realizes
that he has made his second-reading
speech but may now speak on his
proposed amendment and on Mr.
Bradbury's amendment.

(Amendment) Bill.

The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-Yes,
Mr. President. I indicate at this
stage that the Opposition will agree
with the Country Party's amendment
to the extent thatthis House refuses to read this Bill a second
time until such time as provision is made
for pay-roll tax rebates-

but we cannot accept the amendment
from that point on. All the words
which follow should be deleted. We
will not accept the words " for all
employers " because we know of no
reason why the Commonwealth Bank,
the State Savings Bank, Coles and
other large stores should receive payroll tax concessions merely because
they are located in a country area.
Therefore, I move, as an amendment
to Mr. Bradbury's amendmentThat all the words and expressions after
the word " rebates " be omitted with the
view of inserting in place thereof the
words "as an incentive for decentralization,
such provision is to be based on criteria
which are consistent with other legislation
dealing with decentralization."

Over the years a number of Bills relating to decentralization or the provision of some measure of benefits or
concessions to decentralized industries have been introduced. On each
occasion it has been necessary to specify boundaries to differentiate between metropolitan or outer suburban
areas and country or inner country
areas.
The Town and Country Planning
Act adopts the boundaries of the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works as being the metropolitan
area. The Commercial Goods Vehicles Act provides for different boundaries and names the towns which
Mr. Bradbury included in his amendment because that is the basis of
pay-roll tax rebates. The Decentralized Industry Incentives (Pay-roll
Tax Rebates) Act 1972 also accepts
the boundaries defined in the Commercia! Goods Vehicles Act 1958.
Part XLA. of the Local Government
Act 1958 also defines boundaries,
which are accepted by the Town and
Country Planning Board but are completely different from the boundaries
laid down in other Acts. The Rural
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Finance and Settlement Commission Geelong was evidenced in the secondAct 1961 defines certain areas as reading notes on the Decentralized
rural or country areas. The Rural Industry Incentives (Pay-roll Tax
Finance Act 1958, the State Develop- Rebates) Bill 1972, which is the basis
ment Act 1958 and the Transport of the Country Party's amendment.
Regulation Act 1958 all contain their It was stated that the Decentralizaown versions of the boundaries of tion Advisory Committee recommended special emphasis on the
metropolitan and country areas.
accelerated
development of Ballarat,
If the Government intends to consider the Country Party's proposal, Bendigo and the Latrobe Valley,
all of the Acts to which I have -re- which were given population targets
ferred should be examined. In pre- of 100,000, and Portland and
vious debates in this House Mr. Wodonga. The notes then stateThe committee came to the conclusion
Swinburne and I have agreed that
that Geelong had reached the self-generatBerwick is not situated in the coun- ing
stage. Having gone into the matter in
try; nor is Dandenong. When the great detail it reported that Geelong cc alHousing Commission builds houses at ready possesses many attributes of selfBerwick, I do not regard them as generation, for example, proximity to
Melbourne, port facilities and, more
being built in the country; nor are importantly,
an effective level of population".
those which are built at Frankston.
Werribee is not a country area al- In other words, the Government conthough it is according to the Housing siders that Geelong has become of
Commission and any homes built age and can look after itself. Is that
there are classified as country homes, a fact? The notes statedBetween the census dates of 1966 and
.as are those constructed at Laverton.
1971 the population of Geelong increased
The Government should withdraw by just on 10 per cent.
the Bill and decide which areas it That sounds like a sizeable increase,
deems to be country and metropolitan but in the same period the population
areas. All the Acts to which I have of Melbourne grew by 13 per cent,
referred should be amended to pro- although the population of other
vide uniform boundaries.
urban areas in Victoria increased by
Mr. Bradbury made a good point only 4 per cent overall. This is the
about the timber industry which has Government's thinking, not ten years
contributed much to the decentraliza- ago, but last year. The second-reading
tion of population over many years. notes further statedThe industry is shrinking because of
Since 1960 new major manufacturing
advanced methods of transport by firms have commenced operations in Geelong
which logs are brought into the mills at a rate equivalent to about one a year
these firms today provide direct em·
in a town instead of the scantlings and
ployment for some 3,300 persons. All this
which used to be transported from is
to the credit of Geelong, not its debit.
the mills. Large orchards and packIn
the period between 1966 and 1971,
ing sheds are in a similar situation.
the
population of the statistical diviIf any town in Victoria is dis- sion of Melbourne increased by
criminated against under the Act it is 10 per cent to a total of 2,503,450
Geelong. No doubt Mr. Jenkins will persons;
West Central also had an
agree with me on this point. I shall increase of
10 per cent-that area inquote the Government's thinking in cludes
Geelong-to
a total of 161,530
this regard.
people, which is not a great increase
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-Does compared with that of Melbourne.
not Mr. Bradbury's amendment The other statistical divisions which
exclude Geelong?
showed an increase in population
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-That were Northern 2 per cent, Gippsland
is so, but the boundaries should be 1·5 per cent and East Central had an
reviewed. Why should there be any increase of 688 persons to a total of
discrimination against Gee long? The 37,030. There is nothing sensational
Government's thinking in regard to about the increase in the population
Session 1973.--87
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of those areas. Divisions which
showed a decrease in population were
North Central, which dropped by 3
per cent, Western by 2 per cent,
Wimmera by 8 per cent to 55,587 persons, Mallee by 3 per cent and North
Eastern lost 585 persons to a total of
86,134. When one considers that the
natural growth rate through births
is about nineteen per 1,000 a year, it
is obvious that country areas are not
even holding the growth rate from
normal births, not taking into account
immigration or development or anything else.
I put it to Mr. Jenkins that the
Government could not care less about
Geelong. Three per cent of Victoria's
work force lives in the Geelong area.
Last year 23 per cent of its work
force or almost one person in four
was receiving unemployment benefits.
The textile industry was a large
undertaking when I used to travel to
.Geelong, but now it is folding up.
What happened to the workers who
were employed in that industry? The
cement industry at Geelong was a
labour-intensive industry but it is now
highly mechanized and the work force
has been reduced. The development
of Portland as a port has had an effect
on Geelong. The member representing
Geelong opposed the development of
the port of Portland because it was
robbing Geelong of the work available from the handling of wool.
It is easy to say that workers can
and do travel to Melbourne. In fact,
they travel to M·elbourne in thou.sands each day to work.
The water costs in Geelong are 50
per cent higher than elsewhere.
Does that attract industry to
Geelong? The Decentralized Industry Incentives (Pay-roll Tax
Rebates) Act provides that any inpustry which can convince the Minister for State Development and
Decentralization of its claims as a
decentralized industry can be considered for rebate and would be
entitled to receive a rebate of two·~evenths, as provided by that Act.
This is the only incentive offered to
Geelong for industrial expansion. I
believe the Country Party has .merit
' . The Ron. J. M. Tripovich.

(Amendment) Bill.

in its proposal that the Government
should take a new look at decentralization.
The position at present is a hotchpotch. I do not know why five
towns were named in the Commercial
Goods Vehicles Act. Those five
towns seem to have determined the
destiny for everything else. The
towns are Bacchus Marsh, Kyneton,
Gisborne, Broadford and Kilmore. If
an industry moves into a town outside a radius of 5 miles of one of
those five towns, it is not entitled to
receive a concession, but it is if it
establishes itself in any of the towns.
There is no ground for arguing that
because the Commercial Goods
Vehicles Act has determined those
five towns on a particular basis,
everything else has to be pre-destined
on what is included in that legislation.
All that the Labor Party is
endeavouring to achieve by its
amendment to Mr. Bradbury's amendment is to ensure that if the Government examines this proposal, it should
consider the other Acts in relation
to the boundaries. For goodness
sake, let us decide once and for all
which area is regarded as the country
and which area is regarded as metropolitan. The point I make when my
colleague, Mr. Eddy, was baiting Mr.
Trayling about the St. Kilda marina
being entitled to a concession under
the Bill, might be drawing the bow
a little long. However, I suggest that
an industry which establishes itself
at Craigieburn may become entitled
to a concession. Why should it not
be entitled to receive the same concession as an industry at Bacchus
Marsh, Kyneton or Kilmore? If the
Government is to consider logic, it
should be fair in the application of
that logic.
I have indicated to the Minister for
State Development and Decentralization that during the Address-in-Reply
debate tomorrow I propose to
examine the Government's record on
decentralization and to illustrate
what little has been achieved over the
past seven years. I will not surprise
the honorable gentleman because he
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already knows this. The Minister
has worked hard with his Department ?f. State Development, as did
the ~mister of Housing, when he
was In charge of the State development portfolio. However, even in
areas represented by the Minister of
Housing, the numbers were falling in
the northern end of his province.
· The attitude of the Labor Party on
the Bill is that, if the Government
wants to treat it as a Budget measure
and accept responsibility for applying
the tax to everybody--even to the
owners of country industries-the
CJ:o:rernme~t should accept responsibility for Its own action. If, however, the Government is to consider
the logic of the argument advanced
by Mr. Bradbury, and I concede that
there is logic in it, the Governmen~
should do the job properly and examine the boundaries stated in the
A?t ·I have mentioned so that people
will know whether they live in the
country or in the city, and are
entitled to a concession made available to owners of country-based
industries. The legislation on decen·trali~atio? at present ·is a hotchpotch.
If VIctorian towns are located in one
area, they receive a rebate of twose.venths. If they are located in another area, they receive the lot. That
is not good legislation, and the Government should review it.
For the reasons I have stated, I
have proposed my amendment to Mr.
Bradbury's amendment. If the Gov.ernment decides to accept it, I invite
the Government to look at the overall position. However, if it wants to
continue the hotchpotch and treat
the. Bill as a Budget m·easure, it
should accept its responsibility and
the Labor Party will not vote against
the measure.
The PRESIDENT (Sir. Raymond
Garrett)~-1 advise honorable members that the House has now before
it the second-reading motion to
which an amendment has been
moved by Mr. Bradbury.
An
amendment to that amendment has
.been moved by Mr. Tripovich. Mr.
Bradbury, should he so decide, can
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speak to the amendment moved by
Mr. · Tripovich. All other members
can speak to the Bill and both
amendments.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development anQ.
Decentralization).-! speak to Mr.
Bradbury's amendment and to Mr.
Tripovich's amendment to it. Mr.
Tripovich fairly and properly expressed the attitude of the Labor
Party on the Bill. Mr. Trip®vich. said
it was a Budge.t Bill. It relates to the
undertakings contained in the Budget
to increase pay-roll tax by 1 per cent
in accordance with an agreement
made by all the States of Australia.
Mr. Tripovich said that although it
was purely a Budget Bill there was
other legislation which covered the
aspect of decentralization and he
went into some detail on that matter.
The effect of the amendment pro~
posed by Mr. Bradbury basically des,troys the Bill because, if accepted,
it will allow a rebate of pay-roll tax
right across 'the board, to every person associated with industry generally or to a decentralized industry.
One thing which should be made clear
is that there is a tremendous difference between an incentive granted to
a decentralized industry and the
granting of a subsidy.
I live 'in the country and have a
small ·farm. Everyone loves subsidies.
There may be a very good case for a
subsidy to be given to people who live
in the country. Honorable members
have to be honest about the matter
because subsidies are also paid to
people who live in the city and this
may be related to decentralization.
This Bill has been introduced on the
basis that it has an effect on decentralization-it has nothing to· do
with subsidies. Country people re-·
ceive subsidies even though some
Federal subsidies have been removed.
The ·Government is adopting the
stand taken by the all-party committee which repor.ted on decentralization. The Liberal Party takes exactly
the same stand as the Labor Party
took in its policy on decentraliza~ion
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at page 36 of i.ts policy speech deliv- espoused a policy of decentralization,
ered during the last State election they will find !that incentives are paid
campaign. The Government adop·ts to industries to create job opportuniexactly the stand taken by all other ties to attract people to the country.
Governments in Australia. Mr. Fuller, If people go to the country then of
who is a Country Party member and course Myer's will go, just as !the
M'inister of Decentralization and De- banks, insurance companies and other
velopment in New Sou:th Wales, has businesses will go to Hopetoun or
the same philosophy. The Govern- Haddon or any other small country
ment takes the same stand as the town. Unless .there are people all the
Provinces of Canada and the States of subsidies in the world will not entice
the United States of America took on Myer's and other service companies
legislation introduced aff·ecting decen- into country areas.
tralization as distinct from mere subMention was made about the occusidies which may be paid to people pations of people residing in country
because they happen to live in a par- areas. Again I will talk about farmers.
ticular area.
In company with Mr. Bradbury, I inIn accordance with the Labor Par.ty spected a very successful orchardist
policy and-1 shall be honest about who was providing employment in the
it-with ithe policy espoused by the country. Mr. Bradbury argued strongFederal Country Party in a brochure ly !that the orchardist should receive
it issued before the last Federal elec- assistance because his was a decention, if anyone is sincerely trying to tralized industry. However, the allhelp
decentraJtization,
assistance party recommendations on decentralishould be given Ito industries that zation-honorable members should
establish themselves in country areas. remember that" all-party" means the
There may or may not be disabilities Labor Party, the Country Party and
associated with establishing them- the Liberal Party-did not agree on
selves in coun!try areas, but the main assistance being given to such industask is to provide job opportunities.
tries. Apples cannot be grown in ColAs Mr. Tripovich rightly said, the lins Street or at the St. Kilda marina.
Government allows rebates of pay- One cannot farm or grow trees for
roll tax to service industries. That is commercial purposes in Melbourne.
exactly the position covered by Mr. So, although it would be lovely for
Bradbury's amendment. If the Gov- honorable members to live in the
ernment gave a rebate to Myer's or country, to have a farm and to receive
to insurance companies or banks to a subsidy, that is not possible. If it
move Ito country areas, it would not were, one would be entitled to a payprovide any new job opportunities roll tax rebate just because one hapfor the country. If the Government pened to be living in the country and
offered Myer's a 4·5 per cent rebate on was a farmer. Such a proposition will
pay-roll tax to move to the country, not bring people to the country.
Although I am sympathetic, I conit would not move· its emporium Ito
Haddon, Tameit or Hopetoun because cede that the all-party committee in
Myer's will not go there until there its report adopted a common-sense
are more people living there. That is approach which is in line with the
the difference between providing an policies of the Labor Party, the Counincentive for decentralization and try Party and every State Government
paying a subsidy. I live in !the coun- which is promoting decentralization.
try and I like a lot of subsidies to
Mr. Tripovich raised a different
be paid. However, I hope I am honest subject from that put forward by Mr.
enough to say they are not being paid Bradbury when he referred to the
under the guise of decentralization, need for uniformity. There is merit
because, as I said, if honorable mem- in that suggestion, but Mr. Tripovich
bers examine the policies of every went on to criticize the old formulas.
country in 'the world which has Again 'I point to page 141 of the Labor
The Hon. Murray Byrne.
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Party policy speech on decentralization which adopted qualifications for
assistance and mentioned the same
towns. I will not debate the question
that it is illogical to take a particular
area and leave out other areas. I cannot argue the logic of the problem. If
it was an all-party decision, and the
Labor Party was represented, the subject must have been fully debated before the recommendations were made.
That is the basis of the criteria. Mr.
Tripovich suggests that an attempt
at uniformity is only common sense.
I will not deal in detail with the
matters raised by Mr. Tripovich because, as he pointed out, this is
a Budget Bill which proposes to increase pay-roll tax by I per cent
in accordance with the undertaking
of the Premier and Treasurer when
he introduced his Budget, and in
agreement with the other States. Recently the House dealt with a Bill
on t'he subject of decentralization
and that would have been a more
appropriate occasion on which to
discuss some of the matters that have
been raised than in a debate on this
measure.
I will not be here tomorrow to
hear Mr. Tripovich ; I will be opening two factories at Portland. Mr.
Tripovich has suggested that I
should give facts and figures over
several years. I do not understand
why he asserts that I should do so. I
have the latest figures. Geelong has
been designated in both the Commonwealth and State fields as a
growth area and both Governments
will be involved in a similar way to
the co-operation which is occurring
in relation to the Albury-Wodonga
area. I have no fears for the situation at Geelong, which will become
almost a sub-metropolitan growth
area. If anything is :to be done to
syphon off the population of Melbourne, I point out that members
of ·my party, the Country Party, the
Labor Party and most people in the
community do not want to see in
their lifetime a sprawling City of
Melbourne with a population of 5
million people.
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With great sincerity and endeavour, the Government will do
something about growth centres.
Geelong has been selected as one of
those areas, and our Government
will be co-operating to make a
reality of the proposal. I can quote
the figures for Geelong. Members
of the Opposition will realize that
the Age· newspaper is not much concerned with decentralization; it has
never published the fact that industries go to country areas but, in an
article on Monday, 19th November,
that newspaper saidThe number of new homes begun in
country Victoria increased by more than 40
per cent compared with 7·6 per cent increase in Melbourne. lt is .the highest propontion of new housing in country Victoria
for many years.

The article went on to deal with
the growth areas but a slight mistake was made in the statement that
whilst there has been quite a remarkable and unique growth in most
country areas, in Portland this
growth has not occurred. The growth
in Portland has been quite phenomenal; it has been far greater than
in Melbourne or any other part of
the State. It is easy to say that
people are leaving the country, and
if that statement is ·made for long
enough and loud enough, people will
believe it and it will make it much
harder to sell country Victoria.
I can give the figures of growth
centres to June, 1973. Since then
the figures have been even more
spectacular. The increased population growth of Gee'long in the twelve
months to June, 1973, was 74 per
cent. The increased growth of Ballarat was 76·4 per cent, which
was a record.
The figures for
Wodonga
and
Latrobe
Valley
were 93 · 5 per cent and 19 · 66
per cent,
respectively.
Without labouring the point, I cannot go
back seven years. If Mr. Tripovich
goes back seven years-he may
go back 17 years, or 70 years
-he will tell the House tomorrow that over a period of seven
years the growth rate in the country
has been less than in Melbourne. That
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is true and everyone acknowledges
it. I suggest that the figures over
the past twelve months should be
examined. They will. prove that ·in
most country centres there has been
a record growth. Any honorable
m~mber representing a country area
Will say that now there are waiting
lists for houses in the country, but
twelve months ago there were
vacant homes.
I have never conceded that everything has been thought up on the
spur_ of the moment ; over a period
of t1me many people have realized
that incentives could be effective.
The land tax rebate has shown remarkable results within a period of
ten months. Although this is the
policy of the Government, the Country Party and the Labor Party, the
Government has provided the incentives. The other States have not
given these· rebates. From views expressed at conferences with other
Ministers of State Development and
Decentralization, I have found that
they are unlikely to do so. For those
reasons, whilst I have a tremendous
sympathy for the view that subsidies should be provided for people
living in the country, I point out that
this is a Budget Bill and that the
amendment should not be accepted
for the sake of decentralization. For
this reason, I cannot accept it.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-Order!
Mr.
Tripovich
desires to make a personal explanation.

The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) .-I saw Mr.
Jenkins rush out of the Chamber.
Geelong has 3 per cent of the work
force of Victoria but it had 23 per
cent of the registered unemployed
in Victoria, not of its work force.
I apologize to Mr. Jenkins for the
worry which I caused him. He was
quite right in leaving the Chamber.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD (Northern Province) .-1 support the
amendment moved by Mr. Bradbury
and I will not embark on a wideranging debate on State development

and decentralization. I shall comment on the argument of the Minister for State Development and Decentralization in rebutting the argument put forward by Mr. Bradbury.
The Minister based his case on the
concept that the only way of
achieving decentralization was to
establish industries and job opportunities in country areas. No one
would argue that this is not a contributing factor.
Decentralization
involves a total view and if by the
sort of incentive contained in Mr.
Bradbury's amendment we can support and assist commercial enterprises to go into country centres, we
shall achieve that result.
The criteria used in determining
whether an industry should be
classified as decentralized are being
somewhat stretched. I will not go
into that aspect in detail, but
it .is fair to say that some commercial enterprises classified as decentralized industries, namely, country
newspapers and country television
stations, are to a certain extent more
commercial than manufacturing enterprises. I do not argue that they
should not obtain the concession.
Many other commercial enterprises
of a similar nature could equally
qualify. An argument advanced is
entitled to the concession would get
it. For some reason, Mr. Myer is
always mentioned. I do not know
that some companies that are not
whether that argument applies to him
more than to anyone else. The advantage gained in the over-all scene
would outweigh the minor problem
that one or two enterprises which
obtain concessions should not have
them.
The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL.-Has
Mr. McDonald worked out the overall cost to the Budget?
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD.-If
the fact that this is a Budget Bill
is the only reason why the Minister
for State Development and Decentralization will not accept Mr. Bradbury's amendment, I assure the honorable gentleman that my party
would be more than satisfied if he
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would say, "This is a Budget measure ; it has to go through ; but the
Government will give the proposal
serious consideration tO' see whether
it can be implemented in future ". On
this and previous occasions the Minister has not been prepared to do
this and he has given only a flat
refusal.
The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL.-In
other words, Mr. McDonald has not
got a clue.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD.-!
do not 'intend to become involved in
any wide-ranging debate on this subject. It is just as beneficial and advantageous in obtaining population
in the country to encourage and support commercial enterprises as to
support manufacturing industries.
Members of my party would be quite
happy to accept the assurance of the
Minister that, as it is a Budget Bill,
it must be passed but that he will
examine the proposal in the future.
The Hon. o. G. JEN·KINS ~csouth
Westem Province) .-1 do not support the amendment proposed by Mr.
Bradbury. The amendment of Mr.
Tripovich to that proposed by Mr.
Bradbury is a little more interesting.
I shall try to knock over some of the
straw men whom Mr. Tripovich has
set up, and of whom he has
spoken
from
time
to
time.
I am concerned that in a debate of
this nature, in order to justify an
argument, honorable members are
prone to suggest that, due to the
policies of the Govem·ment, places
such as Geelong are at a grave disadvantage or are going backwards.
Since the end of the second world
war, Geelong has grown at a steady
rate of 3! per cent. Its population has
increased from approximately 45,000
to 125,000. Many people in Geelong
think this is a most satisfactory
growth rate and one that can be
accommodated within the resources
of the area.
Despite the comments by Mr.
Tripovich concerning water rates in
Geelong, the Geelong Waterworks
and Sewerage T~rust, as a deliberate
policy, has duplicated the water
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supply and sewerage systems against
future shortages and needs. Undoubtedly, the local people have to
pay for that insurance. Geelong is
one of the few places in Victoria
where no water restrictions were
imposed during the drought last
summer.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-Because it stole water from Ballarat.
The Hon. 0. G. JENKINS.-That is
not so. As a deliberate policy, the
Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage
Trust has duplicated water and
sewerage facilities in the area, and
the local people have accepted this
policy. Undoubtedly the local people
would like the benefit of the subsidy
on interest paym·ents in excess of 3
per cent which is given to other
country water authorities in Victoria.
Geelong people would like to receive
the full pay-roll tax rebate but those
who take 'a responsible. attitude
accept the logic that whilst Geelong
may suffer some disadvantage, it is
prepared to stand on its own .feet.
It has done this successfully since the
second world war.
In another place, when similar
legislation was being considered, the
honorable member for Geelong North
supported a 50 per cent pay-roll tax
rebate for Geelong and suggested
that this would be a fair proposition.
The honorable member made no
bones about it.
~Mr. Tripovich produced figures to
indicate that the rate of unemployment in Geelong was abnormaHy
high.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-It
was ; the figures were outstanding.
The Hon. 0. G. JENKINS.-That
may be so at a particular time of
the year because a number of factors affect unemployment in the
area. The unemployment rate is high
at certain times of the year because
many hundreds of seasonal workers
are employed in the wool stores, the
meat works and the wheat silos, and
many persons working in the shearing and other primary industries
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throughout Victoria reside in Geelong. Traditionally, these men work
for high wages for about nine
months of the year and then take
their holidays during the winter
months.
Because of the policies of the
Federal Government, and particularly
the present one, these workers can
now take a holiday on unemployment
benefits. It is no wonder that the
numbers of unemployed rise substantially. For some months, Geelong newspapers have been filled
with advertisements for staff vacancies. Undoubtedly, a labour shortage
exists in Geelong and the local industries would like to see more
people move to the area.
· On the other hand, many Geelong
people do not want the area to grow
at an inordinate rate. Many people
are concerned at statements, particularly by the Federal Government,
that Geelong should grow to a population of 400,000 by the turn of the
century. Such an increase would be
an enormous addition to the area and
would unduly strain local resources.
I should like to see Geelong grow
at a maximum rate of 5 or 6 per
cent a year which would give a
population approaching 200,000 by
the turn of the century.
Some of the amendments proposed
to the Bill look attractive at first
glance, but I agree with the Minister
for State Development and Decentralization that if one can induce
industries to leave the metropolitan
area and go to country Victoria, the
workers will follow. Service industries and other necessary Government services will also move to the
country. It takes about three persons to service one worker. In
Geelong, the work force is about
35,000 to 40,000 out of a total population of 125,000.
I have no doubt that if industry
can be induced to move to country
Victoria and given some incentives,
not a handout, to overcome some of
the disadvantages in setting up in
places distant from the metropolitan
area, the aims of the BiU will be met.
The Hon. 0. G. Jenkins.

The
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(North-Eastern Province) .-1 have·
listened with interest to some of the
views expressed by the Minister for
State Development and Decentralization and Mr. Jenkins. It is amazing
that some people have the fanciful
idea that by establishing an industry
somewhere people will be induced to
move into country areas. I have
been a member of this House for
longer than any other member and·
I was involved with the early moves
in the distribution of population
when I was in charge· of permits
relating to the places in which an
industry could be established. I agree
with Mr. Jenkins that for every
worker there must be follow-up
servic~s which in tum employ staff.
I do not differentiate between an
industry that moves to a town and
the employees who service that industry~ I am not concerned whether
Myer' s establish a Target store in
a particular area. Wherever an industry is established, it is necessary
to service the industry and to
provide the necessary amenities.
Many industries which have been
established in a country centre for
years have been declared decentralized industries because they fall
within a category which was laid
down some time ago by a committee.
The Government should not tie itself
to a formula that was set down ten
or fifteen years ago. Honorable members should examine what they are
trying to achieve.
Every time a Bill relating to pay-·
roll tax has been submitted to Parliament, an amendment along the lines
of that moved by Mr. Bradbury has
been submitted. On the first occasion, honorable members were told
that because of an agreement with
the Federal Government to· continue
pay-roll tax at the same rate as that
levied by the Federal Government
prior to handing it over to the_
States, it was not possible to accede
to the Country Party request at that
time but that it would be considered
the following year. A year passed
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and nothing was done and the tax
is still being levied in the same
fashion.
The Minister referred to subsidies
to country people. I suggest that a
greater amount per .head of populatior~ is paid in subsidies within the
metropolitan area than in country
districts and the Minister knows that
to he .true.
·
·
· The Hon. V. T. HAUSER.-Name
them.
·
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-To
transport the workers to · work in
Melbourne every day costs about $10
million a year and this subsidy is
balanced out· by increased freight
rates on goods brought from country
areas.
The Hon. V. T. HAUSER.-Country
freights are subsidized.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.Naturally, and I give full credit to
the Premier for continuing with the
policy, and for his policy speech
promise to increase the subsidy on
public transport to induce more
people to travel on public transport
than by motor car. The Premier did
not hide the facts as. Mr. Hauser
is trying to do.
Furthermore, metropolitan residents are subsidized by tariffs on imports. I wonder how many persons
would be employed by General
Motors-Holden's Pty. Ltd. or the Ford
Motor Company if tariffs on imported
motor vehicles were discontinued?
Many employees would be put out of
work so members of the Government
Party should not hoodwink themselves into believing that subsidies
are paid only in country areas.
The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL.-The
cessation of tariffs would increase
the cost of a car.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-It
would also cost Mr. Campbell more
for his food. The increase in imports would put many people out
of work. · Honorable members from
the metropolitan area should look at
their own home fronts before claiming that subsidies are paid only in
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country · areas. I was concerned
when the Minister raised this · issue
because, in my view, if a full investigation indicates that an industry ·re-i
quires assistance, it should receive
it.
I did not intend to· speak on this
poirit but . to refer to the concept of
one complex. ~{ it is proposed to
develop a growth centre city in the
country, it .must be a complete complex. If -it is proposed to purt 300,000.
people in the Albury-Wodonga area,
it will be necessary not only to
establish industries there, but also to
pro'vide ancillary facilities because
otherwise people wil'l not go there,
let alone stay there. That is the
basis of Mr. Bradbury's amendment.
I agree that some employers who
have been granted a pay-roll tax re.:
bate may have been borderline cases
but I am not .arguing against that
because I believe they should all get
irt. I am not concerned if a bank or
other organization in a town
obtains a rebate because it employs a
certain number of persons and
the
provisions.
complies
with
Such organizations are there to provide a service for the industries and
for the town. If this principle is
taken to its logical conclusion, before long it will be possible for a
cafe which has sufficient staff to
qualify for a rebate. Earlier, the Minister justified a rebate for the local
newspaper because the employer was
a printer and he manufactured something. I suggest that a cafe manufactures meals for people to eat and
if the Minister disagrees with me, I
would want to know why they could
not be included.
It would be possible to go through
any town piecemeal and find many
employers who would be entitled
to a pay-roll tax rebate. Merely because Myer's have three or four Target stores, one each in Ballarat, Bendigo, Geelong and some other town,
or Coles and Woolworth's have
established themselves and employ
people, why should those firms not
receive the same incentive to take
people to the .country?
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The Hon. V. T. HAUSER.-But they
would be there anyway.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.Coles, Woolworth's, Myer's or any
other large retailer would not
establish stores in a country
centre until they assessed how
many people would pass through
their doors each day. Having attracted people there, their business
will increase. In this way a further incentive to decentralization will be provided. The people in a small country
town in which I am interested
wished to attract the firm of G. J.
Coles and Co. Ltd. to the town. The
management of Coles went there and
for a week counted the nu·mber of
people going between the two major
stores and hotels in the town. At
the end of the week they said that
they would not purchase a building, although the site was the best
available in the town, because there
would not be enough business. The
management of Coles was not interested in buying an ·e~ist'ing store
because not enough people passed it.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.Would Coles have gone there if a payroll tax concession were applicable?
The Hon. I. A. SWIN!BURNE.The Governm·ent will n'Ot grant payroB tax concessions. There is no
difference between Coles an'd the industries which receive pay-roll tax
rebates. Thriving country towns iin
Victoria have begun with the development of complexes. They have not
relied on the establishment of one
major factory, but on a number of
minor factories.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-And
quality of (life.
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Labor Party, or accord with the policy
enunciated 'by my :Federal Leader,
Mr. Anthony.
The Victorian :branch of the
Country .Party has ·consistently maintained that Victoria sh'ould be
developed as a unit and not in sections. Itt has been said that Geelong
received no assistance from the Government. However, the estabHshment
of 1Housing Comm'isstion homes contributed to the development of
Geelong. A great deal of money was
paid for a water supply which helped
Geelong to develop. These are the
things that develop country towns.
The same principle applies to tBa:llarat, in a lesser degree :to Bendigo,
and to Shepparton, Warrnambool,
Mildura and ·Wangaratta. Most of
those places have been developed
because their chambers of commerce
have built and planned the towns
·without relying on subsidies for particular industries. The Country Party
can never ~accept the Minister's
phi·losophies :bec,ause i:t believes in
making a combined effort to attract
people to the country areas.

The Hon. D. G. ELUOT (Melbourne Province).-! see a weakness
in M·r. ~Swinburne's argument. Early
in his speech the honorable member
remarked forcib'ly that h was O'f no
use industries going to certain country towns, because those industries
needed employees 8;nd the towns
had to be pleasant places in
which to live. It is difficult to
equate that statement of Mr. Swinburne with development because i:t
would be imposs'ible to treat the
development of the whole iState on
the same basis and to expect ancillary services to accompany industries
to all areas. Places such as Rupanyup,
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.- Warracknabeal, smaller towns in
Quality of life comes with the In- Gippsland and other districts are
These
crease in population. Many Vic- struggling for existence.
torian country towns are dying and towns will only amount to areas
There
will :never survive the struggle. ~he surrounding larger towns.
Minister is not prepared to give is no way in which this course
further subsidies, as he terms them, of 'events can be altered. The trend
to country people because they do is in that direction and will not be
not .fall into the categori·es 'laid down altered by an incentive provided by
ten or fifteen years ago and by the any Government.
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People today leave small country
towns because :there is no consolidation of. interests there. Employment
becomes limited and the quality of
life declines. Apart from the hot~!,
there 'is virtually nothing of interest
in a smaH country town unless the
loca'l citizenry are active ·enough ~to
have established a tennis club, golf
club and so on.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-But
pay-roll tax rebates are not granted.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-! am
stating my opinion ·on hOIW Victoria
should be developed. The Labor
P.arty's amendment 'is in these
termsthis House refuses to read this Bill a second
time until such time as provision is made for.
pay-roll tax rebaJtes as an incentive for decentralization, such provision Ito be based on
criteria which are consistent with other legislation deal.ing wi.th decentralization.

I invite honorable members to
consider tourism, which is part
of decentralization. I criticized enthusiastically__.and, frankly, 'l think
unoffi.C'ially the Minister for State
Development and Decentral'ization
would do likewise-the over-supply
of museums or settlements throughout Victoria. The Minister knows he
has a boo-boo on his hands in
Warracknabeal. He did not perpetrate the error; it is a legacy that
has been left to him and he must
continue with the project whether or
not he desires to do so. In that town
of twenty beds available for
tourists, only eleven are of a
high enough standard to be suitable
for accommodation. Throughout the
world it has been proved that unless
suitable accommodation for tourists
is provided in ~advance it is suiddal
to establish such ventures in country
towns. One must not be hypocritical
by say'ing tha:t country people will
be helped and that sympathetic
attention will be given to their
applications, 'because that is not
practicable. The Minister would need
$30 to ·$40 million •a year for this
purpose.
The Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE.-The
sum of $200 · million is being provided by the State Savings Bank.
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The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-! am
referring to Government guarantees
and hand-outs, not to finance which
can be prqvided through banks and
lending organizations. It is the Minister's responsibility to ensure that
finance from those sources will
become available.
In New ·zealand business houses
provide almost limitless guarantees
for commercial development, particularly in tourism, which is the second
largest industry in New Zealand. The
development of tourism in ·New
Zealand is wonderful to behold. The
Minister is following the New
Zealand system closely. The Labor
Party. · policy is based on a close
study of · the New Zealand system
for which it has great admiration,
because it is logical. The persons
employed in tourism in New Zealand
are well-versed in the art of feasibility. This is an aspect which members of the Country Party have not
considered closely. They want something for the country and are not
concerned about the remainder of
Victoria. That is not a logical
approach.
I have previously stated that a
" king hit" must be made. It is an
absolute necessity. I warn the Government that it must study carefully
the feasibility of establishing such
attractions in Victoria because it
could be left with white elephants,
and would have to finance the people
out of their difficulties. Recently
a debacle occurred because of an
unwise investment in an abattoir
in a country town. If a logical
viewpoint is not adopted, there
will be a financial mess of
major proportions.
It is fine
to say that people will be helped;
that is what is referred to as a
political hand-out. In the long run it
defeats itself because the illogicality
creates an uncommercial situation in
the area. There is no doubt that
scores of towns want to raise their
standards, and their rights should be ·
cons~dered. To cover all requirements
is· not ·a pra·ctical proposition and
would be doomed to failure.
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BRADBURY

(North-Eastern
Province) .-The
Country Party cannot understand the
amendment proposed by Mr. Tripovich to the amendment which I
moved because Mr. Tripovich's
amendment is nebulous. He indicated that as an incentive for
decentralization, provision for payroll tax rebates should be based on
criteria which are consistent with
other legislation dealing with decentralization.
The Country Party amendment is
positive. The amendment moved by
Mr. Tripovich will not achieve the
Country Party's objectives. The
Minister for State Development and
Decentralization said that he would
be happy to receive pay-roll tax concessions because he is a farmer. He
does not pay pay-roll tax now, so
how can he expect rebates?
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.~How
do you know?
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-!
had hoped the .Minister's business
interests were large enough to
qualify him for the payment of payroll tax, but apparently they are not.
The Minister engages in farming only
as a recreation and a form ·of relief
from his problems as a professional
man and a member of Parliament. I
do not begrudge the honorable
gentleman that priv~lege, but he is
in the business for other purposes,
and unfortunately the Federal Government has removed the incentives.
Perhaps that was the major reason
the
honorable
gentleman
why
entered the business of farming. I
sympathize with the Minister, as I
ani sure other members on this side
of the House do. We believe, as Mr.
Swinburne said, that country centres
must grow together and that
industry and ·business houses must
work together. Although members of
my party fully support the objective
and the motion for rebates of payroll tax, we believe there should not
be· discrimination between an industry which exists in the country and
a· business house which provides
employment in country centres,
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and for that reason we regret
that we cannot support the amendment moved by Mr. Tripovich.
The arguments which have been
advanced by the Minister are illogical
and not in the best interests of
decentralization.
The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL (East
Yarra Province) .-As stated by Mr.
Tripovich, this is a Budget Bill which
is designed to assist the Government
in its efforts to achieve decentralization. This ~Government ventured on
a decentralization scheme and hoped
to give impetus to it by helping
people with rebates of pay-roll tax.
However, when the Government
looked at its Budget, it had to say,
" How much of our Budget can we
afford to allocate to assist people to
go to country areas?" The Government has had to make up its mind
about how much it can afford and
that is one basic reason why decentralization incentives offered by the
Government are in a semi-restricted
form.

The amendment which was moved
by Mr. Bradbury was virtually rejected by his own Leader. Mr.
Swinburne commented that in a
small town within his area G. J.
Coles and Co. Ltd. had been invited
to open a store and that the prime
reason for the company not doing
so was the low population of the
district. I suggest to Mr. Swinburne
that if Coles had been offered the
incentive of a rebate of pay-roll tax,
it would have made no difference
to its decision.
When the Government's funds are
restricted, it must look at the areas
which are of best advantage. In
doing so, it must be conC'luded that
to attract people to those areas
industries must be there, and
that to attract industry to those
areas, in addition to the incentives
that the Government can give, we
must try to ensure that the cost of
s,elling a commodity in Melbourne or
in the closest capital city is comparable with a similar artiC'le manufactured in that capital city. ·
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If we do not work towards this
goal, how can we expect country
industry to lay out thousands of
dollars in capital expenditure to
produce an article, knowing before commencing manufacture that
the cost of that article on
the capital city market will be
so 'high that it will have no
hope in the world of competing
against its competitors who manufacture similar products within that
capital city? This is one of the basic
criteria of decentralization. The
money which we have available
should first of all go to industry.
What happens if a Government is
fortunate enough to persuade a large
industry to go to a country town?
Once it is established, building progresses ; in fact, if possible homes
are built at the same time as the construction of the company's premises, so that there are two developments taking place as far as population is concerned. There is construction growth in the setting up of the
project and there is the bringing
in of employees to the industry.
Then, because a large industry is
there, smaller industries are attracted to help it in its manufacture. This
is not unusual. Many large manufacturing companies in Melbourne
keep smaller companies going
because the smaller companies
operate in specialized fields which
the larger company does not wish
to enter. Perhaps, production is too
small, or for other reasons.
The smaller industrial operation
which will spring up as a result of a
·major one is the second .phase of
having a large industry in a decentralized town. There are then three
areas of growth. Construction, the
larger company and the smaller ones.
Once a city becomes energized in
this way, companies like Coles will
. take another survey and say," Five or
six years have passed ", or whatever
it may be, " since we stood outside
these two areas, and in that period
the number of people passing from
point A~ point B has grown to such
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an extent that we can now afford to
establish a store within this area ".
The same situation would arise in
other types of commerce or retailing.
I suggest to the House that the
Minister's comments indicate that
correct procedures are being followed in order to give our country
areas an increased population growth
and an incentive to become cities in
their own right. By stimulating the
population of country towns, the
Government will spread the cost of
facilities over a greater number of
people, and when this is done the
towns will have more chance of gaining these added incentives which
people need to achieve the way of life
that they wish to have outside of
their industrial employment.
I support the Government's attitude in respect of this pay-roll tax
legislation. I cannot support the
amendments which have been proposed by the Opposition and the
Country Party.
The House divided on the
question that the words and expressions proposed by Mr. Tripovich to
be omitted from Mr. Bradbury's
amendment stand part of the amendment (Sir Raymond Garrett in the
chair)Ayes
Noes

24
7

Majority against Mr.
Tripovich's amendment

17

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Block
Byrne
Campbell
Clarke
Crozier
Dickie
Dunn

Fry

Gleeson
Granter
Grimwade
Hauser
Hider

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Houghton
Hunt
Jenkins
McDonald
Nicol
Storey
Swinburne
Ward
Wright.

Tellers:
Mr. Bradbury
Mr. Hamilton.
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I_:

Mr. Galbally
Mr. Knight·
Mr. Thomas
Mr. Trayling

NoEs,
,Mt. Tripovich

FLEMINGTON. LAND BILL.:

The debate (adjourned fro~. the
previous day) on the motion of the
Hon. F. J. Granter (Minister of
Water Supply) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.

Tellers:

Mr.· Eddy
Mr. Elliot.
PAIRS.

Mr. Gross
Long ·

1\:fr.

Mr. Walton
Mr. Kent.

.!.

The House divided on the question
that the words proposed by Mr. Bradbury to be omitted stand part of the
motion (Sir Raymond Garrett in the
chair)Ayes
25
Noes_
6
1.

Majority against the
amendment

19

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Block
Byrne
Campbell
Crozier
Dickie
Eddy
Elliot

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Clarke
McDonald
Swinburne
Wright.

Fry

Galbally
Gleeson
Granter
Grimwade
Hamilton
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Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Hauser
Houghton
Hunt
Jenkins
Nicol
Storey
Thomas
Trayling
Tripovich
Ward.
Tellers:
Mr. Hider
Mr. Knight.

NOES.

Tellers:
Mr. Bradbury
Mr. Dunn.

The motion for the second reading
of the Bill was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time,
and passed through its remaining
stages.
HEALTH (SPECIAL
ACCOMMODATION HOUSES)
BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly a~<;), on the motion of the
Hon. V. 0. DI_CKIE (Minister of
Housing) ,_ was read a first time.

The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING (Melbourne Province) .-The purpose of
this small Bill is to formalize the
tenancy of an area of 2 · 3 hectares of
land, known as tbe Flemington; and
Kensington Park, by the Flemington
and Kensington Bowling Club. At the·
moment, the club's tenancy is by
agreement only. Since 1915 the Mel-·
bourne City Council has acted as the·
committee of management of the
land. The Bill will resolve any uncertainty about the tenancy, although
it will give the club no concessions.
I understand that the Melbourne
City Council will lend money to the·
club to improve the club-house and
facilities. This very happy bowling
club will make good use of the
money made available to it. The
Labor Party does not oppose the Bill.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD {Northern Province) .-In the interests of
the members of the Flemington and
Kensington Bowling Club, I indicate
that the Country Party supports the
Bill.
The Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE
(Bendigo Province) .-The back page
of the Bill contains the schedule and
a diagram showing a hatched area on
which the expression " 3700 mLt- " is
printed. This means 3, 700 metres
squared, plus or minus. It seems to_
me that the expression " plus or
minus" is singularly inaccurate. If it
is intended to convey that the figure.
of 3, 700 square metres is approximate, then that should be made clear.
A number of symbols can be used to
indicate that a figure is approximate.
That would be preferable to the
words plus or minus following the
expression 3, 700 square metres. Some
of the symbols that indicate " approximately " are an equals sign with·
a bent top stroke, an equals sign with
a· line ~hro\}gh it,. and an equal~ ~ign·
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with a squiggly stroke above it. The
Minister may care to comment on
that point.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was atgreed to.
Clause 2 (Revocation of permanent
reservation).
The Hon. F. .J. GRANTER (Minister of Water Supply) .-I thank the
three honorable members who contributed to the second-reading debate.
The arrangement which the Government, the bowling club and the city
council have entered into is a good
one. This procedure is followed on occasions to ratify arrangements that
have taken place! over a number of
years. The Bill gives the bowl'ing club
more secudty thatn it previously had.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-This is one
of the oldest established clubs in Victoria.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER.-I thank
the honorable me1nber for his remark.
I have no doubt that it is a progressive bowling club and I hope it will
continue for many years.
I cannot answer Mr. Grimwade's
point relating to the plus or minus
sign. I do not think the bowling club
will have any worries about plus or
minus. I shall refer the matter ,to the
Minister of Lands and ask him to
make the necessary explanation.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
Schedule.
The Hon. M.A. CLARKE {Northern
Province) .-1 hope the remarks made
by Mr. Grimwade during his secondreading speech will not be conveyed
to the Minister of Lands with the
approval of 1the JVIinister of Water
Supply. The method of putting plus
or minus in the schedule is extremely
clear, and I commend tthe person who
drew up the schedule. The Minister
should recommend to the Minister of
Lands that this is the correct form
rather than the suggestion 1.bf Mr:
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Grimwade that some peculiar signs
indicating " approximately " should
be adopted.
The Hon. S. E. GLEESON (SouthWestern Province) .-Mr. Grimwade's
remark was only partially correct. It
also has a degree of inexactitude. I
agree that it is a good method of
showing that the figure of 3, 700
square metres is not absolutely accurate. Perhaps the degree of error
could be indicated by a percentage. That is the only disagreement I have with the expression used
in the schedule.
The Hon. D. G. ELUOT ('Melbourne Province) .-Mr. Grimwade
says, "Let's squiggle, or maybe we
could wiggle. Let's stick to minus or
plus, and leave i;t happily :thus ".
The schedule was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
EDUCATIONAL 1LANDS BILL
The debate (adjourned from the
previous day) on the motion of the
Hon .. Murray Byrne (Minister for
State Development and Decentralization) for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING (Melbourne Province) .-The Bill clarifies
certain sections of the Melbourne
University Act 1958, the La Trobe
University Act 1964 and the Victoria
Institute of Colleges Aot 1965 as to
the procedures to be followed in relation to the acquisition of land. It is
a simple Bill which removes some
confusion and ambiguity which apparently existed. Members of the
Labor Party do not oppose the
measure.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) .-Mr. Trayling
has outlined the purpose of the Bill.
Members of the Country Party have
no intention of opposing it.
The· motion was agreed to.
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The Bill was read a second time,
and passed through. its remaining
stages.
ADJOURNMENT.
REPORT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS.
COUNCIL • .

.. The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE {Minister for State Development and Decentralization) .-1 move-.
That the House do now adjourn.

The Hon. M. A. CLARKE 1(Northern
Province) . -Th'is week a report from
the Consumer Affairs Council was laid
before Parliament. The report received wide ·publicity in the press and
it is a most important document. Unfortunately, no copies have been made
available in the Legislative Council
Papers Room and I am informed that
only some dozen copies were made
available in the Legislative Assembly
Papers Room. This means that although !the document has been released to the press, has been widely
circulated, and has been ~the subject
of public comment, members of this
House do not have copies of the document unless they borrow the copy
that has been tabled in the House,
which I have read and returned to the
Clerk. I ask the Leader of the House
to ensure that in future when documents of such importance are tabled,
they are readily available tto members
of the Legislative Council.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE ~CMin
ister for State Deve lopment and DeClarke
has
centralization) .--Mr.
made a valid point. I do not know
why copies of the report have not
been made available. There has been
a big problem with the Government
Printer and a restriction on the number of copies printed.
1

I give an undertaking that this report will be placed in the hands of
honorable members as soon as possible. I will certainly draw the matter
to the attention of Cabinet as soon as
possible.
The motion was agreed rt:o.
The House adjourned at 10.45 p.m.

Questions .on ·Notice.
QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

EPPING PRIMARY SCHOOL.
(Question No. 174)

The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta
Galla Province) asked the Minister
for State Development and Decentralization, for. the ·Minister of· EducationAs the Epping Primary School, with a
population of over 350 students, has only
one toilet block consisting of three cubicles
for boys and one toilet block consisting
of four cubicles fo:r ·. girls, when is it expected that a:. ·complete new toilet block · or
additions to the · present toilets will be
constructed?
·

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State· Development and
Decentralization).-The. answer sup~
plied by the Minister of Education
is......Additional · toilets are included in a current contract. for additional class-rooms and
staff accommodation improvements.

GERIATRIC DAY CENTRE FOR
SUNSHINE.
(Question No. 178)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne-West Province) asked the
Minister of Housing, for the Minister
of HealthFurther to the answer given to question
No. 163 asked in this House on 14th November, 1973, what other buildings were suggested by the Sunshine City Council, and
what were their respective locations?

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-The answer supplied
by the Minister of Health isCouncil-owned halls atThompson Street, Maidstone
Churchill Avenue, Sunshine.

MANANGATANG CONSOLIDATED
HIGHER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.
(Question No. 179)

The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister for State Development ancfDecentraliza tion, for the Minister of Education( a) What action has been taken to pro·
vide a very necessary infant toilet block
at the Manangatang Consolidated Higher
Elementary School?
(b) When will such a toilet block be
provided?

